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, you shall have the trumpet 
sounded throughout all your land. 
And you shall hallow the fiftieth yea 
and you shall proclaim liberty 
throughout the land to all its 
inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee fo, 
you " 

viticus 25:8-1 



college board chairperson's report 

Mr Jim Watson 
Chairperson, St Patrick's College Board 

I am very pleased to present this report to the 
College Community on the Board's activities 
for the 2000 school year. 

St. Patrick's has had a College Board since 
1988. It is a properly constituted body whose 
members are appointed by the Province 
Leader on advice from the Governing Council 
of Christian Brothers Schools. The Council 
makes its recommendations on appointments 
after receiving submissions from the College 
Board. 

Board members participate in decision making 
in designated areas of responsibility within the 
College which include: 

• Promoting the concept of lay ministry with 
the church - "The People of God" 

• Promoting the welfare of the College through 
the development and implementation of its 
Mission Statement. 

• Offering financial advice. 

• Development and ensuring implementation 
of policy. 

• Serving as a good public relations source. 

• Supporting and assisting the Principal in the 
educational leadership of the College. 

• Providing parents and the wider community 
with a voice in Catholic Education and 

• Encouraging strategic planning. 

2000 BOARD 

Members of this year's College Board and the 
committees on which they serve are 

• Mr Jim Watson (Chair) - Executive, Finance 
• Mr John Nicholson (Deputy) - Executive, 

Forward Planning 
• Br Laurie Collins - Executive, Finance 
• Br Kevin Atton - Governing Council 
• Mrs Trudi Kannourakis - Forward Planning 
• Mr Larry Kanoa - Forward Planning 
• Mrs Beth Marburg - Policy 
• Mr Ron Morrison - Public Relations, 

Residential Students 
• Mr Bruce Runnalls - Executive, Policy 
• Mr Jim Sheedy - Forward Planning 
• Mrs Eileen Sharp - Secretary, Policy 
• Ms Fiona Tonkin - Policy 
• Mr Frank Vagg - Policy 
• Mr Peter Zala - Building & Maintenance, 
Residential Students 

The Board met on nine separate occasions 
during the year with exceptional attendances 
from all members. I would like to sincerely 
thank all members for their generosity and 
hard work during the year and particularly for 
the willing support they gave to me on many 
occasions. 

SUB COMMITTEES 

The Board Sub Committees and its Members 
for this year have been: 

Executive- Jim Watson (Chair), John 
Nicholson, Br Laurie Collins, 
Bruce Runnalls 

Finance - Jim Watson (Chair), Br Laurie 
Collins, Denis Bateman, Rick 
Blanchfield, Dennis Foley, Noel 
Ronan, Phil Pellissier. 

Policy - Bruce Runnalls (Chair), Frank 
Vagg, Beth Marburg, Fiona 
Tonkin, Eileen Sharp, Gerard 
Murphy. 

Building & Maintenance -
Denis Bateman (Chair), Peter Zala, 
Jeff Stewart, Dianne Hanlon, Basil 
Bowman, Br. Hewitt, Br. Zoch. 

Public Relations -
Ron Morrison (Chair), Louise 
Klopak, Brian Broadribb, Tony 
Frawley, Gerard Ryan, Paul 
Andrews, Andrew Watson. 

Forward Planning -
Jim Sheedy (Chair), John 
Nicholson, Larry Kanoa, Trudi 
Kannourakis, Helen Goode, 
Bemadette Brouwers, Peter 
Gutteridge. 

Residential Students -
Peter Zala (Chair) Ron Morrison, 
Noelene Watson, Carmel Molloy, 
Sarah Fahy, Doreen Roache, 
Dianne Hanlon, Michael Kerr, 
John Jess, Michelle Brady, Gerard 
Fitzgerald. 

Each Board Committee met regularly 
throughout the year and provided written 
monthly reports of their meetings to the 
College Board. These committees continue to 
contribute in their unique way to the workings 
of the College. The generosity of the members 
in assisting the work of the College with their 
time and expertise is gratefully acknowledged. 

CHANGES 

At the February meeting of the Board, new 
members, Bruce RunnaJls, Trudi Kannourakis 
and Larry Kanoa were welcomed to their first 
official Board meeting and thanked for being 
prepared to serve the College by generously 
giving of their time and own expertise. 

Retiring members Gabrielle McMullen, Gerard 
Bourke and Helen Weir were formally thanked 
for their significant contributions to the 
College at a meeting and dinner held towards 
the end of last year. Each contributed so much 
in his/her own special way to College life. I 
must pay special tribute to Gabrielle for her 
wonderful work and leadership for four years, 
two of which were served as Deputy and the 
last two as Chairperson of our Board. We were 
particularly pleased to learn that she has 
recently been appointed to the position of Pro 

Vice Chancellor (Academic Affairs) at 
Australian Catholic University. We 
congratulate her on her appointment and wish 
her well in the future. 

MASTER PLAN 

Late last year, the Board gave a commitment to 
have an extensive Master plan prepared for the 
College. Detailed submissions were obtained 
from four architectual firms, all were of a high 
standard which made the final decision quite 
challenging. Subsequently, the Board 
appointed the team of Lawrence Atley, Graeme 
Hewitt and Michael Goldsworthy to develop 
the Master plan. The first step was to develop 
a Strategic plan. To this end a full day 
workshop was held by Michael Goldsworthy 
(Australian Strategic Services) with 29 people 
participating, being Board members, College 
Administration Team, College Mission 
Statement Team, Old Collegians, Parents and 
Students. Much work has now been completed 
on this plan which will be combined with the 
new College Mission Statement to be 
published shortly. 

Several fruitful meetings have been held with 
the architect during the year on the Building 
Master Plan. Basically, the plan will propose 
some significant refurbishment of existing 
buildings to cater for the growing needs of the 
College. Some new constructions, most 
notably a modern new lecture theatre will form 
part of the plan, which we are hoping will be 
finalised shortly. We expect to be in a position 
soon to make available details of the architect's 
plans and drawings to the College community. 
It is not intended that any alterations to the 
Brothers' House or College Chapel will be part 
of the Master Plan at this stage. 

BUILDING DEVELOPMENTS 

The Whelan Food Technology Centre was 
completed early in the year and has already 
proved to be an outstanding success. So to has 
been the transforming of Mackay House into a 
LOTE Centre. 

The Board has now approved as part of the 
proposed Master plan the redevelopment of 
Purton House from a boarding facility to a Year 
12 Centre. The developments to occur will 
involve the gutting of the whole ground floor of 
the building, and then dividing that area into 
three large classrooms separated by removable 
walls. This will enable the entire area to be 
opened up, with little inconvenience, into one 
large area, which will be suitable for a number 
of Year 12 activities such as examinations and 
special year level events. Earlier this year the 
first level of this building became the LOTE 
Centre. 

Funds have been set aside from the current 
year's budget for this redevelopment which will 
occur over the Christmas break and be ready 
for use for the start of the 2001 school year. It 
is intended that the old Boarders' Shower Block 
which adjoins the new proposed Centre will be 
developed into a Year 12 Common Room 
hopefully some time the following year. 

The Board has also given approval for the 
redevelopment of the Band Rooms into a 
much larger and more adaptable facility and 
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for work to commence on the first stage of 
extending and modernising the Tuck Shop. 
Again funds have been set aside for these 
works which are also expected to commence 
at the end of the current school year and be 
available for use at the beginning of 2001. 

BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE 

This committee initiated and supervised 
many developments and improvements to 
College assets during the year. Some 
significant works completed were the 
completion of the final stage of the 

Boathouse redevelopment, the painting of the 
Pavilion and the corridor outside the Food 
Technology Centre, the development of the 
LOTE Department, the Food Technology 
Centre, and the installation of a large air 
compressor in the Technology Centre. Reverse 
cycle fans were installed in most of the upstairs 
classrooms, shade sails were set up in the 
barbarque area of Cocky Court, and new 
lighting was added at the front of the College. 
Many additional small projects have been 
carried out - one has only to look around to see 
what a wonderful contribution this committee 
has made to improve College facilities. 

EXECUTD7E 

The Executive committee which comprises the 
Board Chair and Deputy Chair along with the 
College Principal and Deputy Principal meets 
monthly between Board meeting. Its function 
is to plan the Board's focus for the year and to 
prepare the detailed agendas for each Board 
meeting. It also attends to all Board matters 
which arise between meetings that require 
immediate attention. This year's Executive has 
operated in an efficient and enthusiastic 
manner that has greatly assisted with the 
smooth operation of Board meetings. 

FINANCE 

The role of the Finance Committee is to ensure 
the provision of monies necessary to meet the 
educational programs and all other activities 
approved by the Board. It is to assist the Board 
in its obligations to manage the finances of the 
school, and to assist other Board Committees 
to achieve their ends with sound financial 
advice on the school's capital and recurrent 
financial capabilities. 

We are fortunate in having a Finance 
committee that comprises personnel who have 
a wide range of financial skills and experience. 
This committee has met regularly with the 
College Bursar throughout the year and 
produced detailed financial reports to each 
Board meeting. Its other primary function was 
to set school fees and frame a balanced budget 
before the start of the school year ensuring 
that funds were available to meet all required 
expenditure. We must record our grateful 
thanks to the College Bursar, Mr Denis 
Bateman, for his extra ordinary contributions 
during the year. As in previous years we have 
ended the year with a small surplus even after 
providing significant monies for ongoing 
redevelopments. 

RESIDENTIAL STUDENTS 

When the Board made a decision last year to 

phase out boarding from the end of the year 
2002 it appointed a committee to investigate 
the possibility of assisting with the 
establishment of some smaller boarding 
facility for students wishing to attend St. 
Patrick's from isolated rural areas. 

A Residential Students Committee chaired by 
our Board's longest serving member, Mr Peter 
Zala, was set up for this purpose. They were 
given specific terms of reference and requested 
to provide a final report to the Board no later 
than September of this year. This committee, 
many of who were from country areas, worked 
exceptionally hard. They meet on numerous 
occasions, often at fortnightly intervals, and 
arranged a public forum of interested parents 
and past boarders at the College in June. The 
committee presented a detailed 
comprehensive report to the Board at the end 
of August which recommend that a committee 
be formed to investigate the viability of 
establishing an independent hostel type 
boarding facility on College land in time for the 
commencement of the 2002 school year. 

The Board subsequently gave "in principle" 
support to the proposal and has invited the 
boarding representative committee to set up 
an incorporated body, the terms of whose 
constitution must be approved by the St. 
Patrick's College Board. This body will be 
required to present a more detailed proposal to 
the Board. The Board conveyed this 
recommendation to the Province Leader, 
whose approval has been obtained. 

I would like to sincerely thank all members of 
the committee for their report and for the 
manner in which it was presented to the 
College Board. I must thank them too for the 
work they put into preparing the report, the 
many meetings they held and the countless 
hours of research that very clearly had been 
undertaken and of course for the extensive 
travelling involved by so many. 

FORWARD PLANNING 

The Forward Planning Committee has taken 
the major responsibility for clarifying the 
respective functions of the New Vision and 
Mission Statements, and the Strategic plan. 
This has concluded in the development of a 
comprehensive Strategic Plan, a guiding 
Mission Statement and a challenging Vision 
Statement. This was no small task and a most 
important one, which promises to be of 
enormous benefit to the College in the long 
term. The Vision and Mission Statement and 
the Strategic Plan covering the years 2001-2005 
will be of valuable assistance in our future 
planning. 

POLICY 

This committee continues the challenging and 
rewarding task of planning the medium to long 
term directions of the College. The Policy 
committee has during the year put enormous 
effort into writing and reviewing College 
policies. New policies submitted to the Board 
and approved have included Professional 
Development, overseas trips, homework, 
auxiliaries and uniforms. All College policies 
are expertly documented and subject to 

regular review by this committee. 

The importance of the work delegated to this 
expert committee cannot be underestimated 
as its deliberations and findings, as submitted 
to the College Board, ultimately have a far 
reaching effect on all aspects of College life. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Again this committee has endeavoured to 
provide advice to the College on a wide range 
of issues relating to the promotion and 
appearance of the College. The committee 
continues to investigate the best possible way 
of promoting the College and its achievements. 
As part of this strategy, the committee 
continues to seek the ongoing interest and 
support of the media in the achievements of 
the students in their academic, cultural and 
sporting endeavours. The committee also 
reviewed open days and advertising. Much 
time has also been spent on the development 
of a new prospectus that will provide the most 
relevant and up to date information for 
prospective parents and students. 

Other activities that the committee has 
become involved in include the successful St. 
Patrick's Day Ball and the memorable Olympic 
Torch Relay. 

The committee was also responsible for the 
design and publication of the new College 
Vision and Mission Statement along with a 
significant role on the newly formed Uniform 
Committee which has been given the brief to 
undertake a review of the College uniform. 

Finally, the Public Relations and Marketing 
Committee was saddened by the passing of 
Michael Ryan, who had been a long-standing 
member of the committee. 

FUTURE GOVERNANCE 

Future Governance of schools owned by 
Religious Orders is now an important issue for 
all Congregations and their communities. 
Decreasing numbers and aging patterns within 
all orders highlights the need to set in place 
good transitional processes which will ensure 
the future of Catholic Education. The 
Christian Brothers are facing up to this 
responsibility and have begun the process of 
inviting us and others to become involved in 
shaping what future governance will be. The 
search is now on for the best form that can be 
established. 

Our Board is Firmly committed to working with 
the Province Leadership Team on the 
consultation processes, which are now 
occurring. Seven members of our Board 
attended a combined meeting in Melbourne of 
Board members, of all eight owned and 
governed Christian Brothers Schools in Victoria 
earlier this year to share in the involvement. I 
was privileged to attend at Treacy Centre, 
Parkville, a meeting on this issue of the Board 
Chairs of Christian Brothers Schools in 
Victoria. As a result of this meeting, some 
members of the steering committee on future 
governance attended our October Board 
meeting to lead us through the planned 
processes put in place for the next three years. 

e 
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A public meeting of families associated with 
the College will be arranged before the end of 
the year. This will give everyone an 
opportunity of contributing to the important 
decision which the Brothers will make about 
how our College is to be governed and 
controlled in the medium to long term 
future. 

THE PRINCIPAL 

Our Board has a duty of loyalty and support 
to the College Principal. This has been a 
pleasurable requirement for our Board 

members as we have in Brother Laurie Collins, 
an outstanding Principal who has admirably 
carried out his duties as Principal for the past 
nine years. During all of his time at St. Pat's he 
has worked tirelessly and with sincere 
dedication for the education and wellbeing of 
his students. He also displays genuine care 
and concern for staff, students and families. I 
thank him for the help and assistance he has 
given to me in his role as Chief Executive 
Officer of the Board. His detailed presentation 
of all matters coming before the Board has 
always been of great assistance in our 
deliberations and extremely helpful in arriving 
at decisions on some often difficult and 
complex matters. We are very fortunate to 
have him with us for one more year. 

by Eileen Sharp throughout the year. Eileen is 
the Principal's secretary and also undertakes 
secretarial duties for our Board. She 
methodically prepares agenda papers and 
ensures all paperwork is in Board members' 
hands a week before each meeting. She attends 
all Board meetings and accurately records all 
discussions and resolutions in the Minutes. We 
are grateful for her help and efficiency and the 
very pleasant and friendly manner in which 
she goes about her duties. 

PROVINCE LEADERSHIP 

I am grateful to have this opportunity to 
express our thanks to the Province Leader, 
Brother Michael Godfrey, and the Governing 
Council for the loyal support they have given 
to us this year. We have experienced a few 
difficult moments and have had to make some 
hard decisions, but at all times we have 
received full backing and support from the 
Leadership team. This gives us enormous 
confidence to tackle the hard issues that have 
and will continue to confront us in these 
changing times. We wish Brother Godfrey well 
in his continuing role as Province Leader and 
Head of the Governing Council of this College. 
He has a close association with St. Patrick's by 
being an Old Collegian and former Deputy 
Principal. 

members have worked throughout the year 
with enormous enthusiasm and dedication. 1 
have no hesitation in saying that the College is 
blessed by being served with an active, hard 
working and forward thinking group of people 
who have courageously faced up to and made 
many difficult decisions. I would like to again 
thank them all so much for their support, 
encouragement and enthusiastic contribution 
to the education of the students of St. Patrick's 
College. It is pleasing to note that all members 
of our Board have agreed to continue next year. 

I would like to conclude by thanking all the co-
opted members of the various sub
committees. They have contributed so much in 
time and energy so willingly and with a great 
deal of pride. They can all be satisfied in the 
knowledge that they have helped St. Patrick's 
College continue its wonderful tradition of 
academic, cultural and sporting achievements. 

On a personal note, I did not have the privilege 
of a St. Patrick's College education. However, 
two of my brothers did and my three sons all 
received their secondary education at the 
College. They are all grateful for what St. Pat's 
did for them. I think I may have missed out on 
something special. 

BOARD SECRETARY CONCLUSION 

It would be very remiss of me not to 
acknowledge the wonderful work performed 

I am very proud to have had the opportunity of 
being Chair of the College Board this year. All 

Members of the St Patrick's College Board 

Back: Br Kevin Atton, Mrs Trudy Kannourakis, Ms Fiona Tonkin, Mrs Eileen Sharp, Mrs Beth Marburg, 
Mr Peter Zala, Mr Larry Kanoa 

Front: Mr Ron Morrison, Mr Bruce Runnalls, Br Laurie Collins, Mr Jim Watson, Dr John Nicholson, Mr Frank Vagg 
Absent: Mr Jim Sheedy 
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Br Laurie 8. Collins 

Principal 

Millennium 
I suggest that the celebrations that took place 
around the world on January 1st at the advent 
of the New Year were in many ways 
unprecedented. The dawn of the year 2000 
provided a common cause of celebration for all 
humankind, even though these celebrations 
were neatly divided into twenty-four 
components, according to the different time 
zones. Through the medium of television, we 
were able to witness directly, and hence 
become a part of, the various celebrations. 
Perhaps no other event in human history has 
attracted such universal, positive and 
immediate attention. The powerful metaphor 
of the world as global village becomes 
progressively more of a reality. Through the 
marvels of modern communication 
technology, we are now more aware than 
people of any previous time of other peoples 
and cultures, and hence are much more 
conscious of our interdependence and 
common issues. 

I consider that we are privileged to be living in 
this Year 2000, as the Second Millennium gives 
way to the Third. It is natural, and indeed 
almost imperative, at such a time that we both 
review and assess the past, and look towards 
and embrace the future. Psychologically, we 
are prepared for changes, rather than simply 
another period of consolidation. And there is 
no doubt that all of us are constantly and 
insistently reminded that the present time is 
one of unprecedented and continuing change. 
We are called upon to grasp new opportunities 
and face new challenges, and in many areas, 
even to adopt new patterns of thinking. 
Clinging to some of the old securities and 
practices will undoubtedly be a strong 
temptation at times, but must be resisted 
stoutly if real progress is to be made. Of course 
I am not advocating a policy of 
indiscriminately embracing the new simply 
because it is new, still less of abandoning any 
of our principles; rather I am urging that we 
adopt of a stance of being forward looking and 
proactive at this pivotal period in human 
history. 

Perhaps nowhere is this change more evident 
than in education. Obviously, this presents 
educators with both challenges and 
opportunities. Our students cannot be 
prepared just for existing conditions, as these 
will change; nor can they even be prepared for 
a specific future, as such cannot be accurately 
predicted. Instead, the modern world requires 
young people who not only have specific 
abilities, skills and knowledge, but also the 
capacity to successfully adapt to changing 
conditions. In order to do this, they require a 

firm basis of belief, solid convictions, a strong 
self-image, and the courage to face new 
challenges. The need for life long learning 
becomes more and more apparent. 

At such a time, while being most challenging, 
Education is a particularly exciting and 
rewarding occupation. Teachers are currently 
seeking to adapt to new curricula, to present 
learning experiences more relevant to 
students' needs and interests, use a pedagogy 
that involves students more actively in the 
learning process, and to keep abreast of 
modern technology, particularly computers. 
The opportunities are immense. 

Jubilee 
In accordance with an ancient biblical 
tradition, Pope John Paul decreed that the Year 
2000 was to be a year of Great Jubilee; 
accordingly the Church has repeatedly 
emphasized five important themes in this 
Jubilee Year: 
- Let the Land Lie Fallow; 
- Practise lustice; 
- Answer the Call to Forgiveness; 
- Announce the Summons to Freedom; 
- Celebrate with Gratitude in the Spirit of 

Jubilation. 
During this year of Jubilee, both Pope John 
Paul and the Australian Bishops Conference 
have led the Australian Church in a 
Reconciliation process. The Pope set us an 
extraordinary example by publicly admitting 
past errors and deficiencies in the Catholic 
Church, and seeking forgiveness and 
reconciliation from those people and 
communities who had suffered as a 
consequence. He called " everyone to make an 
act of courage and humility in recognizing the 
wrongs done by those who have borne or bear 
the name of Christian". The Bishops followed 
his example by publishing a similar statement, 
with a special focus on Australian issues. 

On Holy Thursday, the whole school gathered 
at the Cathedral for our own ritual of apology. 
Led by Ms Gina Bernasconi and a dedicated 
group of senior students, we were involved in a 
special and memorable liturgy of 
Reconciliation. In a newsletter published soon 
after, I included the following reflection: 
"/ well understand the risks associated with 
undertaking such an innovative liturgy, 
particularly at the end of a heavy term. Most 
people do not find it easy to apologize, and the 
words, gestures and symbols of our liturgy were 
indeed very challenging. Unfortunately some of 
our students made little attempt to involve 
themselves, made inappropriate comments, and 
attempted to unsettle others: this was very 
disappointing. However, I was delighted with 
the enthusiastic participation of the vast 
majority, who were more than willing to enter 
into the spirit of the occasion. Our young 
people have a very strong sense of justice, and 
recognize the abuses in our society. I pray that 
they retain and foster this desire to work for a 
more just society." 

Planning 
As I indicated in last year's report, St. Patrick's 
College is now involved in an intensive period 
of long-term planning. This involves a huge 
commitment of time from both the College 
Board and the Administration, and it will have 
a considerable bearing on the College's future. 

Perhaps when planning is mentioned, many 
automatically think of building and physical 
resources, and then of specific curriculum 
issues. Certainly these matters are of enormous 
importance. However, the most essential 
element in any good educational planning is to 
determine, clarify and articulate our vision, for 
only when we are clear on exactly what we 
regard as being of primary importance, can we 
determine how this can be achieved. 
Inevitably, some hard choices are necessary. 

Two documents that have assisted us in this 
regard are the following: 
• The Christian Brothers of St. Patrick's 
Province have published an Educational 
Vision, and a statement on Education in the 
Tradition of Edmund Rice. This document will 
be included in our own Strategic Plan. 
• The Ballarat Diocese has developed its own 
Strategic Plan, together with detailed guides as 
to a year-by-year implementation. 

The St. Patrick's College Mission Statement 
2000-2005 has been completed, and is now in 
the hands of the publisher. We expect to 
formally launch this Mission Statement later in 
the year. The document includes a Vision 
Statement, and then identifies five areas of 
particular importance. 
• Catholic identity at St. Patrick's College. 
• The St. Patrick's College Community. 
• Curriculum at St. Patrick's College. 
• Decision making and communication at St. 

Patrick's College. 
• Environment, Resources and Patrimony at St. 

Patrick's College. 
The Strategic Plan 2001 - 2005 is nearing 
completion and should be promulgated early 
next year. We have been at considerable pains 
to link it as closely as possible to our Mission 
Statement, to emphasize that the Strategic Plan 
is really the implementation of the Mission 
Statement. As my period of ten years as 
Principal of SPC concludes at the end of 2001, 
the Strategic Plan will be effectively the Charter 
for the new Principal. While the delay in 
finalizing and publishing these documents is 
regretted, the documents have in fact been 
guiding the decisions of both the 
Administration and the Board for some 
considerable time; indeed some goals of the 
Strategic Plan have already been 
accomplished. 

Religious Education 
Religious Education continues to hold the 
primary place in our school Curriculum. One 
of the conditions for enrolment states explicitly 
"The student undertakes to participate in the 
faith practices and observances of the College. 
The parents undertake to support the College in 
its program of religious and spiritual 
formation". 

The Curriculum material circulated to 
potential students includes the following 
statement from our Faculty Head, Ms Gina 
Bernasconi. 
"The R.E. program from Years 7 to Year 10 is 
based on the Guidelines for the Religious 
Education of students in the Archdiocese of 
Melbourne. In Years 11 and 12 students study 
catechetical units, based on those Guidelines, in 
conjunction with units from the Board of 
Studies (B.O.S.) Study Areas "Religions and 
Society"and/or "Texts and Traditions." The 
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school program from Year 7 -12 has been 
developed to give students a broad awareness 
of Catholicism and the chance to make a faith 
response appropriate to their stage of life. 
Each year students are involved in a time of 
reflection during the year level retreat. The 
Year 9 retreats occur at the end of an extensive 
"Life Education" program. At the senior level 
emphasis is placed on leadership. All Year 12 
students are encouraged to take part in one or 
more of the voluntary faith activities of the 
school -for example: the St. Vincent de Paul 
Society or Edmund Rice Camps. 
Students are also invited to help in the 

organization and preparation of School 
Liturgies held on special occasions throughout 
the year. Many students train as special 
ministers of the Eucharist." 

While I believe the Religious Education 
program offered at this College is both sound 
and comprehensive, we are constantly seeking 
further improvements and developments. 
Next year we will be undertaking some major 
changes in the courses offered at VCE level. In 
past reports I have repeatedly drawn attention 
to the fact that we have an increasing number 
of students who have relatively little religious 
background or training. Hence while we 
continue our role of nurturing the faith for the 
many young men who are already truly 
committed Christians, we now also strive to 
assist many others in their search for meaning 
and real truth. 

Obviously Religious Education comprises far 
more than simply what takes place in the 
classroom. Liturgy, celebrations, retreats, 
student ministry and community 
development, all have a vital role. Our young 
people have both the right and need for a 
sound Christian teaching, but also that of the 
experience of belonging to a genuine Christian 
community. We continue to strive towards this 
ideal. 

Census 
At the February census, our student population 
numbered 825, comprising 56 boarders and 
769 day students. This was an increase of 11 
students on our 1999 student population. 
While the number of boarders has fallen by 15 
from 71 to 56, the number of day students has 
risen by 24. In the table below, the 1999 figures 
are given in brackets. 

Day Boarders Total 1999 
Year 7 158 1 159 (150) 
Year 8 148 2 150 (149) 
Year 9 149 0 149 (126) 
Year 10 128 11 139 (126) 
Year 11 95 22 117 (129) 
Year 12 91 20 111 (134) 
Total 769 56 825 (814) 
Since 1997, when the roll numbered 767, our 
total student population has risen a little each 
year, and this trend will continue in 2001, with 
the anticipated total enrolment being in excess 
of 850. While the number of boarders will 
obviously decline, the continued heavy 
demand for places in Year 7 is pushing 
numbers higher. 

VCE 
Dux of the College in 1999 was Anthony 
Pearce, who performed well in all his subjects, 
Mathematical Methods, Chemistry, English, 
French, Specialist Mathematics and Physics, 

obtaining an ENTER score of 98.75. Anthony is 
currently residing at Newman College, and 
studying Engineering at Melbourne University. 
Many other students performed very well, with 
the following obtaining an ENTER score above 
90 - Dominic Kerr 98.30, Ben Cunningham 
97.80, Matthew Nicholson 97.30, Nick Pearce 
96.05, Michael Fraser 95.55, Aaron Noonan, 
Lachlan Brown, Julian Sunter, James Buttigieg, 
Francis Denton, William Martin, Anthony 
Stephens, Brett Segrave, and Daniel Pay. Every 
one of them had made a substantial 
contribution to College life, in addition to 
achieving academic success. 

Particularly pleasing were the results in 
Information Technology, with no fewer than 
twelve of our students gaining a study score in 
excess of 40. Michael Fraser, our top student, 
won a $12,000 IBM Scholarship to assist him in 
his Computer studies at the University of 
Ballarat. In English, a subject in which girls 
traditionally outperform boys at this level, 13 
of our students obtained study scores of 40 or 
more. It is worth noting that the few students 
who easily and repeatedly excused themselves 
from involvement in other school activities, 
usually on the grounds that they wished to use 
the time to "study, performed with far less 
success than those who strove to live a fuller 
life and achieve a balance of activities and 
study. 

As I have expressed on a number of previous 
occasions, I remain very disappointed with the 
general media coverage of VCE results. In 
particular, "the League Tables", which use the 
GAT as a standard, are fundamentally flawed, 
and produce a distorted picture. The other 
table used, involving the percentages of 
students gaining Enter scores of 40 or more in 
each subject, is more valid, though it is rather a 
blunt instrument. 

Curriculum 
This has again been a very busy year in the 
development of Curriculum at the College. 
Under the leadership of Ms Bernadette 
Brouwers, substantial advances have been 
made in a number of areas, and 
comprehensive plans are in place for future 
developments. The following three areas were 
regarded as die major priorities in 2000. 
• The revised version of the Curriculum and 

Standards Frameworks, CSFII, has been 
successfully introduced, and this has been 
accompanied by a major revision of the 
entire Year 7 to 10 Curriculum. The 
documentation and course writing involved 
has been extensive, but the results seem 
certain to be of considerable benefit to the 
learning process. 

• The Board of Studies substantially revised 
nearly all VCE subjects for this year, with 
Music, LOTE and Technology being among 
the few exceptions. While the changes in 
content in some subject areas have been 
considerable, by far the major effect on the 
VCE learning and teaching process has been 
from the installation of a very different set of 
assessment procedures. The common 
assessment tasks that previously had been 
undertaken over an extended time have been 
eliminated or reduced, in favour of in-class 
testing and greater emphasis on external 
examinations. While I believe that these new 
procedures are both fairer and more 

reasonable, there is no doubt that the 
implementation of the new system has 
placed considerable demands on staff. Again 
an extensive amount of documentation and 
preplanning was required, with students 
having to be inducted into a new system, 
which has quite a different emphasis. I am 
pleased with the manner in which these have 
been accomplished, and expect that with 
further fine-tuning, the system will be more 
user friendly next year. 

• After several years of preparation, our new 
reporting system was successfully introduced 
this year. The reports are now fully computer 
generated and congruent with the learning 
processes. While the changes have required 
both considerable adaptation and much 
additional work from teachers, our 
expectation is that future reports will be 
generated more easily and more 
conveniently. 

Two other Curriculum areas that are of 
increasing importance and have received 
special attention this year are the central role 
of literacy in the Curriculum, and the ongoing 
Professional Development of staff. Other areas 
that continue to receive special attention 
include Middle School issues, Koori 
perspectives, Drug Education, Boys' Education 
and Special Education. The processes involved 
in guiding students with subject choices as 
they move from one-year level to the next have 
been reviewed and improved, as the 
importance of course guidance has become 
more and more apparent. 

Our College has a strong policy mat all of our 
Year 7 students are introduced to the full range 
of subjects, without exception, in order that 
they can gain a better appreciation of their 
aptitudes, talents and likes before being 
compelled to make subject choices. Thus in 
regard to LOTE, all are introduced to both 
French and Japanese; in the Performing Arts all 
undertake an initial study of Band 
instruments, Keyboard and Drama. As they 
move up the school, students are exposed to a 
gradually increasing range of choices. In the 
case of LOTE, they must choose between 
French and Japanese at Year 8 level; beyond 
that they are encouraged to continue to study a 
language, but such is not compulsory. This 
year Japanese was studied in Year 11 for the 
first time, and next year Units 3 & 4 will be 
offered. 

One curriculum innovation this year that has 
obviously been an unqualified success has 
been that of Food Technology. The 160 Year 9 & 
10 students who undertook a course this year 
displayed both high levels of entiiusiasm and 
considerable flair in the Whelan Food 
Technology Centre, which is genuinely state of 
the Art. While formal assessments are 
conducted in the traditional manner, the boys 
are to some extent their own examiners, as 
they delight in eating and critiquing the results 
of their efforts at the end of the period, or 
alternatively taking home their 'creations'. 
Hopefully many are using their newfound skills 
to prepare some meals at home. Next year we 
will introduce Food Technology as a VCE 
subject, and also provide an introduction to 
the subject to all Year 8 students. 

One edition of WIN TV Local News featured a 
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special pasta luncheon prepared by our 
students. At the conclusion of the Semester, a 
major part of their assessment was 
concerned with the preparation and 
presentation of a meal to selected guests, 
classmates and teachers. The success of the 
venture was obvious, whether it be judged 
from the enthusiasm of the participating 
students, the evident satisfaction of the 
guests, or the diverse range of meals 
provided. The following extract from a letter 
from an appreciative parent puts it well; after 
paying a special tribute to the teacher, Mrs. 
Kris Walker, she wrote as follows: "Food Tech 

has made my son's life so much more interesting 
and rewarding; he looks forward to it and 
enjoys Food Tech every class. He is proud to 
bring home the cooking he has made at school 
for all the family to sample and enjoy." It is 
pleasing indeed to hear of such responses. 

Last year we introduced an innovative Social 
Justice/Drama course, based upon the 'Theatre 
of the Oppressed' pedagogy. Due to its success, 
the program was continued and extended, and 
shared with other schools to the extent that 
this year we attracted a grant of $8000 from the 
School Focused Youth Service. Our Year 9 and 
10 Drama troupe recently spent a day working 
with Year 7 students at a college in Melbourne. 
The performance was obviously much 
appreciated, as is shown by the following 
extract from a letter received from their 
Coordinator. 
"The boys put on three 'powerful, thought 
provoking, dramatic' sessions for our Year 7 
students. The quality of their acting and their 
insightful honest involvement during 
discussions was of great benefit to our students. 
It has inspired our students to make their own 
attempts to produce dramatic pieces based on 
'social justice' and 'bullying' issues for our 
parents executive. They will also prepare pieces 
to share with other students. 
The preparation of the boys by Cordelia Reeve 
was first class. The students appeared fully 
capable of managing the preparation time, 
performance with enthusiasm and intensity 
and then debriefing in a fashion that exceeded 
their years." 

Timetable Structure 
For many years our timetable structure had 
consisted of 40 minute periods, with 8 periods 
each day. This year we changed to a 6 period 
day, with all periods of 50 minutes. This new 
timetable structure has met with widespread 
approval from both students and staff. It has, 
to some extent, reduced the 'busyness' of the 
school day, and has facilitated particular 
methods of teaching and learning. Homeroom 
time at the beginning of each day has been far 
more productive. Some minor adjustments to 
the daily schedule have been implemented at 
the suggestion of the Student Council, and 
some further fine-tuning will take place next 
year. 

VET 
The popularity of Vocational Education and 
Training (VET) programs continues to grow, 
with 20 students this year involved in a variety 
of courses, including Automotive, Hospitality, 
Building Construction, Multi-media, Sport and 
Recreation and Food Technology. Next year 38 
Year 10 students have applied for these and 
other courses, which include Agriculture, 

Electronics, Engineering, Furnishing, and 
Horticulture. Most participating students have 
found the programs to be beneficial. All the 
Secondary schools in Ballarat continue to 
collaborate closely through the Ballarat 
Cluster, and are desirous of consolidating and 
extending the programs. However, such 
programs are very expensive, and are 
necessarily dependent upon adequate 
Government funding. 

It is of considerable concern to me to learn 
that ASTF funding for VET in VCE has 
effectively been reduced for 2001, at a time 
when student numbers in programs and the 
associated costs are set to increase 
significantly. These increases have 
considerable implications for Cluster staffing, 
to the extent that the continued existence of 
the Cluster is under threat. It is paradoxical 
that while the Government encourages the VET 
programs, it appears to work on the 
assumption that such will ultimately be solely 
financed by the schools: this is an impossibility 
and so the long-term survival of these valuable 
programs is in jeopardy. 

Through the Full-services Schools Program, 12 
of our Year 10 students participated in 
vocational programs in Hospitality, Building 
Construction, and Retail during Term 3. Many 
others, either individually or in small groups, 
benefited from Student Case Management. In 
addition, a number of Professional 
Development activities for our staff were 
financed under this program. 

Careers 
As Careers Education becomes increasingly 
important in schools, our College has 
undertaken many initiatives and special 
programs, as is illustrated by the following 
examples: 
• Approximately 200 students engaged in 
interactive Computer vocational interest 
assessments. 

• All Year 12 students were involved in a 
Tertiary Information Service Event at the 
University of Ballarat. All Year 10 students 
participated in a careers night at the College. 

• Approximately 200 students participated in 
either Work Placements or Work Experience. 
Next year, Year 10 students will complete their 
Work Experience at the end of term 2, rather 
than at the end of term 3. 

• Industry and Enterprise, Unit 1, is geared to a 
study of careers and the world of work, and is 
a compulsory subject in Year 10. 

• 24 Year 12 students completed a Fresh Faces 
three-day Hospitality Training Program 
during the Term 3 holidays. 

• The Job Pathways Program assisted individual 
students seeking employment, and a new 
Pathways program will enable mentoring for 
15 students in the transition to work or 
further study at the end of this year. 

• Two separate programs in Enterprise 
Education were successfully undertaken. 

Our first venture into an Enterprise Education 
Project was an outstanding success. Sponsored 
by Mind Shop Excellence and Mars 
Confectionery, six of our Year 10 students, 
working as a team, were given one week in 
which to make formal recommendations to 
Mars as to how they could minimize their 
paper wastage. The results obtained exceeded 

all expectations. The final report was 
professional presented and contained a 
number of specific recommendations, which if 
implemented, would result in an annual saving 
to Mars of $18,000. Later in the year a team of 
one teacher and three students were involved 
in another Mind Shop Workshop designed to 
deal with issues related to Waste Management 
in schools. Several of the resulting 
recommendations have already been 
implemented. 

Finance 
As announced by the Federal Government last 
year, the entire system of funding non
government schools is being revamped, with 
the Education Resources Index (ERI) being 
replaced by a Socio-Economics Status (SES) 
funding model, which has been claimed to 
provide a fairer measure of real need. This 
change has attracted considerable media 
attention recently, much of which, I believe, 
ignores the central issues. 

The Catholic Secondary system is currently 
funded at 53.2% of the Average Government 
Schools Recurrent Costs (AGSRC). By 2004, the 
system will be funded at 56% of AGSRC. Hence 
on current figures, the Catholic system can 
expect eventually a gain of $168 per student, 
implemented gradually from 2001 to 2004. The 
fact that the funding is tied in with the average 
Government Schools Recurrent costs is a most 
significant development. In addition, a small 
but welcome increase has been received from 
the State Government: this is linked to 
integration students, computer resources and 
staff student ratios. 

While this additional funding is much 
appreciated, the size of the increase needs to 
be kept in perspective. For example, on the 
most recent figures available, each St. Patrick's 
College student is funded by the Government 
(Federal and State combined) at a level of 
approximately 64% of the cost of educating a 
student in a Government school. Even when 
the tuition fees paid by parents are taken into 
account, St. Patrick's still operates with funding 
at a level of less than 90% of that of a 
Government school with the same student 
population. Clearly we need to manage our 
resources most carefully in order to achieve 
our educational aims. 

A summary of our audited College accounts for 
the 12 month period ended January 31, 2000, is 
shown on the next page. 

Due to a number of factors, the College has 
managed to achieve a surplus of $53,061, 
despite a loss in boarding of $50,530. The 
surplus will help ameliorate the expected loss 
of a further $70,000 in boarding this year. 

Computers 
As computer technology assumes an 
increasing importance in the educational 
process, all schools now find it necessary to 
regularly update their equipment; the need for 
increased speed to handle internet and 
networking connections is of particular 
importance. 

This is a very expensive but necessary 
operation. This year we replaced all 90 
computers in three of our laboratories, (the 
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Receipts 
1998 
1,068,677 
2,553,029 
909,915 
84,039 
517,242 
275,323 

School fees paid by parents 
Grants from Commonwealth Gov. 
Grants from State Government 
Interest, Hire of Facilities etc 
Boarding Income 
Capital Income 

$5,408,225 

Payments 
3,392,222 Salaries & Related costs 
336,105 Classroom Costs 
244,864 Buildings & Maintenance 
339,044 Administration Expenses 
23,804 Interest on Loans 
516,122 Boarding Expenses 
60,737 Loan Repayments 
475,111 Other Capital Expenditure 

$5,388,009 
$20,216 Surplus (Deficit) 

Loans outstanding as at January 31 
1999 
231,227 Kelty Resource Centre 
58,566 Civilian Buses 

Computers 

$ 
1999 
1,006,274 
2,770,883 
952,998 
104,309 
448,426 
680,034 

$5,962,924 

3,686,966 
343,812 
294,873 
364,427 
19,770 
498,746 
65,088 
636,181 

$5,909,863 
$53,061 

2000 
184,284 
40,420 
90,000 

fourth laboratory was upgraded last year), with 
all of the superceded computers being put to 
other uses, where speed was not so essential -
LOTE, accounting, special education and 
boarding, were the beneficiaries. In addition 
our total computer operating system was 
upgraded, with additional file servers and 
security measures, and additional 
management software was introduced. The 
end result is an excellent system that achieves 
our aims admirably. I wish to express my 
gratitude to our staff, particularly Mr. Kevin 
Brodie and Mr. MarkVanderkley, who have 
worked tirelessly in establishing and improving 
our Information Technology system. 

For some time now, St Patrick's College has 
maintained an Internet Homepage, 
http://www.stpatsblrt.vic.edu.au. This page is 
constantly being upgraded, and contains a 
great deal of information about our 
organization, curriculum and activities. The 
main sections on the homepage are as follows: 
Home Contacts, About SPC, News and Events, 
Resource Centre and Intranet. Each of these 
sections contains a number of divisions. For 
example, "About SPC" contains the following 
sections: Curriculum, Boarding, Extra
curricular, Associations, and Enrolments. 

The most significant development with our 
homepage is that relating to the Kelty Resource 
Centre. As a result of a great deal of work and 
planning from Mrs. Carolyn Macdonald and 
Mr. Paul Volpe in particular, this site now 
provides a simple directed guide for our 
students' study. Students and staff can easily 
access all of the school's resources, together 
with those of the Internet, from both school 
and home. This particular site will be updated 
constantly and provide an up to the minute 
resource for students to use in their research. 
We anticipate that this approach, using the 
latest technology in identifying resources, will 
have a major beneficial impact on our teaching 
and learning processes. Hence we are making 

it a major priority to induct students and staff 
into making the fullest possible use of these 
new possibilities. 

Building D e v e l o p m e n t s 
The Whelan Food Technology Centre, located 
in what was the western wing of the Boarder's 
Dining Room, has attracted considerable 
interest and commendation. Made possible by 
a bequest from the estate of the late Mr. Con 
Whelan, the project was carried out through 
the combined efforts of the College 
maintenance staff, external contractors, and 
tradesman. 

The boarding area of Mackey house was 
transformed into a LOTE Centre, consisting of 
two large well-equipped classrooms, and a 
series of offices and storerooms. This new 
Centre allows good use of the new 
technologies and provides ample space for 
special activities. 

"Cocky Court" has been developed into a very 
pleasant area for students. The large BBQ has 
been used frequently, and in a project initiated 
and financed by the Student Council and the 
Old Collegians, colourful sails have been added 
for shade. 

Other special projects included the completion 
of the Boathouse extensions, the installation of 
computers in additional rooms (Boarding, 
Accounting, LOTE, Special Education), the 
clearing of the old Russell Street site, and an 
extensive painting project, both internal and 
external. 

Two significant projects will be undertaken 
prior to the 2001 Academic year. Purton House 
in the Boarding area will be transformed into a 
Year 12 Centre, and the Band Room will be 
enlarged and refurbished. In addition, the first 
stage of remodeling the Tuckshop will take 
place. 

Resources 
• A major difficulty for the continued 

development of our Music Department in 
recent years has been the students gaining 
sufficient access to instruments for regular 
practice. While the College has regularly 
purchased new equipment, it could not hope 
to keep up with the large demand. Hence this 
year an arrangement was made with 
Musicorp for students to hire their own 
instruments at a very favourable rate. A very 
large number availed of this offer, and the 
additional practice time made possible is 
certainly paying dividends. Students not 
involved in the scheme continue to borrow 
College instruments on a roster system. 

• The introduction of new Air Compression 
system in the Technology Centre has proved a 
major boon to students. A reorganization of 
student equipment took place, enabling both 
easier access to equipment and increased 
accountability for its use. 
• A new phone system was introduced at the 

College as the old system could no longer be 
adequately serviced, and a need for additional 
connections became evident. 

• Reverse cycle fans were installed in most of 
the upstairs classrooms in the O'Malley Wing. 
In addition to providing some welcome relief 
during the summer heat; they will also enable 
a reduction in heating costs during winter. 
Blinds were also added. Thanks are due to the 
Parents and Friends Association for financing 
this important project. 

• St. Patrick's College is involved in two major 
projects, including the Energy Smart Schools 
Program, designed to minimize wastage of 

Olympics 
The Sydney Olympic Games this year certainly 
captured the imagination of all Australians, 
and will provide many lasting and happy 
memories. Building upon the legacy of 
Melbourne in 1956 as 'The Friendly Games', 
Sydney generated a remarkable atmosphere of 
friendliness and cooperation. Such symbolic 
actions as North and South Korea marching 
under the one banner were most encouraging. 
The manner in which Athletes of all countries 
could compete fiercely and then relax and 
celebrate together, and the way in which the 
crowds supported the athletes from all nations, 
gives hope for future levels of cooperation. 
Perhaps the greatest achievement was to 
demonstrate that 47,000 Australians were 
willing to devote several weeks of their time to 
act as unpaid volunteers, in order to facilitate 
the games and to welcome visitors. In an age 
that is so often dominated by commercialism, 
this was a dramatic and effective sign of 
alternative values. 

St. Patrick's College was delighted to be able to 
play a prominent part in the Olympic Torch 
celebrations in Ballarat. It was a special 
moment when Anthony Edwards, having 
rowed across Lake Wendouree from the 
Olympic Rings to our Boathouse, passed the 
Olympic Torch on to fellow Old Collegian, 
Steve Moneghetti, on our jetty. Our College 
Band and student guard of honour added a 
great deal of atmosphere to the occasion. 
Certainly we were proud to have three Old 
Collegians representing Australia in the Sydney 
Games, and were delighted that they all 
performed magnificently. Steve Moneghetti, a 

http://www.stpatsblrt.vic.edu.au
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worthy and popular choice as Captain of the 
Athletics Team, for the third time achieved a 
top ten placing in the Marathon; Anthony 
Edwards and Christian Ryan achieved 
outstanding success, both gaining Silver 
medals in rowing. 

In this Olympic Year, it is pleasing to report 
that the high level of involvement and 
achievement in sport by our students was 
again outstanding, with all of our teams 
being truly competitive. Our teams were 
successful in winning the BPSA Senior 
Premierships in the Cricket, Tennis, Football 

and Soccer, in addition to the CHISSA 
Aggregate Championships in Swimming, Lap 
of the Lake, Relays, and Cross-Country 
Running. In partnership with Loreto College, 
we also won all of these Combined Aggregates, 
and in addition, Athletics. Our Rowers finished 
a close second in both the Australian 
Championships in Penrith, and the Head of the 
Lake Regatta. This extensive and successful 
sporting program is made possible, not only by 
the enthusiasm of our boys, but also by the 
expertise and dedication of our many coaches 
and team managers. 

However, there is a real danger that a lengthy 
record of success in sport can lead to 
complacency, and to the belief that success 
can be achieved independently of hard 
training and preparation. This year we 
seriously challenged in football for the first 
time in a decade, before finally achieving a 
convincing win in the Grand Final. The Boys 
Aggregate in Athletics slipped from our grasp 
when too many gave only lukewarm attention 
to training. Obviously, we cannot afford to rest 
on our laurels if we wish to uphold our proud 
traditions. 

When the St. Patrick's College Gymnastics Club 
was formally accepted into the Victorian 
Gymnastics Association in May, we joined a 
very small group of Australian schools who 
have been able to meet the rigorous qualifying 
criteria. We had sought entry for three reasons: 
• The increased interest in this sport within the 
College. 

• A lack of general organization of Gymnastics 
in the local area. 

• The status of St. Patrick's College as a sporting 
centre. 

Under the leadership of Br. Bernie Scott, who 
was head coach of the Victorian Gymnastics 
team in Adelaide, the Club has already had 
considerable success in major competitions. In 
addition, the MAG 2000 Challenge was 
conducted in our O'Malley Sports Centre, with 
the general consensus being that both the 
venue and the organization were excellent. 
This Men's Artistic Gymnastics Competition 
was the largest of its kind in Victoria. 

Student Activities 
The standard achieved by College Bands 
continues to rise, with both the Concert Band 
and Stage Band enjoying considerable success. 
Their abilities were well demonstrated on 
Speech Night. The Band secured a gold medal 
at the Melbourne Schools Band Festival, and 
their trip to Queensland was an unqualified 
success as letters of appreciation from several 
Primary schools attest. Another highlight of 
the year was the special Workshop with the 
Australian Army Band. 

In recent years, St. Patrick's College has, on 
three separate occasions, won the Duologue 
section in the State finals of the Victorian 
Shakespeare Schools Festival. This year we 
were successful in gaining another State title, 
though this time in the Scene Presentation 
(Much Ado About Nothing). This achievement 
is even more remarkable since all five of 
participating students, Ryan Conroy, Phil 
Ingram, Rufus Brokenbrow, Chris Shea and 
lames Robertson, are from Year 10. 
The joint SPC/Loreto student production of 
'Carrie's War' in our Performing Arts Centre far 
exceeded all expectations; indeed it was a very 
professional production, that thoroughly 
engaged and entertained the audience. 

A large number of our senior students 
continued our fine College tradition of 
providing leadership in the Edmund Rice 
Camps for Disadvantaged Children. Others, in 
cooperation with ACU students, made a 
similar contribution to a St. Vincent de Paul 
Camp. All Year 12 students undertook an 
immersion retreat in Melbourne, earning most 
favourable assessments. Groups of Year 9 
students engaged in a special literacy project 
with the juniors at St Aloysius' School, with the 
experience being 'purposeful, satisfying and 
extremely rewarding for both parties'. 

Greg Rowe, Tom Hanapie and Leon Faustini 
were key members of the Ballarat Youth 
Council, which organized a Youth Forum and 
presented a detailed report to the Council on 
young people's issues in Ballarat. Despite the 
fact that the boarders were fewer in number, 
they formed a very strong community, and 
were very well represented in most school 
activities. 

Brendan Annear, Nick Kissane, Stefan 
Heemann, Chris McBrearty, Leigh McKee and 
Jerram Wurlod participated in our initial Mind 
Shop Excellence program and performed with 
great credit. Nick and Leigh later made an 
official presentation to the Ministerial Review 
of Post-compulsory Education Training 
Pathways in Victoria Review Forum. Colin 
Bischof, David Lomas, lames Fitzgerald and 
Matthew Ng were involved in the Energy Smart 
Schools Program for implementing Energy 
Saving Initiatives at the College. 

• Nick Cooper attended the National Youth 
Science Forum in Canberra in January. 

• Josh Stewart was our representative at the 
State Constitutional Convention at Parliament 
House. 

• Aaron Tabone experienced the honour of 
running with the Olympic Torch. 

• Brett Hunter represented Victoria in the 
prestigious Pizzey Cup and is now ranked the 
number two school tennis player in Australia. 

• Jeffrey Simmonds won a silver medal at the 
World Martial Arts Championship in Sydney. 

• A number of students represented Victoria in 
various sports -Drew Petrie and Tristan 
Cartledge in Football, Tom Hanley in 
swimming, Tim Pollard in Athletics, Garth 
Kydd in Netball, and Clinton Bryan in 
Korfball. 

Leadership 
Br. Michael Godfrey was elected as President of 
the Australian Conference of Leaders of 
Religious Institutes (ACLRI) for the next two-
year period. Br. Michael has assumed this new 

responsibility in addition to his current duties 
as Province Leader of the St. Patrick's Province 
of Christian Brothers. As he is a past student of 
St. Patrick's College (1953-1956), and also a 
past member of our staff (1977-1979), we 
particularly rejoice in this vote of confidence. 
ACLRI has a most important role in the 
Australian Catholic Church, and I am confident 
that Br. Michael will provide the prophetic 
leadership required to meet the considerable 
challenges of the present time. 

Appreciat ion 
As I reflect upon the year that is now rapidly 
nearing completion, I am reminded of the 
immense contribution of time, energy, talent 
and interest, invested in the life of our College 
by so many groups and individuals. In taking 
the opportunity of expressing my thanks and 
appreciation to all, I would like to pay a 
particular tribute to the following: 
• The crucial role occupied by the College 
Board, under the leadership of Mr. Jim 
Watson, has become more evident each year. 
An increasing amount of the Board's time and 
energy is now devoted to long-term planning, 
and all Board members have been most 
generous with both their time and talents. 
They have received wonderful support from 
the members of the various Board 
committees - Finance, Forward Planning, 
Policy, Public Relations, Building and 
Maintenance, and Residential Students. 

• The members of the Administration Team 
have provided wonderful support to me, not 
only with the sharing of administrative tasks, 
but also in effective decision making. The 
team consists of Mr. Bruce Runnalls (Deputy), 
Mr. Denis Bateman (Bursar), Mr. Peter 
Gutteridge (Senior Administrator), Ms 
Bernadette Brouwers (Curriculum 
Coordinator), and Ms Gina Bernasconi (RE 
Coordinator). Both Bruce and Bernadette are 
new to the College this year, but each has 
already made a major positive impact. 

• At a time of considerable change, many 
demands are made upon both our academic 
and support staff. This College is fortunate to 
be served by such a dedicated and talented 
group of people. I particularly wish to 
acknowledge the fine contribution made by 
three teachers who have departed from the 
College after lengthy periods of service - Mr. 
Ian Beattie, Mr. Barry Homewood, Mr. Joe 
Boin and Mr. John Williams. 

• Many organizations connected to the College 
provide valuable service and support. In 
particular I wish to thank the Parents and 
Friends Association, the Tuck Shop Ladies, 
the Old Collegians, the College Foundation, 
the Rowing Club, the Band Support Group, 
and the Basketball Club. While all of these 
groups continue to play an important role in 
college life, the long term future of each 
depends upon additional people volunteering 
to share the various leadership roles. 

• The 2000 Student Council, led by Michael 
Ranger, Anthony Francis and Garth Kydd, 
continued the fine tradition of student 
leadership that this College enjoys. All College 
activities, including special events, 
fundraising, sport, and the arts, were 
supported. The Council continued the 
laudable custom of making a substantial 
contribution to our physical resources - in 
this instance the sails in Cocky Court. 

^ 



s t Patrick's olympians 2000 

St. Patrick's College is very proud of the fact that three Old Collegians 
represented Australia in the recent Sydney Olympic games, with all three 
performing brilliantly. Steve Moneghetti (SPC 1975-80) was a worthy and popular 
choice as Captain of the Athletics team, and for the third time he achieved a top 
ten placing in the Marathon. Anthony Edwards (SPC 1985 - 90) and Christian 
Ryan (SPC 1992 - 95) competed in the sport of Rowing; Anthony in the Men's 
Lightweight Coxless Four and Christian in the Men's Eight. Both were hugely 
successful, gaining silver medals. Anthony and Christian attended a special school 
assembly during October. 

After receiving presentations from the College and the Old Collegians 
Association, Christian and Anthony addressed the assembly. They paid tribute to 
the support and coaching they had received at the College, outlined the hard 
work and training that had been necessary in preparation for the Olympics, and 
urged our current students to really strive to meet their goals. The audience 
proved to be most appreciative and enthusiastic. When Christian and Anthony 
displayed their Olympic medals, they received tumultuous applause. 
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deputy principal's report 

Mr Bruce Runnalls 

Deputy Principal 

The Year 2000 has been both challenging and 
exciting in my new role as Deputy Principal of 
St Patrick's College. It has been a most positive 
experience with students, staff and parents 
making me feel very welcome. It has also been 
a great learning experience for me since it is 
the first time in my 28 years of teaching that I 
have taught in an all-boys educational setting. 
My year at St. Pat's has given me not only new 
insights into, but also great confidence in boys' 
education. 

From 1997 until 1999,1 taught in a large 
secondary coeducational Catholic college in 
the western suburbs of Melbourne. Over 90% 
of the student population came from non-
Anglo Celtic backgrounds. Some of the 
students' stories of their family's arrival in 
Australia were amazing. One such story told of 
a ten-year-old boy's voyage with his father by 
boat from Vietnam. When their boat did not 
make it all the way to Australia, he and his 
father spent 5 years in a refugee camp on an 
island near Indonesia with monthly rations of 
seven bags of noodles, ten bags of rice, one can 
of soybeans and three cans of fish. 

The world of this boy seems so different from 
that of the students who attend St Patrick's 
College. 
St Pat's has a great tradition in education. It 
provides all the students with excellent 
opportunities both academic and non-
academic. I am amazed at the range of 
opportunities for involvement such as sporting 
teams, bands, drama, debating, public 
speaking and community service. However 
often these are taken for granted. It is my hope 
that as many students as possible take full 
advantage of their educational opportunities at 
our college. People such as Thong and his 
family take great risks, even their lives to come 
to Australia where they perceive education as a 
one of our country's greatest assets. 

St Patrick's College has a proud history. I have 
been impressed with the way most students 
are proud of their school. This is particularly 
evident when they are representing their 
school through sport and other activities. 
Whole school events also seem to bring out the 
pride in the boys. An example of this was the St 
Patrick's Day Mass in the Cathedral. It was a 
wonderful occasion and a fitting introduction 
to the combined Jubilee celebrations with 
Loreto and Damascus Colleges at the City Oval. 
The wearing of the College uniform is another 
way of showing school pride. I believe we still 
have room for improvement in this area. A 
Uniform Committee was formed in term 4 to 
address some of the concerns about the 
uniform. That group will continue into 2001. 

A personal highlight this year was my 
attendance at a four-day Formation Program at 
the Edmund Rice Centre at Lower Plenty. This 

program is available to all staff from Christian 
Brothers' Schools. The program was primarily 
on spirituality but included a chance to spend 
a day with one of the Catholic ministries, 
similar to the experience our year 12 students 
have as part of their retreat. I spent a day at the 
St Mary's Drop in Centre in Brunswick St, 
Fitzroy. This is a wonderful program for the 
staff and the Christian Brothers should be 
congratulated on their commitment to the 
faith and personal development of the staff in 
their colleges and ministries. 

In this year of Jubilee, much was talked about 
justice in our world, in our country and in our 
own community. This year the college has 
spent a considerable amount of energy on the 
local justice issue of bullying not only in policy 
writing, but collecting data and looking at pro
active programs for next year and beyond. The 
Year Coordinators have also revised our 
Student Care Guidelines and involved students 
and parents at the draft stage. These guidelines 
will bring a more consistent approach to 
discipline in our college. 

My thanks to all staff not only for their 
assistance this year but also for their 
dedication and commitment to the mission of 
St Patrick's College. Particular thanks must go 
to Br. Collins and other members of the 
Administration Team, the Year Coordinators, 
the Student Council, Clare Fanning and Gerard 
Bourke for their assistance in my first year. 

st. Patrick's college (ballarat) foundation inc 

Mr Dennis Foley 

Foundation President 

Following a period in recession, I was 
requested by Brother Collins to take a role in 
reviving the College Foundation. The 
continued existence of the Foundation is 
vitally important to the College, as it will 
enable the College Board to plan ahead with 
some confidence that funds for future 
developments are available. At the Annual 
Meeting it was pleasing to see sufficient 
members interested in the future of the 

Foundation prepared to accept nomination to 
the Committee of Management of the 
Foundation. 

Office bearers of the Foundation for this year 
are as follows: -

President: Dennis Foley 
Vice-Presidents: Michael Kearney & Con Powell 
Secretary: Denis Bateman 
Treasurer: Jim Watson 
Committee Members: Noelene Watson, June 
Brae, Peter Farley, Br Collins and a 
Representative of the Parents & Friends 
Association. 

The Committee is keen to expand the number 
of members on the Committee of 
Management, so if anyone is interested they 
should contact Denis Bateman at the College 
Office. 

It is the aim of the Foundation to again 
become active within the College community 

and the Committee will consider a variety of 
projects that may be placed before it within the 
next twelve months. 

One such issue that was raised at the Annual 
Meeting was that of the continuation of the 
provision of boarding at the College in some 
form. 
It was decided that whilst this was an issue that 
firstly must go before the College Board, it 
might well be a project in which the 
Foundation can take an active role in the 
foreseeable future. 
Obviously if this matter were to be considered 
there would need to be a major source of funds 
and this might be where the Foundation can 
play a role. 

The Foundation must have a presence in the 
College and shortly we will be in contact with 
all members past and present to inform them 
of any developments and also with a view to 
re-activating contributors to the Foundation. 



curriculum report 

VICTORIAN GnUKOtar EDUCATION 

Ms Bemadette Brouwers 
Curriculum Coordinator 

The year 2000 has been a particularly busy one 
in the area of Curriculum. We have seen the 
introduction of the revised Victorian Certificate 
of Education (VCE) and 
have also undertaken a 
significant revision of our 
Years 7-10 curriculum in 
line with the revised 
Curriculum and Standards 
Framework (CSFII). KiMEE 

Many staff have attended 
workshops and briefings 
to ensure that we are as 
well informed as possible 
in implementing the 
"new" VCE. In addition, 
teachers are regularly 
involved in both formal 
and informal moderation 
of student work in order to 
maintain appropriate 
standards. 

The revision of Years 7-10 
programs in all subject 
areas has also been a 
major shared undertaking 
by staff. Two of our pupil -
free days were committed 
to this task as well as 
endless generous hours of 
staff time through 
evenings and on 
weekends. The result is a 
revitalised program which 
reflects creative 
approaches to teaching 
and learning, incorporates 
the use of a range of 
information and learning 
technologies and enables 
us to map out future 
pathways. 

During the year, the College was successful in 
gaining funding for our innovative Social 
Justice/Drama program from the School 
Focused Youth Service. This has provided us 
with additional resources to increase our links 
with community agencies working in areas 
such as bullying or binge drinking identified in 
the program. It has also allowed us to provide 
professional development for staff in other 
schools who have been inspired by this 
approach and to fully document the work 
being done in order to share the results more 
widely. 

Information and learning technologies are 
being increasingly incorporated across all 
areas of the curriculum. VCE Literature has 

Study design 
Environmental Science 

:reditation period ends 31 December 20O3 

commitment of staff in the IT unit in 
conjunction with the innovation we are 
privileged to see in the Kelty Resource Centre. 

The College has four main committees in 
curriculum: the Curriculum Committee, the 
Heads of Departments Committee and the 
Assessment and Reporting Committee and the 
VCE Committee. In regular meetings, the 
committees have played a key role in guiding 
the redevelopment of programs in line with the 
revised VCE and the CSFII as well as in the 
planning and implementation of our upgraded 
reporting system. The Curriculum Committee 
has explored the concept of "Pathways" to 
better enable us to meet the increasingly 
diverse needs of students. 

With the introduction of 
Food Technology this 
year, we have seen 
confirmation of a 
commitment to 
ensuring that students 
are provided with a 
broad range of 
opportunities for 
learning. While we 
encourage students to 
select from as wide a 
range of subjects as 
possible, we would also 
encourage students at 
every level to excel in 
areas of particular 
interest. 

Both the changes in the 
VCE and in the CSFII have 
resulted in a more 
"outcomes-based" 
approach to curriculum 
delivery and to 
assessment and reporting. 
The College has also 
updated the system for 
reporting student results. This has resulted in 
an increasingly streamlined system for staff to 
produce reports with as well as in an upgraded 
system of report comments in each subject 
area. Our comment bank contains well over 
1500 specific comments related to the 
assessment tasks for Years 7-11. 

been offered online, Year 8 students develop 
their own carefully-designed webpages and 
Year 10 Physical Education students tap into 
technology to preview topics and submit their 
assignments. In the midst of all the curriculum 
change, staff are keeping pace with changes in 
this vital area. Our task is made so much easier 
through the untiring expertise and 

These diverse 
curriculum offerings 
leave us well placed to 
anticipate and respond 
to future directions in 
education, such as 
those arising from the 
recent Ministerial 
Report on 
Postcompulsory 
Education and Training. 

Our forward planning 
includes further 
development of the 
"Pathways" concept, 
increasing options in 
Vocational Education 
and Training (VET), 
guidelines for online 
curriculum as well as 
ongoing work in 
incorporating literacy 
across the curriculum. 

None of our curriculum 
work this year has been 
achieved without the 
professionalism, vision, 
energy and dedication 
to the education of boys 

by so many of our staff. Teaching expertise has 
been combined with technology and resources 
and supported by administration and 
leadership to fulfil our mission of providing the 
foundation for a lifelong process of learning for 
all students. 



Back Row: Mr. Harry Gibcus, Mr. Peter Ryan, Mr. Barry Ilomewood, Mr. Michael Weadon, Mr. Malcolm Barrins, Mr. John Williams, Mr. Brett Anderson, Mr. Peter McDonald, Mr. Tim Bennett, Mr. Gerard Bourke, Mr. Damian McKee, 
Mr. Paul Volpe. 
5th Row: Mr. Andrew O'Brien, Br. Bernard Scott, Mr. Les Lindorff, Mr. Robert Meikle, Mr. Kevin Brodie, Mr. Shaun Mullane, Mr. Terry Blizzard, Mr. Jamie Ransome, Mr. Glenn Fisher, Mr. Juri Kaczkowski, Mrs Kath Jones, Mr. Geoff 
Brodie. 
4th Row: Mr. Mike Brady, Mr. Kelvin Porter, Mr. Howard Clark, Mr. Grant McKechnie, Mrs Mary Purcell, Mrs Margaret Carison, Mrs Kris Walker, Mr. Stephen Callahan, Ms. Cordelia Reeve, Mr. Rodger Klopak, Mr. Danny Moore, Mr. 
Michael Kerr, Mr. Geoff Pearson 
3rd Row: Miss Aileen Maher, Mr. David Walker, Mr. Fred Spittle, Br. Leo Doolan, Br. Reg Long, Mr. Andrew Watson, Mr. Joe Boin, Mr. Kieran Baxter, Mr. Rob Erwin, Mr. John Cosgriff, Br. John De Bock, Mr. Ian Beattie, Mrs Margaret 
Paton, Miss Sharyn McCarty. 
2nd Row: Mrs Nola Brown, Mrs Janet Ludeman, Ms Gina Bernasconi, Mrs Margaret Mclntryre, Mr. Paul Andrews, Br. Brian Davis, Mr. Peter Gutteridge, Mr. Tony Beggs, Mr. Denis Bateman, Ms Bernadette Brouwers, Mrs Vicki 
Arthurson, Mrs. Patricia Robertson, Mrs Gate Johston, Mrs Nerella McDonald, 
Front Row: Mrs Cathy Walls, Mrs Carolyn Macdonald, Mrs Clare Kavanagh, Mrs Vicki Rowe, Mrs Margaret Leahy, Mrs Eileen Sharp, Br. Laurie Collins, Mr. Bruce Runnalls, Mrs Joanne Frawley, Mrs Clare Fanning, Mrs Kerrie Leach, 
Mrs June Brae, Ms. Colleen Pope. 



staff 2000 

Principal: Br. L.B.Collins, T.P.T.C, B.Sc, B.Ed., M.A., M.A.C.E. 
Deputy Principal: Mr. B. Runnalls, B.Sc, Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Admin., 
Grad.Dip.R.E. 

Teaching Staff 
Mr. B. A. Anderson, B.Ed. (RE.) 
Mr. P. M. Andrews, Dip.Creative Design, B.Ed. 
Mrs. V. Arthurson, Dip.Teach., B.Ed., M.Ed.(Special Ed.) 
Mr. M. Barrins, Dip.Tech.Ed. Nat.Cert.Engineering. 
Mr. K. Baxter, B.A. (Hons)., Grad.Dip.Ed., Assoc.Dip.Outdoor.Ed. 
Mr. I. M. Beattie, Dip.Teach. 
Mr. A. Beggs, B.App.Sc, Grad.Dip.Computing, Grad.Dip.Ed., 
Grad.Cert.R.E. 
Mr. T. R. Bennett, B.A.,Dip.Ed.(Sec), Grad Dip.Ed.Admin, M.Ed.fR.E.; 

Ms. G. Bernasconi, Dip.Ed (Primary), Dip.Fine Arts, M.Ed.fR.E.) 
Mr. T. J. Blizzard, Dip.Fine Art, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. J. Boin, Dip.Ag.Sci., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. G. P. Bourke, Dip.Teach. B.A., Grad Dip.Ed.Admin. 
Mr. M. P. Brady, T.P.T.C. Cert, of Fine Arts. 
Mr. G. J. Brodie, B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Cert.R.E. 
Mr. K. Brodie, B.Sc. (Hons)., Dip.Ed. 
Ms. B. Brouwers, B.A., Dip.Ed., M.A. (Applied Linguistics) 
Mrs. N. Brown, Dip. Nursing 
Mr. S. J. Callahan, B.Sc, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mrs. M. Carison, B.Arts, Dip.Ed. 
Mr. H. Clark, B.Ed., Dip.T. 
Mr. J. A. Cosgriff, B.Sc, B.Ed. 
Br. B. Davis, T.S.T.C, B.A., Dip.Rel.Ed. 
Br. L. Doolan, B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed. 
Mr. R. Erwin, B.Sc, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. P. R. Farley, T.P.T.C. 
Ms. J. Frawley, M.Ed., Grad.Dip.Ed., B.Art. 
Mr. H. J. Gibcus, Cert.Tech.Teach. 
Mrs L. Gunn, B. Ed. (Sec), B. Ed. (JP/Prim) 
Mr. R L. Gutteridge, B.App.Sc, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. B. S. Homewood, B.Sc(Hons), Dip.Ed. 
Mr. P. Hutchins, B.A. (IML), Grad. Dip. Ed. 
Mrs. C. Johnston, B.A., Dip.Ed. A.T.C.L. 
Mr. J. Kaczkowski, Teach.Cert., B.Ed., (P.E.), Grad.Dip.Ed.Admin., 
Grad.Dip.Health Ed. 
Mrs. C. Kavanagh, B.Sc, Dip.Ed. 
Mr. M. Kerr, B.A., Dip.Ed. 
Mr. R. Klopak, B.Ed. 
Mrs. M. Leahy, Cert.Prim.Teach., B.A. 
Mr. L. Lindorff, T.Cert.Ind.Elec, Dip.T.Teach., Grad.Cert. Pastoral 
Counselling 
Mrs. J. Ludeman, T.P.T.C. Grad. Dip R.E. 
Mrs. N. R. McDonald, B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Arts(App.Japanese 
Linguistics) 
Mrs. M. Mclntyre, B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Lib., 
Grad.Dip.Arts(App.Japanesc Linguistics) 
Mr. G. McKechnie, B.Ed. 
Mr. D. McKee, B.Ed.(Post Primary RE.), Grad.Dip.Bus.Mgt. 
Mr. R. W. Meikle, B.Ec, Dip.Ed., B.Ed., Grad.Cert.Careers Counselling, 
Grad. Dip Careers Ed., A.A.C.C. 
Mr. D. Moore, B.A. Grad. Dip. Ed. 
Mr A. Nichols, B. Theol, Dip. Ed., Grad Dip R.E. 
Mr. A. O'Brien, B.A., Dip.Ed., M.A.C.E. 
Mrs. M. Paton, Dip.Teach., Grad.Dip. Health Ed. 
Mr. G. Pearson, B.A., Grad.Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.App.Psych., M.A.P.S., 
Ps.R.B.V, M.A.C.E. 
Ms. C. Pope, B.Sc.(Hons), Dip.Ed. 
Mr. K. F. Porter, Dip.Prim.Teach., B.Ed. 
Mr. A. Prosia, Dip Teach. Grad Dip Health and Phys. Ed. 
Mrs. M. Purcell, B.A., Dip.Ed., Dip.Rel.Ed. 
Mr. J. Ransome, B.Ed.(Sec) 
Ms. C. Reeve, B.A., Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mrs. V. Rowe, B.A. (Hons), Dip. Ed., Grad. Dip. Bus. Mgmt, M.B.A. 
Mr. G. A. Ryan, B.Ed. (Post Primary RE.) 
Mr. P. Ryan, Dip.of Arts (Ind. Design) Grad.Dip.Ed.(Sec) 
Br. B. Scott, T.P.T.C. 
Mr. F. V. Spittle, Dip.Fine Arts., Dip.Ed., Dip.Arts Ed. 
Mr. P.Volpe, B.Ed.(Sec) 
Mr. D. Walker, B.Sc, Dip.Ed.(Sec) 
Mrs. K. Walker, B. Ed (Family and community studies) 
Mr. A.Watson, B.Bus., Grad.Dip.Ed(Sec), M.Ed.,ASA., M.A.C.E. 
Mr. M. Weadon, B. Ed., Grad.Dip.Arts (Leadership) 
Mr. J.Williams, Dip.Gen.Stud., Dip.Ed., Grad.Cert.R.E. 

The following teachers left in 1999 
Mr. A. Mullaly, B.App.Sc, B.Ed., Grad.Dip.R.E., Grad.Dip.Ed.Admin, 
M.A.C.E., M.A.C.E.A., A.I.M.M. 
Miss S. Thomas, B.Arts. (Hons), Grad.Dip.Ed. (Sec), Grad.Cert.RE. 

Relieving Teachers 
Mrs E. Gribble Mrs A. Gutteridge 
Mr T. Kirchner 

Boarding 
Director: Mr. G. P. Bourke 
Housemasters: Br. B. Scott, Purton Housemaster 

Mr. M. Weadon, Healy Housemaster 
Mr. M. Kerr, Kenny Housemaster 

Assistants: 

Supervisors: 

Br. B. J. Davis 
Mr. R. Klopak 
Mr. J. Kee 
Mr. B. Carroll 
Mr. J. Tyrell 

Br. R. M. Long 
Mr. R. Erwin 
Mr. G. Hickey 
Mr. R. Light 
Mr L. Quach 

Br. J. De Bock 

Mr. D. Ogilvie 
Mr. B. Johnson 

Librarian 
Mrs. C. Macdonald, B.A., Grad.Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Lib 

Library, Laboratory and Audio Visual 
Mrs. J. Brae, B.A. (Lib), A.L.I.A. - Library Assistant 
Br. J. De Bock 
Mr. G. Fisher, Audio Visual 
Mrs. K. Jones, Laboratory Assistant (Adv.Cert.Lab.Tech) 
Mr. M. Vanderkley, B.Comp., Computer Technician C.N.A. 

Careers 
Mr. R. W Meikle, B.Ec, Dip.Ed., B.Ed., Grad.Cert.Careers Counselling, 
A.A.C.C. 

Pastoral Care 
Mr. P. McDonald, Grad.Dip.Student Guidance Welfare 
Mrs. C. Walls, B.A., Dip.Ed., Assoc.Dip Welfare Stud 

Mrs A. Hucker 
Special Education Assistants 
Br. L. Doolan Br. J. Ward 

Sport Assistant 
Mr. S. Mullane 

Administrative Staff 
Mr. D.G. Bateman, Bursar, A.I.M.M. Grad.Dip. Bus (I.T.) 
Mr. B.E. Broadribb, Registrar, Archivist. 
Mrs. C. Fanning, Deputy Principal's Secretary 
Br. G. Hewitt, Property Manager 
Mrs. K. Leach, Typist 
Miss. A. Maher, Receptionist 
Miss. S. McCarty, Foundation Secretary 
Mrs. P. Robertson, Accounts Secretary 
Mrs. E. Sharp, Principal's Secretary 

Development Officer 
Mrs L. Klopak 

Tuckshop 
Mrs. C. Maciejewski Mrs. C. Strybosch 

Kitchen 
Mr. J. Phyland 
Miss. B. Brumby 
Mrs. L. Robe 

Mrs. J. Wilson 
Mrs. B. Candy 

Mrs. A. Briody 
Mrs. R Lloyd 

Boarding Houses/School Cleaning 
Mrs. M. Bray Mrs. M. Elliott Mr. T. Elliott 
Mrs. M. McNulty Mrs. J. Sertori 

Property Manager 
Br. George Hewitt 

Property Maintenance 
Mr J. Binn Mr. N. Kirkpatrick Mr. J. Ryan 
Mr. W Sheppard Mr. D. Tuddenham Mr. G. Werndley 
Br. D. E. Zoch 



positions of leadership 

PRINCIPAL: 

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL: 

Br. Laurie Collins 

Mr. Bruce Runnalls 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATOR: Mr. Peter Gutteridge 

ADMINISTRATION TEAM: Br. Laurie Collins 
Ms. Gina Bernasconi 
Mr. Bruce Runnalls 
Mr. Peter Gutteridge 
Mr. Gerard Bourke 
Br. George Hewitt 
Ms. Bernadette Brouwers 
Mr. Denis Bateman 

CURRICULUM COORDINATOR: Ms. Bernadette Brouwers 

YEAR COORDINATORS: 
Year 7 Mr. Howard Clark Year 8 Mr. Ian Beattie/Mrs Janet Ludeman 
Year 9 Mr. Kelvin Porter Year 10 Mr. David Walker 
Year 11 Mr. Andrew Watson Year 12 Mrs. Margaret Leahy 

V.C.E. COORDINATOR: Mr. John Cosgriff 

FACULTY HEADS 
Religious Education 
English 
Sport 
Human Development 
S.O.S.E. 
Mathematics 
Information Technology 
Performing Arts 
Science 
L.O.T.E. 
Special Education 
Creative Arts & Technology 

Ms Gina Bernasconi 
Mrs. Mary Purcell 
Mr. Gerard Ryan 
Mr. Damian McKee 
Ms. Cate Johnston 
Mr. Rob Erwin 
Mr Kevin Brodie 
Ms. Cordelia Reeve 
Ms Colleen Pope 
Mrs. Nerella McDonald 
Mrs. Vicki Arthurson 
Mr. Terry Blizzard 

YEAR 7 YEAR 10 
ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT 
37 Tim Bennett Harry Gibcus 102 Rodger Klopak PaulVolpe 
39 Gina Bernasconi Vicki Arthurson 103 John Williams Kevin Brodie 
40 Clare Kavanagh Brett Anderson 104 David Walker Rob Meikle 
42 Howard Clark Jamie Ransome 109 Andrew O'Brien Peter Gutteridge 
43 Michael Weadon Margaret Carison 110 Gerard Bourke Joe Boin 
44 Michael Brady Vicki Rowe 

YEAR11 
YEAR8 ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT 
ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT 111 Bruce Runnalls Rob Erwin 
1 Ian Beattie/Tony Prosia Margaret Paton 112 Andrew Watson Margaret Mclntyre 
2 Janet Ludeman Peter Ryan 113 Geoff Pearson Paul Andrews 
3 Les Lindorff Nerella McDonald 114 Geoff Brodie Damian McKee 
4 Barry Homewood/Louise Gunn Joanne Frawley 115 Cate Johnston Colleen Pope 
5 Bernadette Brouwers Grant McKechnie 126 Tony Beggs Carolyn Macdonald 

YEAR 9 YEAR 12 
ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT 
6 Kieran Baxter Kris Walker 33 Cordelia Reeve Peter McDonald 
7 Stephen Callahan Fred Spittle 34 Mary Purcell Cathy Walls 
8 Kelvin Porter Juri Kaczkowski 38 John Cosgriff Peter Farley 
9 Danny Moore Malcolm Barrins 116 Margaret Leahy Gerard Ryan 
10 Michael Kerr Terry Blizzard 117 Br Brian Davis 

/H C fl fl e m i c oss e m b 1 y U L U U e m i c oss e m b 1 y 

During an assembly in Term 1 we welcomed 
back a group of Year 12 students who did 
exceptionally well in their VCE studies in 1999. 
Year 12 Coordinator, Mrs. Margaret Leahy, 
informed the whole student body of the 
wonderful way in which these fifteen students 
had moved through Year 12. We have every 
right to be proud of the fact that in providing 
an all-encompassing education for boys, we 
witness many outstanding achievements. 

Pictured from left to right are: Francis Denton, 
Matthew Nicholson, Michael Fraser, James 
Buttigieg, Will Martin, Anthony Stephens and 
Daniel Pay. Anthony Pearce addressed the 
assembly in his capacity as College Dux, 1999. 
Others who achieved excellent results but who 
were not able to attend the assembly were Ben 
Cunningham, Nick Pearce, Julian Sunter, 
Lachlan Brown, Dominic Kerr, Aaron Noonan 
and Brett Segrave. 



staff farewells 

Mr Ian Beattie 
Member of staff 1988-
2000 

During Ian's time at St 
Patrick's College, he has 
fulfilled many roles 
including bus driver, 
basketball coach, club 

manager and support person, Year Co
ordinator at both Year 7 & 8 and as a fine 
teacher. 

Qualities foremost shown in Ian are his 
generosity and service of others. He does not 
stint of his time to assist others and this has 
been done quietly without drawing attention 
or seeking recognition from others. 

He is a caring person who, while called upon to 
be a disciplinarian in his Year Co-ordinator 
role, has supported and assisted many boys in 
the school who might otherwise have slipped 
out of the school. 

Ian has a wide vision. He is able to take in the 
big picture and to express it to others. Over the 
years he has participated in many activities 
where he has shared his vision of Catholic 
Education with others. 

Ian has been a valued member of the 
community of St Patrick's College. If you were 
to break him in half like a piece of rock candy 
you would discover rings of green, white and 
blue. He has dedicated himself to his school 
and his work. We thank him for his service and 
wish him well next year and into the future. 

Mr Gerard Bourke 

Mrs Mavis McNulty 
Member of staff 1990-
2000 

Mavis' first contact with St 
Patrick's College occurred 
through the enrolment of 
her three sons, Darren, 
Gerard and Scott. During 

this time she was a loyal helper in the school 
Tuck Shop. She joined the staff of St Pat's in 
Scott's final year and for the next ten years 
worked in the sick bay and boarding areas of 
the College. Her cheerful disposition and 
caring nature made her an important member 
of the boarding team. We wish Mavis a very 
happy retirement. 

Mrs Mary Elliott 

Mr Brian Broadribb 
Member of staff 1981 -
2000 

Brian came to St Patrick's 
after a distinguished 
career in the Australian 
Regular Army. He was first 
appointed as the 

Residential Registrar and that entailed being 
responsible for Administration and exeat 
Coordination. As time passed Brian's job grew. 
He soon found himself establishing and 
maintaining the College Archives and 
Museum. Brian coordinated all Public Relation 
matters up to 1996. 

In addition to all these duties, his army 
experience was utilized and Brian was 
appointed Commanding Officer of the SPC 
cadet unit from 19981-1990 and again in 1992. 

During this time, he introduced Adventure 
training and Unit Promotion Training Courses 
along with orienteering, abseiling and rock 
climbing. Brian was a member of the steering 
committee to establish the College 
Foundation. As well, he was a member of the 
SPC centenary committee and a research 
assistant for eight years to Br P C. Naughtin as 
Br compiled the history of SPC. Brian also 
researched all details for Honor Rolls for The 
Great War, The Second World War, Korea, 
Malaya, Borneo and South Vietnam. He was 
appointed editor of the College Annual in 1981; 
a role he fulfilled until 1996. 
Brian was also a very willing assistant to the 
Old Collegians' Association and would liaise 
with families and organizations and assist 
them with any research pertaining to College 
History inquires. 

Brian's final role at SPC was as the director of 
Boarding from 1996 to 1999. It is in that role 
that I worked with him closely. I arrived new to 
Boarding in 1995 and found Brian both 
supportive and ready to offer, but never force, 
constructive advice. Because of his vast 
experience, Brian's advice was always helpful. 
Brian was, and still is, highly regarded by the 
boarding parents who recognised Brian's 
genuine concern for their sons' well being. His 
commitment to the boys was sincere, as was his 
belief in our role of developing them into young 
men. The boys reciprocated with affection, 
begrudging at time but never false. Over the 
years many a fine examples old boy boarder 
have returned to pop in on Brian to reminisce 
or, in that peculiar male way, to say thank you 
by talking about shared trials and successes. 

So from Michael Kerr, on behalf of all the 
boarding staff, please know that you are one 
who will be sadly missed. 

Mr Michael Kerr 

Mrs Marg Paton 
Member of staff 1992-
2000 

When Marg Paton joined 
the staff in 1992 as a Long 
Service Leave 
replacement I wonder if 
she realised the many 
roles she would have at St. 

Pat's over the next eight years. She completed 
Long Service Leave replacement positions for 
Tony Martino, Kelvin Porter, and Bernie 
McDowell. Marg also completed the 
government funded Key Competencies Project 
and in recent years has been a member of the 
Special Education Department. 
Marg is always a friendly face in the staffroom, 
whose company is enjoyed by many. In the 
classroom she shows a high level of 
commitment to bom her teaching and the 
students she teaches. This has been recognised 
and respected by staff members and students 
alike. We hope that the family and business 
commitments mat caused Marg to resign this 
year don't stop her from being a welcome visitor 
to the school on many occasions in the future. 

Mrs Clare Kavanagh 

Mr Barry Homewood 
Member of staff 1988-
2000 

Barry Homewood is self-
deprecating, unassuming 

and gentle. When his work speaks for itself, he 
doesn't interrupt. And in those times he looks 
so relaxed. He's saying, 'Of course I don't look 
busy, I did it right the first time.' 
But he didn't do everything right the first time. 
We all remember that memorable time he tried 
to give one family a child they didn't want. 
And those days when the novel wasn't working 
and he looked like a letter delivered to the 
wrong address. 
Or those times he shook his learned head at 
year nines who were more intent on thoughts 
of explosions than explosions of thought. 
Those were the days when he wanted to trade 
his gown and wear his jungle greens to class. 
That was when he came closest to his hero 
Napoleon. There was a much better, quicker 
way to teach a lesson. 
And like Napoleon, Barry had clearly been 
born to better things. 
Barry is stand-out smart. He uses language 
with laser precision. His passion for writing 
communicates itself powerfully to students 
who want to learn. And learn they do. He sets 
would-be-writers on their way. 
If we could turn the years back to Barry's early 
days at St. Pat's who would we see? I think we 
would see a different man , passionately 
intense in fiery bouts (we inherited him as a 
result of one of these) - a man brimming with 
potential. No one except Barry would say that 
potential hasn't been realized: 
The potential to write superbly well. 
The potential to care and nurture. 
The potential to lead responsibility and accept 
responsibility. 
The potential to resolve the conflicting 
impulses within. 
Today what do we see? 
A man just as sensitive but more often 
confident; a first-class homeroom teacher 
whose boys love him; a writer with impressive 
prizes under his belt; a leader of our young 
people who is decisive and clear about getting 
the best out of them. 
And a friend; a friend who will give up hours to 
teach an imbecilic colleague basic word 
processing; a friend who will give up the best 
part of a day of a weekend to assist with a 
struggling student; a friend who will read one's 
attempt at writing a Mills and Boon classic 
with what can best be described as stoicism, a 
tactful friend who never once alluded to the 
fact that the words 'Mills and Boon' and 
'classic' contradict one another. 

Mrs Mary Purcell 

Mrs Louise Gunn 
Member of staff 2000 

Mrs Louise Gunn came to 
St. Patrick's College from 
Sacred Heart Middle 
School, Adelaide, at the 
beginning of Semester 2. 
We soon recognized how 

skilled Louise is and we tapped into her 
resourcefulness. 

She covered such areas as Special Education, 
Science and Computer Studies and as Year 8 
English Convenor, led us in the interpretation 
and implementation of the Curriculum 
Standards Framework II. 
She covered such areas as Special Education, 
Science and Computer Studies and as Year 8 
English Convenor, led us in the interpretation 
and implementation of the Curriculum 

<D 
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Standards Framework II. 

Louise ministered to her Year 8 Homeroom 
past orally and firmly getting to know her 
students in a short time. Although we shall 
miss her, we wish her well in her new 
employment. 
Thank you Louise for your friendship and 
generosity both as teacher and Colleague. 

Mrs Janet Ludeman 

Mr Rodger Klopak 
Member of staff 1999-
2000 

Some employees can be 
in a work place for many 
years and not make a 
significant change, 
however some can have 
an immediate and lasting 

impression that greatly contributes to the 
fabric and culture of a working environment. 
In two years, Rodger Klopak has made a 
contribution to St.Patrick's College that will 
leave a lasting impression. 

Rodger was appointed in 1999 and his very 
calm, consistent approach has earnt the 
respect from everyone associated with St. 
Patrick's College. He has primarily been 
associated with teaching English and SOSE in 
Year Ten, however he has also worked in the 
Year 7 area. Rodger has a wonderful gift in 
being able to empower and develop affirming 
relationships with the students that he teaches. 
He is extremely professional in any of his 
dealings with the students and he has always 
placed their needs first. 

Rodger will be sadly missed at St.Patrick's 
College, not only as a colleague and teacher 
but as a friend. 

Mr Howard Clark 
Mr Joe Boin 
Member of staff 1991 -
2000 

Joe has been active 
member of staff since 
1991. As a cadet officer, he 
was involved in 
constructing obstacle 
courses, flying foxes (he 

has one built on his home territory to this day) 
and abseiling Bush walking and navigation 
were further highlights. 
He has been heavily involved in environmental 
work over the last few years with water watch 
activities and energy management being of 
primary focus. 
Often seen on the Year 8 camps at Apollo Bay, 
Year 9 camps in the Grampians - giving his all -
including a broken ankle, and of course the 
Year 10 Retreats. 
In sport, Joe has masterminded successes in 
squash and racquetball for many years and can 
be viewed flitting backstage on Speech Night, 
spanner in hand, dismantling the scaffolding 
with great expertise. 
His areas of teaching have been mainly 
Science, Maths, Biology and Geography. We 
wish him well in his chosen future. 

Mr John Williams 

Mrs Anne Briody 
Member of staff 1987-
2000 

For 13 years Anne has 
given first-class service to 
our boarders in the 
kitchen area. Her manner 
put students at ease and, 

to many, she was a mother figure. Anne is a 
dedicated bicycle rider and bush walker. She 
has competed in several Victorian Bicycle rides 

and has been a most active member of the 
Ballarat Bush Walkers' Club. 
We will miss Anne's cheerful efficiency. She 
leaves behind her 13 years of a job well done. 

Br H. Breach 

Mr Grant McKechnie 
Member of staff 1998-
2000 

At the end of the 2000 
school year we will say 
farewell to Grant 
McKechnie. He has been 
a major contributor to the 
College in both technical 

and curriculum development, such as the year 
9 camps and his web page development. Let 
us not forget the pioneering field of 
environmental science where, under Grant, 
student numbers seem to be flourishing as the 
popularity of this subject grows. 

Many things can be said about Grant, such as 
his commitment to any task that he takes on 
board. In his role as Rowing master, the 
students have grown a strong respect for him. 
Grant has given much of his own time in this 
role to allow those students to develop into the 
school's present and future rowers. Many 
people involved with the rowing will sadly miss 
the presence of Grant at the boat shed. 

Grant has decided to explore new areas with his 
life, and in the years ahead he will continue to 
study and find his calling. Wherever that may 
be, we wish Grant all the luck and happiness 
that life can possibly bring. Good luck! 

Mr Kevin Brodie 

Mr Geoff Pearson 
Member of staff 1999-
2000 

To return to teach at your 
alma mater, is a privilege 
that few of us get the 
chance to experience. 
Geoff Pearson has been 

fortunate enough to have had this opportunity. 
Geoff was a student at St. Patrick's College from 
1980 - 1985 and returned as a staff member in 
1999. His teaching areas at St. Pat's have 
included Mathematics at Year 11 and 10, 
Business Management in Year 11 and 12 and 
Religious Education and a Home Room teacher 
in Year 10 and 11. 

Throughout his time at the College Geoff has 
become well regarded for his effective 
contribution to both the Mathematics and 
Commerce Faculties. However, one of Geoff's 
greatest strengths is the way in encourages his 
students to achieve their best through effective 
and innovative teaching methods. 

One of Geoff's attributes that will be missed in 
the years to come is his pastoral concern and 
care for the boys in his homeroom. Geoff has 
always taken an active interest in the 
academic, cultural and sporting pursuits of his 
students. Geoff also ensured that throughout 
the course of the year his homeroom has had 
many opportunities to develop as a cohesive 
group that would support each other. 

In 2001 Geoff will be moving to Sydney where new 
challenges and experiences await him. We wish 
him all the best for the future and thank him most 
sincerely for his contribution to the College. 

Good luck and farewell. 

Mr Andrew Watson 

Mr John Williams 
Member of staff 1980-
2000 

When in 1980 Peter Farley 
took long service leave to 
journey behind the Iron 
Curtain, Br Wilding found 
as his replacement a man 
who we students were no 

less likely to test out. "Cor, he's a big bloke!" we 
said. "And his voice seems to come from deep, 
deep down." And we were partly right for, as 
we soon discovered, Mr Williams possessed 
extraordinary depths of compassion and good 
humour. Beneath the big bushy beard - for 
which the nickname "Wolfman" was quickly 
bestowed upon him - was one of the kindest 
hearts one could hope to call friend. 

A Liverpudlian originally (who went to school 
with John Lennon), and a boxer whose nose 
got bent out of shape once too often, John's 
many and varied life experiences equipped 
him well for teaching and the formation of the 
young men of SPC. He was initially employed 
as a Year 10/11 English, R.E., Legal Studies and 
Economics teacher and as a homeroom 
teacher to Year 9's. Since then he has been a 
homeroom teacher at Year 10 (1985-94,97-
2000) and Year 7 (1994-96) and added History, 
Geography and Commerce, across all levels 7-
11, to his repertoire. At each level he fully 
involved himself in the organisation and 
execution of camps and retreats. 

In his early years he was given the task of finding 
the next Borg (or tempering the next McEnroe) as 
the Year 7 tennis coach. Then die Sportsmaster 
thought he should make the ball harder to hit by 
turning John into a Squash coach. However it will 
be for his efforts as Soccer coach (Intermediate 
and Senior) over die last twelve years that John 
will be best remembered. He was a constant sight 
on the sideline down on the Shed Oval 
organising his charges into a formidable 
combination each year. 

He has filled the position of Staff Occupational 
Health and Safety Representative for the last 10 
years and in 1982/83 also served for a time as a 
boarding supervisor. Up until 1998 John was a 
member of the College's Welfare Team and it is 
in this "role" (for it was more than that to John) 
that he will be long remembered by many -
students and staff. At various times he has 
provided strong and real and practical support 
to people in various levels of crisis. And John 
has experienced enough crises himself in the 
last twenty years - the loss of loved ones, 
problems with his health - but always he has 
faced adversity with tremendous strength and 
humour. 

John has always been very quick to pitch in -
his work backstage on Speech Night over many 
years is a very simple example of this. He is 
usually the life of the party and as a 
consequence frequently serves as Master of 
Ceremonies at functions like the end-of-year 
staff do's. And he's always up to something, 
whether it be as Mr Nutrimetics or home 
brewing or solving the cryptic at lunchtime 
(Williams Rule - "Well it fits!") or, more 
recently, making statuary. We're not worried 
about what he'll do next, for he'll always find 
something to turn his hand to, but we'll miss 
him. Our loss is Ann's and the family's gain. 
Vale John. 

Mr David Walker 

© 
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MICHAEL 
RANGER 

ANTHONY 
FRANCIS 

GARTH 
KIDD 

SIMON 
CHAREWICZ 

JAMES 
MARBURG 

ANDREW 
REIDY 

Son of: Margaret & 
Terry 
Parish: St. Columba's 
Previous School: St. 
Francis Xavier 
College Involvement: 
1st XI Cricket, CHISSA 
Cross Country, 
Athletics & Squash, 
Special Minister of the 
Eucharist, Liturgy 
Preparation Group, 
Mouse Football, BPSA 
Cross Country. 

Son of: Eileen & 
Zpignew 
Parish: St. Bernard's, 
Bacchus Marsh 
Previous School: St. 
Bernard's Bacchus 
Marsh 
College Involvement: 
Rowing (Captain), 
Jubilee Event 
Committee, Year 9 
Representative, 
Football, Basketball. 

Son of: Egon & Beth 
Parish: St. Patrick's 
Cathedral 
Previous School: St. 
Francis Xavier 
College Involvement: 
1st IV rowing, 1st XI 
Soccer, President St. 
Vincent de Paul, 
Captain Public 
Speaking. 

Son of: Clement & 
Leonie 
Parish: St. Michael's, 
Bungaree 
Previous School: St. 
Michael's, Bungaree & 
St. Francis Xavier 
College Involvement: 
Rowing, Basketball, St. 
Vincent de Paul, 
Amberley Leadership. 

THOMAS 
KERR 

WILLIAM 
MOLLOY 

JULIAN 
RIGHETTI 

Son of: Richard & 
Mary Anne 
Parish: St. Columba's 
Previous School: St. 
Francis Xavier 
College Involvement: 
1st XVIII Football, 2nd 
IV Tennis, 2nd XI 
Cricket, CHISSA 
Athletics, CHISSA 
Cross Country, House 
Football, Year 7 
Camps. 

Son of: Mick & 
Francine 
Parish: St. Patrick's 
Previous School: St. 
Mary's, Sale 
College Involvement: 
Rowing (3rd Crew), St. 
Vincent de Paul 
Society (Vice 
President), Choir 
Group. 

Son of: Carmel & 
Frank 
Parish: Linton 
Previous School: 
Skipton Primary 
College Involvement: 
Rowing, St. Vincent de 
Paul, Boarding Lead 
group, Football. 

Son of: Maria & John 
Parish: St. Bernard's, 
Bacchus Marsh. 
Previous School: St. 
Bernard's Bacchus 
Marsh 
College Involvement: 
Concert Band, Stage 
Band, Debating, Public 
Speaking, Edmund Rice 
Camps, Liturgy Group, 
Special Minister, Yr 10 
Rep, Cheer Squad. 

BEN 
LUD BROOK 

TIMOTHY 
McKINNON 

PHILIP 
SONDHU 

Son of: Ian and Glenis 
Parish: St. Aloysius' 
Previous School: 
Lumen Christi 
College Involvement: 
St. Vincent de Paul, 
Cross Country 
Running, 1st 
Volleyball, 1st Hockey, 
Basketball, CHISSA 
Athletics, CHISSA Lap 
of the Lake. 

Son of: Kenneth & 
Kathleen 
Parish: St. Michael's, 
Bungaree 
Previous School: St. 
Francis Xavier 
College Involvement: 
2nds Cricket, House 
Football, CHISSA 
Athletics, CHISSA 
Cross Country, 
CHISSA Lap of the 
Lake, Amberley 
Leadership, Boat Race 
Committee. 

Son of: Des & 
Bernadette 
Parish: St. Thomas', 
Terang 
Previous School: St. 
Thomas', Terang 
College Involvement: 
1st XI Cricket Captain, 
1st XVIII Football, 
Boat Race Committee, 
Special Minister. 

Son of: Tari and 
Gurjit 
Previous School: St. 
Malachy's, Edenhope 
College Involvement: 
1st XVIII Football, 2nd 
XI Cricket, CHISSA 
Athletics, House 
Football, Boatrace 
Committee, Cheer 
Squad. 

MICHAEL 
SORDELLO 

Son of: Frank & I lelen 
Parish: St. Patrick's 
Cathedral 
Previous School: 
Urquart Park 
College Involvement: 
1st XVIII Football, 1st 
XI Cricket, CHISSA 
Swimming, CHISSA 
Athletics, Liturgy 
Group, Boatrace 
Committee, Special 
Minister of the 
Eucharist, Yr 8 Rep. 

LUKE 
STOKIE 

Son of: Brian & Anne 
Parish: St. Dominic's, 
Melton 
Previous School: St. 
Dominic's, Melton 
College Involvement: 
2nd XI Cricket, Special 
Minister. 
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Student Council 2000 

Captain: Michael Ranger 
Vice Captains: Anthony Francis, 

Garth Kydd 
Councillors: Simon Charewicz, Thomas 
Kerr, Ben Ludbrook, James Marburg, William 
Molloy, Timothy McKinnon, Andrew Reidy, 
Julian Righetti, Philip Sondhu, Michael 
Sordello, Luke Stokie. 

St Vincent de Paul 
President: James Marburg 
Vice President: Thomas Kerr 
Secretary: Nicholas Cooper 

College H o u s e Leaders 
Ryan House 
Captain: Pat Coleman 
Vice Captains: Daniel Meade, 

John Strybosch 

McCarthy House 
Captain: Luke Mullaly 
Vice Captains: Gareth Edwards, 

Albert Moran 

Treacy House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Nunan House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Drama 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Cricket 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

S w i m m i n g 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Greg Rowe 
Sean Bourke, 
Joseph Kennedy 

Greg Dillon 
Jason Hucker, Drew Petrie 

Kaz Ciezki 
Scott Watkins 

Tim McKinnon 
Michael Ranger 

Nicholas Quinn 
Damian Ryan 

Public Speaking 
Captain: James Marburg 
Vice Captain: Ben Alder, Ricky Bilston 

Athletics 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Squash and Racquetball 
Captain: Leon Faustini 

Rowing 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Galvin House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Keniry House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Ben Alder 
Craig Cheeseman, 
Jon Kanoa 

Julian Porter 
Nick Cooper, 
Sean Lenaghan 

Music 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 
Band Leader: 

Tennis 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Simon Charewicz 
Greg Rowe 

Luke Mullaly 
Nick Cooper, Gerard Lucas 
Scott Watkins 

Tim Canny 
Brett Hunter 

Cross Country 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Sailing 
Captain: 

Football 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Basketball 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Badminton 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Soccer 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Hockey 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Michael Ranger 
Garth Kydd, 
Gareth Edwards 

Garth Kydd 
Michael Ranger 

Aaron Butler 

Tim McKinnon 
Michael Sordello, 
Jason Hucker 

Luke Cavanagh 
Michael Allen 

Damian Ryan 
Nick Frichot 

Mark Smith 
James Marburg 

Ben Alder 
John Mackey 

Keniry House Captains 
Sean Lenaghan, Julian Porter, Nicholas Cooper 

Nunan House Captains 
Jason Hucker. Drew Petrie, Gregory Dillon 

Ryan House Captains 
John Strybosch, Patrick Coleman, Daniel Meade 

McCarthy House Captains 
Luke Mullaly, Gareth Edwards, Albert Moran 

Treacy House Captains 
Joseph Kennedy, Gregory Rowe, Sean Bourke 

4D 
Galvin House Captains 

Craig Cheeseman, Benjamin Alder, Jon Kanoa 
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Principal's Award for Leadership 
Michael Ranger 

Howard Award for Excellence 
and 

Dorothy Irene Ellis-Thomas Scholarship 
Andrew Reidv 

Little Family Award for School Spirit 
Garth Kydd 

Caltex All-Rounder 
Nick Cooper 

Year 12 Religious Education Prizewinners 
Luke Mullaly, Garth Kydd, Thomas Kerr, Mark Smith, Nicholas Quinn 

VCE Units 3 and 4 Prizewinners 
Back Row: Peter Vanzetta, David Morrison, Mark Smith, Anthony 

Francis, Matthew White, Leigh Briody 
Middle Row: Thomas Kerr, Nicholas Quinn, Julian Righetti, Michael 

Sordello, Sean Bourke 
Front Row: Damian Ryan, Luke Mullaly, Andrew Reidy, Eamon Sullivan, 

Matthew Dean 
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Year 11 Religious Education Prizewinners 
Joshua Stewart, Isaac Manley, Ben Zala, Matthew Dean, Colin Bischof, 

Christopher Bourke 

VCE Units 1 and 2 Prizewinners 
Back Row: Colin Bischof, Christopher Bourke, Christian King, Mark 

Lyle, Clinton Bryan 
Middle Row: Tye Robinson, Isaac Manley, Cameron Day, Heath Rogers, 

Timothy Russell, Peter Binek 
Front Row: Paul Carmody, Ben Zala, Michael Bennett, Bernard 

Heemann, Christopher Ware, Christopher McBrearty 

Year 10 Religious Education Prizewinners 
Back Row: Sam Young, Mark McKinnon 

Front Row: Danny Dwyer, Chris McBrearty, Cameron Hardie 

Year 10 Duces 
Back Row: Matthew Richardson, Gerard Brick 

Front Row: Stefan Heemann, Chris McBrearty, James Madden 

Year 9 Religious Education Prize Winners 
Simon Moroney, Simon Harwood, Kai Morganti 

Absent: Mark Grigg, Michael Warke 

Year 9 Duces 
James Gargan, Lachlan Searle, Trent Zuidland, Damien Barnett, 

Daniel Morris 

ffi 
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Year 8 Religious Education Prizewinners 
Back Row: Thomas Madden, Cameron Brown 

Front Row: Christopher Hinchcliffe, Travis Arandt, Andrew Cook 

Year 8 Duces 
Back Row: Andrew Kenna, Paul Hamm, Colm Trusler 

Front Row: Patrick D'Arcy, Joshua Kannourakis 

Year 7 Religious Education Prizewinners 
Nathan Weyers, Michael Huckstepp, James Murphy, Bernard Wilson, 

Edmund Denton, Daniel Tabone 

Year 7 Duces 
Jason Barnett, David Hall, Thomas Arthurson, Ben Shields, James Kerr 

Absent: Brent Flood 

2 0 0 0 st Patrick's college speech night 

Official Party 

Bishop Peter Connors 
Mr. Michael Ronaldson, MHR 
Mr. Jim Watson, Chair, College Board 
Br. Laurie Collins, Principal 
Mr. Dennis Foley, College Foundation 
Mrs Anne Stokie, President Parents' & 
Friends' Association 
Mr. Chris Conway, President Old Collegians 
Association 
Mr. Bruce Runnalls, Deputy Principal 
Mr. Michael Ranger, College Captain 

Program 

Master of Ceremonies: Luke Mullaly 

1. Combined Year 11 & 12 Choir conducted 
by Br Brian Davis 

National Anthem 
Jubilee Hymn to the Holy Spirit 
Music adapted from the Planets Suite (Gustav I Iolst). 

Musical arrangement & text: Michael Herry fms. 
Love Changes Everything 
Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber. 
Lyrics by Don Black & Charles Hart 
You're The Voice 
Words & Music by Andy Qunta, Maggie Ryder, 
Keith Reid and Chris Thompson 

2. Valedictory: Michael Ranger, 
College Captain 2000 

3. Stage Band directed by Mr. Jamie Ransome 
Smooth Words by Rob Thomas 

Music Rob Thomas & Itaal Shur 
Arranged by Roger Holmes 
featuring Ben Zala on guitar 

Mambo No.5 
Original Music by Damaso Perez Prado 
Words by Lou Bega & Zippy 
Arranged by Roger 1 lolmes 

4. Purton Orator James Marburg 

Drama Performance 
A scene from Carrie's War 

6. Concert Band 
conducted by Mr. Jamie Ransome 
Panorama Festival Overture 
by Mark Williams 
Instant Concert by Harold L. Walters 

7. Speeches: Br Collins - Principal 

8. Prize distribution 

9. Year 12 Choir: 
conducted by Br Brian Davis 
The Gambler Words & Music by Kenny Rogers 
Waltzing Matilda 
Words by Andrew Barton Banjo Paterson 
to Scottish tune "Thou Bonnie Wood 0' 
Cragielea". 
Down Under 
Words and Music by C.Hay and R. Strykert. 
Dare to Dream 
Music & Lyrics byPaul begaud, Vanessa 
Corish & Wayne Tester 
School Song 
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Michael Ranger 
Principal's Award for Leadership 
Garth Kydd 
Little Family Award for School Spirit 
Andrew Reidy 
Howard Award for Excellence 
Andrew Reidy 
Dorothy Irene Ellis-Thomas Scholarship 

A C A D E M I C A W A R D S 

Year 12, Unit 3 /4 

Luke Mullaly 
English - St. Patrick's College 
Foundation Prize for English 
Religious Education Room 116 

Thomas Kerr 
Religious Education Room 33 
Chemistry 

Nicholas Quinn 
Religious Education Room 34 
History 

Mark Smith 
Religious Education Room 38 
Information Technology 

Garth Kydd 
Religious Education Room 117 

Sean Bourke Accounting 
Leigh Briody Art 
Andrew Reidy Biology 

Physics 
Specialist Mathematics 

Eamon Sullivan Business Management 
Adrian Ng Economics 
Luke Mullaly French 

- Walsh Memorial Prize 
for LOTE 

Music, Solo Performance 
Damian Ryan Further Mathematics 
David Morrison Geography 
Eric Kochskamper Graphic Communication 
Julian Righetti Legal Studies 
Peter Vanzetta Literature 
Michael Sordello Materials and Technology 
Andrew Claney Mathematical Methods 
Matthew Dean Media Studies 
Anthony Francis Physical Education 
Matthew White Systems and Technology 

Year 11, Unit 1/2 

Benjamin Zala Religious Education 
Room 111 
Business Management 

Joshua Stewart Religious Education 
Room 112 

Christopher Bourke 
Religious Education Room 113 

General Mathematics 
Colin Bischof 

Religious Education Room 114 
Art 

Isaac Manley 
Religious Education Room 115 

Accounting 
Matthew Dean 

Religious Education Room 131 
Tye Robinson Biology 
Alan Lin Chemistry 

Physics 
Clinton Bryan Drama 
Michael Bennett English 

French 
Christopher Ware General Mathematics, 

Tertiary 

Peter Binek Graphic Communication 
Damon Edwards History 
Bernhard Heemann 

Information Technology 
Christian King Japanese 
Cameron Day Legal Studies 
Mark Lyle Materials and Technology 
Chris McBrearty Mathematical Methods 
Timothy Russell Media Studies 

Systems and Technology 
Heath Rogers Music Performance 
Paul Carmody Physical Education 

Year 10 

Room 102 
Chris McBrearty Religious Education 

Dux 
Brendan Annear 2nd 
Leigh McKee 3rd 

Room 103 
Samual Young Religious Education 
Matthew Richardson Dux 
Matt Pay 2nd 
Kris Plageman 3rd 

Room 104 
Daniel Dwyer Religious Education 
James Madden Dux 
Andrew Francis 2nd 
Danny Dwyer 3rd 

Room 109 
Cameron Hardie Religious Education 
Stefan Heemann Dux 
Ashley Rowe 2nd 
Matthew Penhall 3rd 

Room 110 
Mark McKinnon Religious Education 
Gerard Brick Dux 
Gareth Bellchambers 2nd 
Mark McKinnon 3rd 

Year 9 

Year 8 

Room 6 
Michael Warke Religious Education 
Trent Zuidland Dux 
Ryan Veal 2nd 
James Jess 3rd 

Room 7 
Simon Moroney Religious Education 
Lachlan Searle Dux 
Phillip D'Auvergne 2nd 
Brendon Gilbert 3rd 

Room 8 
Mark Grigg Religious Education 
Damien Barnett Dux 
Christian Sanby 2nd 
Ashley Britt 3rd 

Room 9 
Simon Harwood Religious Education 
James Gargan Dux 
Jarrod Dunne 2nd 

Room 1 
Travis Arandt Religious Education 
Paul Hamm Dux 
Liam Hehir 2nd 
Luke Arandt 3rd 

Room 2 
Chris Hinchcliffe Religious Education 
Colm Trusler Dux 
James Holmes 2nd 
Nathan Anderson 3rd 

Room 3 
Andrew Cook Religious Education 
Joshua Kannourakis Dux 
Stephen DeNatris 2nd 
Ethan O'Brien 3rd 

Room 4 
Cameron Brown Religious Education 
Patrick D'Arcy Dux 
Cameron Brown 2nd 
James Dickinson 3rd 

Room 5 
Thomas Madden Religious Education 
Andrew Kenna Dux 
Tom Moody 2nd 
Michael Marburg 3rd 

Year 7 

Room 37 
James Murphy Religious Education 
Brent Flood Dux 
Cameron Johnson 2nd 
Joel Banks 3rd 

Room 39 
Daniel Tabone Religious Education 
James Kerr Dux 
Alexander Joosten 2nd 
Leigh Ridsdale 3rd 

Room 40 
Bernard Wilson Religious Education 
Jason Barnett Dux 
Sean Murrihy 2nd 
Anthony Torpy 3rd 

Room 42 
Edmund Denton Religious Education 
Thomas Arthurson Dux 
Sam Caldow 2nd 
Ben Dean / David Ronan 3rd 

Room 43 
Michael Huckstepp Religious Education 
David Hall Dux 
Michael Huckstepp 2nd 
Joshua Callander 3rd 

Room 44 
Nathan Weyers Religious Education 
Benjamin Shields Dux 
Nathan Weyers 2nd 
Matther Jeffers 3rd 

Simon Harwood 3rd Public Speaking Awards 
James Marburg 

Room 10 Purton Oratory 
Kai Morganti Religious Education Daniel Meade 
Daniel Morris Dux Sir Hugh Devine Impromptu Speech 
Kai Morganti 2nd Michael Bennett 
Chris Ives 3rd W.T. Doyle Debating 
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Sam McCrone Jason Putt Year 8 Badminton 
WT. Doyle Debating Matthew Canny Year 7 Jonathon Barnett BPSA Singles 

Benjamin Zala Alexander Walsh BPSA Junior Tennis Badminton Champion 
WT. Doyle Debating Cup Kane Tolliday A Grade 

Volleyball Damian Ryan B Grade 

Band Awards 
Luke Mullaly 

Joshua Pianta Senior Timothy Pollard 
Kieran Casey 

C Grade 
D Grade 

Bandsman of the Year Sailing Aaron Butler Table Tennis 

Benjamin Zala Adrian Ng A Grade 

Band Executive Award for Dedication 
and Commitment 

Racquetball Gregory Rowe Patrik Iwanowski 
Joshua Closter 

B Grade 
C Grade 

Lawn Bowls Samual Montano Anthony Torpy D Grade 

SPORTING AWARDS 
Cricket Squash Michael Ranger Basketball 

Jason Hucker 1st XI Luke Cavanagh BPSA Senior 

Gregory Dillon 
Luke Walsh 

2nd XI Green Baseball Nathan Cavanagh BPSA Year 10 Gregory Dillon 
Luke Walsh 2nd XI Blue Stephen Coghlan Junior Joshua Jellett BPSA Year 9 

Samual Young Intermediate White James Wallace BPSA Year 8 

Benjamin Zelencich Intermediate Blue Soccer Matthew Jeffers BPSA Year 7 

Matthew Turner Year 8 Mark Smith 1st XI Desmond Every Luke Prato Gil Nicholas and 

Benjamin Melham Year 7 Memorial Award Peter Farley Award for Best Benjamin Melham 
Andrew Francis Intermediate Team Member 

Swimming 
Nicholas Quinn Open 

David Francis Junior 
Athletics 

Michael Darken Under 17 Hockey Garth Kydd Open 

Matthew Pay 
Joshua Dew 

Under 16 Benjamin Alder 1st XI Stephen Moneghetti Award Matthew Pay 
Joshua Dew Under 15 Christopher McBrearty Intermediate for the Outstanding Athlete 

James Dickinson Under 14 at the CHISSA Athletics 

Jeremy Wirges Under 13 Carnival 
Payden Gerick Under 12 Football Bradley Molloy Under 17 

Thomas Hanley Br. Brian Davis Award for Jason Hucker 1st XVIII Best Michael Canny Under 16 

Commitment to College and Fairest Timothy Pollard Under 15 

Swimming Matthew Shortal 1st XVIII Runner Up Robert Hooper Under 14 Swimming 
Best and Fairest David Ronan Under 13 

Rowing 
James Marburg 

Gregory Dillon Senior House Award Rowing 
James Marburg 1st IV Travis Toohey Year 10 Jim Toohey 

William Molloy 1st IV Memorial Trophy 

Tom Ferguson 1st IV Matthew Doyle Year 9 

Gareth Edwards i s t r v Nathan Anderson Year 8 

Shane Corbett 1st IV (coxswain) David Ronan Year 7 

Tennis Cross Country 

Brett Hunter 1st IV Garth Kydd Senior 

McNeil Cup CHISSA Open Lap of the Lake 

Jarrod Waight 2nd IV CHISSA Open Cross Country 1st Place 

Benjamin Decis Year 10 Michael Canny Intermediate 

Mark Grigg Year 9 CHISSA Junior Cross Country 1st Place 

/ - t c 

Dane Bergman Junior 

1rs Nerella McDonald 

Lote Coordinator 

Schools, by their very nature are dynamic 
places which aim to fulfil the educational 
needs of their students and to respond to the 
challenges facing their communities. In the 
past few years especially, change has been the 
one constant, the one certainty in the lives of 
students and teachers: revised curriculum 
guidelines, new timetables, reporting formats 

and a newVCE. It can all seem a little 
overwhelming at times but change can also be 
seen as an opportunity to reassess our goals 
and practices, to retain what is worthwhile and 
relevant and, importantly, to adapt to the 
demands of a fast-changing world. 

This year saw the relocation of the Lote room 
from the portable classroom to a newly 
refurbished and expanded Lote Centre above 
Purton dormitory. We now have specialist 
Japanese and French rooms where students 
have access to a variety of audiovisual and 
computer resources. There is also ample space 
for rehearsal and performance activities. 
Another significant change this year has been 
in the structure of the Lote programs at Years 7 
and 8. Year 7 students now study an 
introductory unit of French over one semester, 
followed by a semester of Japanese. At Year 8, 
students choose to study either French or 
Japanese for the entire year. 

One of our aims is to offer all students the 
opportunity to develop practical skills in 
communicating in French and Japanese. It is 
particularly rewarding to observe how quickly, 
even at Year 7, students begin to develop these 
skills. Their growing confidence and mastery 
are a delight to see. 
Our cultural activities continue to include 
"cooking ( still the way to a man's heart!) 
"excursions to cultural demonstrations and 
events 
*film festivals 
"social events with Loreto students of Lote 
*in-country study tours 

Ms Bernadette Brouwers joined the French 
staff at the beginning of the year. We welcome 
her warmly and look forward to her 
enthusiastic and capable contribution in the 
years to come. Thank you to Mrs Margaret 
Mclntyre and Mrs Margaret Carison for their 
commitment, support and friendship. 
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Academic excellence was recognised at our 
College Assembly on February 10th, when a 
special presentation was made to Anthony 
Pearce, 1999 Dux. Anthony was a very 
worthy recipient, having gained an ENTER 
score of 98.75. HisVCE subjects were 
Mathematical Methods (A, A, A), Chemistry 
(A+, A, A), English (A+, A+, A+), French (A, A, 
A), Specialists Mathematics (A, A, A) and 
Physics (A+, A+, A+). This year Anthony will 
be residing at Newman College, and studying 
Engineering at Melbourne University. It 
should be emphasised that Anthony's 
achievements last year were certainly not 

confined to the academic sphere, as he 
participated in a wide 
range of other activities 
including sports, 
committees, liturgy 
preparation, academic 
competitions and social 
events. In addition, he was 
an Edmund Rice Camp 
leader. However, it is 
probably his contribution 
to Drama that will be best 
remembered, as he was 
Drama Vice Captain, and 
played the key role of Jason 
in the Greek tragedy 
Medea. 

Address to SPC Academic 
Assembly, 2000 
by Anthony Pearce 

Brother Collins, Mr. Runnalls, Honoured 
guests, Students and Staff of St. Patrick's 
College, 

When I sat as you now sit, a year seven student 
listening to the previous year's dux, I never 
imagined that one day, that could be me. In 
fact, until Year 12 I had never received an 
academic prize. Yet, somehow, here I am. It 
did take a lot of hard work, perseverance and 
long hours studying. I realised early last year 
that, although I had been a proficient English 
student in the past, my skills in this area had 
waned. So when it came time for English CAT 
1,1 had a huge task ahead of me. But I put in 
hours of practice essay writing; doing draft 
after draft until finally I had the concept in my 
head. In the end, English was my equal best 
subject. 

But that's not all I did last year. I enjoyed 
involving myself in the school play and 
Shakespeare competitions. The twice-weekly 
rehearsals were a great opportunity to relax, 
meet new friends and learn the art of drama. I 
have been in many plays and drama 
competitions throughout my time at St. Pat's, 
including major and supporting roles, and 
found all of them to be worthwhile 
experiences. Drama challenged me, and 
helped me to gain confidence in myself, which 
supported my academic pursuits as well. In 
previous years I have played basketball for St. 
Pat's, attended an Engineering Summer School 
and was involved science competitions, just to 
name a few things. 

I also kept my part-time job throughout the 
year, working a few hours each week, was 
involved in liturgies, and had the privilege of 

being a leader at an Edmund Rice Camp. This 
experience is one I will never forget, and I 
cannot think of a more fulfilling way to spend 
five days. I recommend the experience to you 
all. 

I'm sure if you speak with my peers, they can 
tell you a similar story. They have all enriched 
their time here by immersing themselves in the 
full St. Patrick's spirit. They have been Student 
Councilors, band members and public 
speakers. Not to mention forgetting the 
rigours of study for a day in order to bellow 
support for the rowers at Boatrace. It's all a 
matter of balancing your time between 

education and leisure, so that, in the end, year 
12 can be enjoyable, not just all hard work. 

If I could suggest only one piece of advice for 
your time here at St Patrick's College, it would 
be to seize every opportunity mat arises. Offer 
to help prepare a liturgy, join the public 
speaking group or audition for the next school 
play. As I'm sure most of you know, there's so 
many opportunities here to expand yourself in 
ways other than the academic, all you need to 
do is have a go. Strive to achieve your best in 
all you do. Not the best, but the best you, 
personally, are capable of. And make sure you 
enjoy yourself along the way. Leadership at St 
Patrick's is also of great importance, and 
extends across all levels. Why not offer to be 
your class representative, or a member of a 
student council sub-committee? It doesn't 
matter what you chose to do, but one thing's 
for sure: You will get as much back from this 
college as you are prepared to put in, so, as Mr. 
Cosgriff might say, "Have a go ya mug!" 

Life during the VCE can be very difficult at 
times. I found it best when tackling my 
subjects to do so in small periods of time. 
Studying for half-hour sessions with short 
breaks in between, and changing subjects each 
session helped me to overcome boredom. 

Sometimes its hard to get motivated, especially 
when your favourite TV show or a kick of the 
footy seem a lot more inviting than the pages 
of your chemistry book. One idea suggested to 
me, was this: Take a sheet of paper and in large 
print, write an ENTER score that you wish to 
aim for. Make it a realistic but challenging 
goal. It helps if the number is set a few points 
above the cut off for the course you wish to do. 
Stick it above where you do your study, and 
whenever you are about to give up, take a 

glance at the number, and try to do another 
half hour, knowing that if you do, your chances 
of reaching your goal will be greater. 

Your teachers are a great resource, so use them. 
If you don't quite understand, or you need 
clarification on an issue, ask questions. 
Questions are the best way to learn new things. 
Staying behind after class for two minutes to 
get something explained is much more 
beneficial than staring blankly at your book 
when you get home and giving up in 
frustration when the answer doesn't magically 
appear. I was advised early in the year to bug 
my teachers for all the help that I could get, so 

I did. If you put in the time 
to do another draft of an 
English essay, most teachers 
won't mind spending ten 
minutes after school to go 
through it with you. 

I also found that doing as 
many practice exams as you 
can get your hands on, until 
you know how to do them is 
the best way to study for 
exams. Look at the 
questions you got wrong, ask 
yourself why, then go and 
study the related areas. 
There are also lectures 
available around exam time 
to help students in most 
subjects. I found these an 

invaluable source of information. For 
assignments, the best thing you can do is get a 
good start on them early, and work 
continuously until the due date. Aim to have 
them finished a week early, so if something 
goes wrong, you have some time to fix it. 

As for my life after St Pat's, I have enrolled in a 
Mechanical Engineering Degree at the 
University of Melbourne and will shortly be a 
resident at Newman College. I have an interest 
in travel, so hopefully after graduating I can 
work for a company somewhere overseas, 
perhaps in Europe. But for the moment, I am 
looking forward to University life. 

I would like to thank all those who helped me 
achieve my goals during my time at St. 
Patrick's. In particular I would like to thank my 
teachers, many of who gave freely of their time 
outside of school hours, and whose constant 
dedication was much appreciated. I would 
also like to thank my parents, who are here 
today, for their constant support and 
encouragement not only during year 12, but 
throughout all my schooling. 

It's hard to sum up the importance St Pat's has 
to me, but I know it has changed me as a 
person. From the moment I stepped through 
the door on my first day, my time here has been 
a time of immense growth, a time of 
development mentally, physically and 
spiritually. Although the classes made the 
formal part of this growth, it was the guidance 
of my teachers, the skills and confidence I 
gained through doing drama and the mates I 
made while learning that I will remember most. 

I wish you all the best of luck in your studies, 
and trust that as you strive to reach you goals, 
you will find success. 



religious education 

Ms Gina Bernasconi 
R.E. Coordinator 

Hello everyone. It's difficult to know what to 
write this year that might be different from a 
retelling of some of the events of the past 12 
months. 

For so many, this Jubilee year has been one of 
mixed blessings. It's important I think, to 

To be part of this College is truly to be called to 
share in the life of the College. We can't just 
pick and choose the bits and pieces we like 
and want; we can't just do the work we choose; 
we can't just be with the people we like; we will 
be asked to live as part of a community and to 
make sacrifices. 

All of this seems painfully obvious to me, yet I 
would suggest that on a daily basis, most of the 
problems we encounter might stem from 
working against, instead of in support of the 
Vision and Mission inherent in St. Pat's. 
Perhaps too easily and casually we say we'll 
share the ethos, and give to the spirit of the 
College, yet too often, we don't. We say we'll 
respect and support the rights of others, yet 
our behaviours too often say otherwise. 
There is so much that is good and honourable 
that happens at St. Pat's because of the 
goodness and right intentions of the people 
here - students, parents and families, Christian 

remember so much that we have to be grateful 
for, and to think of the voices of many among 
us, whose suffering goes on, unheard. How 
different the stories might be for any two 
families in our school, and how different their 
retelling of the year - equal in value, true in the 
experience of each, but possibly poles apart in 
terms of loss, joy, despair, hope. 

Can we work together to make sure that 
everyone shares the possibility of the embrace 
of Christ in our College? The analogy of a hug 
brings with it the simple warmth of human 
concern. 

I think it's important that we continue to seek a 
balance between that gentle love of Christ, and 
the challenging demands and difficulties 
inherent in living in His way. And that's what a 
Catholic education at St. Patrick's calls us to 
do; it's how it calls us to be. 

My reflection for the year, then, is to be based 
upon this, an observation of the need to work 
together to offer the young men of St. Pat's the 
opportunity of accepting and responding to 
the gift of faith. Faith that is informed, that 
they want to own and grow into more deeply, 
and that will ask much of them - of us all. 
There will be little hope of this happening 
however, unless home and school authentically 
model the values and behaviours we all seem 
to talk about and desire. 

Brothers and staff. The qualities of such good 
people should not be taken for granted. They 
are born of dedication, commitment and hard 
work. They will only be fostered if every single 
person choosing to be at St. Pat's takes them 
on board; with honesty. We are responsible for 
the culture of St. Patrick's; we create it, and 
owing much to its wonderful history, we have 
an obligation not only to keep the tradition, 

but to enrich it. I see the potential for that in so 
many of the people here. 

I would suggest to you that the Year 7s, upon 
entering the school know exactly what it is they 
are inheriting; they wear the uniform with 
such pride. Their enthusiasm for, belief in, and 
unselfish commitment to the College is 
nothing short of inspirational. If only we could 
help them build on that positive life energy as 
they move along and through the school. 
I see this unselfish vitality in many of the 
students from all levels, but in lessening 
numbers and obviously with a far greater 
concern for the approval of their peers in all 
things. 

There are no magic potions for creating the 
ideal school, but we're blessed here because we 
have Christ and the Catholic tradition at our 
heart; the foundational work of the Christian 
Brothers, and our support of each other allows 
us to do more than pay lip service to the needs 
of those among us who feel voiceless. The 
expressed wisdom statements of our Vision 
and Mission Policy, and the experienced life of 
our College exhort us to right relationship with 
each other. The challenge remains for us to be 
true to this. 

The Jubilee year 2000, at the very least has 
provided a sense of unity, strength and 
common purpose in those belonging to and 
supporting the Catholic tradition. I hope that 
the year ahead will provide us more 
opportunities to consciously and deliberately 
build on this at St. Pat's. 

Thanks as always to each of you, for your good 
works throughout year. I send you this prayer: 

He will walk 
a little in front of us 
towards Jerusalem. 

He will not be scared 
though we are apprehensive. 

If we try to discourage him, 
he will recognise the devil in our voice, 
and he will tell us as much 
in no uncertain terms. 

Then he will go on again, 
in faith, 
towards Jerusalem. 
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While we confidently anticipated a very 
special St. Patrick's Day celebration this year, 
it would be fair to say that the events 
themselves exceeded our expectations. The 
special Eucharist and Student Leader 
Investiture, celebrated in the newly restored 
Diocesan Cathedral, was a wonderful event. 
The Jubilee event at the City Oval, when we 
combined with both Loreto College and 
Damascus College to contribute towards 
emergency youth accommodation in 
Ballarat, was truly memorable. The Whelan 
Food Technology Centre was officially 
blessed by Bishop Peter Connors, and in the 

evening, more than 400 people celebrated the 
St. Patrick's Day Ball in the Civic Centre. 
Congratulations and thank you to the many 
staff, students and supporters, who worked so 
hard to ensure the success of these special 
functions. Particular congratulations are due 
to our RE Coordinator, Ms Gina Bernasconi. 

An extract from the Address by the College 
Captain, Michael Ranger. 

Bishop Connors, Fathers, Brother Collins, 
Brothers, Special Guests, Teachers, Parents and 
fellow Students, 

Happy Feast Day! This is our day - St. Patrick's 
Day. 
It is with great pride that I begin to share my 
thoughts with you today, but I do so as well in 
a spirit of real humility and gratitude. To be 
elected student leader of such a dynamic and 
wonderful community is the greatest honour I 
could imagine at this point in my life. Thank 
you. 

I'd like to talk about winners. 
St. Patrick was a winner, but he didn't always 
win - he suffered banishment and persecution. 
Blessed Edmund Rice was a winner, but he 
didn't always win. He suffered periods of 
terrible tragedy and sadness. 
Jesus is the greatest winner of all time, but he 
didn't look a winner, hanging on the cross. 

What are the attributes of a winner? Briefly, a 
winner is one who starts, hangs in there 

through thick and thin, and 
finishes. 
Therefore each and every one 
of us here today is a winner if 
we can fulfill that formulae. 
You don't have to be first - you 
simply have to try to be the 
best you can be. 

St. Patrick's College has a 
record that is breathtaking. 
Looking around our corridors 
and halls we see all the 
exploits and achievements of 
our distinguished old boys. 
But then look deeper and 
you'll see the hundreds and 
thousands of other students, 
teachers and supporters of the 
College who, through 108 years, have started, 
hung in there and finished. No wonder our 
College has had such extraordinary success. 
We have a tradition that says, 'Trust in God, 
trust in yourself, do your best and be at peace 
with that'. We don't seek greatness - we live it. 
That is my hope and my prayer for this 
community in the Year 2000 - the year of 
Jubilee. 

But no, a little more than that; 
I want the year to be 
remembered as one in which 
all students really cared for 
and supported each other. 
This happens on Boat Race 
Day, at Football finals, at 
CHISSA events. I fweare to 
reach the pinnacle of human 
achievement, this care and 
support mush happen each 
and every day - on good days 
and bad. We must be there for 
each other. 

Press them on past fear and doubt. 
Never mind if things holdyou back a big, 
You'll come out on top - but you mustn't quit. 

Each one of us is on a journey - a life-long 
journey. As a community we must not, 
through neglect, allow anyone to just drop out 
or fall by the wayside. We all must shoulder 
the responsibility, from the oldest to the 
youngest, from the greatest to the least. Let's 

I promise this whole 
community that the Year 12 
students, whom I am so proud 
and humble to lead, will show 
by their example what real Christianity - in the 
spirit of St. Patrick and Edmund Rice - is all 
about. Please challenge us if you will - we are 
committed to excellence in this regard. Justice 
and fairness, care and concern will be the 
hallmark of St. Patrick's 2000. 

Being a winner has so much to do with one's 
attitude. 1 have a plaque on my wall at home, 
which inspires me; 

When things go wrong, as they 
sometimes will, 
When the road you're trudging 
seems all uphill, 
Keep your spirits high for 
through thick or thin, 
You must carry on if you are to 
win. 
Life is strange with its twists 
and turns. 
As everyone of us sometimes 
learns, 
It challenges us to often give 
up, 
When we could have captured 
the victor's cup. 
So turn your failures Inside 
out, 

M i& 
share in the successes, the triumphs, the 
heartaches and the pains of 2000, by being 
winners each and every day. 

There was certain young man - it could have 
been any one of us, I suppose - who appeared 
before the court. He was charged on many 
counts of petty theft, minor assault and 
vandalism. In passing sentence, the Magistrate 
stunned the court. He addressed the youth, 
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'Young man, I find you guilty on all counts. 
How far from this court do you live?' 'Three 
kilometers, your Worship', came the reply. 

The Magistrate continued, 'The Clerk of 
Courts will give you a bag containing 1000 
feathers. Tomorrow you are ordered to walk 
from your home to this court, dropping one 
feather every three metres. You will then 
report to me. The next day the young man 
did as he had been instructed. On his arrival 
at court the Magistrate said, 'Now, for the 
second part. You are to return along the 
same way and pick up all thousand feathers. 

'But', stammered the young man, 'that's 
impossible; they will have blown everywhere!' 
'You are to do it', the Magistrate said, 
'regardless of time or difficulty. You see, the 
hurtful and damaging things you are guilty of, 
have done more harm than you could ever 
calculate. I hope you will learn from this. Oh, 
by the way, every feather not returned 
represents a $100 fine. 

Just as bad deeds spread their influence like 
feathers blown in the wind, so do good deeds 
spread their influence far and wide. 
That is what we at St. Patrick's are on about. 
That is the spirit of St. Patrick, the spirit of 
Edmund Rice, the tradition and spirit of this 
College. 
To be fair, to be kind, to do our level best each 
and every day. Yes, that's it - to be real winners. 

The Jubilee Student Event 

Later on St Patrick's Day, nearly 3000 secondary 
students from St Patrick's College, Damascus 
College and Loreto College unified under the 
jubilee banner to raise money to establish a pilot 
project to provide emergency accommodation for 
young people in Ballarat. The gathering took place 
on the Ballarat City Oval and included lunch, a 
formal address and entertainment. With the help 
of hundreds of metres of coloured satin and nearly 
three thousand pairs of hands, the jubilee symbol 
was formed on the oval.We received a letter from 
Sr Reba Woodwiss, Convenor of the Jubilee 

Steering Committee, who wrote: 
'On behalf of the Diocesan Jubilee Steering 
Committee, I want to congratulate you, your 
staff and the students for their great Jubilee 
effort of behalf of the homeless youth of 
Ballarat. The presentation of the cheque of 
$15,000 to the Ballarat youth Homelessness 
Project was a wonderful action in the spirit of 
the Jubilee Year with its emphasis on justice. 
Please convey these congratulations and thanks 
from our diocesan committee to your staff and 
students. 
With every best wish.' 

The 2000 Student Representative Council 

Back Row: Julian Righetti, Philip Sondhu, Michael Sordello, Timothy McKinnon. 
Middle Row: Andrew Reidy, William Molloy, James Marburg, Simon Charewicz, Luke Stokie, Ben Ludbrook. 

Front Row: Thomas Kerr, Garth Kydd, Bishop Peter Connors, Br. Laurie Collins, Michael Ranger, Anthony Francis. 



valedictory 

Michael Ranger 
College Captain 

Bishop Connors, Reverend Fathers, Brothers, 
Special Guests, Ladies and Gentleman, 

It goes without saying, I suppose, that I am 
small in stature. However, tonight I feel as tall 
as a house, as strong as an ox. To be here, 
representing the student body of St. Patrick's 
College, is a unique privilege, one that I will 
prize, not just for tonight, but throughout my 
life. 

We've gathered here tonight to celebrate the 
achievements of the year 2000. 
We celebrate with prayer, with music, with 
speech and song. We thank God for the year 
just past and we thank all who have made our 
community such an alive one, such a vibrant 
one. 

If one could translate all the joys and sorrows, 
the challenges and the heartaches of this 
community into a pattern, it would make a 
wonderful mosaic. In that mosaic, each and 
every one of the students, teachers, support 
staff and parents would be represented by a 
tile, of whatever colour, of whatever size, each 
with a different motif. In the creative hands of 
the craftsman, they would be formed into a 
most beautiful visual story - the story of our 
life here at St Patrick's. 

I'd like to take that image a little further and 
suggest that the whole of life may be compared 
to a massive mosaic whose craftsman is God. 
We, are each one of us, is a tile in that mosaic. 
What we do each day determines the motif of 
our tile, and then God places each tile lovingly 
into His eternal pattern. Each one of us is 

important, each one of us is precious. 

I know that this year has been a mixed bag for 
many Year 12 students. Illnesses, sadness and 
disappointments have taken their place beside 
good health, joy and outstanding 
achievements. The wave-like rhythm of ups 
and downs has been evident each and every 
day. To me, this seems to be a natural pattern 
in life, which somehow provides the impetus 
and motivation to keep going. All this reminds 
me of what I said at our St. Patrick's Day Mass -
' success is starting, hanging in there, and 
finishing'. I'm more convinced than ever of the 
truth of that definition. 

Year 12, 2000 - a vintage year in the long 
history of our great college. 
We are a tremendous group; friends who 
support each other, make sacrifices for each 
other, believe in each other. Most of us have 
been students at St. Pat's for six years. We have 
learned much academically, we have learned 
much about life. We have experienced justices 
and injustices together, and have been molded 
very closely as a team. 

We are as a team, forever grateful to St. Pat's -
to the Brothers, who have given such 
wonderful example of lives dedicated to God 
and education; to our teachers who have stuck 
with us in good times and bad; to our parents 
who exult with us and suffer with us daily; and 
to each other for just being there. I wonder just 
how many late night and weekend phone calls 
have been shared between us just to offer a 
word of encouragement, to see how we are 
'traveling'. We are indeed a family. That goes 
too for the whole school, from year 7 to 12. 
Maybe this happens in other communities as 
well, but it is a real hallmark of St. Patrick's. 

Since being at St. Pat's I've learned a great deal 
about Blessed Edmund Rice. His spirit fills the 
place and his principles guide us constantly. 
We are all familiar with the concept of things 
that 'grow on you'. Somehow this is different. 
The spirit of Edmund Rice seems to grow 
within you, becomes part of you, a life-long 
implant, if you like. 

That's how it's been for over a hundred years, 
and that's how it will continue. The tradition 
has been established, it is up to us who are 
about to move on, and to you who will 
continue at St. Pat's for a year, or two, or three 
or four to continue it, to foster it, to be proud 
of it. 

The image of Mt. Everest comes to mind. This 
mountain has always been a symbol of the 
highest achievement. We in Year 12 have scaled 
the foothills, we have learned the skills for the 
climb, we have checked our backpacks to make 
sure we have all the necessary equipment. We 
are fit and we are ready for the long ascent to 
the summit. It may take a few years, it may 
take fifty or more, but we are ready to take it 
on. 

What should be our final message for 2000. 
Simply this; We are nervous, we are excited, we 
are grateful, we are sad. We will carry with us 
the advice, the support and the 
encouragement of you all - the incomparable 
family of St. Patrick's College. As we say 
farewell, we ask you to remember us fondly, 
and particularly to pray for us. 

Thank you. 



founder's day 

Br Bob Aron receives a cheque from Chris Bourke and Mark Kenna (Year 11) 

Our celebrations of Founder's Day were marked by a most meaningful 
whole school Liturgy, a major fund-raising effort for those in need, 
particularly the African Missions, and a strong sense of unity and 
common purpose. The vast majority of our student body supported the 
cause with enthusiasm, and played their part to genuinely make a 
difference. Br. Bob Aron, our special visitor for the day, was delighted 
with the welcome and support he received. Br. Bob, a former Deputy 
Principal and Boarding Coordinator at SPC, currently manages the 
Ruben Centre in Nairobi, a centre that can lay a strong claim to being 
one of the most needy on earth. The students then commenced their 
walk around Lake Wendouree and on to the Show Grounds where lunch 
was provided and handball and kicking activities organised. On the 
following Saturday evening, at a special dinner organised by the 
Christian Brothers' Foundation, and hosted by SPC Old Collegian, Steve 
Moneghetti, the wider Ballarat community gave additional strong 
support to the Ruben project. 

At a College assembly later in the year, prizes were presented to those 
who raised the greatest sponsorships for the walkathon. Edmund Denton 
(Year 7) raised over $360 and Matthew White and Jarryd Hinkley (Year 8) 
both raised over $200. Nick Cooper and Luke Mullaly on behalf of the 
Edmund Rice Day Committee presented cheques to Br Collins for the 
following: 

Christian Brothers' Ruben Project in Kenya $8000 
Edmund Rice Camps $2500 
Caritas Australia $1300 

Scenes from the Walkathon 



e d m u n d rice awards 

Edmund Rice awards are made each week to students who have achieved something noteworthy, either in their lives at St. Patrick's or outside the 
College.They were instituted five years ago as part of the "man for all seasons" project. This was an initiative designed to foster an appropriate sense 

of self-esteem among members of the SPC community. 

29th October 1999 
YEAR 7 MICHAEL TOLHURST for being 
awarded the best speaker in the H.T. Breach 
Debating Competition. 
YEAR 8 ANTHONY FLETCHER for his 
organization and participation in the Youth 
Mass at Creswick. 
YEAR 9 GRIFFYN REYNOLDS for displaying 
the quality of honesty. 
YEAR 10 JUSTIN WEBSTER for his persistent 

and unassuming approach to his studies. 
YEAR 11 SAM McCRONE for his assistance 
with the set up for the Year 12 English Exam. 
BOARDING WILL MARTIN for his leadership in 
recent weeks. 

5th November, 1999 
YEAR 7 ALEXANDER McMAHON for being a 
member of the winning debating team in the 
H.T. Breach Debating Competition. 
YEAR 8 LIAM HOBBS for his diligent, 
cooperative and helpful approach to school 
life. 
YEAR 9 JAMES THEWLIS for his friendly 
cooperative manner. 
YEAR 10 CAMERON DAY for his unassuming 
and diligent approach to his studies. 
YEAR 11 ADRIAN NG for playing the organ for 
Year 11 singing practice during the year. 
BOARDING CHRIS KEENAN for his improved 
performance and attitude. 

12th November, 1999 
YEAR 7 BRETT McLOUGHLIN for being a 
member of the winning debating team in H.T. 
Breach competition. 
YEAR 8 JOEL SNOWDEN for his diligent, 
cooperative and helpful approach to his work. 
YEAR 9 KANE TOLLIDAY for his dedicated and 
successful approach to College and 
community sport. 
YEAR 10 HEATH ROGERS for maintaining a 
high level of commitment and achievement in 
his studies. 
YEAR 11 JULIAN PORTER for his recent efforts 
in Religious Education. 
BOARDING DANE DAGEAGO for his 
commitment to Boarding. 

19th November 1999 
YEAR 7 JAMES HOLMES for being a member of 
the Interschool Golf Challenge. 
YEAR 8 LACHLAN KEEN for his organisation of 
the interaction day with Loreto College. 
YEAR 9 ASHLEY ROWE for being a quiet 
achiever. 
YEAR 10 MICHAEL BENNETT for maintaining 
a high level of commitment and achievement 
in his studies. 
YEAR 11 JOSHUA MORRIS for his participation 
in the recent St. Vincent de Paul Kids camp. 
BOARDER MICHAEL WILKINSON for his 
honest and reliable contribution to boarding 
duties. 

26th November 1999 
YEAR 7 PATRICK MURPHY for his 
involvement in any activity within the year 
level. 
YEAR 8 BEN ZELENCICH for his improved 
efforts in class. 
YEAR 9 DAVID LOMAS for exercising 
excellent leadership skills whilst on camp. 

YEAR 10 KIERAN LAMOND for his 
outstanding presentation in Japanese. 
BOARDER JOSHUA FAHY for his application 
to study and commitment to rowing. 

5th December, 1999 
YEAR 7 CHRIS BANWELL for his conscientious 
approach to his academic and sporting 
pursuits. 
YEAR 8 MICKY BIRD and MARK BOTHE for 
representing the school in the Tournament of 
Minds. 
YEAR 9 DANIEL PORTER for winning a gold 
medal at the Victorian Gymnastic 
Championships 
YEAR 10 MATTHEW DEAN for consistent and 
excellent contribution to all aspects of school 
life. 
BOARDING BR. BRIAN DAVIS for his 
contribution to Boarding Liturgy. 

18th February, 2000 
YEAR 7 GLEN PHELPS for his excellent 
assistance with Year 7 camp clean up. 
YEAR 8 PAUL AND STEPHEN HAMM for their 
excellent assistance on Book Sale Day. 
YEAR 9 AARON TABONE for representing 
Victoria in the Surf Life Saving Challenge. 
YEAR 10 LIAM BRADY for captaining the 
Central Highlands U/15 Cricket Team State 
Championships. 
YEAR 11 TOM HANLEY for qualifying in the 
National Swimming Championship in 100 and 
200m breaststroke. 
YEAR 12 AARON BUTLER for outstanding 
performance in sailing at a National level. 
BOARDING PHILIP SONDHU for his 
helpfulness and cooperation. 

25th February 2000 
YEAR 7 LUKE GLENANE for his contribution 
to camp. 
YEAR 8 STEPHEN COGHLAN for his 
assistance over the holidays in preparation for 
the school year. 
YEAR 9 LEITH PELLISSIER for taking 14 
wickets with Central Highlands in the Dowling 
Shield Competition. 
YEAR 10 CHRIS McBREARTYfor attending 
Siemens Science Experience at Melbourne 
University. 
YEAR 11 JOSH STEWART for being selected to 
attend the Monash University IT Summer 
School. 
YEAR 12 TOM KERR for his assistance in the 
setting up of Boarding facilities during the 
holidays. 
BOARDING DANE DAGEAGO for his 
helpfulness and cooperation in his Boarding 
House. 

3rd March 2000 
YEAR 7 DAVID FRANCIS for being named 
captain of U/12 Ballarat Regional Soccer 
Team. 
YEAR 8 PATRICK D'ARCY for his academic 
achievement. 
YEAR 9 ASHLEY McARTHUR for achieving 
Level 1 status in Victorian Bowls umpiring. 
YEAR 10 LACHLAN JOHNSON for attending 
Siemens Science Experience at Ballarat 
University. 
YEAR 11 BRETT HUNTER for recently 

achieving an International Tennis ranking. 
YEAR 12 GREG DILLON for his outstanding 
house leadership for swimming sports. 
BOARDING TIM McKINNON for his 
dedication to study, positive attitude and 
commitment to Boarding life. 

10th March, 2000 
YEAR 7 BRENT FLOOD for his consistent and 
positive attitude to all aspects of school life. 
YEAR 8 WARREN FINLAYSON for his excellent 
contribution during camp and generosity of 
spirit. 
YEAR 9 RICHARD COGHLAN for assisting in 
setting up the boarding houses during the 
holidays 
YEAR 10 BRENDAN ANNEAR for attending 
Siemens Science Experience at Deakin 
University. 
YEAR 11 ADAM SLATER for winning the 
Skipton Triathlon for the fourth consecutive 
year in record time. 
YEAR 12 JULIAN PORTER for obtaining 5/ 3 
runs and 45 runs in 1st XI Cricket SPC. 
BOARDING GREG DILLON for leadership of 
the 2nd XI Green Cricket team. 

17th March, 2000 
YEAR 7 JAKOB REES for his honesty in 
handing in $5.00 that he had found. 
YEAR 8 JAMES MASON for enthusiastically 
participating in all activities on camp. 
YEAR 9 ASHLEY BRITT for the winning the 
Buninyong Tennis Tournament. 
YEAR 10 SHANE LINDSAY for making the 
Victorian Provincial U/16 Baseball Team. 
YEAR 11 BEN TOWNSEND for participating in 
all events at the recent swimming carnival. 
YEAR 12 MATTHEW BELLCHAMBERS for his 
excellent organisation of Year 12 ties. 
BOARDING RAINES STEPHEN for his 
improved attitude to his study and for 
excellent organisation. 

24th March, 2000 
YEAR 7 JOHN NGUYEN for his honesty in 
handing in a wallet. 
YEAR 8 ETHAN O'BRIEN for his consistent 
leadership qualities as classroom captain. 
YEAR 9 DAVID STEVENSON for winning the 
Victorian U/16 Walking Championship. 
YEAR 10 CAMERON HARDIE for his 
exceptional effort in helping to set up for the 
St. Pat's Ball. 
YEAR 11 TRENT RICE for the publication of 
his article on the Premier in the Courier. 
YEAR 12 SEAN BOURKE for his excellent 
organisation ofYear 12 ties. 
BOARDING WILL CONHEADY for his honesty. 

31st March, 2000 
YEAR 7 DOMINIC GNOATO for being an 
exceptionally cooperative and helpful member 
of class. 
YEAR 8 HORASIO COOK for his general 
helpfulness around homeroom. 
YEAR 9 BEN ZELENCICH for his loyal and 
positive leadership of the Year 9 cricket team. 
YEAR 10 JULIAN ALBAN for gaining an 
Honours pass in his Grade 5 Piano exam. 
YEAR 11 PETER BINEK for a relevant and well 
prepared and presented prayer service in R.E. 
YEAR 12 CHARLES GESCHKE for his design 



e d m u n d rice awards 

and organisation of the Year 12 jumper. 
BOARDING COLIN BISCHOF for his 
leadership, co-operation and participation in 
Boarding. 

7th April, 2000 
YEAR 7 Jarrod McKee for winning the Year 7 
Doubles House Tennis competition. 
YEAR 8 CAMERON BROWN for his ongoing 
positive leadership. 
YEAR 9 PATRICK SHAW for winning the 
State Point Score Cycling Championship. 
YEAR 10 BEN CAHILL for coming 5th in the 
Victorian Eightball Championship. 

YEAR 11 MARK KENNA for assisting with the 
ushering of guests at the St. Patrick's Night Ball. 
YEAR 12 EAMON STRINGER for design and 
organisation of the Year 12 jumper. 
BOARDING WAYNE BATSON for his co
operation and consideration of others. 

28th April, 2000 
YEAR 7 SIMON SPENCER for winning the year 
7 House Doubles Competition. 
YEAR 8 DYLAN MCKAY for his excellent 
cooperation and helpfulness in class and in 
homeroom. 
YEAR 9 ETHAN ROBSON for his assistance in 
setting up the Food Technology Laboratory. 
YEAR 10 JAMES FITZGERALD for his strong 
and mature leadership of the Year 10 tennis 
team. 
YEAR 11 MATTHEW DEAN for assisting with 
College Liturgies. 
YEAR 12 JOEL DASH for design and 
organisation of the Year 12 jumper. 
BOARDING JERRAMWURLOD for his 
participation in the Mindshop Excellence 
Program. 

5th May 2000 
YEAR 7 THOMAS ARTHURSON for his 
involvement with the Yr 7 information evening 
YEAR 8 WILLIAM SMITH for his all round 
positive attitude 
YEAR 9 TRISTAN CARTLEDGE for qualifying 
for the Victorian Country Football 
representative squad. 
YEAR 10 ASHLEY ROWE for his commitment to 
and participation in the Ritual of Apology. 
YEAR 11 JARROD WAIGHT for his help and 
assistance with the CARITAS BBQ last term. 
YEAR 12 GARTH KYDD for being named in the 
U/19 Australian Men's netball team after 
playing in the winning Victorian team. 
BOARDING JOHN MACKEY for his 
cooperation, solid study and care for other 
Boarders. 

2th May 2000 
YEAR 7 JAMES MUIR for receiving the State 
Foundation Award for sport h Basketball 
YEAR 8 DANIEL COOK for his continuing 
application to work and generally positive 
attitude. 
YEAR 9 ANTHONY FLETCHER for organising a 
presentation of the Creswick Lighthorse Troop. 
YEAR 10 LEIGH McKEE for making a 
presentation to the Ministerial Review Forum 
on Post Compulsory Education and Training 
Pathways. 
YEAR 11 DAMIEN BANWELL for his 
exceptional work in the Year 11 RE Program. 
YEAR 12 NICK COOPER for his Selection for 
and attendance at the National Youth Science 
Forum in Canberra in January. 
BOARDING PAUL CARMODY for his courtesy 

and consideration. 

19th May, 2000 
YEAR 7 JEREMY WIRGES for gaining a silver 
medal in the State All Schools swimming 
competition. 
YEAR 8 JOSH KANNOURAKIS for his diligence 
in his study and leadership and manners in his 
class. 
YEAR 9 JOSHUA JELLETT for assisting 
another student. 
YEAR 10 NICK KISSANE for making a 
presentation to the Ministerial Review forum 
on Post Compulsory Education and Training 
pathways. 
YEAR 11 BEN ZALA for organising Year 11 
music students to perform for the residents of 
Nazareth House. 
YEAR 12 LUKE MULLALY for his excellent 
organisation connected with Edmund Rice 
work. 
BOARDING TOM CUNNINGHAM for his 
leadership, captain of U/16 Redan Football 
team. 

26th May, 2000 
YEAR 7 ALEXANDER JOOSTEN for running 
the lake in the quickest time (Year 7 / 8 
competition). 
YEAR 8 NATHAN ANDERSON for consistent 
application in study and leadership. 
YEAR 9 MARK GRIGG for his assistance on 
Edmund Rice Day. 
YEAR 10 STEFAN HEEMANN for his 
participation in the Mindshop Excellent 
Program. 
YEAR 11 DAMON EDWARDS for leading a well 
prepared and thought provoking prayer service 
in R.E. 
YEAR 12 MICHAEL MARSHALL for an 
improved and committed attitude to work and 
school life. 
BOARDING WAYNE BATSON for his 
participation in the 40hr famine. 

2nd June, 2000 
YEAR 7 BEN DEAN for his assistance with the 
Year 7 Rome day. 
YEAR 8 BRENTON EASTWOOD for his positive 
approach and assistance to others in 
Technology. 
YEAR 9 DANE HARNEY for his assistance with 
the Year 9 football. 
YEAR 10 ZAC CURRAN for setting a new Year 
10 200m record at the Athletics Carnival. 
YEAR 11 CLINTON BRYAN for his contribution 
to the success of the Year 11 Social. 
YEAR 12 JOSHUA MORRIS for consistent 
application and commitment to study despite 
illness. 
BOARDING LUKE MCCARTHY for his initiative 
in organizing the Martial Arts Training 
Program. 

9th June 2000 
YEAR 7 BILL DRISCOLL for his assistance with 
the SOSE Rome day 
YEAR 8 ROBERT BOADLE for a great effort in 
his science work and presentation despite 
having a broken arm. 
YEAR 9 LUKE PRATO for displaying leadership 
on the Year 9 Retreat. 
YEAR 10 CHRIS HOOPER for setting a new Year 
10 discus record at the Athletics Carnival. 
YEAR 11 SHAUN DOSSER for providing 
musical entertainment for the residents of 
Nazareth House. 

YEAR 12 LUKE STOKIE for his cheerful 
cooperation with extra curricular events. 
BOARDING GLEN GILBERT for his courteous 
manner and good study habits. 

16th June, 2000 
YEAR 7 DAVID RONAN for his assistance with 
the Year 7 Rome Day. 
YEAR 8 PATRICK MURPHY for coming 2nd in 
the U/15 Victorian School Boys Cycling 
Championship last week. 
YEAR 9 HEIN WILSON for his consistent effort 
in studies and achievement. 
YEAR 10 MATT PAY for speaking at the Year 9 
Life Education Information Night. 
YEAR 11 ROBERT NIELD for his enthusiastic 
participation in the Social Justice Program. 
YEAR 12 BEVAN MURNANE for his generosity 
of spirit and sharing of skills contributing to 
the Year 9 Drama unit. 
BOARDING TOM GRINTER for his study habits 
and co-operation. 

23rd June, 2000 
YEAR 7 NICHOLAS MANLEY for his 
improved approach to all aspects of College 
life. 
YEAR 8 TOM MADDEN for consistently 
displaying practical leadership in all areas. 
YEAR 9 BRYCE BESELER for his cheerful 
manner and assistance. 
YEAR 10 MATTHEW RICHARDSON for 
speaking at the Year 9 Life Education 
Information Night. 
YEAR 11 COLIN BISCHOF for his leadership 
and assistance during homeroom. 
YEAR 12 DREW PETRIE for being selected in 
the under 18 Victorian TEAL Cup football team. 
BOARDER BEN NIELD for his great sense of 
community and responsibility. 

14th July, 2000 
YEAR 7 BRENT FLOOD for his positive 
contributions to all aspects of College life. 
YEAR 8 JAMES HOLMES for his consistent 
approach to study and care and respect for 
others. 
YEAR 9 LEIGH MITCHELL for being a 
conscientious and pleasant student. 
YEAR 10 PAUL BLANCHFIELD for displaying 
extraordinary support to another student. 
YEAR 11 STEVEN TROTTER for being selected 
to umpire the Under 15 National Schoolboys 
Carnival in Darwin. 
BOARDING PAUL MADDEN for his leadership 
and commitment to study. 

21st July 2000 
YEAR 7 EDMUND DENTON for raising $360.00 
in the Edmund Rice Walkathon. 
YEAR 8 MATTHEW EDWARDS for an excellent 
start to Semester 2. 
YEAR 9 ANDREW VALLANCE for his improved 
application to studies. 
YEAR 10 DAMIAN HAMM for showing 
leadership in parish liturgies. 
YEAR 11 HEATH ROGERS for time keeping and 
providing support at the Plain English 
Speaking Competition. 
YEAR 12 TOM KERR for outstanding results in 
the Australian Schools Science Competition -
High Distinction. 
BOARDING TOM HANLEY for his contribution 
to Boarding and his recent success at 
swimming. 
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28th July 2000 
YEAR 7 CAMRON JOHNSON for his 
consistent application to his studies. 
YEAR 8 NICHOLAS MASON for his positive 
contribution to class activities. 
YEAR 9 BRENDON LOVELL for his cheerful 
and positive approach to school life. 
YEAR 10 JASON HEGERT for numerous 
successes in Sabre class yachting. 
YEAR 11 JARROD McCORKELL for playing 
his first game with TAC Cup Under 18 team, 
North Ballarat Rebels. 
YEAR 12 LUKE MULLALY for winning a 
McDonald's scholarship n one of six in the 

state. 
BOARDING JESSEN CAIN for care towards 
other boarders. 

4th August 2000 
YEAR 7 DAVID LAMBERT for adapting well to a 
new country and contributing positively to St. 
Pat's College. 
YEAR 8 CHRISTOPHER HINCHCLIFFE for his 
positive contribution to College life and 
achieving excellent results. 
YEAR 9 CHRIS SHEEDY for assisting a seriously 
injured student. 
YEAR 10 DAVID LOMAS for his selection to 
represent the College at the Mindshop 
Workshop on Waste Reduction. 
YEAR 11 ALAN LIN for his application to his 
studies. 
YEAR 12 GARTH KYDD for winning Lap of the 
Lake. 
BOARDING MATTHEW GRACE for his 
improved study habits. 

11th August 2000 
YEAR 7 ALEX JOOSTEN for his High 
Distinction in the Australian Science 
Competition. 
YEAR 8 CAMERON BROWN for his dedication 
to swimming training. 
YEAR 9 SIMON HARWOOD for winning the 
best and fairest at the Beaufort Football Club. 
YEAR 10 CHRIS THOMPSON for his skilful 
instruction of Year 7 Drama students. 
YEAR 11 MATTHEW NG for his willingness to 
be of assistance during homeroom. 
YEAR 12 KAZ CIEZKI for excellent work and 
commitment to production as stage manager 
of iCarrie's Wari. 
BOARDING BRENDAN MARSON for his 
punctuality and general co-operation. 

18th August 2000 
YEAR 7 JOE FRAWLEY for his honesty in 
handing in a wallet. 
YEAR 8 DOMINIC LEAHY for his dedication 
and efforts throughout the production of 
Carrie's War. 
YEAR 9 JAMES SUTER for his passionate 
participation in the areas of algebra and 
Shakespeare. 
YEAR 10 EVAN STUCHBERY for his selection 
in the Victorian Country U/15 football training 
squad. 
YEAR 11 JOSH STEWART for his valuable 
contribution to the recent school play Carrie's 
War. 
YEAR 12 BRAD KING for commitment to study, 
cooperation and leadership on the Canberra 
excursion. 
BOARDING JULIAN RIGHETTI for assisting 
other students. 

25th August 2000 
YEAR 7 SAM PALANCA for his selection to 
compete in the State individual Gymnastics 
competition. 
YEAR 8 PATRICK D'ARCY for his consistent 
help during homeroom period. 
YEAR 9 LAWRENCE PERKS for his assistance 
with Food Technology. 
YEAR 10 TAFFY FLYNN for his selection to the 
2000 Victorian Youth Space Forum. 
YEAR 11 JUSTIN WEBSTER for his outstanding 
assistance in the tuckshop. 
YEAR 12 PETER NOLAN for quiet, committed 
and balanced attitude to his studies. 
BOARDING JEREMY KELLY for his co
operation and effective study habits. 

1st September 2000 
YEAR 7 MATTHEW JEFFERS for handing in a 
wallet. 
YEAR 8 BRETT McLOUGHLIN for constant 
application to study and the maintenance of 
good will in class. 
YEAR 9 DOMINIC STEPHENS for his 
assistance in Food Technology. 
YEAR 10 MATTHEW DAVEY for receiving an 
excellent Work Experience Placement report. 
YEAR 11 BRAD MOLLOYfor his improved 
application to his studies, particularly English. 
YEAR 12 MATTHEW WHITE for his consistent 
application in Systems & Technology. 
BOARDING RYAN HEAD for his improved co
operation and participation in Boarding. 

8th September 2000 
YEAR 7 TIM STEVENSON for leadership as 
class captain. 
YEAR 8 DAMIAN TOOHEY for his greatly 
improved approach in French resulting in 
higher outcomes. 
YEAR 9 BROGAN JOHNSON for his constant 
application to study and positive attitude to his 
classmates. 
YEAR 10 MICHAEL CANNY for winning the 
Intermediate section of the CHISSA Lap of the 
Lake. 
YEAR 11 CLINTON BRYAN for his selection in 
the Under 23 Australian Korfball Team. 
YEAR 12 SCOTT WATKINS for completing and 
passing his CFA Accreditation for Strike Team. 
BOARDING MICHAEL WILKINSON for his co
operation and positive attitude. 

14th September 
YEAR 7 BERNARD WILSON for the positive 
influence and leadership he demonstrates to 
all the students in Year 7. 
YEAR 8 SAM BOWMAN for handing in a lost 
wallet. 
YEAR 9 MARK BOTHE for breaking up a fight. 
YEAR 10 RYAN CONROY for winning at the 
Shakespeare State Finals. 
YEAR 11 JOE KAVANAGH for his improved 
application to his studies. 
YEAR 12 NICK QUINN for his continued 
excellence in History. 
BOARDING MARK MCKINNON for his 
excellent study habits and co-operation with 
Boarding staff. 

6th October 
YEAR 7 LEIGH RIDSDALE for making a fine 
contribution as a class Vice captain. 
YEAR 8 ANDREW COOK for his continued 
contribution in initiating discussion in 
Religious Education. 

YEAR 9 BEVAN DOSSOR for handing in 
valuable lost property. 
YEAR 10 PHIL INGRAM for winning at the 
Shakespeare State Finals. 
YEAR 11 NICK FRICHOT for his valuable 
assistance at the Purton Oratory. 
YEAR 12 ANTHONY BOZIC for his improved 
dedication to study. 
BOARDING MATTHEW NG for his 
involvement in community activities. 

13th October 2000 
YEAR 7 MICHAEL HUCKSTEPP for his 
cooperative attitude towards staff and 
students. 
YEAR 8 ANTHONY SMITH for being very 
cooperative and working well in R.E. 
YEAR 9 JEFFREY SIMMONDS for his recent 
success in World Martial Arts Championships. 
YEAR 10 JAMES ROBERTSON for winning at 
the Shakespeare State Finals. 
YEAR 11 HEATH ROGERS for his valuable 
assistance at the Purton Oratory. 
YEAR 12 ANTHONY FRANCIS for his 
excellent work in Physics. 
BOARDING JOSHUA FAHY for his 
cooperation and participation in school 
activities. 

20th October, 2000 
YEAR 7 ELLIOTT SIZELAND for his 
cooperative attitude towards staff and 
students. 
YEAR 8 BRENTON EASTWOOD for kindly 
looking after a friend in trouble. 
YEAR 9 TRENT ELKINS for his success in 
show judging competitions. 
YEAR 10 CHRIS SHEA for winning at the 
Shakespeare State Finals. 
YEAR 11 MICHAEL DARKEN for his valuable 
assistance at the Purton Oratory. 
YEAR 12 STEWART BAULCH for his 
commitment and participation in the Edmund 
Rice Camps and School Liturgy. 
BOARDING ALBERT MORAN for his 
dedication to study and contribution to 
boarding community spirit. 

27th October, 2000 
YEAR 7 CAMERON ROWE for being selected in 
the Victorian Country Basketball Squad. 
YEAR 8 BRENTON WILSON for his willing 
helpfulness after the Year 12 Farewell Mass. 
YEAR 9 SEAN MURPHY for his positive attitude 
to school life. 
YEAR 10 TIM POLLARD for an outstanding 
series of results at the CHISSA athletics. 
YEAR 11 DAMON EDWARDS for coaching the 
Year 8 basketball team. 
BOARDING ADRIAN NG for his dedication to 
study and cooperation with Boarding staff. 

3rd November, 2000 
YEAR 7 BRANDON MEANEY for being selected 
in the Victorian Country Basketball SQUAD. 
YEAR 8 BRYCE PELDYS for his excellent class 
behaviour and manners. 
YEAR 9 JARROD DUNNE for excellence in all 
aspects of school life. 
YEAR 10 RUFUS BROKENBROW for winning at 
the Shakespeare State Finals. 
YEAR 11 CHRIS WHITEFIELD for coaching the 
Year 8 basketball team. 
BOARDING CHRIS BURAMEN for his 
consistent participation in boarding life. 

Congratulations 



the christian brothers 

St. Patrick's has two communities of Brothers. 
Community One is comprised of men who 
have retired from full-time active duty while 
members of Community Two are still fully 
engaged in active work. 

The presence of Community One serves as a 
reminder to the St. Patrick's College 
community of those Brothers who have 
laboured long years (some since the thirties) 
for the ideals of Blessed Edmund Rice in the 
schools of Australia where many of them have 
served in the capacity of school principal. 
Indeed, these Brothers have worked in all 

Congregational Provinces of Australia as well as 
in New Zealand and, in one instance, in the 
Pacific Islands. While retirement provides 
Community One Brothers with leisure time for 
deepening their prayer life, for reading and for 
other recreational pursuits, it also provides the 
opening for individual input into College life. 
Brothers are to be found in such auxiliary work 
as helping in the remedial department, work in 
the library, assisting in sport and in being 
generally helpful around the school. Nor do 
they confine their activities to College life only 
but are also to be found engaged in the 
apostolic and charitable works of bringing 
instruction in the Catholic Faith to our youth, 
in comforting the aged and needy and in 
helping to save the unborn. Clearly, retirement 
for them provides the opportunity of 
contributing in "new ways and old" to the 
growth of Christ's Kingdom, not only by their 
all-important prayer life but also by whatever 
means they find available and suited to their 
capacities. 

The second Community comprises those 
Brothers whose apostolate is directed to the 
wide variety of activities which constitute 
College life, classroom teaching, Religious 
Education, pastoral care, boarding and 
numerous cultural and sporting programmes. 

Though fewer Brothers are now available to 
work full-time as College staff members, so 
much has been achieved by the few in all facets 
of education including administration, the 
continued widening of the curriculum and the 
valuable tuition they have provided from their 
long years of experience in the art of teaching. 

Brother Herb Breach 
Brother Breach has had a long association with 
St. Patrick's, having come as a staff member in 
1974. His enthusiasm for all that concerns the 
life of the College has not diminished over the 
years. With his Diamond Jubilee now some 

years behind him, Brother Breach can still be 
found doing his spot of shot-put coaching, 
assisting with preparation for public speaking 
as well as judging the same, offering words of 
encouragement and cheer to one and all that 
he encounters in his daily rounds about the 
College, not to mention his daily chat over the 
inevitable "vanilla slice" with the ladies in the 
tuckshop. Besides this on-campus presence he 
is ever to the fore in his involvement with those 
activities that characterise Community One. 
College successes bring real joy to Br. Breach as 
does the success of St. Pat's Old Boys in their 
many and varied fields of endeavour. Each year 
St. Pat's Melbourne universities Old Boys 
receive a welcome visit from Brother, ever ready 
as he is to make contact and bring 
encouragement to any and all St. Pat's Old Boys. 
May his good-natured, witty and warmly 
human presence be among us for many years 
to come. 

Brother Brian Davis 
Br. Brian Davis teachers Year 12 English and RE 
in Years 10 and 12. He directs the singing in 
both boarding and College liturgies and 
conducts the Years 11 and 12 choirs at Speech 
Night. He coaches the College swimming team 
and directs the Swimming Improvement 
Progamme at Ballarat University. He is an 

assistant coach of the YMCA Club and teaches 
in the Learn to Swim programme at the Ballarat 
Aquatic Centre. 
Brother Bernie Scott 
Br. Bernie Scott has been helping this year with 
the Transition Programme. He is Housemaster 
of Purton. Brother contributes much to the 
swimming programme. Again he was head 
coach for the Victorian Levels Mens Gymnastic 
Team and recently started a Gymnastic Club for 
St. Patrick's students. 

Br. Lu Williams, who has been a member of 
the Christian Brothers' Community here for 
the past sixteen years, on his doctor's advice, 
transferred to the Mount Sion Hostel 
Community in Parkville at the end of October. 
Br. Lu was most anxious to avoid any fuss, so 
we did not have the opportunity to farewell 
him publicly. 
He can well claim a special place in SPC 
history, as he has spent 33 years here as a 
student and staff member. He attended the 
College as a student (1932-1935), and was a 
member of staff here on three separate 
occasions (1946-1953, 1957-1961, and 1985-
2000). In recent years particularly, he has been 
a great supporter of the Old Collegians. 

Row: Br. Long, Br. Davis, Br. Scott, Br. Miller, Br. Collins 
Front Row: Br. McDonogh, Br. Breach, Br. Ward, Br. Doolan, Br. Williams 

Absent: Br. De Bock, Br. Hewitt, Br. Zoch 

Caritas 
Mrs Margaret Mwaniki of Caritas Kenya visited our College in March 
and addressed a special school assembly. After being introduced by 
Father Gerry Baldock, she informed us of her current work as 
coordinator of women and gender development programs in Kenya, 
and the needs experienced by so many people in East Africa. She 
thanked our students for support received in the past, and heightened 
their awareness of how the aid they give assists the underprivileged in 
Africa to become more economically self reliant. 
Her report was all the more interesting and relevant as our school 
community this year made a special effort to support the Christian 
Brothers' special project in Ruben, Nairobi, in addition to giving 
continuing support to Edmund Rice school in Arusha, Tanzania. 



jubilee: celebrating with the edmund rice family 

On the last day of Term 3, 93 staff members 
from SPC joined more than 700 others at a 
special Staff Jubilee function conducted by the 
Christian Brothers Education Commission. 
The day was most successful, giving all the 
participants a broader perspective on the 
Ministry of Edmund Rice. Our Province 
Leader, Br. Michael Godfrey, summed up the 
atmosphere in a Province circular. "Sharing a 
Vision" - "Why was there such a palpably 
strong and exuberant feeling on Friday 15th 
September when 800 people involved in 

Edmund Rice Ministries came together at 
Moonee Valley? It was the type of gathering 
that many had requested since the stirring 
Beatification Luncheon in 1996. The last day 
of school for many teachers, together with the 
impending opening ceremony of the Olympics 
no doubt added to the euphoria. 

Yet there has to be something in the sense of 
solidarity, in the shared story and struggle, in 
the underlying spirituality and charism, in the 
sense of belonging to something bigger than 

simply an individual Ministry." 

During the course of the special Jubilee 
dinner, the Christian Brothers promulgated a 
very significant policy document - "Christian 
Brothers St. Patrick's Province Educational 
Vision". Our College Board has endorsed this 
policy statement, and decided that it will be 
included as part of our Strategic Plan. 

Christian Brothers St. Patrick's Province Educational Vision 
In 1802 Edmund Rice's insights and actions 
revisioned conventional educational wisdom 
by challenging society to move beyond 
privilege and oppression in Ireland. 

Throughout the 19th and 20th century 
Edmund's charism promoted a liberating, 
educational movement in the spirit of the 
Gospel values of Jesus and the social teaching 
of the Catholic Church. 

In the 21st century the charism of Edmund 
Rice is awakening to deeper insights arising 
from Celtic origins and Indigenous cultures 
that confirm the truths: 

• Sacred connection is shared between all 
humans and all life. 

• Justice and reconciliation for individuals and 
communities is inextricably linked with 
respectful custodianship of the Earth. 

Education in the Tradition of Edmund Rice 
envisions: 

• A balanced and holistic education which 
offers hope through understanding, 
connectedness, community and personal 
growth. 

• An energized exploration of meaning in life 
flowing from an understanding of our 
traditions, an openness to diverse bodies of 
knowledge and critical reflection. 

• A prophetic stance which actions Gospel 
values of truth, justice and peace in all aspects 
of interaction for the sustainable benefit of 
global communities. 



boarding 

Mr Gerard Bourke 
Director of Boarding 

The year 2000 has been a very successful one 
for all of our Boarders. It has enabled them to 
study in a supportive and resourced setting for 
the benefit of their education. Equally 
significant is the benefit they have accrued as 
young men. They have matured and grown 
significantly since their arrival at the beginning 
of the year. One contributing factor has been 
the sense of community which has developed 
and the degree of tolerance of each other they 
have demonstrated. Living in close quarters 
with others is not easy. Nor are the institutional 
requirements of being on time all day, abiding 
by many regulations in place to manage a large 
number of boys. 

Part of the sense of community they develop is 
their support of each other when things are not 

going well. It is encouraging to see the care and 
consideration shown when others are either 
unwell, experiencing difficulties or in the midst 
of trying personal circumstances. Community 
is also a significant part of their shared 
activities, be it sport, excursions or the day to 
day routine of meals, study and recreation. 

The development of responsibility has also 
been fostered. More and more the students 
realize that they sink or swim according to 
their own efforts. Despite the monitoring and 
supervision provided, it is not possible to do it 
for them and they are responding. 

We have had a number of difficulties during 
the year. There have been some who have 
made rash decisions and disobeyed rules. 
However, as long as they have been willing and 
able to reestablish the trust that makes 
Boarding Community function, the learning 
process has been valuable. 

While forming a progressively smaller 
proportion of the total school population, the 
Boarders make a significant contribution to the 
life of the College. They are participants in the 
Band, Sporting teams, Student Council and 
most of the activities which contribute to the 
richness of life at St Patrick's. 

The Boarding staff members deserve 
significant recognition. They supervise, assist 

and counsel. The three House Masters, Mr 
Michael Kerr, Br Bernie Scott and Mr Michael 
Weadon have taken the greatest responsibility. 
They were ably assisted by Br John De Bock, 
Mr Rodger Klopak and Mr Rob Erwin. Br Brian 
Davis included in his role the leading of the 
liturgical celebration in local Parishes and 
driving the Exeat bus to Deniliquin a number 
of times. 

The Boarding Supervisors do the bulk of study 
supervision, driving and general assistance in 
the Boarding House. This year Mr Gary Hickey 
has taken a leadership role assisted by Mr 
David Ogilvie, Mr Brad Carrol, Mr larrod Kee, 
Mr Royce Light and Mr Ben Johnson. Mr Louis 
Quach and Mr Joseph Tyrall also helped out 
earlier in the year. The reliability and 
friendship with which they have done their job 
has made it a very enjoyable year. 

Fifty-five boarders commenced the year and 
fifty-three completed 2000.1 have enjoyed 
interacting with parents to such a large extent 
and I look forward to continuing this contact 
and friendship next year. Twenty Year 12s move 
out of the Boarding Houses at the end of the 
year. I wish them well in whatever endeavor 
they choose and invite them to return to see us 
in years to come. 

PURTON HOUSE 2000 

Back Row: Tom Hanley, Joshua Fahy, Jessen Cain, Colin Bischof 
Front Row: Tim McCallum, Brendan Marson, Paul Carmody, Matthew Ng, Dane Dageago, Horasio Cook 

Absent: Christopher Buramen 



boarding 

HEALY HOUSE 2000 
Back Row: Matthew Grace, Pat McMahon, David Brady, Tom Cunningham, Chris Barry, Tom Hetherington, 

Ben Nield, Seamus McKenna 
Middle Row: Michael Hickey, Michael Fitzgerald, Ryan Head, Paul Madden, Raines Stephen, Matthew Ruff, 

Michael Wilkinson, Tom Grinter 
Front Row: Jerram Wurlod, Mark McKinnon, Will Conheady, Edwin Dravitzki, Rosco Cain, Wayne Batson, 

Andrew Lynch 
Absent: Jason Remmers 

KENNY HOUSE 2000 

Back Row: Martin McKenna, Julian Righetti, Albert Moran, John Mackey, Tim McKinnon, Daniel Meade, Chris Keenan 
Middle Row: Adrian Ng, John Dow, Tom Hanapie, Glenn Gilbert, Sam Bade, Ruben Nagorcka, Philip Sondhu, 

Jeremy Kelly, Max Leeming 
Front Row: Luke McCarthy, Greg Dillon, Bill Molloy, Rory O'Sullivan 



boarding 

KENNY HOUSE 

Well, we guess it's time to say goodbye. This 
year has been a great year, with the guidance 
of our house-master Mr. Kerr. Everyone has 
been kept in line (most of the time, maybe 
half), but we have also been able to have fun 
along the way. 

The start of the year was great, with 
everyone coming back from the holidays. 
There was much to talk about, and most 
were familiar with each other. We welcomed 
one newcomer to the school in Sam Bade 

and a few day-rats who decided boarding life 
would be too good to miss out on; Julian 
Righetti (band member) and Glenn Gilbert (Mr 
Helpful) We're sure they liked it. 

Many boarding groups have passed through 
Kenny House, yet never a group of men like us 
(so we reckon, so we believe, so we think). As 
usual, most of the boys became involved in 
sport to join the school spirit and to pass time 
which would otherwise have been spent down 
the street. 

Our skipper and hero, John Dow, was voted 
house captain with a significant majority. In 
doing his job, he succeeded in every way. 
Jeremy Kelly, with support from John Dow, 
(room mate) has constantly applied himself to 
his study. Br. Davis' 'right hand man' Adrian 
Ng (Malaysia), made it possible for the 
marvelous boarding choir to continue 
throughout 2000, with his expertise on the 
organ and backup from Daniel Meade on the 
violin They were loved by all elderly 
parishioners. A majority of the house will leave 
with their licences this year, but Ruben will 
leave with his car also. He dedicated his 
System's classes to working his hot-rod. 
Tommie Hanapie (Indonesia) has excelled with 
his involvement in the Ballarat Youth Council 
and has kept everyone in the Dorm up-to-date 
with what's happening in Ballarat for the 

Mrs Anne Stokie 

President of the Parents and Friends'Association 

Firstly, I would like to thank the small but 
dedicated band of workers who throughout the 
year have worked tirelessly for the Parents and 
Friends and for the boys. 

This year we say farewell to Anne Hucker who 

youth. Well done! Greg Dillon has put 
maximum effort into all he has done, be it 
school work, sporting, or College involvement. 
We know it will pay off. Tim McKinnon, star of 
sport in 2000, was nominated captain of 1st 
Footy and 1st Cricket. They couldn't have 
chosen a better man for the job. Marty 
McKenna was always jiving on his guitar; John 
Mackey, upholding the family tradition, was 
mean with a hockey stick; Max Leeming from 
Balmoral say no more; Chris Keenan 
renowned for his tidiness and Rory O'Sullivan 
for the well known O'Sullivan school spirit. We 
can't forget Phil Sondhu who likes footy; Luke 
McCarthy our resident Blues Brother and 
holder of the key; Bill Molloy, the Clarendon 
College liaison officer and Albert Moran (alias 
Bob Marley) for his laugh and his intimidating 
strength. This sums up the boys of Kenny. 

We want to thank all the supervisers, kitchen 
staff, Margaret, Mary and the pepsi lovin' 
Brother De Bock. We will all miss Kenny house 
and, mostly of all, our wake up calls Not! 

Signing off, MMM. 
Luke McCarthy, Albert Moran, Bill Molloy. 

HEALY HOUSE 

The year began with 14 new students; 10 new 
boarders and 4 arrivals from Purton House. 
The first few days were testing ones as the boys 
became accustomed to their new 
surroundings. It wasn't long however before we 
felt like one big family. We had great 
participation in a range of school sports, 
especially in the senior level: 1st cricket -
Michael Fitzgerald and Paul Madden; 1st 
football - Tom Cunningham, Michael 
Fitzgerald, Ryan Head and Pat McMahon; 1st 
Soccer - Tom Hetherington; 1st Hockey -Wayne 
Batson. 

We had some interesting experiences over the 
year, especially when it came time to be 

has given so much of her time to support the 
Association and also to her husband Ian who 
has offered help whenever it was needed. 
Mary Baulch also leaves us after many years of 
help. 

As is usual, the money raised by the P & F goes 
towards the school. This year we have supplied 
fans for the upstairs rooms. 

Our main aim for the year is a memorial 
garden in memory of the mothers of St. 
Patrick's which we hope to be completed next 
year. 

We were involved in many functions 
throughout the year including the Year 7 
Welcome morning tea, St. Patrick's night Ball, 
Edmund Rice Night, Combined dinner 
meeting with Loreto College at Bacchus Marsh, 
our annual raffle and Farewell to our Year 12 

woken. Encouragement such as 'up and Adam 
Paul Madden' and 'out of bed Ryan Head' was 
given freely but the one that took the cake was 
Mr Bourke's daily call 'watch the sun rise' as he 
switched on the light. 

Overall it has been a successful and enjoyable 
year with the boys maturing, growing and 
learning together. We have much to take away 
from these experiences. 

Paul Madden and Tom Cunningham 

PURTON HOUSE 

The boarders of Purton house have again had a 
successful year in both academia and sport. All 
members of Purton house were involved in a 
sport of some sort, from football to break 
dancing. Some extraordinary performances 
were achieved by Thomas Hanley who 
represented Victoria in swimming at both the 
Nationals and Paciflc School Games; Matthew 
Ng, who was part of a Ballarat representative 
soccer team; Paul Carmody and Colin Bischof 
who were influential players in the victorious 
2nd XVIII football team and Joshua Fahy, who 
was part of the winning BPSA cross country 
team. 

Purton House was well represented in the 
Academic field with Colin Bischof awarded 
Religious Education and Art prizes and Paul 
Carmody awarded a Physical Education prize. 
Joshua Fahy also gained a distinction in the 
Australian National Chemistry competition. 
The Boarders alone could not have achieved 
such a successful year and many thanks must 
go to Brother Scott for his supportive care and 
all the boarding staff involved with Purton 
House. 

Josh Fahy 

boys and their families. Our Christmas night 
out concluded the year. 

As this will be my final report, I would like to 
thank all College staff for their help and 
support over the years I have been involved 
with the Parents & Friends, especially the office 
staff. It has been most appreciated. To the 
members of the Parents and Friends that I 
have worked with over the years, thank you for 
the fun and friendship. It has been a very 
enjoyable time. 

Finally I would like to extend an invitation to 
families to attend the Parents and Friends. We 
meet the first Tuesday of the month at 7.30pm 
in the meeting room. The meetings are brief 
and enjoyable and are a great way to be 
involved in the College. 

parents & friends' report 



jubilee 

'God has sent me 
to let the oppressed go free, >> 

Luke 4:18 



ear 7 report 

Mr Howard Clark 
Year 7 Coordinator 

Controlled excitement and a myriad of nervous 
tension confronted 162 students at the 
commencement of the school year. The 
beginning of any new venture is always a 
mixture of conflicting emotions. For many, the 
transition from Primary to Secondary school is 
an exciting, challenged filled opportunity but 
for others the time is a difficult phase in their 
lives. 

The Year Seven students this year have, in the 
main, coped extremely well with the 
adjustment to secondary education. It has 
been one of the great strengths of the group, 
that they, have been able to absorb and 
respond to the many new challenges that have 
arisen throughout the year. 

The diversity of the student's background 
always adds to the fabric of the level. Of the 
162 students enrolled into St.Patrick's College 
this year, over a third of the student total come 
from the greater Ballarat region. 

With the variety of schools and personalities 
that come from such a large number, the need 
to immerse the students quickly into the 
culture of St. Patrick's College is extremely 
important. The Year Seven camps held in the 
first two weeks of term one, proved to be this 
vehicle. The format of the camps this year was 
altered slightly to accommodate a change of 
venue and an increase in class numbers. For 
the first time in many years, the Year Seven 
level was made up of six classes and reflected 
the positive "face" of our school. The venue 
(Log Cabin Lodge - Creswick) provided 
wonderful variety, and gave the students an 
opportunity to explore their talents in areas 
and sports such as canoeing, triathlon, 
platform "jumping" and catering. 

We were extremely fortunate to have had the 
services of the 1999 Year 12 students. On each 

of the six camps there were at least four 
supervisors who provided a real link with the 
history of the College. Each of the 30 students 
who assisted with the camp was extremely 
supportive and willing to assist in any activity 
asked of them. They acted as positive role 
models to the year seven students, giving them 
a sense of belonging and pride in the school. 
As Clare Kavanagh (Year Seven teacher) wrote, 
"the most rewarding part of the whole camp 
was spending time with these boys who had 
grown into men. To view their development 
over the six years at St.Patrick's College has 
been an affirming experience". 

The year seven students certainly thoroughly 
enjoyed their three days and the following 
comments, randomly selected illustrate this 
point. 

"Camp was terrific! The venue and 
setting was very peaceful and I think everyone 
enjoyed themselves. The part that I enjoyed 
the best was the opportunity to relax and do 
things when we felt like it." 
Thomas Arthurson 

" Camp was one of the best experiences 
that I have ever had... The reason that I 
enjoyed it so much was that we had our own 
freedom...The towers were my favourite" 
Ben Dean 

"This years camp was the first camp that 
I have been on where I enjoyed all of the 
activities. We had the freedom to choose our 
activities without feeling pressured by others" 
David Ronan 

"The year seven camp was the best 
camp that I have ever been on. We had the 
luxury of being able to do every activity as we 
had enough supervisors (Year 12 students) to 

watch us. All the teachers were very fair and 
treated everyone equally" 
Sam Caldow 

Throughout the year, the Year Seven students 
have experienced a broad range of learning 
opportunities. Some of these have included; 
designing and playing a 9 hole golf course, 
performing an instrumental piece at the 
Performing Arts evening, visiting and assessing 
the quality control of the supermarket stores in 
Ballarat, designing a project that involved 
mathematics in the home, speaking to various 
groups in different forms being involved in the 
COOL Program (Control of one's life) and 
taking part in various gymnastic competitions 
such as the Associated Public Schools' junior 
section where they gained a first placing. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the great strengths 
of the group has been their ability to get 
involved in anything happening within the 
College. This was best reflected in their 
willingness to assist in the transition process. 
Over 75 boys gave up an evening to showcase 
their skills at the Year Seven Orientation 
evening. The boys conducted tours and 
answered questions to the parents and 
students. One of my favourite memories that 
will remain with me, was their ability to speak 
so confidently and proudly about St.Patrick's 
College. Each student in their own distinct 
manner with their own story to tell, spoke 
about their journey into secondary school. 
They all differed in content, however they all 
commented that they felt safe and the 
transition was a lot easier than they had 
expected. 

The boys engaged enthusiastically in the 
C.H.I.S.SA sports competition and helped 
coordinate and implement the sport S.E.RE.P 
program. The students raised over $4000 for 
the Edmund Rice Walkathon and were actively 
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involved in the liturgies conducted throughout 
the year. 

The success of any new venture is gauged by 
many factors. To watch the development of the 
students throughout the year has provided 
ample ammunition that the year has been 
extremely successful. The support that I have 
gained from the parents and my colleagues, 
especially the homeroom teachers of Year 7, 
Tim Bennett, Clare Kavanagh, Gina 
Bernasconi, Michael Weadon and Michael 
Brady, has been outstanding. Their ability to 
provide a safe, caring environment has been 
most evident and it is due to the efforts of the 
staff that the students have openly engaged in 
the educational and spiritual opportunities 
that the school provides. 



year seven 



college band 

Band Master's Report 
Mr. Jamie Ransome 

What a year! Every year that passes, the bands 
at St. Patrick's College seem to get busier and 
be in greater demand as the standard of 
performance rises above those set by students 
who have gone before them. The bands of 2000 
are a lot younger than their predecessors but 
have produced performances well beyond 
their years. They have put in a lot of hard work 
and have reaped the rewards through a 
successful tour of the Gold Coast and awards 
at all major competitions they have 
undertaken this year. They are a dedicated, 
committed and energetic group of young men 
who deserve high praise for their efforts and 
results this year. 

The year commenced with the annual band 
camp at Cave Hill Creek from March 3rd-5th 
and was the beginning of a long journey that 
will forever be remembered by many as the 
most successful year of music at St. Patrick's 
College. The end of 1999 saw the mass exodus 
of twelve year 12 students and thus the 
possibility for a huge decrease in the musical 
standard of the band was very possible. The 
weekend saw 15 new band members 
commencing their musical career at St Patrick's 
College and the rebuilding process was to 
begin with an intense introduction to band 
playing, containing two full days of rehearsals 
and sectionals. This year we again had Graeme 
Vendy return as our guest conductor and his 
musical knowledge inspired many of the boys 
over the weekend and increased their 
knowledge in many areas of musicianship. 
Many of the members went away from the 
weekend feeling relaxed and quietly confident 
about the prospects for 2000. 

The first opportunity to perform came with a 
performance at the St. James' Fete on a 
typically cold Ballarat day. The performance 
gave us a good indication of the charts that 
were being played well and those that were still 
requiring some work. The band is extremely 
well received at primary school performances, 
as highlighted with our concert at Lumen 
Christi a few weeks later. Our repertoire of 
music is very entertaining to listen to and very 
enjoyable to play, with the primary school 
students being very hyperactive and finding it 
hard to contain their enthusiasm as they hear 
songs that are very familiar to them. 

One of the highlights of the year was the 8 day 
tour of the Gold Coast. Preparations for the 
tour not only included the regular Wednesday 
night rehearsals but also sectionals at lunch 
time once a week and the dreaded 7 am 
rehearsals on a Thursday morning during a 
Ballarat winter. These rehearsals were 
definitely hard to get out of bed for and 
showed that some people were definitely not 

St. Patrick's College Senior Concert Band 
Back Row: Joshua Hyde, Shaun Dossor, Chris Barry, Adrian Bruechert, Dean Peldys, Cameron 

Brown, William Smith, Luke Marks. 
Third Row: Sean Luke, Ben Zala, Leon Faustini, Benjamin Wren, Mark Bothe, Daniel McLean, 

Micky Bird, Chris McBrearty, Heath Rogers 
Second Row: James Hughes, Jordan Liddle, Xavier Watson, Eric Parnis, Nathan Sims, Gareth 

Bellchambers, Lachlan Searle, Simon Moroney, Brendan Tudor 
Front Row: David Maskell, Richard Rebis, Philip D'Auvergne, Gerard Lucas (Vice-Captain) Luke 

Mullaly(Band Captain) Mr. Jamie Ransome (Band Master), Nicholas Cooper (Vice-Captain), Scott 
Watkins (Band Leader), Julian Righetti, Trent Rice, Matthew Willey. 

morning people, however they were very 
productive and raised the standard of the band 
considerably. 

On Wednesday 21st June, the Senior Concert 
Band and 3 staff members boarded an express 
bus bound for the Gold Coast. Express! It didn't 
feel like it! As we drove away from St. Pat's, I am 
sure that no-one really knew what 26 hours on 
a bus really meant, especially the staff. The trip 
seemed to take forever, with regular wake up 
calls at all hours of the morning as the bus 
drivers changed shifts and everyone got up to 
eat food- believe me, these boys can and will 
eat at any time of the day! Trying to sleep in a 
bus is a very challenging and uncomfortable 
experience, one that I definitely would not like 
to try again in a hurry. We arrived in 
Queensland 26 hours later with beautiful 
sunshine and a 23 degree day greeting us but 
this still didn't change my mind, next time I'm 
flying! 

The tour was a huge success and fun was had 
by all involved. The boys performed at many 
major shopping centres, malls, primary 
schools and at Southbank in Brisbane, 
receiving rave reviews everywhere they went. 
One experience that the boys will never forget 
is the reception they received at the primary 
school performances. At St. Vincent's, Clear 
Island Waters, it was like the Beatles' had 
arrived, with 500 students screaming after 
every song and after every time the boys 
played something. The performance had the 
audience captivated, with all involved, 
including all 500 doing the YMCA! The boys 
were fantastic ambassadors for the school and 

were a real credit to themselves. Their 
organisation and efficiency in setting and 
packing up at all venues was amazing and their 
co-operation in all areas was greatly 
appreciated. Thanks must also go to Mr. Paul 
Volpe and Mrs. Vicki Rowe for their assistance, 
adaptability, humour and friendship whilst 
away. Thanks also to our bus drivers Steve and 
Don, not only for the work they did in driving 
us safely to and around Queensland, but also 
for making the tour a stress free and light-
hearted trip. All members, I'm sure, will have 
fond memories of the trip and should feel 
proud of everything they achieved on the tour. 

The boys have had some unique opportunities 
to perform this year at special events which 
included: the Ballarat Theatre Organ Society 
Concert, workshops with Gary Bishop from 
Musicorp, a workshop and performance with 
St. Joseph's Geelong, workshop with the 
Australian Army Band and a concert for the 
Olympic Torch Relay arrival in Ballarat in July. 
Although not many of the band members saw 
the torch because they were playing, they all 
knew someone there who did! 

Before we knew it, the competitions were upon 
us and we were feeling confident of some good 
results. On Thursday, August 17th, the Senior 
Concert Band travelled to Robert Blackwood 
Hall at Monash University to participate in the 
prestigious Melbourne School Bands' Festival 
against approximately 40 other bands in our 
section. Our focus was on two pieces, the test 
piece In Old Melbourne Town by Barry Kopetz, 
and Panorama Festival Overture was our own 
selection. The boys played exceptionally well 

© 
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St. Patrick's College Stage Band 
Back Row: Luke Marks, Chris Barry, Adrian Bruechert, Dean Peldys, Philip D'Auvergne, Mick Bird, 

Heath Rogers 
Middle Row: James Hughes, Xavier Watson, William Smith, Sean Luke, Gareth Bellchambers, Mark 

Bothe, Joshua Hyde, Brendon Tudor 
Front Row: Benjamin Wren, Ben Zala, Scott Watkins, Mr Jamie Ransome (Band Master) Nicholas 

Cooper, Julian Righetti, Eric Parnis 

and we all knew that we had performed to an 
extremely high standard, however we were yet 
to know how well. We were finally awarded a 
Gold Shield for our performance, the highest 
award at the festival and the first time that a 
band from St. Patrick's College has attained 
such an honour. This result was unbelievable 
yet a just reward for the time and effort given 
by all involved. With this, we moved 
confidentiy into South Street and again 
performed at an extremely high level. It was 
great to see a number of the year 12 band 
members from last year present, and many of 
them were blown away by the standard of the 
St. Pat's band. The performance of the two 

pieces was almost perfect and the judges 
awarded us an Honourable Mention for the 
effort out of 18 bands. This was just another 
feather in the cap in a very successful year for 
the band. 

Speech Night is a night where we have the 
chance to show the school community how 
well we have done and gain the recognition 
that is often lacking throughout the year. The 
Stage Band had a huge reputation to live up to 
after last year however they rose to the 
occasion and once again thrilled and 
entertained the audience with a spectacular 
performance. Although there was no Austin 

Powers, Dr. Evil or Mini-Me this year, the 
appearance of Carlos Santana (alias Ben Zala) 
with Smooth and the dance moves of Lou Bega 
(alias Leon Faustini), with his ensemble of 
dancing girls in Mambo No. 5, certainly 
brought the house down. On a more serious 
note, the concert band showed the school why 
they were awarded a gold shield this year, with 
a superb musical performance of Panorama 
Festival Overture by Mark Williams & Instant 
Concert by Harold L. Walters. I have been 
involved with speech night at St. Patrick's 
College in some capacity over the last 13 years, 
as both a student and staff member, and I am 
sure others would agree that this year, the 
band has reached an excellence in music 
performance never before seen at the school. 
The school needs to finally recognise these 
achievements in the appropriate manner as 
they are due only thanks to the hard work done 
by myself and the band members. This 
performance was a fitting farewell for the Year 
12's who have dedicated their time to music at 
the school and given so much. 

The year has been an unbelievable success and 
hopefully this can continue into next year. 
Thanks firstly must go to the members of the 
St. Patrick's College Bands for their dedication, 
commitment and enthusiasm to the 
ensembles. A lot is asked of them and they 
always strive to produce the best results 
possible. Thanks also to the Band Support 
Group for their financial assistance, especially 
with the tour, and to all parents for supporting 
and allowing your son to be involved in the 
wonderful aspect of the bands at St. Patrick's 
College. 

Band Awards 2000 

Band Executive 
Gerard Lucas - Vice Captain, Luke Mullaly - Band Captain, Nicholas 

Cooper - Vice Captain, Scott Watkins - Band Leader 

Band Executive Award for 
Dedication & 
Commitment 

Ben Zala 

Bandsman of the Year 
Luke Mullaly 
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Gold Coast Tour 2000 
Luke Mullaly - Band Captain 

The Senior Concert Band toured the Gold 
Coast in the semester two break for eight 
days, involving 37 boys from years 8-12 and 
three staff members: Mr Jamie Ransome, Mrs 
Vicki Rowe and Mr Paul Volpe. The 26-hour 
bus trip did not allow much sleep to occur 
due to the cramped conditions however our 
insomnia provided us with many 
entertaining moments. We finally arrived at 
the Gold Coast with a warm 23 degree day 

greeting us and the luxurious surrounds of 
Camp Burleigh providing us with the perfect 
environment to relax in before our first 
performance the next day. This weather was 
even better seeing that Ballarat only had a top 
temperature of 6 degrees the same day! 
Our first commitment was a workshop and 
concert at Aquinas College, Ashmore, where 
the students appreciated a fine band such as 
us visiting their school due to their relatively 
small instrumental music program. This 
performance was also a chance for the boys to 
be introduced to their billets, as they would be 
living with them for three nights later in the 
tour 

Throughout the tour there were many public 
performances including Robina Town Centre, 
The Oasis, Cavil Avenue in Surfers' and South 
Bank in Brisbane. Wherever we went, our 
music was greatly appreciated and we came 

away from all performances with a real sense 
of satisfaction. Perhaps our most rewarding 
experience on the tour was the final day of 
performances, where we were treated like rock 
stars in front of 500 screaming primary school 
students at the two local primary schools, St. 
Kevin's Benowa and St. Vincent's Primary in 
Clear Island Waters. 

As well as a hectic playing schedule, a number 
of fun activities were undertaken. Apart from 
the more casual entertainment of the going to 
the pictures to see Mission Impossible 2 and 
trying Ten Pin Bowling (some of you guys make 
great musicians!) we were able to spend the 
last day of our tour relaxing at Movie World 
(How many times on the Lethal Weapon 
David?). Throughout the latter part of the tour, 
we were billeted by members of Aquinas 
College, which was a great chance to share our 
experiences of music with people our own age 
and see the Gold Coast sites. 

Thanks must be extended to every member of 
the touring St Patrick's College Band for the 
time spent preparing for the tour and the 
outstanding performances given. Every 
encounter with the public was met with praise 
and thanks, especially from the Aquinas 
community, and there is no better ambassador 
for St. Patrick's College than the bands. Thanks 
also must go to the Band Support Group for 
their fundraising efforts, to Ballarat Coachlines 
and our bus drivers Steve and Don. Last but 
not least, thanks must go to the staff that came 
on the trip. This trip wouldn't have been 
possible if it weren't for Mr Ransome who 
undertook the huge task of organising such a 
tour and rehearsed us to an extremely high 
musical standard. Thanks must also go to Mr 
Volpe and Mrs Rowe who sacrificed their time 
to supervise us on the tour and help make it 
something that the band members will always 
remember. 
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the Olympic torch relay 

John Moloney (former SPC rowing coach) Sam Clark 

When the Olympic Torch arrived in Ballarat on Friday, 28th July, many 
members of the St. Patrick's College community were busy behind the 
scenes. Mr. Gerard Ryan and Mr. Shaun Mullane gathered an impressive 
collection of Old Collegian Olympic memorabilia which was displayed at 
the City Oval. The display included items from Steve Moneghetti 
(graduated 1980 - Marathon running, Olympics, 1988, '92, 696, 2000) 
Anthony Edwards (1990, Rowing - 1996, 2000) Christian Ryan (1995 -
Rowing 2000), Paul Reedy (1980 - Rowing 1984), Bryan Thomas (1978 -
Rowing 1984), Tony Benson (1961-5000m runner, 1972) and Brian Vear 
(1956 -Rowing 1964). 
During the Olympic Torch's time in Victoria several members of the 
College community had the opportunity to be torch bearers. Aaron 
Tabone, currently in Year 9 carried the torch near Warrnambool, Marie 
Clark, mother of Sam in Year 7, carried the torch and Damian Merrett, 
Vice Captain of the College in 1993, carried it near Portland. Jan Saitta, 
mother of Trent in Year 10, carried the torch along Sturt St near St. 
Patrick's, Stephen McMahon (SPC 1985-1990) enjoyed his leg of the relay 
along Victoria St and Old Collegian Olympian, Paul Reedy, was part of the 
relay near Creswick. Former SPC rowing coach, John Moloney and 
Olympian Bryan Thomas (SPC 1974-1979) carried the torch through 
Sebastopol. Photos published of them performing their leg of the relay 
clearly indicated that they all enjoyed the experience. 

The relay captured the imagination of Ballarat in a way possibly never 
seen before. This was also evident throughout the SPC Community. Mr 
Gerard Ryan, SPC Sportsmaster, observed the following: 

"I was fortunate enough to be on the boatshed jetty to during the torch 
transfer between Anthony Edwards and Steve Moneghetti and witness 
closely the absolute joy that they clearly felt at being part of the event. I 
think this highlighted the almost mystical impact that the torch had as it 
came across the Lake. This then was continued as the torch headed 
around Wendouree Parade with dozens of SPC spray jackets prominent in 
the throng of people running along with it to the City Oval. I would like 
to add my thanks to all those who assisted in portraying the College in 
such a positive manner, particularly to Shaun Mullane for the fine job he 
did in putting together the display to honor the SPC Olympians at the 
City Oval." 

Steve Moneghetti and Russell Mark light the cauldron at the City Oval 

^ 
Members of the SPC community welcome the flame. 
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Forgiveness 

"Forgive, and you will be forgiven." 

Luke 6:37 
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ear 8 report 

Mrs Janet Ludeman 
Year 8 Coordinator 

No, I'm not going to preface with references to 
Olympic Games and such feats. Rather I refer 
to the transition of eager young men, who, 
having lived a rich and new life in Yr. 7 are 
about to complete their junior secondary 
years. 

Some found the rigour of Yr. 8 to be 
challenging and had difficulty in maintaining a 
balance between good study habits and the 
expected and accepted mode of behavior. 
This put extra demands on teachers, who must 
maintain a balance; pastorally ministering to 
their students and ensuring that the learning 
environment is just and conducive to learning. 
A pity, as we celebrate frequently as an identity. 
Interspersed throughout the year are special Yr. 
8 times which are community building and 
spiritually enriching: The camps at Apollo Bay, 
days at the pool, a retreat and reflection day, 
and a sharing with Parents at the Eucharistic 
table. Not to mention involvement in College 
activities. 

During my brief time in the role as Yr. 8 
Coordinator, to write this report I have been 
reviewing the year in the context of Mr. Ian 
Beattie and the vision and hopes he held for 
us. These had been in the final stages of reality 
before he left for his well earned break and we 
are grateful for his care and leadership. 

The life of a student at this time of the year can 

be likened to the season of Advent. 
WAITING 
Yet again they are waiting as merging Yr. 9 
students. 
Waiting implies expectation of something new. 
Waiting can be fraught with anxiety also. I can 
assure you parents, that we teachers of Yr. 8 
have prepared your sons as positively, firmly 
and lovingly as we have been able; finishing 
the present and leading them into the future. 

COME TO THE EDGE, LIFE SAID. 
:WE'RE AFRAID! 
COME TO THE EDGE, LIFE SAID. 
:WE MIGHT FALL 
COME TO THE EDGE, LIFE SAID. 
THEY CAME. 
IT PUSHED THEM 
AND THEY FLEW. Apollinaire 

Parents, on behalf of the Yr. 8 community, we 
thank you for your trust and generosity. Thank 

you, class representatives for ministering to 
your peers with constancy and goodwill. We 
thank the Administration, Tuck-shop, Sick-bay, 
Kitchen, Cleaning and Maintenance staff for 
attending to our various needs. We appreciate 
the library staff who are so welcoming and 
helpful, fostering an appreciation of reading 
and research. 

We acknowledge the students who strive for 
excellence in all forms of College life & we 
acknowledge those who struggle in some areas 
but are proud of their achievements. 

I can't resist; 

"Just as at the Olympic Games, it is not the 
handsomest or strongest men who are 
crowned with victory, but the successful 
competitors so in life it is those who act rightly 
who carry off all the prizes and awards". 
Aristotle 
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Mrs Carolyn Macdonald 

Librarian 

Homepage 
The Library launched its homepage early this 
year in a revised format. The Resource Centre 
can now be used off site by both staff and 
students and can be found under the St 
Patrick's College homepage. Students can now 
research from home using the facilities that the 
Library has collected to complete research 
tasks. Students have access to the Library 
catalogue and World Book Encyclopedia. Also 
available from home are the online 
newspapers, magazines and other library sites. 
All these resources are arranged in a very 
searchable format in the resource page. Under 
VCE subject headings, the library has selected 
important websites for student use relating to 
the subject they have selected. VCE Biology, 
Physics and Chemistry students have found 
this very useful in the completion of tasks. Also 
available on the library homepage but not 
offsite is the very useful data base Weblinks. 
Weblinks is searchable site containing 
educational websites. Students and teachers 
can search both by subject or keyword and can 
access these sites, saving student time. 

kelty resource centre 

the wealth of information available such as The 
Age website. The skills students obtain in Year 
7 will be further developed during their time at 
St. Patrick's College. 

Reading 
Reading needs to be encouraged. The library 
makes every effort to select material that will 
both interest and challenge the students. 
Students have the opportunity to select 
material for the library on Book Display Days 
and by making recommendations. The Library 
has formed a Readers' group which meets once 
a month. Interested readers discuss what they 
are reading and share their recommendations. 
This has been great fun especially when shared 
over a Tim Tarn or two. 

Staff 
A thank you is extended to all the library staff 
that worked tirelessly this year to meet the 
needs of our students and staff. 

Nathan O'Connor winning a Book Week prize 

Information skills. 
The Library's information skills program for 
Year 7 has been revised this year. Mrs Mclntyre 
and Mrs Macdonald have taken the Year 7 
groups through a series of tasks to build their 
information skills so that students become 
independent and competent researchers for 
life long learning. Students need to become 
skilled at searching the internet and to select 
sites that meet their purposes. Students also 
need to learn how to navigate sites to extract 

Matthew Dean and 
Bernhardt Heemann using 
the AV equipment 



drama 

Ms Cordelia Reeve 

Performing Arts Coordinator 

"A ship is safe in harbour, but that is not what 
ships are built for" 

This saying has been above a colleague's desk 
for several years and I know he used it to 
motivate himself. I thought a little more about 
it when it was featured at the Christian 
Brothers' Jubilee Celebrations earlier this year, 
but it was only when I was preparing to write 
about our year of drama that it popped back 
into my mind and seemed completely 
appropriate to all that has happened. 

At the beginning of last year, social justice 
through drama was introduced into the 
curriculum. It is based on the work of South 
American director Augusto Boal who devised 
Forum Theatre. He says 
"The problem is always the symptom of an 
oppression, and generally involves visible 
oppressors and a protagonist who is 
oppressed. In its purest form, both actors and 
spectators will be people who are victims of 
the oppression under consideration; that is 
why they are able to offer alternative solutions, 
because they themselves are personally 
acquainted with the oppression." 
In class we have looked at bullying which, has 
of course, this year become a very topical issue 
in schools across the state. Through the use of 
interactive theatre we have tried to offer 
students some strategies to empower them in 
their struggle to cope with bullying. 
During the course of my studies this year in 
Melbourne, I mentioned to a fellow student the 
work I was conducting at school and as a Year 7 
Co-Ordinator he invited us to his school, 
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Salesian College in Melbourne where we 
presented three performances to different 
groups within the school. The performers were 
chosen from those who had studied the course 
either last year or this year. This was a very 

exciting and challenging venture for the boys 
who had been comfortable within their own 
school environment but suddenly found 
themselves called upon to take a risk in 
performing to complete strangers who were 
watching with a very critical eye. The standard 
of their work was most impressive, not only as 
actors, but as articulate young men who were 
willing to share their experiences and opinions 
with their audiences. 
Hopefully the course will continue to challenge 
our students to look at issues of social justice 
and translate theory into action in their lives 
and the lives of others. 

I came upon the play "Carrie's War" based on 
the novel by Nina Bawden a few years ago and 
liked the way the characters suited younger 
actors. I hadn't thought I would get the chance 
to stage it as I usually choose a play from the 
year 12 English text list for the school 
production. This year however, my 
commitment to study meant less time for 
extra-curricular duties but as students kept 
asking me if we were 
going to put on a play 
I thought maybe it 
was time for a 
student directed play 
with a little 
background advice 
and guidance from 
myself. Thus Virginia 
Cosgriff took on the 
arduous task of 
directing the play. We 
assembled a fine cast 
of young actors from 
St. Pat's and Loreto 
and the hall 
continued to have the 
sounds of rehearsal 

issuing forth every Tuesday and Thursday. 
Work commitments of a student meant she 
had to pull out of the play and so Virginia 
stepped into a main role and as I was on a 
semester break I was able to help with the 
directing. Rob Erwin, as always, was the 
technical director and the set and lighting were 
as impressive as ever. 
What we thought was going to turn out to be a 
short one act play in fact turned out to be a full 

length play and delighted 
audiences for three nights. We 
also performed two matinees 
for the Year 7 and Year 8 
students. The latter boys were 
studying "Goodnight Mr. Tom" 
in English, which was set in 
England during the Second 
World War - the same era as 
"Carrie's War." This last 
performance to Year 8 was 
particularly daunting for our 
young lead Dominic Leahy as 
he had to perform to all his 
peers, but he accepted the 
challenge and was in this 
performance, as every other, 
both convincing and endearing 
as Nick. Another character who 
will live long in our minds was 

Mr. Evans, portrayed so powerfully by Brendan 
Annear. 

We might not have bothered with a school 
production for this year as everyone was very 

busy, but instead, knowing that students over 
the years have been learning their craft 
steadily, we took the risk, ventured out of the 
harbour, and sailed gloriously to success. Well 
done everyone - it was a wonderful play! 

Each year I say that it is the last time I will 
enter the Shakespeare Schools' Festival 
Competition. Thank goodness the students 
take no notice and ask to put in an entry. This 
year however, was the first year that I did not 
enter a duologue but instead decided to 
concentrate on the scene. We have once 
before managed to win a regional final with a 
scene but never a state final. This year, 
winning was not my aim. A group of year 10 
boys decided they wanted to develop their 
acting talents and I thought it would be a good 
experience for them. I knew that it had to be 
comedy or nothing with this group and so 
chose what I thought to be a relatively simple 
scene from "Much Ado About Nothing." It is 
funny how things evolve. I was worried that 
we would not make the minimum time of six 
minutes and with much discussion we decided 
to start with a dance. This of course then had 
to make sense within the scene and slowly oh 
so slowly our comic routine evolved. We went 
to the regional finals not quite sure of what our 
reception would be; after all would they 
appreciate our featuring music from "The Full 
Monty"!! We spent an agonising afternoon 
waiting for the judge's decision and when the 
boys came racing in to me shouting "We won, 
we won!" I didn't believe them. The judges 



drama 

were impressed with our tackling what they 
considered a difficult scene. 

The boys thought the work was finished, but 
I knew that it was just beginning. It is one 
thing to win a regional final, quite another to 
win a state final. They worked. Hours of 
rehearsal for a ten minute performance on 
the day of the Grand Final! ( Only a New 
South Welshman would organize an acting 
competition for that day in Victoria!) Even on 
the morning of the final as we were 
practising outside, I decided that we needed 
to put another song in. It shows the calibre 

of these fine young actors that they were able 
to put it in and then in performance make it 
look as if they had rehearsed it for weeks. 

From the entrance of the first character, the 
audience laughed and the boys managed to 
keep the audience laughing through the whole 
performance. It was a magic moment for them 
when they won. There was that moment of 
disbelief before the excitement. Five boys from 
Year 10 had managed not only to understand 
the intricacies of Shakespeare, but to develop a 
contemporary version which won them a state 
final. It was a pleasure working with Rufus 

Brokenbrow; Ryan Conroy; Philip Ingram; 
James Robertson and Chris Shea. Thank you 
for all the laughs along the way. You took the 
risk and you won! 

I am ever grateful that the students of St. 
Patrick's don't allow me to stay safely in 
harbour but haul me out to sail the wonderful 
seas of creativity. 
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young authors 

NightTime Safari 
By Joe Kennedy (Year 12) 

Can I hang on till the morning, or do I need 
to go to the toilet now? For most children, 
this situation would not pose a problem as 
they would only have to navigate their way 
around inside their house to the toilet. For 
me though, it was completely different. If I 
had to go to the toilet, I had to take part in a 
daring night - time safari that frightened me. 

The coldness and stillness of the house hit 
me the moment my feet touched the floor. A 

shiver went up my spine when I took the first 
few steps forward, realizing that I had left the 
comfort and safety of my bed, I continued on. 

I stepped outside my bedroom, and the 
indoors adventure began. Objective - the back 
door. A cold draft swept through the old place, 
and being as young and vulnerable as I was, I 
believed my older brothers when they said our 
house was haunted. Even in the dark, I swore 
to myself, that if I made a noise, the ghosts 
would hear me and take me away. While I tip
toed down the passage to the kitchen, I 
stubbed my big toe on the skirting board. Pain 
went through my body, my big toe throbbed in 
pain, but remembering the ghosts, I bit tight 
on my lower lip, determined not to make a 
single murmur as it could have been 
detrimental to me. 

Still on tip-toes, but with a horrible limp, I came 
across the back door. This one piece of wood 
separated me from the unforgiving ghosts inside 
the house, to the unbelievable, unrelenting 
dangers that we waiting for me outside. 

Being short was a problem. I could not reach 
the door handle. Many times I had to wait at 
the door while someone would come and open 
the door. But no need to worry, I had a plan. 
This plan though nearly came undone, when 

the tension I held within me, almost grew too 
big. I held it with all my might. It was the only 
thing I could do. I had nowhere to go. 
Eventually, it died down and I breathed easy. I 
walked towards the kitchen. 

The luxury of turning on the kitchen light 
enthused my spirits. I knew that the kitchen 
was well away from any bedroom. Click. The 
light blinded me! I could not see anything 
except for one huge blurred yellow colour. 
This temporary blindness was not good as I 
only had precious few seconds before I would 
explode, and I was wasting time while I could 
not see. Disgusted with myself for being so 
stupid, I stumbled towards the dark, blurred 
outline that resembled the table, I knew my 
primary target was near it. I felt my way 
towards the table until my hands were placed 
firmly on its top. I felt around and hit 
something. My eyes were starting to focus 
better, and I realized it was a chair. Just what 
the doctor ordered. I picked it up and carried 
it to the back door. 

With my added height, I was able to reach the 
door handle. I turned the handle, but did not 
open. I asked myself, was it worth it? Did I 
need to go to the toilet after all? I received my 
answer from below, I knew I had to go now. I 
took a deep breath, maybe the last of my life, 
and opened the door. 

Outside the wind screamed and the trees 
creaked. The rain poured and bushes swayed 
in time, but the darkness covered everything. 
Here I was, lost amongst it. I had found a pair 
of my boots at the backdoor. I dragged them 
on hurriedly. I picked up another shoe to keep 
the door ajar. I cautiously stepped out into the 
wind and rain. I could see the toilet off into 
the distance. I winced at the tension that I was 
putting my body under. I ran. The wind was 
behind me and I thought I was flying. I felt 

invincible, unbeatable. 

Inside the toilet, I felt safer again. But while 
relieving one almighty burden, I could still 
hear the wind howl against the walls of the 
toilet and the rain clatter on the roof. They 
weren't friendly sounds. I heard the wind 
scream, T will get you tonight'. The rain 
backed the wind up by saying, 'You better 
believe it'. 

Standing inside the toilet finished with my 
business there, I lost the courage to try an defy 
the great unknown of the outside. I thought to 
myself amount my bed. Pure safety. Nothing 
can get me there. The warm sheets wrapped 
up in my snuggly doona. My head molded 
beautifully into my soft luxurious pillow. There 
was no better place to be. 

A clap of thunder broke my trance. I realized it 
was now or never. To try my luck now, or to 
spend the night in the toilet. 

I crashed through the toilet door at full revs. 
My legs were in overdrive. Into the wind I ran, 
at full throttle. As I ran, I felt the wind grab at 
me and my clothes, trying to take me down. 
The rain hit my face like little stinging 
hailstones. But this was not going to stop me. 
They would have to try better. It seemed like 
an eternity when I finally reached the back 
door, but there I was. 

I slipped inside and closed the door behind me. 
I removed my boots silently, placed the chair 
back and turned out the light. Darkness again, 
but somehow, this was friendly darkness. I 
didn't worry about the ghosts because I had 
survived worse than mem tonight. 

I swiftly moved back into my bedroom and 
hopped straight into bed. Feeling the warmth 
and security of it, I dozed off to sleep, dreamily 
thinking about how I had escaped the outside 
horrors again. 
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THE COMFORT OF NANA 
By David Morrison (Year 12) 

No matter how hard I tried to be calm and 
relaxed there was just no way that I could say 
my speech. Late in the afternoon of one 
ordinary Sunday I was practising my speech 
in front of my family for school the next day. 
Unrest and nervousness had taken over my 
mind and body leaving me shaking like the 
lost leaf to fall in autumn. So I gave up. I 
had fallen from the tree and had been swept 
up by the wind. Dad recommended that I 

pay nana a visit and give my speech for her. 
Without thinking much of it I knocked on her 
door and was greeted with a warm hug, a soft 
kiss and a prompt iof course Davie!'. As I 
entered her house I was met by the aroma of 
freshly cooked chocolate cake and the faint 
sound of the radio in the background. As I 
wanted to get this over and done with I sat her 
down in front of me and got prepared. 
Unreasonably nervous already, I attempted to 
laugh it off but to no avail. All of a sudden I 
was struck with an overwhelming sense of 
comfort and warmness which cleared me of all 
symptoms of nervousness, so I stepped 
forward and spoke. 

The passing of my Nana is the only death of a 
family member that I can vividly remember. 
Although the loss of such an admired person 
has hurt us very deeply our family unit has 
grown much stronger and tighter because of 
our grief. The memories and happiness she 
left us will not be forgotten, which has 
personally helped me greatly with my grieving. 
How such a person can be taken from the 
people who loved her so deeply I cannot 
answer. Why old age took the strength from 
someone who enjoyed life so much I do not 
understand. The sweet and innocent sparkle 
in her eye, the soft touch of her hand, the 
unique smell of her skin and the gentle kiss of 
her lips is what I miss most. No amount of 
time will help me get over the emptiness I feel 
as my heart grows fonder each day I do not 
hear her dainty voice. However, I still hold 
the love that she left close to my heart and my 
family helps me strengthen it in her absence. 

For seventeen years I knew my Nana as a sweet 
old lady who lived only metres away and 
because of this I took her for granted. When 

she became quite ill I imagined the tears, the 
funeral, the mourning and the future if she 
died yet for some reason the reality of Nan 
leaving us wasn't a possibility for me. Her 
presence was like concrete and never did I 
picture her cracking. Of course over the years 
she became weathered and tired but her 
foundations seemed indestructible. So many 
visits to the doctor was what worried me but I 
thought it was their job to repair and 
reconstruct a frail old lady. Because of this I 
realise how easily I take the lives and love of 
those around me for granted. 

The week that Nana lay still in her foreign bed 
in hospital tired us greatly. Not in a physical 
sense but mentally as it became imminent that 
it was time for our Nana to leave. Crying 
together by her darkened bedside is something 
I will never forget. The unstoppable, every 
conquering world of medicine buzzed 
constantly outside her room. A room with 
walls that must have heard so many cries of 
pain, with carpets that must have absorbed so 
many tears and with a bed that has nurtured so 
many tired, weak bodies. Nana would soon be 
reunited with her husband who died just 
before his 75th birthday and whose loss made 
Nana the strong person we will never forget. 

Religion was a part of Nana's life that 
continued to grow stronger as she grew weaker. 
Each week she would attend the Monastery so 
when she was unable to attend when her 
illness took over she became quite upset. 
Because of her powerful Catholic influence we 
attend Mass each Sunday at St Patrick's 
Cathedral and now see the death of nana not 
as a great pain but rather a memory that will 
remain forever. 

The day of Nana's death was unlike any other. 
Outside, students were rushing to school, 
adults were rushing to work and the mail was 
being delivered; all in a usual day. Inside 
however, we travelled at a turtle's pace and felt 
no need to shower, eat or talk, just think. 
When I was awoken to the sad news, although 
I knew it was imminent, I was stunned. 
Stunned to hear that no longer would I see that 
homely figure, hear that calming voice or 
touch her tired skin again. Immediately I felt 
the loss like a bullet to the stomach. What 
would it feel like if it was my own mother? 

Dad? The sorrow I felt for Dad was huge. 

To Dad, Nana was more than just a loving and 
caring mother. She was his best friend. So 
often they would be together; on picnics, out 
for tea or even just on a drive. Seeing Dad 
alone some nights in front of the television is 
heart breaking, so now I sit with him. Most 
nights he would visit her just to talk and keep 
each other company. Sometimes he would 
take me and it was so easy to see what makes a 
perfect relationship; love, respect, care trust 
and someone like Nana. Never at any stage 
would a negative word be exchanged. They 
were best mates. 

The day in between her death and her funeral 
felt like two. Nan's four children got together 
to plan the funeral for the following day. Due 
to Nana's close relationship with her thirteen 
grandchildren it as left up to us to give her the 
farewell that such a special person deserved. 

On the sombre day of her funeral we all 
dressed in dark colours and drove silently to 
the Church as a family. We stood for a while 
outside the church gently hugging the women 
and bravely shaking the hands of the men. It 
already seemed that this would be too much 
for us as what was ahead of us was frightening, 
yet comforting to know that we could come 
together as one to celebrate the life of 
someone so close to our hearts. I pictured 
Nana that day standing next to me, wearing a 
beautiful dress with her arm around me saying 
'Why is everyone so sad Davie? What can we 
do to cheer them up?' 
We all moved into the Church and the sight of 
her coffin at the front of the altar made me cry. 
If Nana could have seen her whole family 
crying over her that day she would have been 
furious! I sat with my family in the front row 
only metres from where she lay. I turned my 
head curiously to see who was there but 
remember it was a family funeral only. 
Suddenly I felt nervous. Soon I was to stand 
up in front of everyone and say a three line 
thank-you prayer for the life of Nana. As I 
stood in front of a red eyed family I began to 
shake but quietly I gave a little laugh to myself. 
It was my turn to speak when all of a sudden I 
was struck with a calming warmness and 
comfort. I looked at Nana's coffin once more, 
stepped forward and spoke. 

old b o y s o t university 
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Back Row: James Buttigieg, Matt Teasdale, Damian Mullaly 
Front Row: Mark Bradbury, Br Breach, Ben Cunningham 

Gerard Dillon, Br Breach, Anthony Stephens, Matthew Nicholson 
Absent: Gareth Trickey 



jubilee 

you shall honour me by observing 
a sabbath of rest for the land." 

Leviticus 25:2 



year 9 

It is of no surprise that the year with Year 9 in 
2000 has been interesting and eventful. 
Overall, this year's group has been co
operative, approaching this difficult year in a 
positive manner. I extend an enormous 
amount of gratitude to the Year 9 Homeroom 
teachers and their assistants for their patience 
and the caring manner in which they have 
gone about their duties. 

Room 6 
Mr. Kieran Baxter (Mrs Kris Walker) 
Room 7 
Mr. Stephen Callahan (Mr. Fred Spittle) 
Room 8 
Mr. Kelvin Porter (Mr. Juri Kaczkowski) 
Room 9 
Mr. Danny Moore (Mr. Malcolm Barrins) 
Room 10 
Mr. Michael Kerr (Mr. Terry Blizzard) 

Life Education Program 
The Life Education Program commenced with 
a parent information evening in the College 
Board Room. 
As the Life Education Program unfolds the 
students were exposed to various topics which 
contained a 'real life' element. The student 
response to this program has been very 
positive with most students gaining more 
understanding of the sensitive topics that were 
presented to them. At all times, students were 
invited to question, interject and discuss 
during the presentations. 

Some new additions to the Life Education 
Program were 
1. "Healthy Choices, Healthy Lifestyles" which 

was presented by Mr. Ross Funcke from the 
North Ballarat Football Club. 

2. "Youth and Alcohol" which was presented by 
Sergeants John Moloney and John Wallish 
from the Ballarat Police Station. 

3. Leadership in Primary Schools (L.I.PS.) 
which allowed Year 9 students to assume 
leadership and responsibility during literacy 
sessions at St. Aloysius' Primary School 
during Literacy Week. 

TOPICS & PRESENTERS 
Know Your Stuff (a play) 

Theatre in Schools Tour 
Self Esteem 

Br. Collins 
Morality 

Mrs Janet Ludeman 
My Story 

Mr. Howard Clark 
Family Planning 

Mrs Ally Parnaby 
Sexually Transmitted Diseases 

Mr. Peter Denton 

report 

Youth and Alcohol 
Sergeants John Wallish and John Moloney 

Healthy Choices, Healthy Lifestyles 
Mr. Ross Funcke 

Pregnancy 
Mrs. Sue Blizzard 

Communication 
Mr. Kelvin Porter 

The issues were not ignored at the conclusion 
of the presentation but were followed up in 
detail during the Religious Education lessons. 
Students were able to write their reflections in 
their "Life Education Journal". 

At the conclusion of each presentation, the 
class captain or representative formally 
thanked the presenter, but I would like to take 
this opportunity to acknowledge the assistance 
of so many people in the Ballarat community 
who are the life-blood of the Life Education 
Program. 

Ballroom Dancing 
Ballroom dancing between St. Patrick's and 
Loreto College continued at the new venue, 
Jim Welsh Dance Studio under the guidances 
of Mr. Eric Langdon who was able to teach the 
olden style ballroom dances to the beat of 
modern music. Record numbers of those 
wishing to participate in the dancing lessons 
indicate this activity is valued by students and 
parents alike. It was refreshing to see parents 
calling in to observe their son's newly found 
gentlemanly skills during the lessons and the 
social. The lessons concluded with a social 
which Eric also organised. A special thank you 
to Mr. Moore for his assistance with this 
activity. 

Retreats 
The Bungaree Conference Centre once again 
was the venue for the Year 9 retreats. The 
Bungaree Centre provided an appetising 
morning tea and a lunch to which the parents 
were invited. 

The retreat day was made up of reflective and 
team building activities beginning with a 
warm-up activity and a prayer. Two working 
groups were then established and they focused 
on their probable life in 20 years' time and 
what factors were likely to restrain or restrict 
them from living a full life. Through the 
medium of art, students then designed and 
constructed a face that did not reflect their 
true selves. 

Students were able to affirm in writing their 
fellow homeroom members during Session 
Three which was an affirmation session. 

The day concluded after lunch with a 
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"fishbowl" discussion session which centered 
around adolescent issues. This activity was 
made even more interesting with the 
involvement of parents and teachers. 

Camps 
There was a different emphasis placed on the 
camp in 1999 and this method of approach 
continued to be the driving force behind the 
planning of the 2000 camps. 

Students have had the opportunity to prepare 
for their camp in their selected groups, during 
the sport periods. The preparation topics 
were: cooking and tent set-up, rock climbing, 
navigation, canoeing, safety and first aid. 

Students, in groups of 2 or 3, had the 
responsibility of organising a menu, supplying 
and then cooking the food whilst on camp. 

The venue for the camp was in the Mt. 
Stapleton area in the Grampians and during 
the three day camp the students had the 
opportunity to practise all the skills learnt at 
school during their preparation days. 

These camps were a welcome relief in the final 
term of the year, providing personal and group 
challenges for the students. 

National Literacy Week 
To celebrate this important week and also to 
help develop leadership skills in the Year 9 
students, each Year 9 class was responsible for 
running an infant literacy block of one and a 
half hours at St. Aloysius' Primary School, 
Redan. 

Both the Secondary and Primary students 
involved in this activity found this experience 
to be very rewarding. 

The efforts of the infant teachers at St. 
Aloysius' , Mrs Rosemary Porter, Miss 
Catherine Moloney and Mrs Carmel Godfrey 
to organise the week, were much appreciated. 
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Mrs Mary Purcell 
Public Speaking Coordinator 

To transform a babel of voices into a harmony, 
a cacophony into a chorus, that is the 
challenge of a public speaking programme. It is 
a challenge particularly adopted by those who 
run the junior debating competitions. Mrs. 
Cate Johnston and Mrs. Janet Ludeman and 
their respective Year 12 helpers have risen to 
this challenge admirably over the past two 
years and have trained some excellent 
debaters. 
At any lunchtime during the winter terms, 
gatherings of junior students can be observed 
in the theatre or boardroom earnestly 
competing while older students act as mentors 
and adjudicators. This mentoring role is one of 
our principal objectives. If skills can be 
acquired and transmitted from student to 
student, then the programme becomes self-
perpetuating. Leadership skills are then 
implicitly inculcated and voices are heard 
speaking up and speaking well for causes that 
matter and opinions that need to be aired. 

2000 Purton Oratory 
"Curiosity" by James Marburg 

Consider this...How many of you here tonight 
would volunteer to go up in a space shuttle on 
a first mission to Mars? How many of you 
would spend years of your life to investigate 
something which, in the end might turn out to 
be totally meaningless and trivial? 
Ladies and Gentlemen the saying "curiosity 
killed the cat" is oft blurted out as a deterrent 
for the foreseen actions of over curious 
children. When thought about logically a new, 
more global meaning springs to mind, human 
evolution has relied upon the cat being 
curious. How have I come to this conclusion? 
The curiosity often people, that drives them, 
wills them to attempt a discovery may result 
in the death of nine of them, but for the nine 
who died one will succeed. This willingness, 
this drive, is vital for mans advancement 
through time. If all ten failed then more 
would come, until the secret is discovered 
and the curiosity satisfied. Without this drive, 
this will, the world would become stagnant. 
And so the one who succeeds will go on to 
pass his knowledge on to others who don't 
need to take the risk, and the figures are 
turned, he may pass the knowledge on to one 
hundred others and each of diem another 
one hundred. To paraphrase Sir Isaac 
Newton" If I have seen further, then it is by 
standing on the shoulders of giants." We have 
benefited immensely from those who went 
before us. And suddenly the nine who died 
are justified for their loss of life. 
Is not man's thirst for knowledge and the risks 
that he has been prepared to take to find out 

speaking 

This year the year 10 team of Chris McBrearty, 
Leigh McKee and Brendan Annear competed 
successfully at the Royal South Street 
Competition and proceeded to win the years 
9/10 Debating competition at the College. The 
year 8 team of Joshua Kannourakis, Michael 
Marburg and Ryan Casey debated at South 
Street and the years 7/8 competition has been 
well patronised and is proceeding well. 
The W.T Doyle senior debating competition 
was hotly contested by two worthy year 11 
teams - Trent Rice, Joshua Stewart and Tristan 
McArdle versus Sam McCrone, Michael 
Bennett and Ben Zala. The latter team won in a 
high standard debate. 

On Thursday 14th September, the College's 
illustrious public speaking competition, the 
Purton Oratory took place in the College 
Boardroom. Past student and 1999 winner of 
the Best Debater Award at South Street, Aaron 
Noonan, chaired the evening with great poise 
and grace. The adjudicator was also a past 
student who is currently practising law in 
Melbourne, Mr Ray D'Cruz. The winner was 
College Public Speaking Captain, James 
Marburg with a speech entitled, "Curiosity". 
The Sir Hugh Devine Impromptu award went 
to Daniel Meade. 

INTERMEDIATE DEBATING 
Mrs Cate Johnston 

After a rather turbulent season of forfeits and 
withdrawals, re-matches and missed debates, 
the H.T. Breach Year 9/10 Debating 

what was on the other side amazing?. To find 
out what is beyond the horizon. The 
unknown. This curiosity, this hunger is what 
keeps the world moving. It compels us, we are 
unravelling new information every day, we 
are still learning, still discovering, and there is 
much more to learn. A boundless horizon 
surrounds us. New planets waiting to be 
discovered by those who have the thirst, the 
want and the desire to be the first to view it, 
those who are the most curious. 
But let's think about these things in an 
everyday context. Every time you scratch a 
scratch and win ticket, and actually win 
something you are experiencing a minute 
example of what Christopher Columbus or 
Neil Armstrong must have felt. It is because of 
people like them, who were prepared to take 
a risk for knowledge and experience, that we 
can live our lives today. 
I have stated that man's curiosity makes the 
world go around, lets think about, for a 
moment, what would our world be like if man 
was not curious to learn and discover and 
further extend the boundaries of his 
knowledge. A stagnant world, a place of little 
knowledge and less ambition. A place of 
ignorance, no one possessing the natural 
human curiosity to find out what's on the 
other side of the mountains, what is beyond 
the sea, what is underneath the surface of the 
land. Life in this place would be an 
unchanging road to death. 
But there comes a point where curiosity 
changes shape, it can become something 
ugly, it becomes obsessive. Ballarat is built on 
this, on an obsession with finding gold. 
Thousands of people flocked here in search of 

Competition has once again drawn to a close. 

The Grand Final debate, an all Year 10 affair 
between last year's slightly changed 
championship team (Ben Decis, Nathan 
Cuscadden, Gareth Bellchambers) and this 
year's successful South Street team (Chris 
McBrearty, Brendan Annear, Leigh McKee), was 
held on October 13, when the two teams most 
deftly debated the topic: "That academic 
awards are harmful". Able adjudication was 
provided by Public Speaking Captain, James 
Marburg, who awarded the debate to the 
affirmative case which was admirably argued 
by Chris, Brendan and Leigh. 
Both teams presented well, prepared, cleverly 
constructed arguments, and demonstrated 
considerable skill in the art of debating. We 
wish them continued success and enjoyment 
as they move on to the Senior Debating 
Competition next year, and encourage the Year 
9 teams to take on the challenge and thrill of 
debating in the 2001 Competition. 

Last, but by no means least, mention must be 
made of the small group of regular audience 
members who staunchly supported those 
debating, and filled in as chairpersons, time
keepers - even team members when the need 
arose. 

Ashley Rowe, Ben Trusler, Marcus Liddle, 
Andrew Francis, Tom Rice, David Ryan 

Thank you for being there. 

discovering what lay under the ground ... and 
a city were built. Ballarat's official logo is "A 
golden past a shining future" it should say 
something more along the lines of "Ballarat, 
built on an obsession". 
This particular obsession has built many 
cities and killed many people. How many 
miners died, drowned, suffocated or crushed 
as a result of their search for wealth, their 
curiosity in what lay beneath the ground, It 
was brave, desperate but most of all curious 
men who chose to go down the mines in 
search of gold. 
But what makes us curious? What makes us 
want to know the unknown, experience what 
no one else has experienced? There is 
something primeval within us, something 
primitive, a voice inside of us which says 
"there is something better for you over the 
mountains, across the sea, under the 
ground." "there is something rich and 
plentiful in the beyond". You can never be 
sure that there is but at the same time you 
can never be sure there isn't. The urge gives 
you no choice. 
And how curious are those of us here tonight? 
If you were left in a room with a box that had 
written on it do not open. Would you open 
the box? It could explode, it could contain a 
million dollars, it could hold within every 
answer you've ever wanted, but you will never 
know unless you pry open the lid and look 
inside. Ladies and gentiemen I urge you, the 
next time the opportunity comes along pry 
open the lid, peek inside, take the risk. People 
may be thankful for it in the future. For 
curiosity did kill the cat but his death kept the 
world moving. 
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Purton Orator 
James Marburg 

Sir Hugh Devine 
Impromptu 

Speaking: 
Daniel Meade 

W.T. Doyle Debating: 
Sam McCrone, Michael Bennett, Ben Zala 

State Winners - Shakespeare Schools Festival Competition 
Chris Shea, Ryan Conroy, Rufus Brokenbrow, James Robertson 

Absent: Phillip Ingram 

"Carrie's War" - Cast and Stage Crew 
Back Row: Brendan Annear, Aaron Jackson, Luke Riske 

Middle Row: Joshua Stewart (standing) Dominic Leahy, Leigh McKee, 
Phillip Madigan, Rufus Brokenbrow, James Robertson (standing) 

Front Row: Scott Watkins, Kaz Ciezki 

Year 10 SPC Intra-School Champion Debating Team 
Nathan Cuscadden, Brendan Annear, Gareth Bellchambers, 

Chris McBrearty, Leigh McKee 
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Results from the Credit Credit 
Australian Schools' Science Competition Sean Murphy Kazimierz Ciezki 

Christopher Nykoluk Anthony Francis 
YEAR7 Aaron Tabone Nick Cooper 

High Distinction Trent Zuidland Benjamin Ludbrook 

Alexander Joosten YEAR 10 

Distinction Distinction Results from the 
Alex Brown Gerard Brick 2000 R.A.C.I. AUSTRALIAN NAT 
Timothy Dalton Andrew Francis CHEMISTRY QUIZ 
Edmund Denton Stefan Heemann 
Andrew Forbes Marcus Liddle YEAR11 
David Hall Credit Distinction 
Edwin Jobling 

James Kerr 
Jeremy Wirges 

Credit 
John Finch 
Callum Keats 
Kieran Murphy 

YEAR8 

Distinction 
Steven Denatris 
Joshua Hyde 

Credit 
Andrew Cook 
Christopher Hinchcliffe 
Chris Squire 
Colm Trusler 

YEAR9 

Distinction 
Ashley Trounson 

Joshua Erbacher 
Taffy Flynn 
Christopher McBrearty 
Daniel Porter 
Ashley Rowe 
David Ryan 

YEAR11 

Distinction 
Joshua Stewart 

Credit 
Michael Bennett 
Scott Brown 
Bernhard Heemann 

YEAR 12 

High Distinction 
Thomas Kerr 

Distinction 
Michael Ranger 
Andrew Reidy 

Joshua Fahy 
Alan Lin 

Credit 
Tristan McArdle 

YEAR 12 

High Distinction 
Andrew Claney 
Andrew Reidy 

Distinction 
Mark Leonhardt 

Credit 
Kaz Ciezki 
Benjamin Ludbrook 
Michael Ranger 

NATIONAL YOUTH SCIENCE FORUM 
- Nick Cooper 

Attending the National Youth Science Forum 
was a scary thought to start off with but as the 
time passed, 1 realized that it was going to be 
an experience of a lifetime. I had never 
thought there was such a thing as the NYF, and 
never fully understood it until I attended it in 
January, 2000. 

goodbye to all my new friends was much 
harder than anyone had expected. 

Together with the other students from Victoria, 
South Australia and Tasmania, we travelled by 
bus back home. By the late morning, we had 
reached the end of our 'once in a lifetime' 
experience. 

A State Government 
reception at Parliament 
house was a big surprise for 
me. Apparently, people 
actually cared about those 
Victorian students that 
wanted to do something 
different with their lives. A 
great day was had by all. We 
heard many inspirational 
guest speakers including past 
NYSF students and the 
director of the Forum, 
Professor Rodney Jory. This 
was my first contact with 
other students that were 
actually selected to go to 
Canberra. 

At last the big day came. I 
left for the capital Territory 
on Saturday 1st January 200. 
During the journey to 
Canberra I had a wonderful chance to mingle 
with many of the other students. Over the 
course of the following two weeks we spent our 
nights at the University of Canberra residences, 
and our days visiting many interesting and 
diverse places. Saturday 15th January was a 
very sad day for all the NYSF students - saying 

Throughout the two weeks in Canberra we 
visited many scientific institutions. Our 
program was paced to the brim and I imagine 
that all of the NYSF students saw everything 
there is to see in Canberra. Visits to the 
scientific institutions and laboratories were 
both interesting and informative. Not only did 

we learn a lot about science but we learnt 
much about the position of science in today's 
society and how we can enter that particular 
field. Being in the group Maxwell ( a group 
orientated towards engineering and physical 
science) I spent most of my time in the area of 
Physics. We went on many outings to places 
such as the research school of Physical 
Sciences and Engineering at the Australian 

National University, the NASA 
space Tracking station at 

I Tidbinbilla and Mount Stromlo 
j ^ f l I Observatory. As well as this we 

I had visits by scientists from 
prominent companies in 
Australia today such as ICI 
Australia, Holden and Rio 
Tinto. The mere fact that we, 
the students were taken to 
such places was an honour. 

Actually speaking to the 
scientists involved in a vast 
range of important projects 
and asking them any questions 
we wanted was something that 
I will never forget. I'm sure it 
will prove fundamental in my 
future career path and for that I 
am already very grateful. 

I do not think that it is possible 
to describe in words everything 

I gained from the program as a whole. There 
was however one aspect of the Canberra 
experience that I will always take with me and 
definitely use frequently in the future. The 
personal development that the program was 
designed to give us really pushed our minds in 
different directions and made us think in 



science 

completely new ways. I will touch on this 
again later. 

One of the most memorable visits was to the 
Department of Nuclear and Plasma Physics 
at the ANU. This insight into the way our 
universe actually operates had me speechless 
and never before had I seen such amazing 
demonstrations and equipment. One 
particular item of extreme 
interest was a plasma 
nuclear reactor called the 
Heliac. It was a full scale 
model of a brand new way 

to create energy. The 
precision and perfection of 
the craftsmanship was a 
telling tribute to where 
science is actually headed. 
Here I was fully introduced to 
the field of nuclear physics 
and was shown how broad 
the subject 'science' really is. 
I found out that scientists 
don't just do one specific task 
respectively, but rather work 
on a range of tasks, and that 
in one lifetime, a particular 
scientist would not be able to 
tackle even half of the fields 
in science. 

university. I had an idea that I would go into 
the field of science, but do exactly what? The 
Forum didn't concentrate on one area of 
science; it showed all of the students many 
different areas. Similarly, I wasn't convinced 
to enter one field of science over another. I am 
even more interested in science now, after 
being to the National Youth Science Forum and 
1 am sure that I will go to university and study 

Other than the scientific 
program there were many 
other activities and seminars that kept all 144 
of us busy. One afternoon there was a 
communication skills seminar; another 
afternoon there was a negotiating skills 
seminar. I gained a lot personally from these 
seminars as I thoroughly enjoy public speaking 
and hope to continue with it in the future. As 
communication is an important part of a 
scientist's job, I am sure that they will be 
beneficial to me in the long term. I am sure 
that the knowledge I gained in this area will 
stay with me for a long time to come -
hopefully forever. 

Before the Forum I was not sure what direction 
I would go when the time came to enter 

The Year 10 Environmental Science class preparing to 
harvest a spinach crop. 

something in the field of science. The NYSF 
gave me a broader outlook on science for 
which I am very grateful. The importance of 
my career became very apparent and so did 
the importance of knowing whom I am, and 
where I am going. 

It would not have been possible for me to 
attend the National Youth Science Forum 
without help from several organisations and 
individuals. Many partners of the NYSF have 
proved invaluable I promoting science and the 
development of students into future leaders. I 
know that without this support, the forum 

obviously would not exist. Rotary were the sole 
greatest supporter of the forum, not only 
financially but also in their encouragement, 
perseverance and ongoing presence before, 
during and after the Forum. It would not be 
possible for students such as myself to attend 
the NYSF if Rotary were not there for us. 
Thank you for doing this. A special thanks goes 
to the Rotary Club of Ballarat West who greatly 

contributed towards the cost of 
attending the NYSF. Many 
thanks to my school, St. 
Patrick's College and in 
particular the staff from our 
Science department and my 
Principal for giving me full 
support and for encouraging 
me to go the NYSF. While at 
the Forum there were 
numerous people who 
organised things and kept 
things going. For this I thank 
all the student staff and other 
workers who gave up their time 
to go to the UYSF, to the Rotary 
parents who came along, and 
most importantly to Rod Jory, 
the director of the NYSF. The 
Australian National University, 
The University of Canberra and 
many other universities around 
Australia were all important 
partners - thank you for your 
generous support. On a more 

personal level there are my moral supporters, 
or rather, the people who comforted me all the 
time. These people are my parents and friends 
and I thank them very much for being there 
and supporting me. 

The National Youth Science Forum was a great 
experience for everyone involved. I hope that 
all those that attended will continue to be 
involved, and will always encourage young 
Australians to learn about science. It was an 
unforgettable experience; it benefited me in 
every way I can think of. The NYSF will 
hopefully continue for a long time and will 
keep helping Australia's youth become young 
scientists of tomorrow. 

The Australian Army Band visits SPC 
On Friday 8th September our senior concert band had the 
privilege of being work-shopped by one of the country's finest 
bands, the Australian Army Band. Under the expert guidance of 
Major Andrea Davey our band attacked some of the pieces from 
our repertoire, particularly those that we were to play in the 
Royal South Street Society Eisteddfod the following day. After 
spending the morning in band sections with some one-on-one 
tuition by the musicians of the band, we were brought together 
as a larger ensemble (including some Army musicians) and 
worked on our South Street pieces. It was amazing to hear the 
difference before and after the sectional work and without 
doubt, this day of intense playing was instrumental in our 
ensuing success at South Street. In the afternoon the ensemble 
put on a most enjoyable and memorable concert in the O'Malley 
Sports Centre. In addition to our own Year 7 and 8 students, and 
Band members, the audience included about 150 primary 
students from local parish schools. 



s t vincent d e p a u I society 

By Nick Cooper 

It was definitely a big year for the SPC St. 
Vincent de Paul Society, in every sense of the 
word. We had a huge number of new 
members, including students from Years 7, 8 
and 9, that gave us a total of around 40 
members throughout the year, continuing 
the excellent standing that StVinnie's has in 
our community. 

The year started for the Year 12 leaders of St. 
Vinnie's late last year when they took part in 

the 'changing of the guard' so to speak. 
Skillfully led throughout the year 2000 by 
President James Marburg, and ably assisted at 
all times by Vice-President Thomas Kerr and 
Secretary Nicholas Cooper, the boys found it to 
be quite a challenge taking over from the first-
class work of last year's group. 
Mr. David Walker, our staff representative and 
member, was always a reliable source of 
guidance and direction. His efforts throughout 
the year in helping out the group proved to be 
an enormous factor in all activities planned 
and undertaken. Liaising with the staff and 
various other members of the community via 
his remarkable contact database, he never 
ceased to amaze the members of the group 
and he was responsible for our involvement in 
various state Vinnie's functions. 
There are two other teachers whose efforts this 
year in assisting the group demand 

recognition, that is Ms Gina Bernasconi and 
Mr. Danny Moore. Ms Bernasconi's 
comprehensive planning and co-ordination of 
masses and liturgies throughout the year and 
Mr. Moore's help with sub-committees and 
meetings were an asset to the society. 

Meetings came at regular intervals for the first 
two semesters with very strong support from 
all year levels, especially Year 7's, 8's and 12's. 
This overpowering sense of keenness 
throughout the group allowed for the 
successful planning and execution of various 
fundraising activities, all varying in 
profitability. Sausage sizzles proved a favourite 
revenue gatherer. Our major effort for the year, 
the Mass for the Marginalised, was also a very 
positive and productive one. Representatives 
from the group were allocated to each year 
level to encourage the donation of non-
perishable food, blankets, clothing and toys in 
the weeks leading up to the Mass. Once again 
we received considerable support from the rest 
of the school community. 

Sub-committees were a major part of the 
group this year. Members of the Society split 
up into Liaison, Fundraising, Liturgy and 
Publicity Sub-committees and were assigned 
particular tasks to be completed by certain 
dates. This is an idea that could definitely be 
further developed and, with the continued 
support of all those interested in community 
service, could really help to make a difference. 

A State Youth Forum was held midway through 
Term 2 in Broadmeadows. James Marburg, 
Mark Smith and myself, with the assistance of 
Mr. Walker, were lucky enough to attend. We 
were treated to a selection of sessions and were 
invited to choose seminars on particular topics 
of interest. We selected ones on Soup Vans, 
HIV/AIDS Awareness and Fundraising in 
Schools. They were all invaluable in developing 
our sense of giving within ourselves and within 
the community. I'm sure that I speak for all in 
attendance when I speak of the merit of such 
gatherings as these. It was also very interesting 
to speak with the State Youth Co-ordinator, Ms 
Petrina Burrill, as well as numerous student 
representatives from St. Vincent de Paul 
chapters all over Victoria. The hospitality of all 
involved in this organisation seems limitless. 

All in all, the year has been another successful 
one for SPC's StVinnie's conference. We hope 
that next year's senior students will come on 
board in significant numbers to continue the 
work of the group to support people in need in 
our school, local and global communities. We 
hope that the younger members will return 
with all their usual enthusiasm and positive 
energy. And we trust that those leaving SPC 
will continue their efforts next year in the 
wider community which they are entering to 
make life a little better for those around them. 

The S.P.C. Conference of St. Vincent de Paul 

Back Row: Mark Smith, Joseph Kennedy, Bevan Murnane, Joshua Morris, William Smith 
Third Row: Daniel Meade, Stewart Baulch, Leigh Briody, Joshua Pianta, Scott Watkins, Kazimierz Ciezki. 

Second Row: Patrick Maher, Lawrence Perks, Matthew Carey, Kieran Torpy, Joshua Fahy, Matthew Ng, 
Dominic Stephens, Ben Prendergast, Thomas Ryan, Andrew Carey. 

Front row: Garth Kydd, Damian Ryan, Nick Cooper, James Marburg, Thomas Kerr, Bradley King, Andrew Reidy. 



jubilee 

Justice 
...to do justice, and to love tenderly, 

and to walk humbly with 

your God: 
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ear 10 report 

Mr David Walker 
Year 10 Coordinator 

The following diary completed by two of the 
students from Room 102, Chris McBrearty and 
Shaun Finlayson, gives some insight into the 
vast range of academic, sporting and cultural 
pursuits which has been available to SPC Year 
10s this year. 

* * * 
Year 10 - 2000 
By Shaun Finlayson and Chris McBrearty 

16/2 - Opening Mass 
A new year begins for all, and is marked in the 
traditional Catholic style, with a Mass. 

17/2 - Whelan Food Technology Centre 
With the newly designed Food Technology 
Centre now complete, the future chefs of Year 
10 had their first classes in the facility. Food 
Technology proved to be a very popular 
addition to the Year 10 curriculum throughout 
the year. 

7/3 - Geography Excursion 
to CERES Energy Park in Melbourne. Pigs are 
the new age energy form. 

8/3 - Swimming Carnival 
After homeroom liturgies to mark Ash 
Wednesday we ventured off to the pool where 
Nick Kissane and others performed well. 

16/3 - CHISSA Swimming Carnival 
St. Pat's again proved far too strong for the 
other schools, 'swimming' away as 
comprehensive winners under the capable 
direction of Br. Davis. 

17/3 - St. Patrick's Day 
The day of the wee green folk is upon us again. 
This day also included the Jubilee celebrations 
at the City Oval, following Mass at the 
Cathedral. Ten Year 10 chefs provided 
outstanding assistance feeding the multitudes. 

20-24/3 Mindshop Excellence Program 
Six students - Stefan Heemann, Nick Kissane, 
Jerram Wurlod, Brendan Annear, Leigh McKee 
and Chris McBrearty all completed a very 
challenging week at the Mars factory. This 
couldn't have been completed without the 
supplies from both the cafeteria and the 
factory. 

28/3 - Australian History Excursion 
An excursion to the National Wool Museum in 
Geelong, where some people attempted to 
touch a painting and set off the alarm system. 

28-29/3 - Intermediate Cricket Final 
Two determined teams - SPC and BCC - fought 
out the Intermediate Cricket final on a turf 
wicket. After bowling the first night, we were 
set a decent total to chase. After the loss of 4 
early wickets, two outstanding partnerships 
between Jon Barnett and Richard O'Neill; and 
between Sam Young and Jon Barnett, rescued 
the team somewhat. A blow over the infield on 
the second last ball of the game saw SPC clinch 
victory. 

1/4- Head of the Lake 
A much more successful year for the St. Pat's 
crews with the 3rd, 4th and 5th crews all 
winning. Year 10 members of these crews 
included: Andrew Francis (3rd coxswain), Matt 
Penhall, Nathan Langsford and Nick Carey (4th 
crew). 

5/4 - Anzac Day Student Commemorative 
Service 
David Lomas, Matt Moran, James Thewlis and 
Sam Montano attended a very moving service 
at Melbourne's Shrine of Remembrance, 
courtesy of Ballarat Legacy. 

6/4 - Intermediate Tennis 
SPC Year 10's, capably led by James Fitzgerald, 

defeat Grammar in a very high standard Grand 
Final. 

7/4 - Athletics Carnival 
After a previous postponement, everyone was 
keen to participate in the athletics carnival. 
Keniry were the eventual winners, with Chris 
Flooper, Michael Turkenburg, Zac Curran, and 
Tim Pollard all performing well throughout the 
day. Zac Curran and Chris Hooper both broke 
records on the day. 

16,17,18,23 & 24/5 - Retreats 
The Year 10 retreats took place at Camillus. Br. 
Davis' speech was very inspirational to all 
assembled. 

2/6 - Lap of the Lake 
Michael Canny with a personal best was the 
clear winner on the day. The Treacy runners 
dominated. 

6/6 - Pasta Luncheons 
The Pasta Luncheons featured on WIN TV 
News, including cameos from Tim Knowles 
and Nathan Davis. 

21-28/6-Band Tour 
The biannual SPC Band Tour took place, this 
time to the Gold Coast. The Band played at 
many shopping complexes and at tourist 
locations such as Surfers' Paradise. The 
billeting out proved to be very interesting. The 
Year 10 members of the band who took part in 
the tour were: Gareth Bellchambers, Adrian 
Bruechert, Dean Peldys and Chris McBrearty. 

27/7 - Gymnastics Display 
Tim Pollard and Daniel Porter displayed their 
flexibility at a whole school assembly. 

31/7-4/8 - Drama Production 
After a lot of hard work and many rehearsals 
the drama production of Carrie's War was 
performed. Year 10's Leigh McKee, Brendan 
Annear and Aaron Jackson starred. 

31/7 - South Street Debating 
The Year 10 South Street Debating team 
comprising of Chris McBrearty, Brendan 
Annear and Leigh McKee won their first round 
debate against BCC. SPC were the affirmative 
and a definitive explanation of the topic - 'That 
Aussie heroes have to be sporty' - set up the 
victory. 

7, 11/8 - Careers Night andVCE Subject 
Selection Talks 
At the Careers Night there was the opportunity 
for students to explore many occupations. 
This was a very enlightening evening, and was 
followed up with theVCE subject selection 
talks, where students explored their subject 
choices for the following year. 

9/8 - French Excursion 
The Year 10 French students travelled down by 
train to Melbourne, where they attended an 
interesting presentation on the advantages of 
French, followed by the viewing of a French 
movie. 

21-25/8 Muffin Break Morning Teas 
Year 10 students created some very interesting 
muffins, with teachers and students used as 
guinea pigs. Some of the more unusual 
muffins included ingredients such as Mars 
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Bars, M&M's, and various fruit. 

28/8 - 'Keys Please' Information Evening 
This presentation put on by VicRoads was 
aimed at making Leaner Drivers and their 
parents more aware of the dangers of driving. 
These dangers were well demonstrated by 
Richard O'Neill, who crashed into a tree in a 
simulated driving scenario. 

2/10 - Shakespearean Finals 
Ryan Conroy, Phil Ingram, Rufus 
Brokenbrow, Chris Shea and James 

Robertson competed in the Scene section of 
the State Finals. With their performance from 
'Much Ado About Nothing' they came away 
victors. 

6/10 - Youth Week Activities 
Some time after the actual Youth Week, Year 10 
held some activities. Following a BBQ lunch, 
there was both an inter-homeroom football 
tournament, and a computer games 
competition. Room 103 came away eventual 
winners. 

7/10 - BPSA Intermediate Basketball Grand 
Final 
The showdown! The might of SPC against 
BHS. Both teams had dominated the 
Intermediate basketball season. In a close 
match, SPC lost by only 2 points. 

11-15/10 -Work Experience 
At the end of Term 3, as part of Industry and 
Enterprise, every student is required to 
undertake a week in the work force. A most 
enjoyable, educational and, for many, tiring 
week was had. 

The Mindshop Excellence program which our 
students were invited to for the first time this 
year was highly motivating and a terrific 
educational experience (in a most unschool-
like setting) for the six boys who spent the 
week at Mars. They were given the task of 
making recommendations to Mars on ways to 
reduce their paper usage and in their final 
presentation made several pertinent points to 
company employees. Two students, Leigh 
McKee and Nick Kissane, then went on to 
speak of their experiences to the State 
Government's Ministerial Review of Post-
Compulsory Education. 

Another area in which some of our Year 10's 
shone during the year was in Drama. Under 
the considerable expertise of Ms Cordelia 
Reeve, five boys - Rufus Brokenbrow, Ryan 
Conroy, Phil Ingram, James Robertson and 
Chris Shea - progressed from the regional 
finals to the state finals (on AFL Grand Final 
Day) with their highly entertaining and 
amusing performance of a scene from 'Much 
Ado About Nothing'. That they were victorious 
against older students is a tremendous 
endorsement of their abilities. 

During Term 3 twelve boys participated in Full 
Service Schools programs in the areas of 
Building, Hospitality and Retail. Most 
completed their course successfully and were 
awarded certificates recognising the various 
units of competency attained. I must thank Mr 

Robert Meikle in particular for the tremendous 
amount of work he devotes, not just to Full 
Service Schools coordination and to Year 10's, 
but to his organization of Work Experience 
placements and his provision of careers advice 
to all senior students. He is an incredibly well-
informed resource and is exceedingly generous 
with the time he makes available to the boys 
for counselling and more. He is certainly one 
of our most hard-working staff members. 

The introduction of Food Technology this year 
has been an extremely popular and successful 
addition to the Year 10 program, as can be 
attested to by the many families whose 
budding chefs have recreated their work for 
them at home as part of the evening meal. Staff 
and students too have been able to sample the 
skills of the boys through some very delicious 
pasta meals and muffin morning teas served at 
school. Teacher Mrs Kris Walker has opened 
the eyes of many of the boys to the possibilities 
of healthy eating in a very professional, 
interesting and relevant manner, though not all 
have dared to sample the pesto, sushi or cold 
soba noodles on offer. 

I have very much enjoyed working with the 
Year 10 class representatives during the year on 
issues big and small, such as organization of a 
Year 10 Youth Week activity, an interactive 
activity with Year 10 Loreto students and 
improvements to the O'Malley Wing toilets. 
The boys have been creative in the ideas and 
suggestions they have proposed and they have 
been able to conduct discussions with a deep 
awareness that various sides exist to any issue. 
The students involved were Chris McBrearty, 
Sam Montano, Sam Young, Michael 
Turkenburg, Danny Dwyer, James Madden, 
Nick Kissane, Phil Ingram, Gerard Brick and 
Ben Decis. 

I am grateful to the various staff who have 
worked with the Year 10's during the year, in 
particular the homeroom teachers: Rodger 
Klopak, Paul Volpe, John Williams, Kevin 
Brodie, Robert Meikle, Andrew O'Brien, Peter 
Gutteridge, Gerard Bourke, Joe Boin and, in 
replacement positions, Tony Prosia, Peter 
Hutchins and Peter McDonald. The Year 10's 
wish Rodger all the best as he takes up a new 

position across the lake. In two short years 
with us he has become an integral member of 
the Year 10 team. He will be missed. 

We also say farewell to Mr John Williams after 
twenty years of service to the College, many in 
Year 10. He will be remembered by his students 
for his easy-going approach, his booming voice 
(when needed) and his terrific sense of 
humour. 

The members of the Year 10 class of 2000 have 
been marked by their positive and enthusiastic 
contribution to the life of the College in a wide 
array of activities. In my time as a year level 
coordinator it has often been a challenge to 
identify worthy recipients of the Edmund Rice 
Awards each week. Not so this year - in fact 
there has usually been a queue several weeks 
long. At the same time the students have, by 
and large, consistently demonstrated a mature 
sensitivity to each other, to their teachers and 
to the behaviour required of a particular time 
and place. They will be excellent leaders of the 
College in the years to come. 

^ 
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student welfare report 

2000 - the Year in Review 
The focus of our work has primarily involved 
1-1 support and interventions with students 
and families who are experiencing difficulties 
for a variety of reasons. This may be in terms 
of relationships either at home or at school, 
with feelings of anxiety or depression, with 
behaviour management, conflict resolution or 
matters pertaining to loss or grief. 

We continue to collaborate with the school 
community to investigate and increase our 
involvement in preventative activities within 
the school. 
The C.O.O.L (Control or one's Life) programme 
was conducted in all Year 7 classes this year 
(co-facilitated by Homeroom teachers and 
Student Welfare).C.O.O.L. was enthusiastically 
embraced by Year 7 students and assists in 
areas such as communication skills, 
recognizing emotions, anger management, 
conflict resolution and self-esteem. These life 
skills are a sound basis for good mental health 
and appropriate decision making for later 
years. It is envisaged that the C.O.O.L. 
programme will continue as an integral part of 
Year 7 transition curriculum. 

Student Welfare introduced a Men's Health 
Discussion in term 3 with each of the Year 12 
classes. Areas of health considered were 
physical, emotional (mental) and spiritual. 
Men's attitudes, myths, facts, role models, 
values (peer & community) and case studies 
were canvassed. Senior students responded 
positively and indeed shared some insightful 
reflections on issues raised. Senior teacher 
feedback was positive and indications are that 
this area may well be developed and become a 
regular offering at the senior level. 

Student Welfare has maintained an active 
interest and participation in the following sub
committees. 
1. Development & implementation of a whole 

school bullying policy 
2. Re-activating our involvement in 'turning 

the tide' (Drug Education). 

We continue to be collaborative with various 
outside providers such as Full Services Youth 
Programme personnel who offer certain 
specialist support for students at risk, (this in 
conjunction with our Careers coordinator and 
Year level teachers). 

We have actively collaborated with Curriculum 
and Drama Department to gain SFYS (School 
Focused Youth service) funding for the 
appointment of a project officer 4th term to 
assist developing 'Theatre of the Oppressed' as a 
teaching/ learning model both within the 
school and broader community. (Current Focus 
is Bullying and its consequences and victims). 

We are able to offer Seasons for Growth (a 
grieving programme) for students and adults 
within our school community who have 
suffered loss. 

Mr Peter McDonald 

PACE (Parenting 
Adolescence a 
Creative 
experience) 
funding will be 
available again 
for 2001. This 
programme has 
proved popular, 
beneficial and of 
significant 
support to 
parents in 
previous years and will be offered again in 
2001. 

Along with other staff we remain alert to 
opportunities to involve community health and 
welfare providers within our school and curriculum. 

We maintain regular newsletter advertisements 
relating to courses /events outside the College 
that may be of particular interest and support 
to adolescents and/or their families. 

"Referral and Confidentiality" 
Students come for assistance by a variety of 
means: some are self-referred, referred by 
parents, teachers or friends. When a student is 
seen, decisions are made in consultation with 
him (and often his parents) about the course of 
ongoing interventions. Sometimes this will 
involve contact with outside agencies and 
providers. It is an important part of the 
Student Welfare service to have regular and up-
to-date liaison with health and welfare 
professionals outside the school, so that 
appropriate assistance may be provided as 
necessary. Students are reassured that their 
contact with the Student Welfare Department 
is confidential unless there are extraordinary 
circumstances. 

tuckshop report 

Carol Maciejewski & Cheryl Strybosch 
- Tuckshop Managers 

Our Tuckshop is an important part of the 
College, providing refreshment needs for the 

students and staff and friendships to ladies 
who help, past and present. 

Each year the requirements on the tuckshop 
increase - not only for supply and demand but 
also in maintaining a high level of service, 
particularly in fulfilling the stringent food 
hygiene and safety demands of the council. 

This winter we have trailed mini-pizzas, which 
have proven successful, and we shall 
endeavour to introduce specials on a regular 
basis. 

We would not see the wonderful results 
without the hard work of the ladies who are 
drastically declining in number. Thanks to all 

the mothers who have generously given up 
their time to help, many over and above their 
rostered days. 

A special thank you must also go to our senior 
students Sean, Trent, Justin and Michael for 
sacrificing recess and lunch times to assist us. 

Morning tea would not be the same without 
the company of Br. Breach, whose stories and 
humour inspire us all. 

Our best and sincere wishes go to all our 
College families and to the senior students for 
their future success. 



food technology 

Mrs Kris Walker 
Food Technology Coordinator 

The introduction of Food Technology to the St 
Pat's curriculum has proven to be a very 
popular choice for the majority of students at 
Years 9 and 10. The new state of the art 
Whelan Food Technology Centre featuring 10 
stainless steel workstations, gas cook tops, 
microwaves and under bench ovens is a credit 
to Br George Hewitt and the workmen who 
completed the project in a race against time. 

With an emphasis on practical skills 
throughout all courses the boys have 
enthusiastically prepared a diverse range of 
foods and incorporated professional 
presentation techniques to enhance the foods 
prepared. Students complete the hospitality 
experience in the dining room by proudly 
consuming the fruits of their labour. 

Activities that have proven to be popular 
during the year include the Year 9 Parent 
Dinner where parents were served a delicious 
two-course meal prepared by their sons and 
the Celebration Cakes (a decadent chocolate 
cake featuring chocolate border, liqueur cream 
and piped chocolate motifs) 
Year 10 Muffin Break Morning Tea - a popular 
break from the canteen and staff room as 40 
guests enjoyed designer muffins and hot 
refreshments. Pasta Luncheons - students 
designed and trailed their own pasta sauces 
and presented lunches to staff and students. 
This activity featured on Win TV News earlier 
in the year. Celebrity Chef Series - a variety of 
multitalented staff keenly presented their 
favourite pasta recipe to a class and were 
excellent role models to the students while 
demonstrating their culinary expertise. 

Featured is Rob Meikle who prepared Smoked 
Salmon and Asparagus Bow Tie Pasta. The 
students were further impressed when he 
shared an Austrian chocolate Torte with the 
class. 

Food Technology in more recent times has 
been invited to prepare and present meals to a 
number of groups belong to the school 
community. The SPC Board and Sub 
committees were impressed with the quality of 
foods prepared and the genuinely friendly 
service provided by the students, which is an 
indication of the professional skills they have 
developed during the year. 
2001 will see the introduction of the newVCE 
Food and Technology at Units 1 and 2. Year 8s 
also eagerly await their opportunity in the 
Food Technology Centre. 

A Word from the Students 
A refurbished boarders' dining room was just 
the ticket for a successful first year in Food 
Technology. Our class produced and evaluated 
a wide variety of productions consisting of 
Asian Foods, Pasta, Treats and Cakes and Two 
Course Meals. The photo featured is of our 
decorated chocolate cakes made, at the 
conclusion of Term 3. Mrs Walker's creative 
and inventive presentations made the new 
subject involving for the students in 2000. 

Michael Warke and Steven Chircop (Year 9) 
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careers and vocational education and training report 

Mr Rob Meikle 
Careers and VET Coordinator 

The Career's program seeks to provide students 
with a wide range of opportunities to enhance 
their ability to make more informed career 
choices and decisions. Across the year students 
have been involved in a diverse range of 
activities. Approximately 200 students will have 
participated in work experience and work 
placements. Visiting speakers from 
organisations such as Defence Recruiting, 
BRACE Employment Services, Centrelink, TAFE 
and tertiary institutions have visited the 
College to address groups of students. Lyn 
Williams from the Jobs Pathways Program has 
been available at St. Patrick's on Monday 
mornings for student consultations. All Year 12 
students had the opportunity to attend a 
Tertiary Institution Service event at the 
University of Ballarat early in Term 2. Large 
numbers of VCE students have attended open 
days at universities and TAFE colleges during 
Term 3. A more detailed description of some of 
the highlights that have occurred across the 
year follows. 

The Mindshop Excellence Enterprise 
Education Activity at Mars Confectionery 

Earlier in the year an opportunity arose for six 
of our Year 10 students to participate in a 

Mindshop Excellence Program at Mars. 
Mindshop Excellence Programs emersc 
participants in a real life problem solving 
exercise in an actual business setting aimed at 
developing a range of personal and enterprise 
skills such as self esteem, team work, public 
speaking, flow charting, mind mapping, goal 
setting and problem solving. During the week 
20th to 24th of March; Brendan Annear, Chris 
McBrearty, Nick Kissane, Leigh McKee, Stefan 
Heemann and Jerram Wurlod spent the week 
at Mars engaged in the challenge of reducing 
paper wastage at the Ballarat plant. The boys 
were initially provided with some enterprise 
skills and decision-making tools to assist them 

gather and analyse data relevant to their 
problem. They were then left to formulate a 
solution. On their last day at Mars the boys 
gave a very polished power point presentation 
to an audience that included representatives of 
Mars management, Mindshop Excellence 
staff, Full Services Schools staff, parents, Br. 
Collins, Mr. David Walker and Mr. Rob Meikle. 
A special thanks goes to Tony Chew from Mars, 
Margaret Stuart and Stuart Myers from the Full 
Services Schools Program and Georgene 
Bridgeman General Manager of Mindshop 
Educational Trust, for the chance to participate 
in this wonderful enterprise education 
opportunity. The photograph shows Br. Collins 
receiving a Mindshop plaque from Tony Chew 
at Mars. 

Ballarat Exporting to the World Week - Site 
Visit to Bindex Mindex 

Following on from the Minshop Excellence 
activity Brendan Annear, Chris McBrearty and 
Leigh McKee had the opportunity to 
participate in a site visit to Bindex Mindex as 
part of Ballarat Exporting to the World Week, 
on Tuesday 22nd August. Thanks to the 
Australian Industry Group for making this 
activity possible. 

Whats Cool in the Country at Glenormiston 

On Tuesday 20th June Greg Rowe, Scot 
Watkins, Liam Sullivan and Sam Montano 
attended a career's festival at Glenormiston 
College to explore a range of jobs and courses 
available in agricultural and rural settings. 
Many thanks to Greg's father Mr. Brian Rowe 
for making this activity possible by driving the 
boys to Glenormiston in the College bus on his 
day off. 

Fresh Faces Hospitality Program 

During the first week of the Term 3 holidays 
from Monday 18th 
to Wednesday 20th 
of September, 
twenty four of our 
Year 12 students 
participated in an 
Introduction to 
Hospitality short 
course. The program 
was activity based, 
to develop practical 
entry level industry 
skills for students 
wishing to apply for 
part-time 
employment in the 
hospitality industry 
next year. 
Congratulations to 

Matthew Bellchambers, Anthony Bozic, John 
Comelli, Nick Cooper, Joel Dash, Ryan 
Dunstan, Gareth Edwards, Anthony Francis, 
Charles Geschke, Daniel Grandja, Jason 
Hucker, Chris Kelly, Garth Kydd, Sean 
Lenaghan, Danny McTigue, Joshua Morris, 
Ryan Callaghan, Nick Quinn, Michael Ranger, 
Julian Righetti, Michael Sordello, Nicholas 
Stuart, Scott Watkins and Michael Watson for 
their successful participation in the program. 
The photograph shows Anthony Bozic learning 
the correct method of carrying three plates at 
the same time prior to the obstacle course race 
to test his skills. 
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Full Services Schools Program 

The DETYA funded project referred to as the 
Full Services Schools (FSS) program that 
commenced in 1999 continued into 2000. This 
program used a number of strategies to foster 
the development of successful learning 
activities to better engage students in the 
education process. During Terms 2, Stuart 
Myers, a FSS case manager visited the College 
on Thursday afternoons to work with groups of 
Year 10 students. Throughout Term 3 twelve 
Year 10 students participated in a range of FSS 
programs one-day a week. Phillip Ingram, 
Gerard Maher, Gavin Manly, and Travis Toohey 
attended a Building and Construction program 
at the University of Ballarat - SMB, Yuille Street 
Campus. Sam Cairns, Dane Court, Matthew 
Willey and Chris Whelan attended a Chef 
Heads, Hospitality program at BRACE. Rufus 
Brokenbrow, Nathan Davis, Martin Kaye and 
Shaun McArthur were involved in an 
Introduction to Retail program also at BRACE. 
The photograph shows Sam Cairns, Dane 
Court and Matthew Willey receiving their Chef 
Heads Hospitality program certificates from 
BRACE. 

Staff from St Patrick's College have been 
involved in a range of FSS professional 
development activities including: 
• Multiple Pathways to Learning, 
Warrrenmang, 10th May. 

• Creative Techniques to Engage Students, 
Ballarat Community Development Centre, 
16th August. . 

• PD Dinner Showcasing Local FSS Student 
Activities, Norvalle Function Centre, 7th 
September. 

• Creative Classroom Techniques with Darron 
Davies, St. Patrick's College, 26th October and 
23 rd November. 



- careers and vocational education and training report 

My thanks to Mrs. Margaret Leahy for her 
enthusiastic support on the FSS 
Management Committee and the very 
significant contribution she made to the 
success of the PD dinner at the Norvelle 
Function Centre on the 7th of September. 
Mrs. Leahy also has a continuing 
involvement in a FSS Action Research Project 
being conducted in conjunction with the 
University of Ballarat. Unfortunately funding 
for FSS projects will not be renewed in 2001. 
It is hoped that the professional 
development activities for staff over the last 
two years will have a continuing self-

sustaining effect on fostering teaching 
strategies that promote positive relationships 
with students and provide a more engaging 
learning environment for all students. 

Year 11 Automotive Program at Ballarat Year 11 Hospitality Program at University Year 11 Food Technology Program at 
Secondary College of Ballarat -SMB Campus University of Ballarat -SMB Campus 
Barkly St Campus Thursday 1.30 to 6.30: Thursday 1.30 to 5.30 
Thursday 9.00 to 3.30 

Toby McClure Michael Darken 
Matthew Rodoni Gareth Cranage 
Robert Nield 
Tom Hetherington 

Sean Luke Robert Nield 
Tom Hetherington 
Matthew Yates Year 12 Hospitality Program at Ballarat 
Daniel Bird High School 
Kevin Agius Tuesdays 1.30 to 5.30 

Emmett Bronca 

Year 11 General Construction at Ballarat Year 11 Arts (Interactive Multimedia) at Year 12 Sport & Recreation at Ballarat 
Secondary College Barkly St Campus Ballarat Seccondary College Barkly St High School 
Thursday 1.10 to 5.00 Campus Flexible delivery to complete unfinished 

Thursday 1.30 to 4.00 assignments and work placements. 
Liam Wakefield 
Scott Baker Ashley Wealands Luke Medwell 
Neal Porter John Strybosch 
Brad Molloy 
Gerald McDonald 
Josh Franklin 

Daniel Bird, Matt Rodoni, Matt Yates, Kevin Agius and Tom Hetherington studying Automotives 

VET in the VCE Pograms 

VET in the VCE programs have continued to 
grow in popularity in the Ballarat Cluster of 
Secondary Colleges with 275 applications for 
programs in 2001. There have been 38 
applications from current YearlO students at St. 
Patrick's College for a range of programs next 
year. New programs on offer include 
Agriculture, Electronics, Engineering, 
Furnishing - Cabinet Making and Horticulture. 
Students participating in these programs 
attend classes at other schools or training 
providers one day a week and undertake work 
placements during their term holidays over the 
two years of the programs. 

St Patrick's College VET in VCE enrolments in 
2000 have been: 

Congratulations to Emmett Bronca (Year 12 
Hospitality), Luke Medwell and John Strybosch 
(Year 12 Sport and Recreation) on completing 
their VET in VCE programs in 2000. The 
photograph shows VET in VCE Automotive 
students in the Automotive workshop at 
Ballarat Secondary College, Barkly Street 
Campus. 

Lack of information about future funding and 
reduced Australian Student Traineeship 
Foundation funding for the Cluster at a time 
when the demand on Cluster resources and 
staffing is growing, remain significant planning 
issues for VET in VCE programs for 2001. 
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or II report 

Mr Andrew Watson 
Year 11 Coordinator 

The beginning of the 2000 academic year saw 
120 Year 11 students embark upon the new 
VCE. Students eagerly attended each class to 
be inundated with changes to courses and 
assessments. By the end of the first couple of 
weeks all students were armed with course 
outlines and assessment planners. There was 
no doubt that there was a lot of work ahead. 

It was then the turn of parents to be fully 
immersed in the new VCE. An information 
night for both Year 11 and 12 parents provided 
the opportunity for the College staff to outline 
and explain the changes that had occurred to 
the VCE. 

It wasn't long until work requirements were 
replaced with outcomes and smaller 
assignments and test now the common 
assessment modes accepted by all. 

The first Year 11 assembly for the year saw 
Professor Phil Candy, Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
of Ballarat University present to losh Stewart 
an award for achieving the Dux of Year 10 in 
1999. Josh was presented with a certificate and 
a cheque for $100. Professor Candy also took 
some time to speak with the Year 11 students 
about the University and the many options 
that lay ahead for them. 

Professor Candy presents losh Stewart his Year 10 Dux Award 

The Social Justice/Community Service 
Program has been an essential part of the Year 
11 Religious Education course for many years. 
This year saw the program launched with Year 
11 students participating in Clean Up Australia 
Day. Mr Bruce Runnalls and Mr Ceoff Brodie 
accompanied 20 students to the foreshore of 
Lake Wendouree and spent the afternoon 
removing rubbish from the shores of our city's 
most famous landmark. Mr Runnalls provided 
the following refection: 

"As one picks up rubbish one does reflect on the 
enormous problem we as a nation face in 
disposing of our rubbish. A beautiful 
community asset such as Lake Wendouree is 
polluted with cans, bottles, rubbish bags and 
take away food wrappings. One would expect 
that the multinational companies, whose 
products contribute to this problem should be 
doing more not only in the cleaning up of our 
country but also in assisting councils to provide 
more containers/bins for such rubbish." 

As part of the Social Justice/Community 
Service program 19 boys volunteered to assist 
with the Year 8 retreats. This involves the 
students completing a wide range of tasks and 
activities during the day long retreat. All Year 8 
teachers commended and praised the boys on 
their initiative, positive attitude and 
leadership. The students who participated in 
the Year 8 retreat program were: Adam Jarvis, 
James Foley, Mark Kenna, Matthew Hankin, 
Matthew Ng, Scott Baker, Yousef Aleem, Brad 
Molloy, Jarrod McCorkell, Michael Kersley, Tom 
Liston, Clinton Molloy, Isaac Manley, Raines 
Stephen, Ryan Knowles, Chris McKenzie, 
Robbie Winter, Steven Trotter and Xavier 
Watson. 

The annual visit by Year 5 children from our 
local Catholic Primary Schools to the College 
as part of the Transition Program required a 
number of year 11 boys to act as hosts and tour 
guides for the day. Overwhelming 
commendation of the efforts of these students 
to make the Year 5 children's visit a memorable 
and enjoyable occasion were received from the 
primary schools and Mr Howard Clark. The 
students who participated in this aspect of the 
Social lustice Program were: Adam Jarvis, 
Johnathon Francis, Paul Madden, Jeremy 
Fabos, Mark Lyle, Paul Kochskamper, Damon 
Edwards, Nick Frichot, Shaun Dosser, Tom 
Hetherington, and Cameron Mahar. 

Other activities 
completed by students 
included: assisting the 
St. Vincent de Paul 
Society, providing peer 
support at the Ballarat 
Specialist School, 
attending the East 
Timor forum, providing 
musical entertainment 
for the residences of 
Nazareth House, 
guiding primary 
students from a 
Melbourne Catholic 
primary school around 
Sovereign Hill, 
participating in the 
Marian March and the 

Forty Hour Famine and donating blood to the 
Blood Bank. 

On Tuesday night 30th May at the Brown Hill 
Hall Year 11 St. Pat's and Loreto students 
gathered for the traditional Year 11 combined 
social. With 7.30pm approaching quickly, last 
minute adjustments were made to outfits to fit 
the theme for this year, being dressed as 
something beginning with the letters S, P C or 
L. From 7.30pm onwards all in attendance 
were treated to a display of fashion and 
costumes worthy of such a significant 

occasion. Congratulations to the boys who 
were responsible for organising such a 
successful evening. 

Below is a report from Clinton Bryan one of the 
students on the organising committee: 

"At 7.30pm on the 30th May the Year 11 
students at St. Patrick's and Loreto College 
arrived at Brown Hill Hall dressed in anything 
starting with S,P,C, orL. From Ladybugs to 
Cowboys and Fireman to a very obvious young 
man in a Loreto uniform we socialised, danced 
and ate all night. The whole night was 
organised by Loreto and St. Patrick's students 
who congregated on Wednesday lunchtimes for 
a five week period. With balloons, streamers, 
mirror ball, smoke machine and strobe lighting 
the night seemed to be enjoyed by all. Prizes 
were awarded to the best dressed and some 
special comments have to made towards certain 
students. Adam Jellett (Scotsman) and Scott 
Smith (Snow White) were just some of the best 
dressed who were awarded the Sanity Gift 
Vouchers." 

During term 3 the Rotary Club of Ballarat 
South decided to award two scholarships, each 
to the value of $500, to students at St. Patrick's 
College. At a General School Assembly, the 
Rotary Club President, Mr. Denis Bateman, 
present two Year 11 students, Josh Murray and 
James Munt with the Scholarships. 
Congratulations to Josh and James on their 
achievement and thanks to the rotary Club for 
their splendid initiative. 



report 

Rotary Club President Mr Denis Bateman with 
scholarship winners James Hart and Josh Murray 

On Monday and Tuesday of week 4 of term 3 
saw all Year 11 students make their annual 
retreat at the Invermay Sports Club. The retreat 
was conducted by NET (National 
Evangelisation Teams). Throughout the course 
of the day, NET facilitated individual, small 
and large group reflections on issues that face 
our Year 11 students, in particular faith, 
leadership, bullying, self image and peer 
pressure. The basic Gospel message as 
proclaimed by Christ maintained a central 
place when the above issues were addressed. 
The following are some reflections from Year 11 
students about the retreat: 

• The retreat yesterday was very different to the 
usual type of retreat we have been on. The 
general expectation was that the day would be a 
little dull, but in fact the young, charismatic 
NET team workers gave us a different retreat 
that made the Church look very up beat and in 
touch with today's youth. 

• We played games and were entertained by an 
array of drama acts. Of the nine NET members, 
two were from USA, two from New Zealand and 
the rest Australian. 

• I found the retreat to be a great chance to open 
my eyes to Christianity. It helped me learn to 

work and respect my peers. The way that NET 
mixed learning with fun was a really good way 
of teaching. It was also good to hear points of 
view from people our own age. My team leader 
was 22 and others I talked with were 18. This 
led me to be more relaxed in my surroundings. 

• On Monday 31st July we participated in a 
retreat day run by the National Evangelisation 
Team (NET). The NET team comprised of a few 
young individuals who have had some difficult 
times in their lives and have found God to help 
them through this. 

• The retreat was conducted at the Invermay 
Sports Club and throughout the day, we 
participated in activities designed to help us 
gain a more positive outlook of life. At various 
times during the day, we were split up into 
small groups, each one led by a NET member. In 
these groups we discussed our feelings towards 
ourselves and the people around us. We also 
discussed our childhood and events that have 
happened during it and how we have overcome 
them. Overall the day was enjoyable and was 
held in high regard by most of Year 11. 

On Thursday August 31st, Year 11 students and 
staff gathered as a community to celebrate the 
Eucharist. This was the first opportunity Year 
11 has had to celebrate Mass together. The 
Mass provided an opportunity for us to reflect 

upon what we have achieved this year in 
Religious Education classes and look forward 
to the challenges ahead, in particular, 
completing Year 12 and the responsibility of 
student leadership for the next year. It was also 
pleasing to see a number of Year 11 students 
become part of the liturgical music group who 
prepared and lead the music for the Mass. A 
special thanks must be extended to Father 
Justin Driscoll who celebrated the Mass for us. 
His time and effort was greatly appreciated. 

Towards the end of term 3 the determination 
of students leader for the coming year begins. 
This involves the Principal conducting a 
number of leadership assemblies. During this 
time, Br Collins outlined to the students the 
nature of student leadership at St. Patrick's 
College, the leadership opportunities available 
next year and the processes to be undertaken 
for the selection of student leaders for 2000. 
The final leadership assembly marks the 
beginning of the formal selection process to 
determine student leaders for 2000 and all 
students complete a primary ballot. This 
selection process results in 29 students being 
selected to work with the current student 
council to ensure a smooth transition from one 
leadership group to another. Also the 29 
students attend a leadership seminar 
conducted by the Amberley Retreat Team. Br 
Collins also emphasised the fact that every Year 
11 student will have a significant leadership 
role to play within the College next year and 
many opportunities to join student 
committees. The following students are the 29 
boys who have been selected for consideration 
for leadership positions in 2000: Damian 
Banwell, Christopher Barry, Michael Bennett, 
Peter Binek, Colin Bischof, Scott Brown, 
Clinton Bryan. Paul Carmody, Tom 
Cunningham, Cameron Day, Matthew Dean, 
Joshua Fahy, James Foley, Johnathon Francis, 
Thomas Hanley, Ryan Head, Shane Hoffmann, 
Adam Jarvis, Paul Madden, Isaac Manley, Luke 
Marks, Christopher McKenzie, Matthew Ng, 
Trent Rice, Raines Stephen, Joshua Stewart, 
Steven Trotter, Christopher Whtiefield and Ben 
Zala 

It has given me great pleasure to work with the 
Year 11 student body. Throughout the year, the 
boys fully participated in all activities, 
contributing greatly to the life of the College. I 
take this opportunity to wish them well as they 
embark upon one of the most important years 
of their education. I am sure that the 
foundations that have been laid during the 
course of Year 11 will prove fruitful in 2001. 

I would like to pay tribute to the teachers of 
Year 11 who are always fully committed to 
ensuring the boys are ready for the challenge 
of Year 12. Their dedication and 
professionalism contribute greatly to the 
success of the College. 

A special mention of thanks must go to my 
colleagues Tony Beggs, Geoff Brodie, Cate 
Johnston, Geoff Pearson and Bruce Runnalls, 
who as homeroom teachers, were responsible 
for ensuring the very best pastoral care of all 
the Year 11 boys and who were always 
supportive and encouraging. 
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s o s e excursion 

Mrs Cate Johnson 

SOSE Coordinator 

After the huge success of our inaugural 
Canberra trip last year, Geoff Brodie, Legal 
Studies Expert, and I once again sojourned to 
the Nation's capital with 33 VCE students. Our 
aim was to put into context the historical and 
legal curriculum covered, theoretically, in the 
classroom. As the following student report 
indicates, we achieved our goal. 

Year 12 History/Legal Studies Canberra Trip 
by Jonathon Tacey 
A little after 7:30 am on Monday 7th August, 
members of the Year 12 History and Legal 
Studies classes left St. Patrick's College en route 
to Canberra. 

It was a long trip, stopping in Albury for lunch 
at McDonald's, five miles from Gundagai at the 
famous 'Dog on the Tuckerbox' for afternoon 
tea, arriving at the Jamieson Inn by 5:00 pm -
tired, and ready for tea. On the Tuesday 
morning we had a choice of going to 
Questacon or the National Art Gallery and after 
enjoying lunch in the city we toured the High 
Court where interesting and informative 
guides told how the High Court works. Next, at 
the exhibition centre, we learnt about the 
origins and significance of Canberra. The top 
of Mt. Ainslie was our final destination but due 
to the very foggy weather and the rain we 
weren't able to see much of Canberra. 

The first thing on the agenda on Wednesday 
was a visit to Old Parliament House, where we 
learnt a great deal about the Whitlam 
dismissal. A tour of New Parliament House 
followed, with afternoon tea provided by 
Michael Ronaldson MP. Thursday morning 
was an earlier start than the previous two days 
as we had to be at the Australian Electoral 
Commission by 8:30 am. There we learnt how 
the electoral system works and how to vote 
intelligently. Our next stop was the War 
Memorial, where we broke up into 2 groups -
History and Legal Studies. The history group 
was taken on a tour, showing Australia's 

involvement in World War 1, including a 
discussion surrounding the Honor board 
which records the name of every Australian 
soldier killed in war. A visit to the tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier and the eternal flame 
completed one of the most worthwhile 
activities on the trip. In the afternoon we were 
shown through the Australian Institute of Sport 
which included the sporting and training 
facilities used by Olympians. 

On the Thursday night we climbed up Telecom 
Tower. At the top it was well below -1°C but 
well worth it for the spectacular view of 
Canberra at night. A most interesting, 
enjoyable and relevant few days. 

pilgrimage 

"Journey to a sacred place for exhalted or 
sentimental reasons" 

Having worked for the Northern Territory 
Catholic Education Office as an Aboriginal 
Teacher's Mentor, Mrs Janet Ludeman was 
delighted to accept an invitation from the 
Aboriginal people to participate in their 
special Holy Year Pilgrimage in the region of 
Alice Springs. Janet 
writes of her 
experience below. 

In Alice Springs on the 
evening of September 
7th began the 
Pilgrimage, "Retracing 
The Steps Of Our 
Ancestors." 
Pilgrim, Bishop Ted 
Collins blessed a 
triptych, each hanging 
(2m x 2m) representing 
the three significant 
places we were to visit 
with the displaced 
Eastern Arrerente people 
of Ltyentye Apurte 
(Santa Teresa). 
Six women from the 
stolen generation were 
welcomed after the 

smoking ceremony, some meeting their 
families for the first time in fifty years. All 
emotions stretched to the limit. 
Next morning after Mass at Charles Creek, on 
the fringe of Alice Springs, approximately 250 
people moved in convoy 130 km to Arltunga. 
We camped for three nights in a dry creek bed, 
listening to stories and visiting special places 
by day and sitting around camp fires at night: 

more stories, sing-a-longs and visiting other 
camps. To see two dozen or so family camp 
fires at night, to sleep under the stars again, to 
awaken to the aroma of damper baking, quietly 
greeting each other and sharing supplies was 
something that will stay with me forever. 

The final trek was the 200 km to Santa Teresa 
where we were welcomed with a Community 

BBQ and concert, 
culminating next 
morning with a truly 
Arrernte liturgy, Bishop 
Collins concelebrating 
with 6 Priests who had 
returned. Arrernte 
responses and hymns led 
and sung by enthusiastic 
instrumentalists. The 
church inside and out 
was amass with 
wildflowers and ornate 
artifacts. 

I am grateful that I was 
able to take some leave to 
attend. It was a privilege 
to share this experience 
with these gentle people; 
no bitterness nor 
recrimination. Perhaps a 
tinge of sadness well 
disguised. 



creative I e a r n i n 

Students display their literary masterpieces. 

Br Jim Ward lends a 
hand in a Year 8 Maths 

class. 

Chris Buramen and 
Ben Holloway 

consolidate both 
literacy and numeracy 

skills with the aid of 
computer programs 

The lizard 
with Tim 
Dalian 

Teacher Aide, Mrs Anne 
Hucker, assists English 
students in class. 

Tim Squire, 
Patrick 
Thornton, 
Brenton 
Wilson and 
Andrew 
Porter enjoy 
the 
interaction 
of the 
Horizons 
program. 

A 'hands on'approach to measurement. 

© 
Year 7 literacy students study the propensities of a 
blue-tongue lizard with Mr Art Nichols. 



o b i t u a r i e s 

We remember those members of our school 
community who have died in the past twelve 
months. 

I give you what no thief can steal, 
the memories of our times together: 
the tender, love filled moments, 
the successes we have shared, 
the hard times that brought us closer 
together 
and the roads we have walked side 
by side. 

Fear not nor grieve at my death, 
you whom I have loved so much, 
for my roots and yours 
are forever intertwined. 

• Mr. Ken Clarkson, father of Kath Jones (staff 
member) who died on 20th November 1999. 
• Sarah Franklin, daughter of Majella and Phil, 
and sister of Joshua (Year 10, 1999), Jessica and 
Kellie who died on 26th November 1999 
• Monsignor Frank McKenzie who died on 
October 24th (SPC 1935 - 36). 
• Mrs Margaret McPherson who passed away at 
Caritas Christi in Melbourne. Margaret is the 
sister of Mr John Nicholson (SPC Board) and 
the aunty of Matthew (Year 12, 1999). 
• Mr. Thomas Moore, Grandfather of Kieran 
Torpy (Year 7, 1999) who died on 21st 
November 
• Mr. Robert Munt, father of James (Year 10, 
1999) 
• Mr Robert Pola, father of Brian Pola (former 
staff member) who died on 27th November 
1999. 
• Mr Les Voss, husband of Monica and father of 
Marianne and Justin (Year 12, 1999). 

2000 
• Mrs Lillian Atton, mother of Br Kevin Atton, 
College Board member, who died at the age of 
92. 
• Mrs Joan Blood, wife of Mr Brian Blood (SPC 
53 - 54), mother of Sean (SPC 82 - 87), Brian Jnr 
(SPC 85-90) . 
• Mrs Betty Bourke, mother of John (SPC 1967-
70,75), Wayne (SPC 1964 - 68), grandmother of 
Chris (Year 11), Xavier (Year 10). 
• Mrs Monica Bourke of Caldermeade, wife of 
Hugh (1949-51) and mother of Paul (1983-85). 
Mr Frank Britt, father of Anthony (SPC 1968-
73), Adrian (SPC 1976 -80), grandfather of 
Ashley (Yr 9). 
• Fr. Gerard Briglia, former parish priest of St. 
Damien's Bundoora. As Fr. Gerry was always a 
great supporter of the Christian Brothers, and 
was with our pilgrimage group in Rome for the 
Beatification of Edmund Rice in 1996, his 
burial took place in the Brothers' cemetery at 
Parade College, Bundoora. 
• Mrs Buckle, mother of Mr Brian Buckle, 
grandmother of Kevin (SPC 78 - 83, RIP), Brian 
Buckle Jnr (SPC 80 - 85), Gerard (SPC 82 - 87) 
and Peter (85-90). 
• Mr Ray Carey (SPC 1944-52) who passed 
away on the 22/3/00 
• Pat Cashin (Senior), father of Pat (Junior) 
(SPC 62-67, staff 79-81), Dan (SPC 64-70), Peter 
(68-73), Gerard (73-78) and Paul (76- 82). 
• Mrs. Caulfield, mother of past staff member 
Mr Kevin Caulfield. 

• Mrs. Mary Conheady, mother of Frank (SPC 
1962-63), Kevin (1968-69), Denis (1970-71), 
Gerard (1971-72), grandmother of Tim and 
Mark McKinnon. 
• Br Adrian Dean cfc 
• Mrs. Carmel Egan, grandmother of Patrick 
Murphy Year 8. 
• Kevin Gurrie (SPC 1955-65) died 21st August 
after battling with cancer. Son of Tom & Kath, 
brother of Max (SPC 1957-67), Sue, Jan & Liz. 
• Mr Joseph Hanrahan (SPC 1927-31) 
• Mrs Gert Hennessy, mother of Br Frank 
Hennessy cfc, former Principal of St Paul's 
College Ballarat. 
• Mr. Ray Hern , stepfather of Mrs Kris Walker 
(Staff member) who died in Queensland on 
Tuesday 9th May. 

• Mr Dick Hingston (SPC 1928?), a dual 
Melbourne premiership footballer (1939, 1940), 
who also later coached Wycheproof, where he 
introduced the Melbourne jumper and won a 
flag in 1949. 
• Mrs Lorraine Hudson, step-grandmother of 
Nathan Davis (Year 10). 
• Mr Matthew Thomas Hyland (SPC 1935-37) 
who passed away 21st May 2000. 
• Mrs Constance Jess, mother of John (SPC 68-
73), grandmother of Danny (94-96). 
• Mr Jack Long (SPC 1933) and Mr Bill Long 
(SPC 1938-39) brothers of Br. Reg Long, current 
staff member. Both Jack and Bill passed away 
after long illnesses 
• Mr Kevin Kirkpatrick, father of Mr Noel 
Kirkpatrick (SPC Technology Department). 
• Ben Mackiewicz (SPC 1991 -94) who died as a 
result of an aviation tragedy. 
• FrTom Mahoney CSsR (SPC 1929-31) 
• Mr Chris Mahar (SPC 1969 -1974), brother of 
Billy (dec) (SPC 1963 - 1968), Jeff (SPC 1973 -
1975) and Barry (SPC 1971 - 1976) who died on 
17th February 
• Mr J. C. Mahoney (SPC 1931-33) who died in 
February 
• Mr James Mallon, father of Mrs Clare 
Kaczkowski, who died in Liverpool, England. 
• Mons. Frederick Martin (SPC 1928-29), Old 
Boy priest ordained in South Africa. 
• Carmel Martin, niece of Br Reg Long 
• Mrs Bess Maskell, grandmother of David 
(Year 10) who died in July. 
• Mr Richard McGowan (SPC 1956) passed 
away 18/12/99. 
• Matron Connie McMahon, a dearly loved 
member of staff for eleven years. She arrived 
at the College in 1976 when Br. Nangle was 

Headmaster, followed by Br. Wilding for six 
years and Br. Kearney for two years. Connie 
was not only Matron to the students but also a 
friend and mother figure. Her care for the 
boarders and the Brothers was outstanding. At 
the time of her retirement in 1986, Matron 
reflected that her years at SPC were the 
happiest time of her life. She will be sadly 
missed by her many friends. 
• Mr Gerard Mishkinis, son of Vincent (SPC 38-
41), brother of Bernard (89-94) and Dominic 
(95-98). 
• Mrs Nan Morrison, mother of Ron, Board 
member, (SPC 53-63), grandmother of Allister 
(90-95) and David Year 12. 
• Mrs. Kathleen Nihill, mother of James (SPC 
1991-93), and Genevive who was a Boarding 
Supervisor in 1993. 
• Mr Gerald Nugent (SPC 1938-45) who passed 
away 22/12/99. 
• John (Jack) O'Donohue (SPC 1933 - 35) who 
died in Wangaratta. 
• Mr John (Des) O'Hagan (SPC 1937-42) who 
passed away 9/2/00 
• Mr Brock Phelps, Old Collegian (1994-96) 
who died as a result of a road accident. 
• Mrs Isabel Reid, grandmother of Colin 
Bischof (Year 11), who died on 30th July. 
• Mrs Cynthia Rigg, sister of Br. Brian Davis 
who died on 7th June. 
• Mr Kevin Ross (SPC 1944-45), great-uncle of 
Josh (Year 10) and Ben (Year 8) Prendergast. 
• Mrs. Jo Rowe, mother-in-law of Mrs. Vicki 
Rowe. 
• The Requiem Mass for Mr. Michael Ryan at 
St. Columba's church was a great tribute to the 
life of wonderful man. Michael had had a long 
and close contact with St. Patrick's College in 
many different capacities: - as a student, 
parent (Mark and Liam), Old Collegian, 
Executive Officer of the College Foundation, 
Member of the College Board and of the 
College Finance Committee, and as a part-time 
staff member assisting the Bursar. Michael 
touched many of our lives deeply, and his 
courage and cheerfulness in the face of 
adversity and illness has been inspirational. 
May he rest in peace. 

• Br. Michael Xavier Sheehan cfc (SPC 1943-45) 
who died on Easter Sunday after a long illness. 
Michael spent 40 years teaching in New 
Zealand, where he held responsible positions 
as Principal, Superior, Director of the Juniorate, 
and Province Consultor. Michael's younger 
brother, Len (SPC 1953) is also a Christian 
Brother. 
• Mrs Ann Snel, grandmother of Richard Snel 
(Year 10). 
• Mrs Eva Stewart, grandmother of Ashley (Year 
9), Shaun (Year 10) and Tristan (Year 7) 
McArthur 
• Mr Daniel Thomas (SPC 1989-91) who died 
on 31st July 2000. 
• Mr. Jack Thornton, grandfather of Patrick, 
Year 8. 
• Mr. Jim Toohey. Jim attended SPC from 1969-
70, as have five of his sons - Aaron (94-99), 
Jarrod (95-98), Luke (96-99), Travis (currently 
Year 10) and Damian (currently Year 8). Jim's 
loss will be deeply felt, not only by his family 
and relatives, but a very wide circle of friends -
he was very highly regarded. 
• Mr. Gerard Winter (SPC 1957-1959) who died 
on the 30th January, father of Paul (SPC 1992 -
1997) and Anthony (Year 10). 



mathematics 

Mr Rob Erwin 
Maths Coordinator 

Overview 

The International Year of Mathematics was a 
year of trial changes in curriculum and courses 
in maths at St. Patrick's College. Significant 
changes to the curriculum include the 
introduction of Foundation Maths as aVCE 
subject in Year 10, as well as a course in life 
skills mathematics at year 9 also called 

Foundation Mathematics. Special Education 
mathematics became an integral part of Years 7 
and 8, in particular, with an emphasis on 
numeracy and using technology, through 
computer games, to enhance the learning of 
concepts in the earlier years. Year 7 became 
more integrated with a more cohesive 
direction and a program designed to 
encourage students not just teach them. 

Activities in 2000 

World of Maths Day - Maths started the year 
with a visit by the "World of Maths" 
organization, allowing a day of hands on 
experience for all the Year 7 boys. These 
sessions were self directed learning, with the 
boys moving from activity to activity, solving 
the problems through experiments and 
practical activities. 

Australian Maths Competition - Students from 
Years 7 to 12 were again involved in this 
national competition. Those involved were the 
most motivated students as the cost of 
involvement was borne by themselves. The 

highest achievement was Alexander Joosten in 
Year 7 with a High Distinction and the Special 
Achievement Award for the highest 
standardised score for SPC. 

The Hot Dog Stand - As part of the 
introduction of technology, and, the nature of 
learning mathematics involved in a simple 
business, Year 9 Foundation Mathematics used 
the program called The Hot Dog Stand. This 
computer simulation required the boys to buy 
stock, advertise, set a competitive price and 
run a hot dog stand outside an entertainment 
venue. Of course the computer sets a profit 
goal that the boys must achieve to be 
successful. The efforts of the boys were so 
impressive that they decided to try it for real, 
and so, they set up a stand to raise money for 
St Vincent de Paul. 

Maths Talent Quest - Year 7 in term 4 took part 
in a talent quest for their major project. This 
constituted an open-ended theme, based on 
"Maths in the Home", allowing students to 
explore different aspects of mathematics and 
present their investigation in different styles. 
Prizes and certificates were awarded. 
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Mrs Margaret Leahy 
Year 12 Coordinator 

The 110 Year 12 students of 2000 are sitting 
their English exam as I write, and thus begins 
the end of their schooling here at St. Patrick's. 
As I walked back from the silence of the exam 

teachers are pulled up short with wonder at 
the insights, the experiences, and the 
knowledge of life, which their students either 
share directly or reveal in their actions. It is 
very difficult to try to narrow the experiences 
of a school year down to a report in the school 
annual. However, the one thing I can say with 
certainty is that these students have emerged 
from the experiences of this year with a 
different image of themselves as a group. And 
groups do form images of themselves! 

These students believed themselves to be, in a 
number of ways, lacking in the qualities 
'perceived' as necessary for Year 12s. Perhaps 
we conveyed such impressions in the course of 
their years through the college. It is amazing to 
think back to the mistakes of Boat Race Day 
and consider the growth which has taken place 

room with another English teacher we 
reflected on the familiar feelings that returned 
to us of our own exam experiences. We had just 
watched the students take their correct scats 
and listen to the directions being read aloud by 
the supervisor. I was reminded of the insight of 
a prominent educational psychologist who 
asked teachers to think about what might 
happen if a surgeon from the 18th century 
were placed in an operating theatre at one of 
our major hospitals today. It would not be 
possible to simply allow the surgeon to 
practise in today's setting. The educator then 
asks his audience to reflect on what would 
happen if a teacher from the 18th century were 
placed in a classroom of today? We would have 
to agree that the process of teaching would 
simply go on. Certainly, on the surface of 
things it would seem that nothing much has 
changed in the way exams are conducted. Is 
this a good thing I wonder? Perhaps our ability 
to identify so closely with what the students 
are experiencing can offer strong support. 

So as the class of Year 12 2000 attempts to 
convey the knowledge they have gained in the 
course of this year, I reflect on all the different 
learnings which have taken place in the 
process of educating them. 

It's not only students who learn in the setting 
of a school such as this one. Many times 

over the subsequent months. Perhaps there 
were other factors but I know I never had to 
repeat myself when 1 urged appropriate 
behaviour after that lapse in judgement by a 
large number of students. Surely this is what 
education is about - growth, moving forward 
and maturing as a dynamic not a static 
process. Even teachers need to learn! Michael 

Ranger's valedictory on speech night expressed 
all of this so well. The events leading up to 
today have marked this group of students as 
unique. Someone commented to me after 
speech night that they felt they had witnessed 
a display by a group of students who took the 
traditions and expressed them in a unique way. 
That is exactly what I would suggest has 
happened. The end of year 'muck up' spoke 
volumes about the good will and integrity of 
the Year 12 student body. I can honestly say 
that no one refused to cooperate. 

It is with a sense of pride and sadness that I 
farewell these young men and that I thank 
their parents for the wonderful support you 
have all given by your reinforcement of the 
values we attempt to uphold. They are indeed 
blessed. 
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special ministers 

Special Ministers 
Back Row: Michael Ranger, Glenn Gilbert, Nicholas Cooper, Michael Sordello, Mark Smith, Timothy 

McKinnon, Sean Lenaghan, Jason Hucker. 
Front Row: Stewart Baulch, Thomas Kerr, Joseph Kennedy, Andrew Reidy, Jeremy Kelly, Luke Mullaly, 

Gregory Dillon 

Edmund Rice Camp Leaders 
Joseph Kennedy, Gregory Dillon, Thomas Kerr, Nicholas Cooper, Stewart Baulch. 

Edmund Rice Day Committee 
Back Row: Bradley King, Tim McKinnon, Greg Dillon, Tom Ferguson, Nick Cooper, Joshua Morris, Mark Smith 

Middle Row: Jonathon Tacey, Joseph Kennedy, Stewart Baulch, Simon Charewicz, Brendan Burns, Bevan Murnane 
Front Row: Damian Ryan, Andrew Reidy, Luke Mullaly, Michael Sordello, Jeremy Kelly, Garth Kydd, Thomas Kerr 



y ear 12 retreat 

Mrs Margaret Leahy 

In reflecting with my students after their Year 
12 immersion retreat experience, I was not 
surprised to encounter the view that perhaps 
we are actually exploiting the poor in our 
quest to show the face of poverty to the 
young men of our College. 

"...I felt that by putting us on this retreat, the 
school was using the poor, just so that we as 
well-off students could have a better insight 
into their lives..." 

Because the work of the retreat experience is 
centred in the delicate and sensitive area of 
poverty and homelessness in our own 
community, such a comment strikes a chord. 
Yes, we are putting students in a situation 
where they see the face of the poor. One of the 
questions I asked my students to reflect on 
was; "What Gospel values did you see being 
lived out during your ministry experience?" 
The students were able to identify many, 
lesus sat with the poor, he looked upon the 
faces of the poor and he shared himself with 
them, he smiled at them, he ate with them, he 
listened to them and he relaxed in their 
company. Our students did all of these things 
in their meetings with the poor. Not only did 
they bring of their own gifts and, as one 
student suggested, gained more than they 
imagined possible, they were in the presence 
of people who care for the poor constantly. 
Sarah Puis and Br. Shane Lavery who organise 
these retreats, show the students that those of 
us who are comfortable in our own lives and 
well off in one sense can move beyond that to 
a place which is uncomfortable and 
challenging. In so doing we can make a 
difference to the lives of others. 

This retreat is not simply about meeting the 
poor; it is also about meeting ourselves. As 
Sarah reminded the students in her closing 
remarks, "We can all be somebody to 
someone." (Mother Theresa) 

Leigh Briody 
Poverty has many faces but what we define as 
poverty doesn't naturally reflect the true 
meaning of the word. We looked upon the 

harsh reality of homeless people the streets of 
Melbourne as hard done by, but ask one of 
these brave men, women or children how they 
live and automatically they will say "it could be 
worse" or "it's a one bedroom apartment but 
it's still nice and cosy". It's amazing how the 
people on the streets will not look at their life 
in peril but see a hope, joy and happiness in 
the simple things life looks by. 

The soup kitchen I attended was a van placed 
in a dark corner of Fitzroy where every night a 
community of people gathers to be fed and 
most of all have a good chat to one another. It 
is seen as a vital part of their life. You may 
think that standing out in the cold for two 
hours indulging your taste and social life just 
seems like a time waster but this Soup Van 
provides a powerful glow of life that held this 
tight community together. 

I travelled to the St. Paul's Special School 
leaving with one memory of a smile, from a 
young girl who would struggle to even move a 
finger. We played music, made some art and 
fooled around. It may have been difficult to 
gather a response form the children at this 
special school but the smile they gave showed 
pure bliss. 

My expectations from the retreat were to find 
out more about myself and my reactions in 
unknown circumstances. The fact is that I 
learnt a lot more than I had anticipated. The 
lives of these people are extremely complex, 
but seem so very simple; they hold onto 
everything the have with brute power. 
The workers are just incredible, giving their 
lives for the sake of others. Sarah and Br. 
Shane gave all their strength each and every 
day to in respecting the lives of others and I 
thank them for showing me a vision of 
Melbourne I have never seen before. 
The Year 12 retreat offers incredible value to 
our maturity; it is like everybody has grown a 
foot taller. We will all reflect on Year 12 without 
forgetting the retreat we shared together. 

Nick Cooper 
When you don't have what you need, the 
things that we do and don't even consider 
important, you are poverty stricken. Without 
the adequate necessities of shelter, food, 
clothing but most of all dignity, respect, 
friendship and love, you are poverty stricken. 

The most blatant and truthful way to see this is 
by spending a day at the Coolibah Day Centre, 
a drop in centre for over 60s without the 
facilities or the money to cater for themselves. 
For morning tea, 10c Sangers were eaten with 
gusto and an almost unnatural greed and 
hunger. I watched with wide staring eyes as 
these unshaven but not particularly different 
or unfamiliar seniors ate in silence, 
concentrating only on the food on the plate in 
front of them. 

But the night before, a completely different 
aspect of poverty was seen. I had no clear 
expectation of the Flinders Street Station, 
Rosie's soup van. I was expecting to be 
challenged and even a little frightened, 
surrounded by these hungry and destitute 
recipients of the soup, tea and coffee. I didn't 
expect to feel confused, even annoyed, at the 
fact that idle conversation was so difficult and 
laboured, almost obviously, due to the fact that 
all usual conversation starters involved home, 
family, work or 'whaddidya get up to on the 
weekend?' 

I was overcome by this, until I realised that you 
don't have to consciously try to 'make' 
conversation, but simply show genuine 
interest and a little care, to feel natural and 
comfortable about walking and talking with 
these people. 

It was quite sad, and even a little cruel, to think 
that our class of twenty boys was put into the 
world of the misfortunate and poor for two to 
three days, 'immersed' then taken out, never to 
return. The value gained by those we came 
into contact with was, although important and 
appreciated, overshadowed by what we gained 
from it. Does it really matter? We weren't the 
ones in need of the gain, they are. The focus 
should be, for one in our selfish and carefully 
manicured lives, shifted completely from 
ourselves and then, maybe then, we'd be able 
to do a proper and completely focussed job -
to help the needy. 

This is definitely not to say that the Year 12 
Immersion Retreat has no value, that it 
definitely does, but what we get from the 
experience should be secondary to what they 
get from it. They should get at least the dignity, 
respect, friendship and love part. 



c r e a t i 

Mr Terry Blizzard 
Creative Arts and 

Technology Coordinator 

TECHNOLOGY 

There have been some excellent developments 
in Year 7 - 1 0 Technology in 2000, both in terms 
of curriculum and the facilities. Students in 
Years 7 and 8 are offered a broad range of 
activities in this core curriculum subject area, 
undertaking activities in wood, metal, 
electronics and plastics. Students have the 
opportunity to work from a work brief and 
design and make their own products. For 
example, Year 7 students have designed and 
made a CD rack and Year 8 students have 
produced a clock. All of these have been 
individual interpretations of a common theme. 
This very popular subject offers Year 7 and 8 
students varied and enjoyable activities which 
equip them with basic skills in the use of tools 
and materials (including some quite advanced 
power tools), as well as the opportunity to have 
some say in the design of the final product. 

Whilst an elective at Year 9 andlO, many 
students continue with this subject. Boys are 
introduced to more challenging design briefs, 
as well as learning more complex skills in the 
use of tools and machinery. Skills in oxy and 
mig welding, use of equipment such as routers, 
metal lathes etc are all explored. Boys design 
and make in materials including wood, 
marquetry, metal and electronics. 

YEAR 11 MATERIALS & TECHNOLOGY 
(Wood) 

In order to satisfy course requirements this 
year, students have worked enthusiastically to 
complete a variety of production pieces, along 
with industry Investigations and Materials 
testing reports. 

Skills were first explored with the production of 
a saw horse, which required particular 
understanding of techniques in joint 
construction. Throughout the following terms 
students began their production pieces after 
producing detailed design drawings and 
materials lists. Overall costings of materials 
had to be calculated from a cutting list. These 
major pieces ranged from solid jarrah and 
redgum outdoor tables to a jarrah bed, a 
blackwood table to entertainment units, 
trophy cabinet, study desks and occasional 
tables. A number of pleasing results were 
achieved through the efforts of students 
prepared to work consistently hard to realize 
their original design proposals. 

v e arts and tec 

VISUAL ARTS 

It has been a particularly busy year in the art 
room this year. Students from Years 7 - 12 have 
participated in a broad range of activities, both 
2D and 3D. In fact, once the core Year 7 and 8 
classes are followed by the Year 9, 10, 11 and 12 
elective students, there is very little time left in 
the week when the two art rooms are not being 
used. 

The emphasis of the SPC Visual Art program 
continues to be "access to success". Year 7 and 
8 students take part in a range of interesting, 
challenging and fun activities that allows all 
students to be successful in their own terms. 
The students at these year levels have the 
luxury of participating in a year long arts 
program which in general terms of secondary 
education is becoming quite unique. Many 
schools offer quite limited programs to 
students of this age and very few offer the 
amount of time offered at SPC. Activities 
undertaken include painting, drawing, pottery 
and even kite making. 

In Year 9 and 10, Visual Arts becomes an 
elective and a surprising number of students 
choose to continue with this subject area. 
Activities such as Tee-shirt printing, canvas 
painting and sculpture are undertaken by 
these students with a stronger emphasis on 
skill development, and a more in depth 
understanding and analysis of the history of 
arts becoming an important focus. 

We congratulate and wish well the 26 Year 11 
and 12 students who have undertaken Visual 
Arts this year and hope that they are able to 
pursue and be successful at careers in the arts. 
Special congratulations go to the art prize 
winners: Colin Bischof (Year 11) and Leigh 
Briody (Year 12). 

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS (Graphics) 

The subject that we once referred to as 
graphics has changed considerably in recent 
years, particularly at the VCE level. At SPC we 
offer Visual Communications as an elective at 
Year 9 and 10 with approximately 110 and 60 
students respectively choosing this subject 
area. The course at these year levels challenges 
students to communicate information in a 
visual form. There is quite a diverse range of 
areas covered by the students including 
architectural drawing, logo design, mapping, 
landscape architecture and technical drawing. 
Activities demanding a highly imaginative and 
creative approach are balanced with more 
technical and complex activities. 

More and more now the emphasis at VCE level 
is on the use of computers in Visual 
Communications. Computer software for 
architectural drawing, design and layout such 
as in commercial art, logo design etc is 
constantly being used by our Year 11 and 12 
students. The graphics room currently has 5 
computers with a range of design software, a 
laser printer and coloured inkjet printer, 
scanner and zip drive, all of which are used in 
one form or another by these VCE students. An 

h n o I o g y 

exciting range of work has been produced by 
these boys using the available technology. 
Examples include the development of 
corporate marketing image, package design, 
logo design and point of sale displays. 

Obviously not all units of work involve the use 
of technology, and an excellent example of this 
is in the Year 11 class where students were 
required to design and produce architectural 
plans and elevations for a new tourist 
information complex. The resulting designs 
were varied and of an outstanding quality. 

Well done to all of the Year 12 class and 
particularly well done to the prize winners Eric 
Koschamper (Year 12) and Peter Binek (Year 
11). 

SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY 

Once again, students focussed on a very wide 
range of vehicles in this engineering-based 
subject. 

In Year 12, Brad King used a 3hp engine to 
make a two-wheeled scooter, whilst Greg 
Rowe, Matthew White and Leon Davey all 
attempted off-roadbuggies using stationery or 
motorcycle engines. Ruben Nagorcka 
overhauled a small tractor to repair a gearbox 
fault, Aaron Butler repaired a fire pump and 
Matthew Humphrey made a tipping trailer for 
a ride-on lawnmower. 

The Year l i s were just as adventurous, with 
Matt Rodoni and Robert Plageman working on 
buggies, and Jon Francis overhauling the 
engine on a postie bike. Justin Webster 
preferred a rotating BBQ spit, and Tom Hanley 
an engine overhaul and the construction of a 
two-wheeled scooter. Clint Molloy and Wayne 
Batson both tackled electronic projects, a car 
alarm and a radio respectively. James Munt 
worked on reviving his long redundant car, 
Robby Nield fully overhauled his motorbike 
engine/gearbox, and Kevin Agius repaired 
several engines before he found one suitable 
for his scooter! 

The introduction of the new Systems & 
Technology course in 2001 will mean that it 
will not be possible to work on such a wide 
range of projects, but the increased emphasis 
on system design and fully integrated 
electrical/electronic/mechanical systems 
means that the subject will be just as 
interesting. More emphasis will also be placed 
on the testing of systems and the widespread 
use of CAD. 

The use of the Western Shed as a garage and 
additional workshop, as well as some 
improvements in the level of tools and 
equipment available, including the 
development of excellent welding facilities and 
a fully plumbed compressed air system, has 
made it possible for our students to 
successfully tackle many of the above projects. 
Our technician, Noel Fitzpatrick, with his wide 
technical expertise and his success in 
developing the workshop facilities, has also 
been of great assistance. 
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news 

Mr Paul O'Beirne 

President of the S.P.C. Old Collegians' Association 

The Reunion Luncheon held on March 15th 
was the highlight of the first half of this year, 
with over 100 Old Boys gathering in the College 
dining room to share memories and renew 
acquaintances. With the luncheon having the 
theme of the "Br. O'Malley Centenary" (this 
year Br. Bill would have celebrated his 100th 
birthday), the attendees were entertained by 
Mr Charles O'Malley who generously flew from 
Perth for the occasion to share memories of his 
uncle with us. The Association extends our 
thanks to Charles for his generosity. My 
personal thanks must also go to our Secretary 
and Treasurer, David Walker and Andrew 
Watson, who put in so much time and effort to 
organise such a successful event and to Louise 
Klopak, College Development Officer, for her 
invaluable assistance. The event has now 
cemented itself as a permanent inclusion on 
the annual Old Boy Calendar. 
The only negative side to the Lunch was its 
unfortunate clash with the Pakenham Cup. 
The Burke family must be thanked once again 
for their hospitality at the annual Old 
Collegians race day in January this year. In 
future years, Cup Day will also be kept in mind 
in setting a date for the Luncheon so that the 
same clash does not occur. 
The recent reunion of the class of 1980 was 
another successful event and its organisers 
must also be commended for their efforts. It is 
hoped that reunions for the classes of 1970 and 
1990 can be held also - anyone interested in 
organising one of these events should contact 
any Committee Member. 
All members are welcome and encouraged to 
attend our Annual General Meeting and 
anyone interested in joining the committee 
would be more than welcome. The number on 
our committee has dwindled of late so some 
new faces are needed to ensure the Association 
remains active and vibrant. 
Finally, I must mention the recent retirement 
from the Committee of Br. Lu Williams. Br. Lu 
has been a solid supporter of the Association 
over many years. His decision to step aside 
was based on health reasons. I am sure all 
would join me in thanking him for his 
contribution over the years and wishing him all 
the best. 

1920's - 1950's REUNION LUNCHEON 
On Wednesday, March 15th over 120 Old Boys 
gathered in the College Dining Room to 
reminisce and to remember in a special way 
the legendary Br. O'Malley whose centenary of 
birth is this millennial year. We were extremely 
fortunate to have present with us Br. O'Malley's 
nephew, Mr. Charles O'Malley, all the way from 
Perth, who shared some humorous family 
stories regarding the great man with those 

r o m our old c o 

present... including the first appearance of the 
O'Malley Ghost, wreaking havoc in the family's 
chicken run! Geoff Torney expertly chaired a 
series of anecdotes from a small number of Br. 
Bill's former pupils who remembered him for 
his strict discipline, his fairness and his 
humility. Greig Noonan very generously 
assembled a display of memorabilia from his 
years at the College which generated further 
discussion among those present. After the 
formalities, tours were conducted for those 
wishing to see the College in operation in 
present times. Word is obviously spreading 
about this particular function and the good 
time to be had. Its continued growth seems 
assured. See you next year! 

One Old Boy who was unable to join us at the 
Luncheon was Fr. Vincent Batchelor (1934-37) 
who wrote to us from Fiji where he is presently 
the chaplain of Xavier College at Ba. He 
remembers "both Br. O'Malley and Br. Mogg 
ruled the Intermediate in my time. Br. 
O'Malley told me often that there were never 
such nice boys at SPC as in the 30's. Br. Purton 
was in the Honours. I saw him send no less a 
person than Bob Pratt out of the dining room 
when he was causing some trouble at a 
football banquet one time." Vincent's brother 
John (1933-34), a Jesuit, recently had a heart 
operation in Sydney at the age of 86. Our 
prayers go out to him. 

PAKENHAM RACES 
More than 100 Old Boys were in attendance 
this year for the 25th running of the O'Malley 
Handicap. Br. Kelty made the presentation of 
the trophy to the owner of the winning horse, 
Viangar. Those Old Boys who travelled long 
distances to be present included Bruce Hall 
(Moama), Jack Colbert (Watchem), Tom Tobin 
(Warrnambool) and Vaughan Herrick and Jack 
Gregory (Pyramid Hill). Our continued 
congratulations to the Bourke brothers and to 
Noel Moore for their organization of another 
most enjoyable day! 

ST. PAT'S OLD BOY WINS AGE SHIELD 
Former St. Patrick's College student Raymond 
D'Cruz (SPC 1985-86) was a member of the 
winning Debaters' Association of Victoria A 
Grade team, which competed last week at The 
Age Shield competition. This is not the first 
success Mr. D'Cruz has had. Together with all 
but one of the team's usual members, Mr. 
D'Cruz reached the grand final of the World 
Masters Debating Championships in Manilla 
earlier this year. Raymond is a former 
chairman of the World Debating Council and 
former president of the Australasian 
Universities Debating Association. He is a 
lawyer with Freehill Hollingdale & Page in 
Melbourne. 

UNI ATTRACTS I.T. STUDENTS 
Sixteen students from St. Patrick's College, who 
wound up last year with Equivalent National 
Tertiary Entrance Requirement (ENTER) scores 
of more than 40 in Information Technology will 
take up courses at the University of Ballarat 
this year. 
Head of the School of Information Technology 
and Mathematical Sciences at the University, 
Associate Professor Paul Kelly, said he was 
delighted the students had seen fit to enrol at 
the University, and described it as clear 
evidence of the high standing in which IT was 
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held at the institution. 
Among those to enrol is 17-year-old Jeremy 
Beggs (SPC 1994-1999) who, having gained a 
total ENTER score of 73 (with an IT score of 
43), will undertake a four-year double degree 
of Bachelor of Computing/Bachelor of 
Commerce. 
Another student, Michael Fraser (SPC 1994-
1999), with a total ENTER score of 95 has 
enrolled for the same degree. Last year, 
Michael was Dux of Information Technology at 
the College. 

GOOD TO HEAR FROM . . . 
Joseph Richards (SPC 1990-95) who was 
married by Fr. John Fitzgerald (SPC 1968-69) in 
St. Patrick's College Chapel on Saturday 13th 
May. Joseph has just completed his 
engineering degree and has been presented 
with a Scholarship worth $16,000 plus fees 
paid for a Master's Degree at the Ballarat 
University on a thesis dealing with injuries in 
mines. 
Bob Dixon (SPC 1958-68) who is employed by 
the Australian Catholic Bishops' Conference 
and who was involved as a co-author of two 
books in 1999: "Woman and Man" (reporting 
on the participation of women in the Church) 
and "Taking Stock: A Portrait of Australian 
Church Attendees". 
Tom Williams (SPC 1924) who, with his wife 
Jean, celebrated their 50th wedding 
anniversary in December last year. 
Congratulations Tom and Jean! 
Brian Hogan (SPC 1944-49) who reports that 
the number of grandchildren has increased to 
15 whilst his golf handicap has decreased to 16. 
Bill Davey (SPC 1943-46) who is busy in 
retirement with lawn bowls at Templestowe 
and with Doncaster Probus Club. Bill hopes to 
again carry the Olympic torch this year. 
Joseph Hayes (SPC 1952-57) who with wife 
Kaye runs the Bonshaw Restaurant in 
Sebastopol. 
Geoffrey Gilchrist (SPC 1981-86) who is a 
primary teacher at St. Mary's Kyneton. 
Richard E (Dick) Walsh (SPC 1948-50) who is a 
farmer at Horsham. 
Keith Jubb (SPC 1944-49) who retired to 
Mortlake three years ago after 47 years farming 
at Hexham. Keith is chairman of Abbeyfield, an 
aged care facility, and has been involved with 
State Veteran golfers. 
Tom McGrath (SPC 1942-45) who is enjoying 
life after retiring as principal of Drouin High 
School thirteen years ago. 
Fr. John Crowe CSSR (SPC 1937) who last year 
was invited back to Singapore, where he had 
been stationed in the past, to join in the 
Golden Jubilee celebrations of the Perpetual 
Novena to Our Mother of Perpetual Help. 
Denis Bourke (SPC 1949-53) who has been in 
general practice in East Bentleigh now for 38 
years. Denis competed in the World Veteran 
Rowing Championships in Seville, Spain last 
September. He reports that other old boys 
Brian Malady (SPC 1945-47) and Brian Vear 
(SPC 1952-56) got amongst the medals. 
Dr. Michael Tyquin (SPC 1963-70) who writes 
from Rockdale NSW where he is a consulting 
historian and author. Michael is a captain in 
the Army Reserve and was in East Timor last 
September. 
Laurie George (SPC 1931-35) who, when he left 
SPC, worked Briefly for the Victorian Education 
Department then served for eleven years in the 
Signals corps of the RAAF in PNG and the 

© 



n e w s from our old collegians 

islands. Laurie then worked until 1977 for the 
Department of Civil Aviation. 
Jason Harney (SPC 1986-91) who completed 
a Bachelor of Medical Science degree in 1998 
and who is working as an intern at St 
Vincent's in Melbourne in 2000. 
Brendan Flynn (SPC 1985-1990) who 
graduated with a degree in medicine from 
the University of Newcastle. 
Brendan's wife Tanya also graduated with the 
same degree and the two are posted at the 
Wagga Base Hospital. 
Caius Ryan (SPC 1980-85) who has worked 
as a bank officer with the NAB for 12 years 

and whose new baby Brenton Joseph was born 
last July. 
Paul Hickey (SPC 1985-87) who has returned 
from Britain and Switzerland where he has 
been working and studying as an investment 
banker, based in London. Paul began an MBA 
at the Melbourne Business School and 
completed it in 1997 at St Gallen University in 
Switzerland. 
John Connell (SPC 1934-39) who is a retired 
surgeon living in St Kilda Rd, Melbourne. 
Bernard Coburn (SPC 1950-54) who has been 
a magistrate since 1986 and who lives at 
Bacchus Marsh. 
Shaun O'Shannessy (SPC 1966-70) who is 
principal at Nagambie Primary School. Shaun 
and his wife Lynda, who have three children, 
were members of the winning mixed eight in 
the Head of the Yarra last year. 
Maurice Walsh (SPC 1958-64) who, with wife 
Jeanette, now owns a Tattslotto shop in 
Mansfield. Last August they sold a $7 million 
dollar ticket winner in Powerball. Maurice 
suggests that, when in Mansfield, you call in at 
the Lucky Shop. 
Craig Walsh (SPC 1991-92) who is an 
electrician with a Mansfield firm and has been 
leading goalkicker for the past two seasons in 
the Benalla and District Football League 
seconds playing for Bonnie Doon. 
Jim Macdonald (SPC 1951-52) who writes from 
the Hudson Valley in New York, USA where he 
has been resident since 1963. Jim retired in 
1995 as Vice-President of Bankers Trust 
Company. 
Gerard Irvin (SPC 1975-80) who is principal of 
Great Western Primary School. 
John Lawlor (SPC 1941-44) who has farmed in 
Beulah (Vic), Warwick (Qld.) and then Finley 
(NSW). John has now retired and, with wife 
Mary, lives in Caloundra (Qld.). 
Chris Anwyl (SPC 1975-80) who has been 
teaching in Brunei since 1997 and who 
coached the Brunei Sharks to their inaugural 
international victory over the Singapore 
Wombats in Aussie Rules. 
Basil Tierney (SPC 1934-40) who, having 
practised law for forty years, is now licensee of 
Elms Family Hotel in Spring St, Melbourne. 
Michael Sheedy (SPC 1994-99) who will be 
studying primary teaching at the University of 
Ballarat in 2000. 
James Buttigieg (SPC 1994-99) who will be 
studying at Monash University this year. 
Thomas McCormick (SPC 1937-39) who is 
retired and living with wife Pat at Campbell in 
the ACT. 
Joseph Sang (SPC 1950-59) who is retired and 
living in Mont Albert having worked as a 
scientist with the Department of Natural 
Resources and Environment. 
Joseph Natoli (SPC 1951-52) who is retired and 
living with wife Franca in Horsham West. 

Joseph is a long-serving member of St Vincent 
de Paul and, more recently, the Legion of Mary. 
John Croft (SPC 1940-47) who lives with wife 
Joan in Heathmont and whose four children 
and seven grandchildren reside in Melbourne, 
Sydney and America. John has been a busy 
correspondent to us recently. We are grateful 
for his input. Last Christmas, whilst in Sydney, 
he and Joan caught up with John Boland, 
formerly Br. "Bandy" Boland. After leaving the 
Brothers, John worked for the Sydney Morning 
Herald for a number of years, got married and 
raised six children. He presently resides in 
Turramurra. 
Luke Mclnerney (1992-97) who has received a 
University of Melbourne scholarship to 
continue his studies at the Centre of Public 
Policy, where he is pursuing a twin degree in 
international relations and public sector 
economic policy development. 
Alastair Lee (SPC 1989-90, 1992-93) who, in 
March this year, was sworn in as a Barrister 
and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Victoria 
(with another former student Luke Dunne 
(SPC 1987-92)). Alastair is working for the firm 
of Clarke & Barwood Lawyers in Colac. 
Damian Mullaly (SPC 1992-1997) who was 
awarded a cadetship with the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics - one of five given in 
Australia. This will enable him to complete his 
honours year in economics at Monash 
University, majoring in Econometrics under 
ABS sponsorship. After completing his studies 
he will be employed by the ABS in Canberra. 

IN THE NEWS 
• Professor Claudio Romano (SPC 1976-81), 
foundation director of the AXA Australia Family 
Business Research Unit at Monash University, 
features regularly in the Monash magazine. 
• Tony Paatsch (SPC 1977-78) has this year 
been appointed as Deputy Principal of St. 
Joseph's College, Geelong after stints at De La 
Salle College, Malvern and Mazenod College, 
Mulgrave. Tony has established a fine 
reputation as a football coach with both 
Mazenod Old Collegians and Marcellin Old 
Collegians sides in amateur competition in 
Melbourne. 
• Bill Bell (SPC 1951-58) was featured in The 
Age newspaper after his Hotel and Brewery 
was named 1999 Champion Small Brewery at 
the Royal Agricultural Society/Liquorland 
Australasian Championships last July. "There's 
no doubt about it, beer's been good to us", Bill 
said in reference to a lifetime in the industry, 
continuing a family tradition. 
• Former St. Patrick's College student and 
Courier reporter Daryl Talbot (SPC 1973-1978) 
returned to his 
hometown 
recently to 
film segments 68 
for Channel 
Nine program 
"Postcards". 
Mr. Talbot, as 
the executive 
producer, a 
film crew and 
the presenter 
Geoff Cox 
were in 
Ballarat for 
three days 
filming the 
program. An 

estimated audience of half a million people is 
expected to tune into the travel program 
featuring Ballarat. 
• Mrs Jan Murrihy's recent academic success as 
a VCE student was well published and 
recognised in the Ballarat newspaper over the 
Easter period. Jan is married to Old Boy 
Michael Murrihy (SPC 1957-61) and three of 
her boys Damian (SPC 1985-90), Kieran (SPC 
1986-1991), Daniel SPC 1991-1996) attended 
St. Pat's with her fourth son Sean currently in 
Year 7. 
• Ballarat middle distance runner Sean Parnell 
(SPC 1983-1988) this year achieved a long 
awaited dream - a win at Stawell. Sean, 29, has 
been pursuing Stawell glory for a decade. His 
moment finally came this year in the Central 
Park 400-metre Handicap 

OLD COLLEGIAN KNIGHTED 
George Helon (SPC 1980-82) writes to inform 
us that he has recently become a bona fide 
Polish Count by hereditary right. He has also 
been accorded the honour, Knight 
Commander [Chevalier], Commander's Cross 
(CstS) of the Order of St Stanislas for services 
rendered to the Polish Nation and to humanity 
in general. George's full name and title (when 
acting in an official capacity) is now Chevalier 
Count Wieslaw George Helon-Zielinski de 
Doliwa, CstS, J. R (Qual.). He presently resides 
in Bundaberg. Congratulations George! 

SERVICE IN EAST TIMOR 
Service in the defence forces both at home and 
overseas is common to many ex students of 
SPC. One of the latest is Justin Hughes (SPC 
1995-96). Justin had been a member of the 
Army Reserve for two and a half years and 
answered the call to volunteer for 12 months 
full time service which included 6 months in 
East Timor. He marched into the 6th R.A.R. at 
Brisbane on November 1st 1999 and that unit 
arrived in East Timor late April 2000. Justin 
deferred the third year of his engineering 
course in order to serve full time. Justin, one of 
triplets, is the son of Joanne Whateley and 
stepson of John Whateley of Magpie. John is an 
old collegian from the Fifties and a former 
army reserve member of 28 years; 22 of those 
years as a member of the Sergeants' Mess. Both 
Joanne and John are proud of Justin and his 
service to Australia. 

Justin Hughes (SPC 1995-96) is pictured serving in 
East Timor as a member of the Australian contingent 
to the United Nations' peace keeping force 
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sportmaster's report 

Mr Gerard Ryan 
Sportsmaster 

Again it is very pleasing to be able to reflect on 
a successful year in sport within the College, to 
enjoy the successes in many activities across 
many ages and to contemplate new 
approaches in areas that may not be reaching 
full potential. 

A number of changes within the Rowing Shed 
and Club Committee presented many 
challenges as the 2000 season approached. 
New training regulations were applied by the 
Ballarat School Sport Council Inc., limiting the 
time commitment expected on students. 
These regulations, along with a significant 
change in the training format at St. Patrick's, 
put quite a new face on rowing. 

Any concerns regarding the effect of the 
regulations on rowing in CHISSA schools was 
dispelled by the performance by all schools in 
the National Championships. The second 
placing in the Schoolboys Fours by the 1st 
Crew was an excellent performance. This 
surge in performance was reflected through 
the whole school on Head of the Lake day, with 
SPC finishing second in both the premiership 
and Head of the Lake by the narrowest of 
margins. 

Congratulations to all members of the shed on 
this fine showing, both rowers and coaches. 
Particular thanks and congratulations to Mr. 
Grant McKechnie for his fine leadership in his 
first year as Rowing Master. The College also 
owes a great deal to Mr. Kevin O'Brien who, at 
the end of this season, has retired as coach of 
the 1st IV crew. Kevin has provided more than 
thirty years of fine service to St. Patrick's 
College rowing. 

The Rowing Club Committee headed by 
President, Mr. Jim Quinn, has also contributed 
a great deal to the College, and rowing 
specifically, with the many activities it has 
organized. Also the success of the Annual 
Dimboola Rowing Camp owes a tremendous 
amount to the efforts of Mr. Bernard Rix, Mr. 
Lloyd Sims and Mr. Greg Foster in catering for 
the camp. 

In swimming, the continued unbeaten record 
of the SPC squad is starting to take on epic 
proportions. Remaining undefeated in the 
Boys' Aggregate section since the inception of 
CHISSA in 1980 is an outstanding record. The 
dedication of so many in the swimming squad 
throughout the year, both with club swimming 
and as part of the SPC Swimming 
Improvement program run by Br. Brian Davis 
and Br. Bernie Scott, is worthy of special 
mention. It is a very good example of 
achievements that can be attributed to hard 
work. 

McNeil Cup Winner 
Brett Hunter 

State Representative: U/18 Football 
Drew Petrie 

State Representative: Cycling 
Patrick Shaw 
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Duplicating this level of success has been the 
performance of the Cross Country squad. 
Another outstanding season was enjoyed by all 
who represented St Patrick's College in the 
CHISSA Lap of the Lake, Cross County and 
Road Relay events. Remaining undefeated for 
twenty one years in the Lap of the Lake, one 
defeat only in the Cross Country and 
undefeated in the three Road Relay 
competitions is a dominating record. 

This year the individual achievements by Garth 
Kydd 1st in the Open Lap of the Lake and Cross 
Country and Michael Canny 1st in U/16 Lap of 
the Lake was backed up brilliantly by the team, 
with a record of seven out of a possible nine 
placings in both the Lap of the Lake and the 
Cross Country events. 

Another individual student deserving of 
recognition in his achievements is Year 11 
student Brett Hunter in Tennis. He has been a 
member of the 1st Tennis team since Year 7 
and in 1999 and 2000 won the McNeil Cup 
BPSA singles title. As well as this he has been 
able to balance playing on the International 
Juniors Tennis Circuit. He also was a member 
of the Victorian Team in the Pizzey Cup, the 
Australian Secondary Schools Tennis 
Championships. Brett was runner up in the 
singles Tournament, his only defeat for the 
tournament was in the final. His performance 
enabled him to be selected in the All Australian 
team. 

Other students who achieved State 
Representation during the past year have been 
Drew Petrie (Vic. Country) in the Teal Cup 
U/18 Football Championships. Drew was 
named Best on Ground in the Grand Final won 
by the Vic. Country team. Patrick Shaw was 
selected in the Victorian Junior Road Cycling 
team. Patrick has been very successful for a 
number of years in club and state level cycling 
and was one of a number of SPC students who 
competed in the Victorian Schools Cycling 
Championships in Melbourne. 

Garth Kydd also achieved State Representation 
in Junior Men's Netball. Garth has been a 
standout within the school during the past two 
years with his performances: Victorian 
honours in both Netball and Cross Country; 
undefeated in CHISSA Lap of the Lake, Cross 
Country; victorious at the CHISSA Athletics 
Carnival in 800m, 1500m, 3000m and 400m in 
2000 to be winner of the Steve Moneghetti 
Award for the outstanding athlete for SPC at 
the carnival. He was a member of the BPSA 
Senior Volleyball Premiership side. Garth has 
been a fine example to all other students of the 
benefits that can be gained through having a 
balanced approach to both sport and study 
commitments. 

In Term 1 the 1st XI Cricket team and 1st 
Tennis team continued their premiership 
sequences with comprehensive victories in 
their grand finals. The Senior Volleyball team 
prevailed in an epic struggle to win their 
second premiership in three years. 

A loss to Ballarat Grammar in the last home 
and away fixture for the 1st XVIII made the 
victory in the Grand Final at Ballarat Grammar 
all the more sweeter. However, it paled against 
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State Representative: Junior Men's Netball 
Garth Kydd 

the dramatic finish of the 1st XI Soccer Final 
between SPC and Ballarat and Clarendon 
College. 

At the end of regulation and extra time with 
scores locked together and in gathering 
darkness, the premiership was decided by a 
sudden death penalty shoot out. Chris Ware 
saved the first shot for SPC, then Shaun 
Finlayson calmly slotted the sealer through the 
opening. This was SPC's first soccer 
premiership in a number of seasons. 
Unfortunately Mr. John Williams who has 
committed a great deal of time over many 
years was away on long service leave and 
missed the victory. Local soccer coach Mr. 
Charlie Payton was a very willing participant 
during the second part of the season and he 
made a significant contribution to SPC. 

There have been numerous premierships or 
runners up in both Junior and Intermediate 

Australian Representative: U/23 Korfball 
Clinton Bryan 

competitions in all sports participated in as 
part of the sport program. These teams have 
all demonstrated solid skill levels, but just as 
importantly they have shown a tremendous 
spirit to compete and very high levels of 
sportsmanship. 

As so few of us in the long term are going to be 
able to compete in elite level sport, it is 
enjoying physical activity and playing in the 
correct spirit that are hopefully learnt and 
appreciated by all students who take part in 
sport at SPC. 

With these qualities in mind I thank all the 
staff who have committed so much time and 
effort into the teams they are coaching and 
managing. This is a large time sacrifice for 
many of the teams. A particular thank you to 
Shaun Mullane who has filled the Sports 
Administration Trainee position this year. He 
has very capably filled the role and been able 

McNeil Cup: Junior Division 
Alexander Walsh 

to set in practice many procedures that have 
helped the overall running of sport. 

I would like to finish by referring to the largest 
challenge that faces the students of 2001 in 
sport - to win back the Boys Aggregate in the 
CHISSA Athletics Carnival. The loss this year 
resulted from an inconsistent approach to 
training and preparation. It would be 

disappointing if 
the results of this 
year don't 
encourage a much 
improved response 
next year. 

Mr Shaun Mullane 

World Martial Arts Championships: Silver Medalist 
Jeffrey Simmonds 

State Representative: Football Umpiring 
Steven Trotter 

State Representative: U/15 Football 
Tristan Cartledge 
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Assistant Sportsmaster 
Mr. Damian McKee 

Swimming Carnival 
The House swimming carnival proved to be 
one of the closest contested swimming 
carnivals for many years with Ryan House 
Finally securing victory over Keniry and 
McCarthy in second and third places 
respectively. 

The only record for the carnival was broken by 
Tom Hanley. Tom smashed the 50m 
Breaststroke record by two seconds! The 
record was previously held by John Caine and 
it is the second 50m Breaststroke record that 
Tom has broken in two years. 

Participation is the major theme for the day 
and those who participated brilliantly in each 
year level were: 
Year 7 - Sam Caldow, Jordan Kissane, Jeremy 
Wirges, Chris Borchers, James Kerr, Brennan 
Hughes. 
Year 8 - Robert Boadle, James Dickinson, Bryce 
Peldys, Andrew Wilson, Tom Moody, Michael 
Wright, Andrew Lamond, Warren Finlayson. 
Year 9 - Josh Dew, Brendon Gilbert, Chris 
Tempest, Brogan Johnson, Joel Gordon, Aaron 
Tabone, Brent Smithwick, Tim McPhan, 
Marcus Whelan, Simon Harwood, Nathan Rix. 
Year 10 - Nick Kissane, Tim Frawley, Jon Davey, 
Chris Boadle, Andrew Francis, Ben Trusler, 
Michael Hickey, Michael Turkenburg, Josh 

Erbacher, Chris Shea, Gareth Bellchambers, 
Brock Foster 
Year 11 - Tom Hanley, Michael Darken, Clinton 
Bryan, Shane Hoffman, Justin Webster, Tom 
Grinter, Josh Fahy, Scott Baker, Neal Porter, 
Brendan Marson. 
Year 12 - Damian Ryan, Eamon Stringer, 
Michael Ranger, Simon Charewicz, Max 
Leeming, Tim Canny, Jeremy Kelly, Michael 
Sordello, Bradley King, Brendan Burns. 

The winners of the year level awards for the 
best swimmers of the carnival were: 
Year 7 - Jordan Kissane 
Year 8 - James Dickinson 
Year 9 - Josh Dew 
Year 10 - Nick Kissane 
Year 11 - Tom Hanley 
Year 12 - Damian Ryan 
Each of these boys received an engraved 
trophy recognising his fine efforts during the 
carnival. 
Final house placings were: 

Place House Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 YearlO Yearll Year 12 

1st Ryan 540 58 56 118 71 118 119 

2nd Keniry 522 83 56 97 23 88 75 

3rd McCarthy 468 72 57 122 58 57 102 

4th Nunan 458 100 69 51 84 69 85 

5th Treacy 455 91 83 87 79 59 56 

6th Galvin 391 71 53 88 65 49 65 

Athletics Carnival 
After the cancellation of the scheduled day the 
athletics carnival finally got under way on the 
last day of term. The carnival was shortened in 
time, but certainly not in the effort by all those 
who participated. On a beautiful autumn day, 
all boys competed with great enthusiasm in 
track, field and novelty events. Each boy was 
awarded ribbons for his efforts. 
The novelty events always seem to create a lot 
of interest - especially the tug-of-war where the 
strongest house in each year level is decided. 
There was also some entertainment in the gym 
where the high jump was held. Some 
interesting techniques were evident here. 
The winning house on the day was Keniry 
house. It was interesting looking through the 
results to identify that the main reasons for 
Keniry's success was their full participation on 
the day. Each year level vice-captain and 
house captain is to be congratulated on this 
victory as many of them took on the 
responsibility of selecting teams and ensuring 
the participation of their team mates. 

The main contributors to Keniry's victory on 
the day were: 
Year 7 - David Ronan, Dom Gnoato, Phillip 
Dellore, John Basham 
Year 8 - Nathan Anderson, James Wallace, 
Andrew Porter, Nathanial Gallagher 
Year 9 - Richard Coghlan, Simon Harwood, 
Robert Hooper, Paul Cosgriff, Peter Blanchfield 
Year 10 - Zac Curran, Michael Turkenburg, 
Daniel Dwyer, Tim Pollard 
Year 11 - Robert Plageman, Bradley Molloy, 
Joseph Kavanagh, Michael Fitzgerald 
Year 12 - Julian Porter, Kaz Ciezki, Garth Kydd, 
Philip Sondhu, Andrew Francis 

Two records were set during the course of the day: 
Chris Hooper broke the Year 10 Discus record 
with a throw of 48.47m. This throw was nearly 
7 metres further than the previous record 
holder Jason Murray (1991). Chris has been 
threatening to break discus records for some 
time now! 
Zac Curran broke the Year 10 200m record with 
a time of 24.25. This time was 0.15 seconds 
faster than the previous record holder Damian 
Vodusek (1990). Zac is making a habit of 
breaking records as he now holds the Year 9 
100m and the Year 10 200m records, both 
records having stood for 10 years. 

Congratulations to these two boys; it was 
certainly a tremendous effort on their behalf. 
It is not a coincidence that both of these boys 
are heavily involved in athletics both with the 
school and for their clubs. Both athletes are 
improving with each year. 
Thanks to all the staff who acted as officials 
and ensured that the events ran smoothly. In 
particular I would like to thank Mr. Shaun 
Mullane for the amount of preparation that he 
contributed. I would also like to thank Br. 
Zoch and Daryl Tuddenham for their efforts in 
preparing the oval and marking the lines. This 
is a huge job and it was made even the more 
difficult by the very dry summer we 
experienced. 

Year level awards: 
Year 7 - David Ronan 
Year 8 - Nathan Anderson 
Year 9 - Robert Hooper 
Year 10 - Zac Curran 
Year 11 - Robert Plageman 
Year 12 - Garth Kydd 

Overall Results: 

Placing House Points 

1 Keniry 836 

2 Nunan 793 

3 Treacy 776 

4 Ryan 763 

5 Galvin 692 

6 McCarthy 681 

^ & 
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Lap of the Lake 
The House Lap of the Lake was conducted 
during week 5 & 6 of term two in 'chilly' 
conditions. The event involves one lap of 
Lake Wendouree (6km). The Lap of the Lake 
is an important event as it not only continues 
the competitive spirit evident between the 
houses during the athletics and swimming 
carnival, but it is also used to identify talent 
for CHISSA cross-country and athletic 
squads. 
Each year level provided many highlights: 

Year 7 - Alex Joosten led from start to finish 
to beat Tom Arthurson. Nick Manley finished 
13th running the entire race in his school 
uniform with his top button done up and shirt 
tucked in! Joel Zuidland ran the race with his 

Final Points: 

arm broken in a sling. 

Year 8 - Favourite for the event, Dane Bergman 
pulled out prior to the race with an injured leg. 
This allowed Robert Boadle and Sam Garland 
to improve one position from the previous 
year's race. Dylan Churchill finished 12th, not 
a bad effort considering he also ran in his 
school uniform and shoes. 

Year 9- Peter Blanchfield blitzed the field and 
won by over three minutes! 

Year 10 - Michael Canny ran virtually on his 
own for the entirety of the race to win 
comfortably. The top ten runners were all sub 
twenty six minute times. 

Year 11&12 - Wednesday afternoon sport and 

study restricted the numbers of runners 
greatly, however Garth Kydd again ran a fast 
time of 19.46 to win the senior race. James 
Foley was first in the Year 11 event with a time 
of 25.46. 
Best times in each year level: 
Year 7 - Alexander Joosten 24.34, Tom 
Arthurson 25.19 
Year 8 - Robert Boadle 25.04. Sam Garland 
25.12 
Year 9 - Peter Blanchfield 22.46, Paul Cosgriff 
25.53. 
Year 10 - Michael Canny 20.36, Matthew Pay 
22.58. 
Year 11 - James Foley 25.46, Joseph Kennedy 
25.49. 
Year 12 - Garth Kydd 19.46, Damian Ryan 
25.22. 

Year Garvin McCarthy Treacy Nunan Ryan Keniry 

7 387 374 221 147 219 310 

8 295 347 165 342 241 136 

9, 11 & 12 222 232 230 267 130 182 

10 159 175 52 185 95 146 

Final 
Placing 

1063 
5th 

1128 
6th 

668 
2nd 

941 
4th 

685 
1st 

774 
3rd 

The top ten placings for each year level were as follows: 

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Yearll&12 

1 Alexander loosten Robert Boadle Peter Blanchfield Michael Canny Garth Kydd 

2 Tom Arthurson Sam Garland Tim McPhan Matthew Pay Damian Ryan 

3 Jarrod King Stephen Clifton Christian Brady Tim Frawley James Foley 

4 Sam Polanka Michael Kavanagh Brenton Coad Chris Boadle Joseph Kennedy 

5 Phillip Dellore Liam Hehir Robert Hooper Sam Young Greg Rowe 

6 Brendan Porter Scott Dixon Justin Webster Ian Spiteri 

7 Edmund Denton Nathan Anderson David Stevenson Alex Walsh 

8 Elliot Sizeland Steven Ross Kyle Bennett Matthew Leahy 

9 Callum Keats Simon Lane Mark Molloy Mark McKinnon 

10 Nanthan Rogers James Wallace Kiel Wood Ashley Rowe 



tennis 

1st IV TENNIS 
by Tim Canny 

In 2000, St. Patrick's College 1st IV tennis team 
continued their dominance in the B.P.S.A. 
competition. We were undefeated, only 
dropping one set for the season and in turn 
won the Bath Shield convincingly. 
In the McNeil Cup, Brett Hunter played 
magnificent tennis to successfully win the 
trophy for the second time. This is an 
outstanding achievement as Brett is only in 
Year 11, indicating a very bright future. Tim 

Canny was runner-up and Michael Canny played 
well to get to the semi-finals. Alexander Walsh 
won the junior McNeil cup, defeating another St. 
Pat's player in Ryan Waight. 
Brett Hunter, Alexander Walsh, Tim and Michael 
Canny were selected to represent the combined 
B.P.SA. team, which played the powerful A.G.S.V 
team. 
A special drank you to Mr. Gutteridge for his 
time, effort, dedication and commitment in 
helping tire 1st IV succeed this year. 
Next year with most of the team staying together 
and with much potential in the lower years, the 
future of St. Patrick's tennis looks to be bright. 

Results 
SPC 8-64 def BGS 0-17 
SPC 8-64 def BCC 0-18 
SPC 8-64 def BHS 0-9 
SPC 8-65 def BGS 0-23 
SPC 7-63 def BCC 1-21 
SPC 8-64 def BHS 0-11 

The 2000 1st IV Tennis Team 
Captain: Tim Canny Coach: Mr Peter Gutteridge 

Left to right: Mr. Peter Gutteridge, Tim Canny, Brett Hunter, Michael Canny, Alex Walsh. 

Grand Final SPC 8-64 def BGS 0-24. 

2nd IV TENNIS 
by Jarrod Waight 

The St. Pat's 2nd IV tennis team had a very 
successful season. A combination of youth 
and experience was a key to our side going 
through the season undefeated. We met 
Ballarat High School in the final and going in 
overwhelming favourites we were 3 sets to 1 up 
after the doubles, but lost three of the four 
singles leaving the result at four sets all but 
winning on games. Every player showed 
determination and courage throughout the 
entire season and represented St. Pat's with 
great pride and sportsmanship. The future of 
both the first and seconds looks extremely 
strong with some very good young players. 
Our thanks must go to Mr. Gutteridge for his 
time and effort given to both the first and 
second side throughout the season. 

The 2000 2nd IV Tennis Team 
Captain: Jarrod Waight Coach: Mr Peter Gutteridge 

Results 
SPC 6-54 def BGS 2-30 
SPC 8-64 def BCC 0-13 
SPC 5-51 def BHS 3-32 
SPC 8-65 def BGS 0-39 
SPC 5-59 def BCC 3-37 
SPC 6-65 def BHS 2-27 

Grand Final SPC 4-50 def BHS 4-41. 

Back Row: Max Leeming, Anthony Francis, Danny Dwyer 
Front Row: John Coleman, Jarrod Waight, Ryan Waight, Mark McKinnon. 

Absent: Paul Carmody, Mark McKenna, Wayne Batson 
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YEAR 10 TENNIS 
by James Fitzgerald 

As far as commitment goes, this would have 
to be the best year our year level has had, 
with a total of 13 people expressing interest 
in playing for the Year 10 SPC tennis team. 
The entire team played brilliantly through 
the season. The only loss we sustained was 
against the Year 10 Grammar team, whom we 
greatly underestimated. When we heard we 
were to play them again in the Grand Final 
we swore to ourselves that we wouldn't make 

the same mistake again. It is a well known fact 
that St. Pat's prides itself in both its sport and 
its school spirit. We all entered the Grand Final 
remembering both of these traditions. Nick 
Kissane and myself played first, and early on 
looked as if we had the set won. However, 
Grammar fought back, and for their effort they 
won 7-5. Michael Parnis and Mark McKinnon 
both played very well, but unfortunately the 
Grammar combination was too strong and won 
6-2. Things were looking bad, but Ben Decis 
and Sam Liston showed no signs of pressure 
and won 6-2. Last, but not least, Kane Tolliday 
and Anthony Winter proved far too strong for 
the Grammar combination and won 6-0. Both 
Kane and Anthony have played some fantastic 
tennis throughout the season and a win such as 
this was the finish they were looking for. Scores 
were 5-7, 2-6, 6-2, 6-0; SPC 2 sets 19 games 
defeated Grammar 2 sets 15 games. 

Thank you to all the players who contributed 
this season, and a special thank you to Mrs 
Carison for organizing the team and showing 
her support every week. 

The 2000 Year 10 Tennis Team 
Captain: James Fitzgerald Coach: Mrs Margaret Carison 

Back Row: Sam Liston, Mark McKinnon, Anthony Winter, Matthew Richardson. 
Front Row: Will Conheady, Ben Decis, James Fitzgerald, Michael Parnis. 

YEAR 9 TENNIS 
by Mark Grigg 

At the beginning of the year the Year 9 team 
knew it was going to be difficult playing mostly 
Year 10 teams. We were very competitive 
throughout the season, only losing a handful of 
matches. We then played the last match 
before the finals against the St. Pat's Year 10 
team. We all played well but we went down 
and also slipped to fourth on the ladder. The 
team was eager to do well and expected a fight 
from Ballarat High. When our bus arrived, we 
were informed that the High School team had 
forfeited, therefore we ended the season third. 
That capped off a surprisingly good season 
against the older, stronger and more 
experienced teams. 

We congratulate the Year 10 team for taking out 
the Grand Final. Thanks must go to Mr 
Callahan for taking the time to coach and 
manage us so well throughout the season, and 
all the players who participated in the 
competition. I hope that we can repeat the 
Year 10's performance and win the Grand Final 
next year. 

The 2000 Year 9 Tennis Team 
Captain: Mark Grigg Coach: Mr Stephen Callahan 

Back Row: Phillip Madigan, Bryce Beseler, Ashley Trounson, Miles Grenfell 
Front Row: Xavier Toohey, James Driscoll, Mark Grigg, Ashley Britt, Lachlan Griffiths. 
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YEAR 8 TENNIS 
By Tom Byrne 

The first meeting for potential members of 
the SPC Year 8 Tennis was held in the new 
LOTE rooms with a surprising number of 
boys willing to play for their school; fifteen in 
total. With such a great show of interest it 
was going to be hard to appoint players so it 
was decided to use a roster system. The 
leaders were appointed with Tom Byrne 
being named captain and Sam Murphy, vice 
captain. 

Going into matches with too much confidence 
proved to be our misfortune with us ending the 
season in third position. With tough 
competition and having to forfeit some 
matches through lack of players because of 
camps, we found it hard to settle in. 

Thanks must go to Mrs Nerella McDonald for 
all of her hard work and organisation 
throughout the season and also to all players 
who participated. Thanks for the memories. 

The 2000 Year 8 Tennis Team 
Captain: Tom Byrne Coach: Mrs Nerella McDonald 

Back Row: Josh Cahir, Jordan Liddle, Nick McLennan. 
Front Row: Sam Murphy, Tom Byrne, Jason Putt, Brenton Wilson 

The 2000 Year 7 Tennis Team 
Captain: Matthew Canny Coach: Mrs Clare Kavanagh 

YEAR 7 TENNIS 
By Matthew Canny 

Every Tuesday afternoon in Term 1, the Year 7 
tennis team played against other competing 
schools. The games took place at either the St. 
Patrick's tennis courts or the Ballarat High 
School tennis courts. In the end we did not 
make the finals but everyone played well all 
season and with great sportsmanship. We give 
special thanks to Mrs Kavanagh who organized 
the teams for everyone and turned up each 
week to supervise us. 

Back Row: John Poulton, Jarrod McKee, Ed Denton, Simon Spencer, Ben Shields, Justin Scully, 
David Blanchfield, Nick Manley, Daniel Tabone. 

Front Row: Alexander Young, David Francis, Brendan Porter, Thomas Arthurson, Matt Canny, Bill 
Driscoll, James Lamb, Brennan Hughes. 



cricket 

1st XI CRICKET 

By Mr Michael Weadon 

The First XI cricket season has been heralded 
as enjoyable and successful, winning the 
BPSA premiership and only losing one game 
during the season. The most pleasing aspect 
was our ability to fight our way out of a 
desperate situation when it looked like a 
match was about to be lost. 

The team was coached by Mr. Gerard Ryan 
and Mr. Michael Weadon and ably led by Tim 
McKinnon and Michael Ranger. 

In the first game we defeated Ballarat 
Grammar outright 7/190 to 62 and 54. Eamon 
Stringer 46 and Jason Hucker 47 batted well. 
Michael Sordello got off to a great start as 
opening bowler with the figures 4/17. Brent 
Chiswell 8/4/2/6 and Michael Fitzgerald 
9/4/2/12 also made worthy contributions. 

The second game of the season and a replay of 
the last grand final, was to be our only losing 
game for the season. We were outplayed by 
High School who scored 201 to our 
disappointing 92 and an improved 7/122. Tim 
McKinnon, in a fine captain's knock, held up 
one end scoring 37. Drew Petrie also achieved 
4/27 & 30 runs. 

The following match we recovered to defeat 
Grammar 147 to 77. Tim McKinnon top scored 
with 59 and Jason Hucker 5/12 mesmerised the 
opposing batsmen with the ball. 

After the Christmas break and the departure of 
key player Brent Chiswell, we got off to a 
confidence boosting win over College. College 
(174 & 1/74) batted soundly before Paul 
Madden 10/4/3/20 and Ryan Knowles 5/4/1/4 
instigated a lower order collapse. Batting on a 

very unpredictable pitch, Jason Hucker top 
scored with 84, while Eamon Stringer scored a 
courageous 66 and set us up for the pleasing 
total of 224. 

Against High School we looked set to collapse 
to a paltry total but due to efforts of Jarrod 
McCorkell (48) and Michael Fitzgerald (27) 
holding up one end we managed to score 162. 
The bowlers and particularly Julian Porter 
5/22, Stephen Segrave 11/2/3/27 restricted the 
High School batsmen to the score of 106. 

In the rematch against Grammar led by Drew 
Petrie (65) we scored 189 to Grammar's 111. All 
bowlers bowled soundly but Michael Fitzgerald 
had the best figures of 12/5/2/22. 

In a low scoring match we defeated College 133 
to 77. Jason Hucker and Ryan Knowles had a 
fine opening partnership of 43. Our bowlers 
did particularly well. Jason Hucker 4/32, Porter 
11/4/3/22, Sordello 12/6/1/10, Knowles 
5/4/1 /4 of particular note. 

In the last minor round match and the prelude 
to the Grand Final we batted very well to defeat 
High School 260 to 144. Drew Petrie again top 
scored with 67, while Julian Porter 45 & 
6/4/5/3 had a good match with ball and bat. 

The Grand Final was a tense affair as many of 
the senior players did not want to relive High 
School's experience from the previous year 
when, despite being favourites, they had 
collapsed and lost. There was a sense of deja 
vu when High School had us on the ropes at 
the end of the first session with 5/64. The next 
day we recovered to score a barely defendable 
total of 144. Our only top order scorers of note 
were Jason Hucker (28) and Drew Petrie (36). 
Michael Fitzgerald steadied the ship with a 
fighting 9 facing 36 balls in a critical session. 
Our lower order batsmen added respectability 

to the score, Michael Ranger 12 no and Paul 
Madden 13no. With the ball we got off to what 
can only be described as a nightmarish start 
with High School scoring 27 runs off the first 5 
overs. Displaying great grit we recovered to 
bowl High School out for 106. Stephen Segrave 
8/2/2/17, Julian Porter 12/6/2/13 and Michael 
Fitzgerald 5/0/1/7 bowled well, while Jason 
Hucker starred with the figures of 16/6/4/34. 

BPSA CRICKET REPRESENTATIVES 

1ST XI 
Jason Hucker, Drew Petrie, Tim McKinnon, 

Julian Porter 

2ND XI 
Michael Fitzgerald, Eamon Stringer, Michael 

Sordello, Ryan Knowles 

The 2000 1st XI Cricket Team 
Captain: Tim McKinnon Coaches: Mr Michael Weadon and Mr Gerard Ryan 

Back Row: Mr. Michael Weadon, Julian Porter, Paul Madden, Drew Petrie, Stephen Segrave, Michael Sordello, Eamon Stringer. 
Front Row: Ryan Knowles, Jason Hucker, Tim McKinnon, Michael Ranger, Michael Fitzgerald, Jarrod McCorkell. 
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2nd XI (GREEN) CRICKET The 2000 2nd XI (Green) Cricket Team 
by Mr Gerard Bourke Captain: Greg Dillon Coach: Mr Gerard Bourke 

Back Row: Raines Stephen, Paul Carmody, Chris Keenan, John Mackey, Anthony Francis, Martin 
McKenna, Luke Stokie, Mr. Gerard Bourke 

Front Row: Seamus McKenna, Max Leeming, Rory O'Sullivan, Greg Dillon, Jeremy Kelly, Philip 
Sondhu, Ben Ludbrook. 

The Seconds Cricket competition comprised 
2 teams for St Pat's and one each from 
Ballarat Grammar and Ballarat and 
Clarendon College. St Pat's Green were 
premiers, winning the Grand Final on 
Sunday April 2nd. SPC Green 94 defeated 
SPC Blue 44 & 4/54 

Each team in the competition comprised 
some excellent cricketers, some novices and 
others who were interested in being 

participants. This allowed for a fluctuating 
season and an interesting outcome. During the 
season the team had defeated College twice, 
Grammar once and been beaten by SPC Blue 
(ignoring technicalities and rule changes) 
twice. The team comprised mostly Boarders 
with 4 day students. 

The strength of most sides was their bowling. 
Not many good scores were accumulated, most 
batsmen falling victim to accurate bowling and 
rash shots. The exceptions to these were Greg 
Dillon's fine century and John Mackey's 7 runs 
accumulated in 2 hours and 12 minutes. When 
a coach gives an instruction to a player to hold 
up an end and someone like John stays in for 
that long you know he has heard you. 
The Grand Final win demonstrates the power 
of teamwork and spirit to prevail in the face of 
superior skill and achievement. We were 
certainly 'under dogs'. Having won the toss, the 
decision to bowl first played to the strength of 
the team, dismissing Blue for 44 runs. While 
Greg Dillon tied down one end, (6 overs for 13 
runs) Anthony Francis took 4/8 off his 6.4 
overs, Philip Sondhu took 3/7 and Nick 
Cooper's figures were 6 overs, three maidens 
taking 2/4. 

2nd XI (BLUE) CRICKET 

By Mr Anthony Beggs 

It is always disappointing to be undefeated 
throughout the year and end up defeated on 
grand final day. SPC Blue were unfortunately to 
suffer this fate this year at the hands of a rough 
and ready boarders' side who made up for lack 
of ability with a very team oriented approach 
to the Grand Final. SPC Blue was made up 
from Year 11 day boys which was quite unique 
to the competition. On the positive side, if they 
front in 2001, they would be expected to win 
through with natural maturity - they certainly 
have the ability to form a strong year 12 team. 

SPC Blue had been too good in lead up games. 
Bluel57 to Grammar 125 (Luke Walsh 57, Chris 
McKenzie 38 & 4/13 Cameron Mahar 2/13); 
SPC Blue 8/157 to College 40 & 18 (Matthew 
Adam 4/25, Yousef Aleem 3/10, XavierWatson 
59 n.o., Adam Jarvis 4/2, Brad Molloy 3/13); 
SPC Blue 185 to SPC Green 46 (Y Aleem 4/13, 
Tom Liston 3/21, S Baker 51, Ryan Head 92 no); 
SPC Blue 90 & 2/47 to Grammar 41 & 94 (Y 
Aleem 4/18, S Baker 3/0, T Liston 49, A Jarvis 
3/20, LWalsh 3/15, M Ruff 22); SPC Blue 268 
College 68 (LWalsh 76, A Jarvis 68 & 2/8, Chris 
McKenzie 36 & 2/12, XWatson 33, T Liston 
3/11, S Baker 2/17); SPC Blue 7 / 171 to SPC 
Green 61 (LWalsh 64 & 2/9, YAleem 2/12, C 
McKenzie 28&2/12,TListon34&4/ll) 

In the final SPC Blue 44 & 5/54 were defeated 
by SPC Green 94 (Tom Liston 5/13 bowled well 

The commitment from the fielders was 
amazing. While several very hard catches were 
put down, many stuck and this broke the 
innings up enough to allow others to take the 
remaining wickets. 

Our Batsmen followed instructions and batted 
conservatively and while losing six wickets 
before overtaking the target, went on to make 
94, Greg Dillon scoring a rapid 32 and Ben 
Ludbrook a patient 21. 

After a gallant and spirited knock by Luke 

but our bats failed with Luke Walsh 19, Xavier 
Watson lOno & 9no 
Best Players Award went to Luke Walsh who 
captained and led the team extremely well with 

Walsh and the Blue team at 4/54, the second 
innings was abandoned at 5.00pm when it 
became obvious that an outright result was out 
of reach. 

Congratulations on a wonderful season and a 
fine premiership. Special thanks to the 
leadership of the captain, Greg Dillon who, 
despite his own dominance with both bat and 
ball, spent much of his effort encouraging 
others and promoting the team spirit which 
proved so successful in the Grand Final. 

class batting and fielding. In a close vote he 
defeated promising left arm swing bowler 
Yousef Aleem, gritty batsman and keeper 
Xavier Watson, and all rounder Tom Liston. 

The 2nd XI (Blue) Cricket Team 
Captain: Luke Walsh Coach: Mr. Anthony Beggs 

Back Row: Mr. Anthony Beggs, Chris Bourke, Adam Slater, Adam Jarvis, Mark Turkenburg, Joseph 
Kavanagh, Matthew Ruff, Yousef Aleem, Matthew Adam 

Front Row: David Maskell, Isaac Manley, Chris McKenzie, Xavier Watson, Luke Walsh (c), Scott 
Baker, Brad Molloy, Tom Liston. 

^ 
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YEAR 10 CRICKET 
by Sam Young 

The Year 10 Cricket team were able to 
perform well throughout the season and 
were eventual Premiers. 

The team benefited from some very good 
bowling and batting performances to ensure 
victory in all but one of the matches played. 
The first game was against the youthful SPC 
Year 9 side. In what was a competitive 
contest the Year 10 side came out on top. 
The next match was against a solid Ballarat 
Grammar School side. SPC Year 10 posted a 

middle of the road score but after breaking 
through a stubborn Grammar School top 
order. The Year 10 side was able to bowl out 
Grammar and secure victory. 

The SPC main oval was the host for the next 
match against a strong Ballarat High School 
side. High School batted first and were able to 
produce good partnerships to gain a good 
total. SPC were unable to put together 
partnerships and were all out and beaten for 
the first time. From then on it was a 'must win' 
situation for the side and they did so against 
Ballarat and Clarendon College in the next 
game. The bowlers went through the BCC 
batting order and then the team did enough 
with the bat to get over the line. 

The last home and away game was against 
B.H.S. Year 9 side and with a win needed to 
give the team a chance of making the final, the 
boys were eager to win well.. 

After making a competitive score the team was 
able to bowl out the High School Year 9 side 
and placed themselves into a Grand Final 
against Ballarat and Clarendon College, with 
the High School Year 10 side missing out on a 
spot in the Grand final narrowly. 

So to the Grand Final which was to be played 
on the BCC main oval. The match was to be 
played a 'dodgy' wicket to say the least and 
when batting getting onto the front foot was 
very important as the ball would stay low. 
However, after winning the toss and batting 
BCC went well with some big hitting, scoring 
fourteen fours in their total innings. 

It all ended with a reasonable score in the 

Year 10 Cricket Team 
Captain: Luke Walsh Coach: Mr. Anthony Beggs 

Back Row: Michael Hickey, Liam Brady, David Brady, Richard O'Neill, Tim Knowles. 
Front Row: Anthony Lindorff, Martin Kaye, Jon Barnett, Sam Young, Taffy Flynn, Will Conheady. 

difficult wicket and after SPC Year 10's shaky 
start, defeat was becoming a reality, but some 
vital partnerships at vital stages saw SPC Year 
10's just get over the line against a College 
team that was growing in confidence with a 
supportive home crowd. 

So a great result was earned with there being 
nothing better than beating College in a Grand 
Final on their own turf! All thanks goes to our 
coach Mr. Damian Mckee who got us over the line! 

Results and Better Players. 
Round 1 
SPC Yr 10 4/183 def SPC Year 9 10/97 
Jon Barnett retired 50 
Luke Banks retired 52 
Sam Young 4 overs 4/13 
Round 2 
SPC Year 10 10/112 def BGS 10/94 
Richard O'Neill not out 39 
Richard O'Neill 4 overs 4/11 

Round 3 
BHSYear 10 8/122 def SPC Year 10 10/83 
Liam Brady 27 
Sam Young not out 16 

Round 4 
SPC Year 10 10/114 def BCC 10/82 
Gerard Brick 27 
Sam Young 6 overs 4 maidens 4/6 
Round 5 
SPC Year 10 6/130 def BHS Year 9 10/92 
Jon Barnett retired 51 
Jon Barnett 6 overs 2/19 

Grand Final 
SPC Year 10 6/112 def BCC 8/106 
Jon Barnett not out 41 
Sam Young not out 26 
Richard O'Neill 24 
Gerard Brick 6 overs 2 maidens 1/8 
Richard O'Neill 4 overs 1 maiden 4/14 

YEAR 9 CRICKET 

By Ben Zelencich 

Throughout first term the Year 9 Cricket team 
battled extremely hard for limited success, but 
in true St. Pat's spirit we fought out every 
match to the very end. The fighting spirit was 
a credit to our relatively inexperienced team. 
Another pleasing aspect of the season was the 
way we conducted ourselves both on and off 
the field; the commitment of our side could 
never be faulted. 
Despite our limited success it was great to see 
the team members improve their skills with 
every game played, be it batting, bowling or 
fielding. Everybody gave a superior effort and it 
has been a pleasure to captain the side. 
Lastly, special thanks must go to Mr. Blizzard 
for his time and dedication throughout the 
cricket season. 

The 2000 Year 9 Cricket Team 
Captain: Ben Zelencich Coach: Mr Terry Blizzard 

Back Row: Patrick Shaw, Michael Loader, Luke Prato, Eamon Zelencich, Ashley Davies, Mark 
Bothe, Matthew Banks, Nicholas Whitefield. 

Front Row: Dane Harney, James Driscoll, Luke Humphries, Ben Zelencich, John Coleman, 
Timothy Mullane, Mark Molloy 
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YEAR 8 CRICKET 
&y Mr Brett Anderson 

The junior Year 8 side had a very consistent 
season, winning almost all of its games quite 
comfortably. Unfortunately, we narrowly lost 
the final to a much improved Grammar side. 

A new scoring system and format of play was 
introduced this year where points were 
awarded for wickets taken. This due pitch 
format saw all boys bowling and batting with 

the game being played on two ovals side by 
side. The greater emphasis on participation 
was excellent, and with some refinement to the 
way final scores are calculated, the 
competition next year should develop into an 
exciting style of game. 

Better performaces with the bat this year were 
James Dickinson, James Brick, Ashley George 
and Matt Zelencich. Good bowling figures 
were produced by Matt Turner, Matt Zelencich, 
Jarryd Hinkley and Luke Kearney. 

The 2000 Year 8 Cricket Team 
Captain: James Brick Coach: Mr Brett Anderson 

Back Row: Charles Cree, Beau Mikus, Sam Bowman, Ashley George, Warren Finlayson, James 
Wallace, Matt Turner, Jarrod Hinkley, Michael Clarke, Luke Kearney. 

Front Row: James Dickinson, Patrick D Arcy, Richard McNeice, Andrew Kenna, James Brick, 
Matthew Zelencich, Daniel Cook, Patrick Iwanowski. 

The 2000 Year 7 Cricket Team 
Captain: Chris Ford Coach: Mr Kevin Brodie 

YEAR 7 CRICKET 
by Mr Kevin Brodie 

Cricket at Year 7 this season took on a different 
look with the introduction of Dual Pitch 
Cricket. In this version you have both teams 
batting and bowling with enough players to 
have a complete fielding team, 2 batsmen on 
the other field and some padded-up batsmen 
ready to go in and score runs. 

As usual our Year 7s competed in a year 7 & 8 
competition. That made the task of winning 
games an often-difficult assignment. To their 
credit the boys did very well and won some 
games throughout the season. Judging by the 
enthusiasm and talent of the Year 7s SPC 
should remain a strong cricketing school in the 
years to come. 

Back Row: Ben Melham, Hamish Robertson, Michael Huckstepp, John Basham, Jeremy Wirges, 
Sam Clark, James Stephens, John Finch. 

Front Row: Nathan O'Connor, John Righetti, Ashley Collins, Chris Ford, Marc Brown, Chris Beggs, 
Elliot Sizeland. 
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SWIMMING 
by Br Brian Davis 

The St. Patrick's College swimming team 
produced another proud, fighting 
performance on Wednesday, March 15th to 
maintain its unbeaten record and secure its 
21st consecutive victory in the Boys 
competition. In doing this, the swimmers 
won the Junior, Intermediate and Senior 
Aggregates and combined with Loreto to win 
the Combined Aggregate. 

The team was capably led by Captain Nick 
Quinn who won his freestyle and anchored the 

Open relay to victory with an inspirational 
swim to maintain that relay's proud, unbeaten 
record in the competition. 

Outstanding individual performances were 
produced by Matt Pay , Jeremy Wirges and Nick 
Kissane who each won three individual events 
and anchored winning relay teams. Tom 
Hanley won his breaststroke and backstroke 
and Michael Darken performed well in key 
events. 

After making the team for the first time 
Cameron Brown swam really well in his 
freestyle and relay and Jacob Hepworth won 

his breaststroke. U/13 swimmer 
Chris Borchers won the U/15 Division 2 
backstroke. Jarrod King, swimming up an age, 
came 2nd in U/14 division 1 backstroke and 
3rd in U714 Butterfly. 

Josh Dew won his freestyle and Jordan Kissane 
his freestyle and backstroke. 

All swimmers contributed to a fine team effort 
by responding to tight contests with great 
fighting spirit. 

The 2000 SPC Swimming Team 
Captain: Nicholas Quinn Coaches: Br Brian Davis and Br Bernie Scott 

Back Row: David Brady, Nicholas Kissane, Nathan Anderson, Joshua Fahy, Matt Pay, Michael Sordello, Thomas Hanley, Mark Lyle, Joshua Quinlan, 
Clinton Bryan. 

4th Row: Brogan Johnson, Warren Finlayson, Jacob Hepworth, Thomas Hetheringotn, Matthew Ruff, Michael Darken, Michael Turkenburg, Blair 
Brown, Marcus Whelan, Christopher Boadle, Patrick Glenane. 

3rd Row: Joshua Dew, Bryce Peldys, Shane Lindsay, Cameron Brown, Christopher Shea, Brent Smithwick, James Dickinson, Christopher Borchers, 
Neal Porter, Lachlan Keen. 

2nd Row: Simon Spencer, Robert Boadle, Nicholas Quinn (Captain) Br. Brian Davis (Coach) Br. Bernie Scott (Coach), Damian Ryan (Vice Captain), 
Jordan Kissane, David Treppo. 

Front Row: Payden Gerick, Thomas Moody, Simon Davis, Dane Bergman, Elliott Sizeland, Andrew Lamond, Jeremy Wirges, Jarrod King, Alex Brown. 
Absent: Jason Turkenburg 

CHISSA Individual Swimming Results 

U/13 
Divl 
Div2 
U/14 
Divl 
Div2 
U/15 
Divl 
Div2 
U/16 
Divl 
Div2 
Open 
Divl 
Div2 

Freestyle 
J. Wirges 1st 
J. Kissane 1st 
Freestyle 
C. Brown 3rd 
N. Anderson 3rd 
Freestyle 
S. Davis 3rd 
J. Dew 1st 
Freestyle 
M. Pay 1st 
N. Kissane 1st 
Freestyle 
M. Darken 2nd 
N. Quinn 1st 

Backstroke 
J. Wirges 1st 
J. Kissane 2nd 
Backstroke 
J. King 2nd 
R. Boadle 3rd 
Backstroke 
J. Dew 2nd 
C. Borchers 1st 
Backstroke 
M. Pay 1st 
N. Kissane 1st 
Backstroke 
M. Darken 2nd 
T. Hanley 1st 

Breaststroke 
J. King 2nd 
D. Bergman 3rd 
Breaststroke 
J. Dickinson 2nd 
J. Hepworth 1st 
Breaststroke 
B. Smithwick 3rd 
S. Davis 2nd 
Breaststroke 
C. Boadle 3rd 
N. Kissane 1st 
Breaststroke 
T. Hanley 1st 
M. Darken 1st 

Butterfly 
J. Wirges 1st 

Butterfly 
J. King 3rd 

Butterfly 
J. Dew 5th 

Butterfly 
M. Pay 1st 

Butterfly 
N. Quinn- 2nd 
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SWIMMING TROPHIES 
Matt Pay (Prahran Classic) Nick 
Quinn (CHISSA Boys' Aggregate 
Shield) Thomas Hartley (CHISSA 

Combined Aggregate Shield) 

CHISSA Relay Results 

U/14 Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer Time Place 
Div2 D.Bergman B.Brown B.Johnson P.Gerick 2:22.91 1st 
U/16 Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer 
Div2 M.Ruff J.Fahy J.Quinlan C.Shea 2:04.44 lst(Record) 
Senior Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer 
Div2 D.Ryan M.Lyle N.Porter T.Hetherington 2.03.20 2nd 
U/13 Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer 

J.King C.Borchers J.Kissane J.Wirges 2:14.75 1st 
U/14 Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer 
Divl N. Anderson R.Boadle B.Peldys C.Brown 2:18.61 2nd 
U/15 Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer 

J.Dew S.Lindsay D.Brady S.Davis 2:09.81 1st 
U/16 Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer 
Divl N.Kissane M.Turkenburg C.Boadle M.Pay 1:58.41 1st 
Open Relay 1st Swimmer 2nd Swimmer 3rd Swimmer 4th Swimmer 
Divl M.Darken M.Sordello T.Hanley N.Quinn 1:53.29 1st 



badminton 

Badminton at St Pat's, in 2000, continued to 
grow in popularity and was successful in 
many areas this year. Participation was the 
highest for some time with one team in A 
Grade, five teams in B Grade, one of which 
was made up of year nine boys, four teams in 
C grade and two teams in D Grade. 

The A Grade side of Matthew Ng, Jon Barnett 
and Kane Tolliday, with Nick Frichot and 
Adrian Ng, combined with Loreto to be 
undefeated throughout the season and 
successfully defended the Championship 
Pennant. 

The B Grade teams were in the competition for 
varying reasons, from social to serious, and, 
could all be hailed as successful given their 
underlying goals. Two of the teams ended the 

season vying for the pennant, with a Year 12 
team pitted against the Year 9 team. The skill of 
the Year 9 team of James Driscoll, Ryan 
McDonald and Dean Thomas, outweighed the 
experience of their older opponents and took 
out the Pennant in conjunction with Loreto. 

The C Grade teams competed well throughout 
the year. The Year 10 team of Rufus 
Brokenbrow, James Robertson, Josh Erbacher, 
Sam Liston, Chris Wright and Robert Comelli 
went through the season undefeated but fell at 
the last hurdle. They were defeated in the play
offs to finish Runners Up. 

D Grade saw a team of Year 7 and a team from 
Year 8 battle hard all season. The Year 7 team is 
to be commended for their enthusiasm and 
commitment, with many future talented 

players emerging. It is noted that one year 7, 
Bill Driscoll, played the season in B Grade. The 
Year 7 team had many creditable performances 
but were eventually defeated in the play-off to 
finish Runners Up. Year 8 continued 
enthusiastically throughout the season and 
Keiran Casey is to be congratulated for winning 
the D Grade Badminton prize. 

Badminton as a sport is enthusiastically 
supported at St Pat's and is enjoyed by an 
growing group of boys, and congratulations go 
to all who participated. The sport was well led 
by Damien Ryan( Captain) and Nick Frichot 
(Vice Captain) and all boys who led their 
respective teams are to be thanked for making 
the organization much easier. Thanks also to 
Mrs Mclntyre and Mr Erwin for their 
organization prior to and during the season. 

The 2000 Badminton Team 
Captain: Damien Ryan Coaches: Mrs Margaret Mclntyre and Mr Rob Erwin 

A I 

Back Row: Bevan Murnane, Josh Pianta, Joel Gordon, Mark Lyle, Clinton Bryan, 
Andreas Cudia, Josh Morris. 
3rd Row: Julian Alban, Stewart Baulch, Kane Tolliday, Tom Kerr, Mark Grigg, Josh Jellett, 
Rufus Brokenbrow, James Robertson. 
2nd Row: Brenton Wilson, Lachlan Searle, Colin Bischof, Edwin Dravitzki, Ryan 
McDonald, Ashley Trounson, James Gargan, Adrian Ng, James Driscoll, Nick Whitefield, 
Kyle Haase. 
Front Row: Kieran Casey, Matthew Dunne, Chris Sheedy, Ricky Bilston, Damien Ryan 
(Captain), Nick Frichot (Vice Captain), Matthew Ng, Chris McBrearty, Brent Hevey 

BPSA BADMINTON 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Kane Tolliday, Jon 
Barnett 

BPSA BADMINTON 
CHAMPION -

SENIOR SINGLES 
Jon Barnett 



senior volleyball 

Senior Volleyball 
by Josh Pianta 

The senior volleyball team had a successful 
season, winning all of its games. The team 
was captained by Josh Pianta, his vice-
captain was Garth Kydd. Both players led by 
example. New players this season included 
Ricky Bilston, Josh Morris, Bevan Murnane 
and Mark Smith. All new players developed 

and contributed throughout the season and 
the team's success. Luke Marks, Matthew Ng 
and Steven Trotter also made important 
contributions to the team. 

With the team having such a successful season 
throughout, a grand final position was 
ensured. The grand final was against Ballarat 
and Clarendon College. After losing the first 
two sets St. Patrick's came back to defeat 

College in the final three sets to win the game. 
The win was a team effort, and all members 
demonstrated commitment, dedication and a 
positive attitude. Congratulations and well 
done to all players for their contribution 
throughout the season. 

Thanks also to Mr. Kaczkowski for his input 
and time in helping the team reach our goal. 

The 2000 Senior Volleyball Team 
Captain: Joshua Pianta Coach: Mr Juri Kaczkowski 

Back Row: Bevan Murnane, Joshua Pianta, Ricky Bilston. 
Front Row: Matthew Ng, Garth Kydd, Mark Smith, Steven Trotter 

Table Tennis 

i J r mm ^ fir * *"* 

Back Row: Ricky Bilston, Joshua Morris, Ben Trusler, David Ryan, Thomas Rice, Bevan Murnane, 
Colin Bischof, Stewart Baulch 

Middle Row: Anthony Torpey, John Nguyen, Robert Lineker, Robert Fry, Joshua Closter, Daniel 
McDaid, Nicholas Lavars, Jordan Molloy 

Front Row: Tim McNamara, Patrick Iwanoswki, Adrian Ng, Mrs M Leahy, Matthew Ng, Peter 
Meerbach, Phillip Dellore 



gymnastics 

GYMNASTICS 
By Br Bernie Scott 

The Year 2000 saw the establishment of the St 
Patrick's Gymnastic Club. The decision to 
form a club was caused by the lack of 
organisation of gymnastics in the Ballarat 
area and the large number of Year 7 students 
interested in the sport. 

The first competition was the Associated 
Public Schools of Victoria held in August. Tim 
Pollard, Nathaniel McKay and Daniel Porter 

from Year f 0 were placed 3rd in the senior 
team event. 
St Patrick's entered 3 teams in the funior 
division and obtained 1st place with Sam 
Palanca, Nathan Smerdon, Mitchell Knight, 
Marc Brown, Rory Dodd and Sanjay de Silva 
forming the team. 
These and several others formed teams that 
competed with success in the inaugural Men's 
Technical Committee Challenge Cup, This 
event, held at St Patrick's, was the largest 
competition for male gymnasts held in Victoria 
this year. 
Most Gymnasts have now passed level awards 
tests and are gaining valuable experience in 
competitions held in Western Victoria. 
Congratulations to the following who won 
teams events in November in Hamilton. 

Level 4: Matthew Christie, Luke Ketchen, James 
McKinnon, Andrew Forbes 

Level 5: Rory Dodd, Matthew Smerdon, Jarrod 
King, Sanjay de Silva, Ben Hayes 

guidance given by Mr Don Pennell, as senior 
judge. 
The future looks bright - so keep swinging. 

sailing 

SAILING 
By Mr Kieran Baxter 

The sailing squad enjoyed an active start to the 
year competing in the Melbourne Grand Prix 
Regatta and in the Victorian schools 
championship. Unfortunately, due to low water 
levels in Lake Wendouree, we were unable to 
organise a regatta for the local schools' 
competition-The King's Cup. 
The Grand Prix regatta provided an exciting 
and challenging day for the team. Our day 
started with a loss against Sandringham but 
improved steadily with our well-balanced team 
able to sail consistently in the fluctuating 
conditions. Aaron Butler (Team Captain) and 
Michael Tolhurst proved to be a fast and 
effective combination. Sam McCrone and Josh 
Kannourakis employed superior racing tactics 
enabling them to get a brilliant start against 
the highly fancied St. Joseph's College and 
another win for the team. Anthony Bossner 
and Dean Pcldys shared the crew position for 
the boat skippered by Jason Hegart. They also 
had their share of success enjoying a win and 
some good places. At the end of the day we 
finished outside the final four. 
Following our good showing in the Grand Prix 
Regatta, we entered the Victorian Secondary 
Schools Team Racing Championship. This is 
the premier event for schools racing; the 
winning team goes on to represent Victoria at 
the National level. This was the first time we 
had entered a team and it was a credit to the 
boys' enthusiasm that they wished to compete 
at this level. (We were the only non-coastal 
school to enter a team) The event was held on 
Corio Bay in cold, blustery conditions. Many 
thanks are owed to the parents who assisted 
with transport for the day. The event was 

The 2000 SPC Sailing Team 
Captain: Aaron Butler Coach: Mr Kieran Baxter 

Back Row: Josh Kannourakis, Mr Kieran Baxter, Michael Tolhurst, Anthony Bossner 
Front Row: Sam McCrone, Aaron Butler, Jason Hegart, Dean Peldys 

conducted in two groups with the two top 
teams from each group making up the final 
four. We finished a creditable 4th place in our 
group. 



basketball 

Senior Basketball 
by Luke Cavanagh 

As any proud St. Patrick's sporting captain, I 
can report on the many highlights 
encountered over the past B.ES.A. season. 
The team, consisting of twelve highly 
dedicated players, won four out of their eight 
home and away games, a few in very 
convincing fashion as players were keen to 
show off their talent. 
Four players in particular must be recognised 
on their efforts throughout the season in 

earning themselves a place in the B.P.S.A. 
representative teams. These players were Luke 
Cavanagh, Michael Allen, Paul Dodds and 
James Foley. 

On Wednesday 3rd May, St. Patrick's College 
Senior Basketball team played its first game 
against a very skilled High School. The result 
of uhis game was a very disappointing way to 
start off the season. The next game was 
against a very tall Damascus side, and with the 
team coming off a bad loss the previous week 
we went down by 17 points. With already two 
losses under our belt, the team was 
determined to turn this around, and we did 
with two convincing wins in a row against 
Grammar and College. With the team's 
confidence levels on a high, it was time to play 
High School again. This time around St. 
Patrick's was determined to get revenge. Our 
dreams had almost come true with the side 
going down by just four points in a spectacular 
game of basketball. With finals' hopes in mind, 

The 2000 First V Basketball Team 
Captain: Luke Cavanagh Coach: Mr Andrew Stott 

we played Damascus again with the winner of 
this game to play High School in the Grand 
Final. Unfortunately Damascus was the better 
side on the day winning by eight points. Better 
players for the season were Michael Allen, 
James Foley, Nick Kissane and Paul Dodds. 

The completion of any season cannot be 
achieved without the help of devoted 
volunteers, so many thanks must go to Ms. 
Colleen Pope for managing and organising all 
the off-court affairs for the team and Andrew 
Stott for his dedication in coaching the side. 
There was a great number of Year 11 and 10s in 
the side this year, so maybe in the next couple 
of years the senior basketball team can go that 
one step further and make the grand final. 

Back Row: Nathan Cavanagh, Nick Kissane,-Adam Jellett, Chris Boadle 
Front Row: Stephen Allen, Michael Allen, Luke Cavanagh (c), Peter Torpy 

BPSA SENIOR BASKETBALL REPRESENTATIVES 

Front Row: Paul Dodds, James Foley, Luke Cavanagh, Michael Allen 



basketball 

Year 10 Basketball 
By Matt Richardson & Nathan Cavanagh 

This year the Year 10 SPC basketball team 
had one focus, to become premiers. 

The team, which consisted of Steve Allen, 
Chris Boadle, Nathan Cavanagh (vice-
captain), Josh Gilbert, Nick Kissane, Matt Pay, 
Matt Richardson(captain) and Michel 
Turkenburg, played as a team with 
confidence, skill and determination 
throughout the season. 

The first game against High School 2 was a 
great start to the season, seeing St. Pat's come 
out victors by 23 points. The first half was 
excellent from St. Pat's piling on a 15 point 
lead, and the second half was also quite good, 
adding to the half time lead with another 8 
points. Final scores, St. Pat's 1-63 defeated 
High School 2 - 40. 

The second game was against St. Pat's main 
rivals in High School 1. In a fast first half, St. 
Pat's managed to claim a ten point lead at the 
main break. The tempo slowed though in the 
second half, with both teams scoring rather 
lightly. St. Pat's came out eventual victors by 13 
points, defeating High School 51 to 38. 

In round three, with St. Pat's missing players, 
an excellent result was still obtained from this 
encounter. Grammar was a team St. Pat's did 
not know a lot about so they could only turn 
up and do their best. Fortunately for them 
their best was very good. St. Pat's exploded out 
of the blocks to have a 30 point lead at half 
time, and in the second half the trend was 
much the same. Another 28 points was added 
to win 78 to Grammar's 20. 

The fifth game, against Damascus, was by far 
St. Pat's best for the season. They scored 56 
points for the first half which was a fine effort 
considering every player had some sort of 
input. The second half was also creditable, but 
not as glamorous as the first, scoring 41 to beat 
Damascus 95 to 35. 

With the finals edging closer, St. Pat's knew that 

The 2000 Year 10 Basketball Team 
Captain: Matthew Richardson Coach: Michael Allen 

in order to reach their goal, they would have to 
knuckle down and play with some authority. 
This happened against Clarendon College in 
the sixth game. They scored over 40 points in 
each half to run over the top of Ballarat & 
Clarendon 83 to 25. 

In the last game of the home and away season 
St. Pat's played the second Ballarat & 
Clarendon College team. Both teams fought 
the game out with very high spirits and never 
gave up until the final buzzer. Luckily for St. 
Pat's they were able to come out of it with a 
win, defeating College 78 to 26. 

It came down to the much awaited final, 
featuring St. Pat's 1 and also High School 1. 
The start of the match shocked St. Pat's who 
trailed by 8 points at half time. With some 
inspirational words from their coach they cam 
back strongly in the second half. With 10 
second to go in the match, St. Pat's had 

Back Row: Paul Kochskamper, Nick Kissane, 
Matt Pay, Josh Gilbert, Michael Allen (Coach) 
Front Row: Chris Boadle, Nathan Cavanagh, 
Matt Richardson (c), Michael Turkenburg, 
Stephen Allen. 

managed to tie the scores. A desperate play 
saw High School score leaving St. Pat's with 
approximately 5 seconds to reply, and 
unfortunately they were unsuccessful, losing 
by 2 points. St. Pat's was both disappointed 
but happy that they had played the game out 
to their full potential. 

Special thanks to Mick Allen for doing an 
exceptional job of coaching and to Br. De Bock 
for managing the team. 

Thanks also to everyone involved for making it 
an enjoyable season. 

YEAR 9 BASKETBALL 
By Mr Paul Volpe 

Due to injury and other state sporting 
commitments, it was rare to have a full side 
compete in our regular games. Even though 
the side consisted often players, there were 
times when only five players were available to 
play. The team won half of the games played 
this season, with our best win coming in the 
last game, that saw the team turn around a 25 
point deficit at half time against High School, 
into a one point win at the end of the game. A 
fine win to wrap up the season. Well Done 
Boys! Thanks must also go to Damian Barnett 
who refereed the games during the season. 

The 2000 Year 9 Basketball Team 
Captain: Josh Jellett Coach: Mr Paul Volpe 

Back Row: 

Front Row: 

Matthew Banks, Joshua Jellett, 
Matthew Johnson 

Mark Cassells, Joel Gordon, 
Tristan Cartledge, Mitchell Collier 



basketball 

YEAR 8 BASKETBALL 
By Mr PaulVoIpe 

This year saw a strong and committed side 
compete in the Junior Year 8 Basketball 
competition. The team started strongly, 
winning early games by margins not often 
seen in junior basketball. Breaking the 
elusive 100-point mark became a regular 
event until the team played the might of 
High School, winning its first contest against 
them by 12 points. The next two times the 
team clashed against them saw High School 

come out winners by 10 points. 

The Grand final saw another match up against 
High School. High School got away early 
leading at half time 31 - 16. The second half 
saw St. Pat's play excellent defense outscoring 
High School during the entire Half. However, it 
was not enough to match them, with St. Pat's 
being defeated 44 to 32. 

Congratulations to all players who regularly 
attended training and showed great teamwork 
and sportsmanship throughout the entire 
season. Special thanks must also go out to the 
coaches Chris Whitefield and Damon Edwards, 
as they provided invaluable coaching 
assistance to all players. 

The 2000 Year 8 Basketball Team 
Captain: James Wallace Coach: Mr Paul Volpe 

Back Row: Tim Squire, James Wallace 
Front Row: Nathaniel Gallagher, Richard McNiece 

Absent: Daniel Cook, Danile Foley, Simon Lane, Chris Squire 

The 2000 Year 7 Basketball Team 
Captain: Brandon Meaney Coach: Luke Cavanagh 

YEAR 7 BASKETBALL 
By Mr. Anthony Prosia 

St. Patrick's College participated in eight 
matches of the Junior Basketball rounds, one 
of which was the Grand Final. 
The squad of players demonstrated wonderful 
enthusiasm and commitment during training 
and great competitive spirit in all games. 
The outcomes of the rounds were as follows: 
Round 1 
Round 2 
Round 3 
Round 4 
Round 5 
Round 6: 
Round 7 

SPC 44 v BHS 33 
SPC 59 v BGS 32 
SPC 40 v BCC 1 45 
SPC79vBCC2 11 
SPC 116 v DC 9 
SPC 53 v BHS 50 
SPC 77 v BGS 14 

Back Row: Sam Clark, John Basham, Cameron Rowe, Danny Hay, David Blanchfield, 
Matt Zvirbulis. 

Front Row: Matthew Jeffers, Andrew Dalton, Luke Cavanagh 
Simon Spencer, Will Cook. 



- c hiss a athletics 

Damian McKee 

Team Manager 

The 21st annual CHISSA athletics sports was 
held on Wednesday the 11th of October in 
beautiful weather for the first time on the 
newly laid athletics track at Llanberris reserve. 
Unfortunately it was not good day for the SPC 
team as we finished second in the boys 
aggregate narrowly losing the title to Grammar. 
Some success was achieved with SPC winning 
the Intermediate boys and finishing second in 
the Senior boys and equal second in the Junior 
boys. SPC also combined with Loreto College 
to convincingly win the combined aggregate. 
The loss could be put down to a number of 
issues: 
Our lack of preparation in training inevitably 
led to our downfall with the team only being 
finalized in the final day before competition 
due to lack of numbers at training. 
SPC won only one Division 1 event in all of the 
age groups in the 100m, 200m and 400m. 
Two events did not have SPC competitors in 
them. This, in the final analysis, was very 
damaging considering it was a narrow loss. 

On a positive note, once again it was our shot 
put and middle distance athletes that led the 
way for most of the day. From Under 15 
upwards we finished first in every event in the 
800m and the 1500m. The shot putters won 
four of the six division one blue ribbons. 
On the day Garth Kydd was the outstanding 
athlete and deservedly was awarded die 
Stephen Moneghetti Perpetual Trophy for the 
most outstanding athlete of the carnival. 
Garth's effort in winning the 800m, 1500m, 
3000m and the 400m Division 2, was 
exceptional. He has done this year after year, 
and all the athletes and coaches involved will 
agree that his success is always built on 

modesty and a great team ethic. 
Congratulations Garth on a brilliant year in 
athletics and cross country - you are a very 
popular winner. 

I would also like to recognise a number of 
exceptional performances on the day; 
Tim Pollard's performance in the Under 15 age 
group where he won the hurdles, long jump, 
javelin (with a PB) and the triple jump with a 
leap that was just one centimeter from the 
existing record and another PB! You can't ask 
for much more than that! 
Michael Canny's 800m and 1500m wins in 
Under 16 were both exceptional runs. 
Tactically and speed wise, Michael is far 
superior to any of his rivals in the Under 16 age 
group. 
David Stevenson's effort in breaking the junior 
walk record with a time of 2:50.2. A fantastic 
effort David! 
Chris Hooper's field double in Discus and Shot 
Put. Chris broke the Under 16 Shot Put record 
with a throw of 15.99m. This was an 
exceptional throw. 
Robert Hooper, not to be outdone by his older 
brother also won the Discus and Shot Put. 
Robert also ran a very good anchor leg in the 4 
X 100m relay. 

Winners of each of the age group awards from 
the carnival were: 
Under 13 - David Ronan 
Under 14 - Robert Hooper 
Under 15 - Tim Pollard 
Under 16 - Michael Canny 
Under 17 - Bradley Molloy 
Open - Garth Kydd 

Thanks must be extended to the student 
leaders of the team; Michael Ranger (Captain), 
Garth Kydd and Gareth Edwards (Vice-
Captains) for their leadership during the 
season. It was a difficult season and it is no 
coincidence that these boys were competitors 
in the most successful elements of the athletics 
team. 
Thanks also to the coaches for their efforts 
during the season, especially Br. Breach (Shot 
Put) who prepares the boys extremely well 
from as early as the beginning of term two! 
It was a disappointing year for many reasons. 
There certainly does not seem to be a lack of 
talent in our ranks. However it is evident that 

Divis ion One Blue Ribbons: 

Under 13 
Sam Caldow 1st High Jump Div. 1 

1st Long Jump Div. 2 
David Ronan 1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Edmund Denton 1st High Jump Div. 2 
Tim Stevenson 1st Junior Walk Div. 2 

Under 14 
David Stevenson 1st Junior Walk Div. 1 
Robert Hooper 1st Shot Put Div. 1 

1st Discus Div. 1 
Nathan Anderson 1st Shot Put Div. 2 

Under 15 
Tim Pollard 1st Triple Jump Div. 1 
Tim Pollard 1st Hurdles Div. 1 
Tim Pollard 1st Javelin Div. 1 
Stuart Near 1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Paul Cosgriff 1st Discus Div. 1 
Peter Blanchfield 1st 800m Div. 1 
Beau Cairns 1st High Jump Div. 1 

Under 16 
Chris Hooper 1st Discus Div.l 

1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Zac Curran 1st Long jump Div. 1 

1st 200m Div. 1 
Michael Canny 1st 800m Div. 1 

1st 1500m Div. 1 
Open 
Gareth Edwards 1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Garth Kydd 1st 800m Div. 1 

1st 1500m Div. 1 
1st 3000m Div. 1 

the students' attitude to training does need to 
be addressed. As team manager I feel that 
many of the boys feel that they can inevitably 
hide behind some of our stronger athletes on 
the day. This attitude will never win team 
events! 
Coaches were inundated with boys wanting to 
participate in events the day before the 
carnival! The same boys were resisting 
requests by coaches during term three when 
training was in full swing. Changes will be 
made for next year. However, these changes 
will be ineffective unless there is a change of 
attitude within the student body to the way we 
approach CHISSA athletics. 

Final Results in the Boys Age Groups and Aggregate: 

School Junior Intermediate Senior Aggregate 

St. Patrick's 382 495 408 1285 

High School 392 412 304 1108 

Grammar 382 467 465 1314 

Damascus 380 433 311 1124 

College 284 306 366 956 



c h i s s a athletics 

The 2000 CHISSA Athletics Team 
Captain: Michael Ranger Team Manager: Mr Damian McKee 

Back Row: Tim Canny, John Francis, Matthew Pay, James Marburg, Anthony Francis, Tim McKinnon, 
Greg Dillon, Nick Cooper 

Fourth Row: Robert Plageman, Clinton Bryan, Chris Barry, Matthew Richardson, Michael Canny, Josh Murray, Josh 
Fahy, Nathan Anderson, Stuart Near 

Third Row: Paul Cosgriff, Peter Blanchfield, Adam Jarvis, Chris Hooper, Danny Dwyer, Josh Erbacher, Tim Pollard, 
Robert Hooper, Chris Boadle Beau Cairns 

Second Row: Sam Pylanka, Tim Stevenson, Edmund Denton, Bernard Wilson, Tom Madden, Kaz Ciezki, Robert 
Boadle, Tom Sullivan, Sam Garland, Peter Binek, Simon Spencer, Dane Bergman, David Stevenson 

Front Row: Michael Turkenburg, Zac Curran, Bradley Molloy, Garth Kydd (v.c.) Michael Ranger (c) Gareth Edwards 
(v.c.) Tim Frawley, Richard Coghlan, Adam Slater 

© 



c hissa cross country 

CHISSA CROSS COUNTRY 
8y Garth Kydd 

Since 1980 St. Patrick's has dominated the 
CHISSA Cross Country competition and in 
2000 we continued this dominance taking 
out all three events on the calendar. 

August 1st saw the start of the season with 
Lap of the Lake. As always we went in with 
strong teams across all age groups. This 
strength shone through on the day with SPC 
winning all three divisions and making it 20 

years in a row, joining Loreto to take overall 
points. Garth Kydd ran an outstanding race to 
win the open division, along with Josh Fahy, 
Michael Ranger and Ben Ludbrook who ran 
3rd, 4th and 9th respectively. Michael Canny 
ran strongly to take out the intermediate with 
Peter Blanchfield an excellent 2nd. Other 
runners included Matt Pay, Chris Boadle and 
Tim Frawley. In the junior division Dane 
Bergman was victorious, supported by Rob 
Boadle, Sam Garland, Edmund Denton and 
Alex Joosten to win their section. 

Next on the calendar was CHISSA Cross
country at Damascus. Again SPC swept all 
divisions. The inclusion of Year 11 runners to 
the Open team strengthened us tremendously 
as we took out first 3 positions. Garth Kydd 
was again unbeatable and along with Michael 
Ranger 2nd, Brett Hunter 3rd, Tim Canny and 
John Francis the division was won. In U16 
Michael Canny finished 2nd ahead of Josh 
Fahy 3rd with good runs from Chris Boadle, 
Peter Blanchfield and Matt Pay. In the juniors 
Dane Bergman again ran well for a second 
placing with Robert Boadle 3rd and, along with 
Alex Joosten, Edmund Denton and Tom 
Arthurson, secured another division victory. 
This was a great team effort as we came away 
with 7 of the possible 9 medals. 

Finally, the season finale on August 30th was 
the Road Relays. Teams consisting of 4 runners 
who completed 1500 metre course took to 
Victoria Park ready to take a clean sweep once 
again. This is exactly what happened in the 
windy conditions. All teams recorded great 
runs. The Senior team of Garth Kydd, Michael 
Ranger, Josh Fahy and Tim Canny completed 
the 6km in 19.15 minutes. While the 
intermediate team of Michael Canny, Peter 
Blanchfield, Chris Boadle and Matt Pay 
finished only 40 seconds behind the open 
team. To complete the trifecta the junior team 
of Dane Bergman, Robert Boadle, Sam Garland 
and Alex Joosten ran an excellent race in a time 
of 21.33 minutes. 

All runners were commended for their 
dedication throughout the season. Special 
thanks to Mr. Peter Ryan who continued to 
coach the team to perform at its best, and who 
was excellent in getting the teams motivated to 
win all year. 

The 2000 CHISSA Cross Country Team 
Captain: Garth Kydd Coach: Mr Peter Ryan 

Back Row: Chris Boadle, Anthony Francis, Gareth Edwards, John Francis, Josh Fahy 
Middle Row: Jarrod King, Rob Boadle, Tim Frawley, Peter Blanchfield, Paul Cosgriff, Alex Joosten, 

Sam Palanca 
Front Row: Edmund Denton, Tim Canny, Michael Ranger (V.C.) Garth Kydd (C), Michael Canny, 

Matt Pay, Thomas Arthurson 

BPSA Senior Cross Country Representatives 

Michael Ranger, Michael Canny, Garth Kydd, Josh Fahy, Peter Blanchfield 



rowing 

ROWING REPORT 

8y Simon Charewicz - Captain of Boats 

Season 1999 - 00 is one to be remembered. 
All of the blood, sweat and tears - victory, joy 
and satisfaction will be forever teaching us 
just what we are capable of. 

In this season of ours just passed, all crews 
have proved themselves worthy of the 
shamrock printed on their chests. From 
crews one to twelve through to our 
development rowers, we have seen many 

successful races. The ownership of titles in 
areas such as Ballarat, Horsham, Nagambie, 
Hamilton, Wentworth, Barwon and the Yarra 
River, not to mention winning state titles in 
Carrum and a second place in the national 
titles in Penrith, NSW, has reflected the hard 
work put into this sport. Then there were our 
Boatrace winners - the thirds, fourths and 
fifths - a dream come true. Congratulations for 
your efforts. 

Over this season I have studied the way in 

which our junior rowers have developed, both 
physically and mentally. They have gone 
ahead in leaps and bounds, conquered goals 
and reached new highs. Their exceptional 
courage when things were tough has not gone 
unnoticed and will serve them well in years to 
come. Good luck and stay at it. You now have 
the chance to stand on the shoulders of the 
seniors before you. 

To all the senior rowers, I wish you good luck 
in your future days away from the school. I still 
marvel at the way in which this team of senior 
rowers can pick each other up over and over 
again as we strive for the top. We have spent 
many long hours together in the most testing 
conditions and circumstances. This, and what 
we gained from this, is what I value the most 
from my time at St. Pat's. It could have not 
been done without people with such huge 
hearts. 

We give huge thanks to our coaches who 
worked tirelessly to get the best out of us and 
the parents and friends who make our camps 

function and who make our regattas and other 
functions so much easier. lim Quinn, our club 
president, has been a great asset to us this year 
and we love his work. Lastly, I would like to 
thank our rowing master, Grant McKechnie, for 
his time and effort in all aspects of our club. 

I am now a person who can stand back and 
look upon the season of 1999 - 2000 and 
consider myself very privileged to have 
captained a very talented and dedicated squad 
of St. Patrick's College rowers. 

My time spent with the rowing club has been 
hard, testing, character building and above all 
enjoyable. I think I speak for most when I say 
'without this learning experience we would be 
different people'. I believe that without testing 
my capabilities, I would be a lesser person. 
Much of this would be felt by all other St. Pat's 
rowers. It is a unique experience that you can 
only acquire from our school and its 
uniqueness is something you won't forget 
when it is time to walk away from competing 
with the green, white and blue. 

St. Patrick's College Rowing 1st Crew 2000 
Stroke; W. Molloy, 3rd: I. Marburg, 2nd: T. Ferguson Bow: G. Edwards Cox: S. Corbett 

Coach: K. O' Brien. 



rowing 

St. Patrick's College Rowing 2nd Crew 2000 
Stroke: P. Coleman, 3rd : N. Quinn, 2nd : S Charewicz Bow: J. Fahy, Cox : M. Kenna 

Coach: M. Kerr 

St. Patrick's College Rowing 3rd Crew 2000 
Stroke: A. Reidy, 3rd: D. Meade, 2nd : T. Kerr, Bow: B. King , Cox: A. Francis 

Coach: T. Austin. 



St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 4th Crew 2000 
Stroke: M. Bennett, 3rd: G. Rowe, 
2nd: J. Murray, Bow: C. Bourke, 

Cox: E. O'Brien 
Coach: C Torpy. 

St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 5th Crew 2000 

Cox: L. Keen, Stroke: S. Baulch, 
3rd: N. Carey, 2nd: M. Penhall, 

Bow: N. Langsford 
Coach: L. Stringer. 

St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 6th Crew 2000 

Cox: A. McArthur, Stroke: D. Edwards, 
3rd: J Erbacher, 2nd: B. Lloyd, 

Bow: J. Prendergast 
Coach: D. Stott 

St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 7th Crew 2000 
Cox: N. Rix, Stroke: R Blanchfield, 

3rd: J. Foley, 2nd: J. Foster, 
Bow: P. Torpy 

Coach: R. Blanchfield. 
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St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 8th Crew 2000 

Cox: G. Foster, Stroke: E Blanchfield, 
3rd: B. Gilbert, 2nd: P. Ingram, 

Bow: J Dean 
Coach: M. Carroll 

St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 9th Crew 2000 

Cox: C. Ives, Stroke: B. Lovell, 
3rd: B.Wren, 2nd: S. Sullivan, 

Bow: J. Gordon 
Coach: T Blanchfield. 

St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 10th Crew 2000 

Cox: Scott Quinney, 
Stroke: R. Coghlan, 3rd: B. Storer, 
2nd: J. Rogers, Bow: T. McPhan 
Coaches: G. Dillon, M. Morgan 

St. Patrick's College 
Rowing 11th Crew 2000 

Cox: D. Foley, Stroke: N. Sims, 
3rd: J. Jellett, 2nd: P. Glenane, 

Bow: C. Hardie 
Coach: G. McKechnie 
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I st XI SOCCER 
by Mark Smith 

This year has been a most successful one for 
the 1st XI soccer team, with the Sedgwick 
Shield returning back to the College after a 
six year absence. Having been members of 
the team for the past three years, James 
Marburg and Mark Smith were determined 
to lead the team to victory, a feat not 
achieved since 1994. Throughout the season 
the team remained undefeated, winning 
eight of a possible ten games and drawing 

the other two. This was only possible from a 
consistently strong performance from the team 
as a whole. 

It was established early in the season that the 
only other quality opponent, would stem from 

Ballarat and Clarendon College. As predicted 
the only games where the team was tested, 
were against College. This is where the two 
draws originated. The day before the final, 
notice was given that at least six boys were 
unable to play, with the possibility of another 
two. However, a team was still fielded and a 
final was still to be fought. A marathon final it 
turned out to be, full time, two extra times and 
penalties. As darkness loomed on the ninth of 
August, a spirited St. Pat's soccer team 
achieved victory against the full strength 
quality opponent of College. 

This team could not have played if it wasn't for 
the help of some very dedicated people. 
Firstly, many thanks must go to Mr. Charlie 
Paton, who kindly stepped in as a coach while 
our regular coach, Mr. John Williams, ventured 
off overseas. Thanks to the ground staff here 

The 2000 1st XI Soccer Team 
Captain: Mark Smith Coach: Mr John Williams 

and to all the boys who helped run the lines 
and putting up the nets. Congratulations to all 
the boys who played in the side this year, and 
best of luck to the team in the coming year. 

BPSA SOCCER 

This year St. Pat's was well represented in the 
BPSA soccer team. Captained by Mark Smith, 
the team put in a gallant effort against AGSV in 
August. Later on in the year the team ventured 
down to Melbourne to play against the EIS. 
Another commendable performance was 
witnessed. Congratulations to all the boys who 
represented the College in the BPSA side this 
year: Peter Binek, Kevin Agius, Bernhard 
Heemann, Stefan Heemann, Sean Finlayson, 
Andrew Francis, Matthew Ng, James Marburg 
and Mark Smith. 

Back Row: Kevin Agius, Nick Stuart, Adrian Ng, Stefan Heemann, Shaun Finlayson, Tom Kerr, Albert Moran, Chris Ware, Andrew Francis, Jessen Cain. 
Front Row: Peter Binek, Tom Hetherington, Bernhard Heemann, Mark Smith (c), Pat Marburg, Matthew Ng, Josh Fahy, Chris McBrearty. 

INTERMEDIATE SOCCER 
By Andrew Francis 

The intermediate soccer team had a successful 
year, with almost 20 players wishing to play. 
Unable to field two teams in the competition, 
this required us to rotate players every week. 
We were undefeated right through the year 
until we met Grammar in the last game. We 
were unluckily beaten but still had achieved a 
home Grand Final against Grammar. With 
many sick and injured players, we struggled to 
field a side for the first time. Going into half 
time we were 2 - 0 down and against the wind. 
Unfortunately we could only scramble a goal 
with great strength from David Brady, a late 
fill-in. We went down 3 - 1 but with a lot of 
talent promising so much, SPC should be a 

powerful force in future years. 
Better players for the season were Stefan 
Heemann, Josh Erbacher, Steven Chirchop, 
Andrew Francis, Jon Davey, Brogan Johnson 
and David Ryan. 

JUNIOR SOCCER 
By Mr Malcolm Barrins 

SPC again had a very good year in Junior 
soccer, winning 4 games, drawing 2 and losing 
none before the final. They started the season 
with a narrow away win over Damascus, then a 
close draw against College (1), who were able 
to field two teams. It was soon apparent that 
Nick McLennan and Jarred King would be key 
players on the wings this year. 
In the next two games SPC scored 16 goals, and 

conceded only 1. They were starting to play 
well as a team, although the squad was 
depleted because of the usual winter illnesses 
and at times we had no substitutes. Pat 
Murphy, our captain, led by example in his no 
nonsense approach to tackling, with David 
Francis, our Player of the Season, controlling 
the mid-field. 

Our fifth game against High School was a 
thriller, and we were in no doubt whom we 
would be meeting in the final. Play see-sawed 
from end to end, and the level of teamwork and 
individual play was of a very high standard. 

A win against Grammar in the last game was 
enough to secure a place in the final at High 
School. 



soccer 

The final against High was played in very wet 
conditions and turned out to be as close as 
expected. Our opponents took advantage of 
an opportunity caused by the muddy 
conditions to score mid way through the first 
half. It turned out to be the only goal of the 
game. SPC never gave up for a second, and 
were unlucky not to equalise late in the game 
when a powerful shot from Nick McLennan 
hit the post, but it was not to be. With an 
excellent goalkeeper, High held onto their 
lead in a very close, skilful and exciting game 
worthy of a grand final. 

All players are to be commended on their 
attitude to training, and the way they 
conducted themselves throughout the season. 
Their commitment left nothing to be desired, 
and the young squad are sure to give a good 
account of themselves next year. 

Special thanks are due to First 11 players 
Adrian Ng and Andrew Francis for refereeing 
our home games. 

Scorers were many, with Jarrod King, David 
Francis, Nick McLennan, Chris Beggs and 
Lachlan McVeigh, who scored a hatrick against 

College (2), all scoring at least three. Nick was 
top scorer for the season with 6 goals. 

Results: 
SPC 2 - Damascus 1 
SPC 3 - College (1)3 
SPC 10 - College (2) 0 
SPC 6 - Damascus 1 
SPC 1 - High School 1 
SPC 2 - Grammar 0 
Goals for: 24 
Goals against: 6 
Grand Final: SPC 0 - High School 1 

The 2000 Intermediate Soccer Team 
Captain: Andrew Francis and Stefan Heemann Coach: Mr Les Lindorff 

Back Row: Phillip D'Auvergne, Dave Ryam, Shaun Finlayson, losh Erbacker, Glenn Briody 
Front Row: David Brady, Stefan Heemann, Andrew Francis, Chris McBrearty 

The 2000 Junior Soccer Team 
Captain: Patrick Murphy Coach: Mr Malcolm Barrins 

Back Row: Jarrod King, Mathan Weyers, Michael Carson, Lachlan McVeigh, Alex Joosten, Dean Conti, Chris Beggs 
Front Row: Colm Trusler, Nick McLennan, Patrick Murphy, Lucas Raschilla, David Francis 
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I st XVIII FOOTBALL 
by Mr Gerard Ryan 

I st XVIII Coach 

The start of the 2000 season was approached 
with high hopes by all wishing to be part of 
the side. Repeating the achievements of the 
1999 side in the Herald Sun Shield was the 
desire and dream of all. These hopes 
appeared reasonable with six key members 
of the 1999 team still being available in 2000. 

Unfortunately the expectations could not be 
met. Due to injuries and inconsistent levels of 
commitment the results were at times 
disappointing; well below the expectations of a 
St Patrick's College 1st XVIII. However other 
performances were very good, with a fine 
result in the BPSA Grand Final after Ballarat 
Grammar challenged strongly throughout the 
year. 

A lightning premiership organised by VAFA 
Club North Old Boys proved to be an ideal pre
season competition. Matches against Catholic 
College Bendigo, Over-Newton College and 
CRC Sydenham allowed more than thirty boys 
an opportunity to demonstrate whether they 
were going to be a regular member of the 
team. 

Two very strong victories over Catholic College 
Bendigo enabled a victory in this inaugural 
competition. This gave the squad a great deal 
of confidence in their ability to play a style of 
football that would be successful at this level of 

competition. The football was moved quickly 
out of defense through running hard forward 
and then delivered long into the forward line, 
directly in front of goal. 

The following week the BPSA Season 
commenced with a double header being 
played at North Ballarat football Oval. SPC 
played Ballarat High School as the curtain 
raiser to the Ballarat & Clarendon College 
versus Ballarat Grammar School match; a 
game that was played under lights. 

Unfortunately this initial match illustrated a 
trend that was going to continue throughout 
the season. Many in the team showed a 
tendency to relax and allow others to bear the 
full expectation of the team. The end result of 
this style of play was an erosion of the 
confidence built up in the Lightning 
Premiership win. A tendency to just cruise 
through BPSA matches had started. 

In the first round of the Herald Sun Shield 
competition hosting Catholic College Bendigo 
proved to be the outstanding performance of 
the season. A win by more than one hundred 
points demonstrated SPC football at its very 
best. The team was generated at the start by 
captain Tim McKinnon, vice captains Michael 
Sordello and Jason Hucker, Drew Petrie, 
Matthew Shortal, Jarrod McCorkell, Pat Tarrant 
and Julian Porter. This leadership inspired all 
in the team to completely dominate the 
contest. 

Unfortunately the complete dominance of this 

performance breed a level of complacency for 
the following week when we travelled to 
Bendigo for the match against Bendigo 
Secondary College. The absence of Drew 
Petrie and Michael Sordello due to injury 
robbed the team of a great deal of leadership, 
with Tim McKinnon making a gallant effort to 
ignite the team. There just weren't enough 
others able to have a consistent impact during 
the match to make up an early five goal deficit. 
Tim Canny and Matthew Shortal were able to 
influence the course of the game at various 
stages. 

This loss made achieving a semi final berth 
very difficult, particularly as it was necessary to 
defeat Assumption College by at least 50 
points. 

Very heavy conditions at the Ivanhoe Football 
Ground made this very important fixture a 
hard slog for both teams. Assumption College 
was able to win possession of the ball far more 
regularly and then, through better delivery, 
retain that possession. Lionhearted 
performances by Drew Petrie, Bill Molloy and 
Gerard Brick stood out within an improved 
SPC showing. Assumption, the eventual 
winners of the Herald Sun Shield with their 
best team in 10 years, were simply to 
committed to win this match and avenge the 
narrow defeats of the past couple of seasons. 

After these losses there was a great deal of 
disappointment with the squad. The drop to 
third in the pool after being premiers was 
keenly felt. One of the major goals of the 

The 2000 1st XVIII Football Team 
Captain: Tim McKinnon Coach: Mr Gerard Ryan 

Back Row: Anthony Francis, Pat McMahon, Pat Tarrant, Drew Petrie, Ryan Head, Leon Davey. 
3rd Row: Phil Sondhu, Ryan Knowles, Tom Cunningham, Jarrord McCorkell, Michael Fitzgerald, Greg Dillon, Danny McTigue. 

2nd Row: Julian Porter, Max Leeming, Gerard Brick, Tim Canny, William Molloy, Jason Duffy, Jon Comelli, Joe Kavanagh. 
Front Row: Matthew Shortal, Joel Dash, Michael Sordello (vc), Tim McKinnon (c), Jason Hucker (vc), Brad Molloy, Adam Slater. 
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season had slipped out of reach. It did allow 
for a realization that success in a competition 
of this standard is not going happen easily. 
All teams are able to get an advantage over 
the opposition if there is any slight drop in 
intensity. 

Whilst the 1st XVIII was competing in the 
Herald Sun Shield, the 2nd XVIII had again 
filled the breach in the BPSA 1st XVIII 
competition for two matches. After bold 
showings against Ballarat Grammar and 
Ballarat High, where they were in position to 
win, they had recorded two losses - they had 

unfortunately struck the second and third best 
teams in the competition. 

This presented a challenging scenario for the 
1st XVIII as they approached their last match 
of the home and away series, against Ballarat 
Grammar at SPC, knowing that the Grand Final 
the following week would be against Ballarat 
Grammar at Grammar. 

Instead of the feeling of invincibility in BPSA 
Football spurring the team to approach each 
contest with a fierce confidence, many slipped 
back into the mould of waiting for a few to win 
the match. Grammar was able to build a 
substantial lead during the first half. A strong 
fight back lead by a superb effort on the part of 
Matthew Shortal and increased intensity by 
Jason Hucker and Pat Tarrant enabled SPC to 
take the lead in the final ten minutes. 
However, these few players had spent their 
energy and no one else came to their help on 
this occasion. Grammar regained the lead to 

record a five point win. The first defeat in the 
BPSA for the 1st XVIII since 1990. 

Since grand finals had been introduced into 
the BPSA all the 1st XVIII finals had been at 
SPC, as the top team hosts the final. Now a 
new challenged faced the team, an away final 
with a hostile home crowd at Ballarat 
Grammar. To complicate matters nine 
members of the best team were unavailable 
due to injury or an excursion to Canberra. 

In contrast to the week before, the SPC 1st 
XVIII came to play. The inclusion of Tim 
McKinnon, Drew Petrie, Jarrod McCorkell and 
Gerard Brick added considerable impetus to 
the team. A final victory of twelve goals was a 
fine result against a committed opposition on 
the tight Ballarat Grammar ground. Brad 
Molloy and Jason Hucker were able to make 
the most of opportunities around goal and 
were the major scorers for the Final. 

As a number of Year 12 players were 
unavailable for much of the season due to TAC 
Cup, responsibility for the role of leadership 
was picked up by Jason Hucker, Matthew 
Shortal and Pat Tarrant in particular. Well done 
to each of those boys for their fine 
performances. Jason and Matthew were justly 
rewarded with the Best and Fairest and Runner 
up Best and Fairest respectively. 

Seven students demonstrated their ability at 
the highest junior level playing for the North 
Ballarat Rebels in the TAC Cup during the 
season. They were Tim McKinnon, Drew 

Petrie, Michael Sordello, Julian Porter, Pat 
Tarrant, Brad Molloy and Jarrod McCorkell. 

Others who were regular members of the 1st 
XVIII throughout the season were Philip 
Sondhu, Anthony Francis, Ryan Knowles, Ryan 
Head, Michael Fitzgerald, Pat McMahon, Greg 
Dillon, Tim Canny, Tom Cunningham, Danny 
McTigue, Leon Davey, Max Leeming, Matthew 
Pay, Jon Kanoa, Joel Dash, Jason Duffy, Gerard 
Brick. 

There is an enormous challenge in 2001 for 
those students who are part of the 1st XVIII to 
reestablish SPC in the top four schools in the 
Herald Sun Shield competition. In taking on 
this challenge they will need to recognize that 
the returns of success are proportional to the 
effort invested. 

Thanks to those Year 12 students who have 
finished the time with the 1st XVIII, 
particularly captain Tim McKinnon, and vice 
captains Jason Hucker and Michael Sordello. I 
am sure you will continue to demonstrate your 
football talents within many competitions over 
many years to come. 

2000 BPSA 1st XVIII FOOTBALL REPRESENTATIVES 
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Back Row: Michael Fitzgerald, Pat McMahon, Ryan Head, Tim McKinnon, Ryan Knowles 
Front Row: Jarrod McCorkell, Matthew Shortal, Drew Petrie, Jason Hucker, Brad Molloy 
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2000 2nd XVIII FOOTBALL 

Back Row: Robert Plageman, Scott Baker, Colin Bischof. 
Front Row: William Molloy, Chris Bourke, John Francis, Adam Jarvis, Max Leeming. 

YEAR 10 FOOTBALL 
by Matthew Pay, Matthew Richardson and Gerard Brick 

The main aim of Year 10 football was to 
develop our skills and improve our knowledge 
for senior football in future years. Playing in 
the Grand Final would only be a bonus along 
the way, but would be something that the team 
would aim for during the season. 
Our opening game of the season was against a 
pumped up Grammar side. An undermanned 
St. Pat's team overcame a 4 goal deficit to win a 
thrilling game by 2 points. This was a good 
opening victory as it boosted the spirits of the 
team which they would carry for the rest of the 
season. 
In the second game against Damascus, a fully 
manned St. Pat's team thrashed the opposition 
in an early finishing contest. 
Our third game was played against our St. Pat's 
Year 9 team. Knowing they would be going for 
the ball very hard, trying to knock off their 
senior team, the Year 10's pulled together and 
overcame the challenge that the Year 9's gave 
them. 
In the fourth game St. Pat's again won easily 
and was barely challenged against a hard 
trying Clarendon team. 
The fifth game proved to be the most 
challenging. St. Pat's again being a little 
undermanned, lost to a High School team that 
had control of the match most of the way. In a 
low scoring affair St. Pat's were beaten by 10 
points. 
In a must win final game St. Pat's showed a lot 
of spirit to beat Grammar by 165 points. This 
would set up a grand final berth against High 
School which would prove to be tough. 
Knowing that the Year 10's hadn't won the 
intermediate section for a couple of years we 
came out with all guns blazing. Opening up a 

2000 Year 10 Football Team 
Captain: Matt Richardson Coach: Mr Howard Clark 

Back Row: Alex Walsh, Anthony Brady, Sean Finlayson, Ryan Conroy, Sam Young, Gerard Brick 
Middle Row: Kane Tolliday, Steven Purtell, Tim Frawley, Mark McKinnon, Evan Stuchbery, Chris 

Boadle, James Madden, Xavier Bourke, Michael Hickey, Matthew Glenane. 
Front Row: Jerem Wurlod, James Robertson, Danny Mullane, Matthew Richardson, Mr. Howard 

Clark, Matthew Pay, Michael Canny, Michael Turkenburg 

3 goal lead at halftime the Year 10's were 
feeling confident. High School, being the good 
team they are, fought hard and closed the gap 
considerably. In the end it was only sheer 
determination and hard work that got the St. 
Pat's team over the line by 2 points. 
Thanks must go to Mr. Howard Clark for his 

professional approach to the football program, 
and giving up his spare tome to guarantee 
good performances. The best and fairest 
award went to a very deserving player in Travis 
Toohey Congratulations Year 10. 
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YEAR 9 FOOTBALL 
By Bryce Bese/er, Richard Vemille, Patrick G/enane, 
Tristan Cartledge and Christian Brady 

Round 1 
In round one SPC played BCC and we were 
very successful. A special mention must be 
made of Tristan Cartledge, Matt Doyle, Jed 
Murphy, Pat Glenane, Brendon Gilbert and 
Tim Mullane. The final scores were SPC 
14.11.95 def BCC 4.5.29. The goals were 
scored by Tristan Cartledge 4, Jed Murphy 2, 
Pat Glenane 2 and Matt Doyle, Brendon 

Gilbert, Joel Dean, John Coleman, Tim Mullane 
and Peter Blanchfield each kicked 1. This game 
was played at a very high standard but in the 
end SPC was too strong for BCC. 

Round 2 
As the bus pulled up at High School, we were 
confident with the outstanding win we had in 
Round 1. But BHS were too strong. When we 
saw how big and skilled they were our 
confidence took an immediate drop. We tried 
our best but a win was not meant to be. We 
saw tremendous ruckwork by Tristan Cartledge 
and great roving by Jed Murphy and the final 
scores were BHS 6.15.51 def SPC 3.0.18. Goals 
were scored by Paul Cosgriff, Brendon Gilbert 
and Kiel Wood. Better players were Matt.Doyle, 
Brendon Gilbert, Tristan Cartledge, Jed 
Murphy, Bryce Beseler and Matt Banks. 

Round 3 
In round 3 we came up to a better, bigger and 
stronger SPC Year 10 team. From the first 
bounce the boys went in hard. Into the second 
half we were down by 17 points and the Year 10 
ran away. The final Scores were SPC (Year 10) 
11.16.81 def SPC (Year 9) 2.3.15. Goal scores 
were Dean O'Brien and Simon Harwood 1. 
Better players were Simon Harwood, Matt 
Doyle, Tim Mullane, Peter Blachfield, Lawrence 
Perks, Bryce Beseler and Tristan Cartledge. 

Round 4 
In round 4 Year 9 played Damascus. The SPC 
team, having just run the lap of the lake, were 
all worn out but that didn't stop us from giving 
it our best shot. SPC stuck with DC but in the 
second half we got 6 goals kicked on us it a 
matter of 10 minutes. The game was played in 
very high spirits but in the end DC were too 
strong for SPC. One of the best players was 
Matt Doyle storming the centre and getting the 
ball down into our forward line. We ended up 
getting beaten by 8 goals but SPC put in a 
gutsy effort. 

Round 5 
On Wednesday the 31st May, we faced a hard 
game of football against Grammar who had 

2000 Year 9 Football Team 
Captain: Tristan Cartledge Coach: Mr Kelvin Porter 
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Back Row: Brent Smithwick, Joel Dean, Matthew Doyle, Daniel Parry, Richard Coghlan. 
Middle Row: Leigh Briody, Paul Cosgriff, Tim Mullane, Nick Whitefield, Mark Molloy. 

Front Row: Lachlan Griffiths, James Driscoll, Bryce Beseler (VC), Tristan Cartledge (c), Brendon 
Gilbert, Lachlan Keen, Matthew Banks. 

been travelling along nicely. Our last win was 
in Round 1 against BCC and we were keen for 
another. With the return of Jed Murphy from 
injury we lifted a great team effort to beat 
Grammar. The scores were SPC Year 9 8.5.53 
def Grammar 4.5.29. Goals were scored by 
Tristan Cartledge 5, and Brendon Lovell, Jed 
Murphy and Brendon Gilbert (each with 1). It 
was a great team effort and we hoped to do the 
same again next week. 

Round 6 
This week we played BCC and we went down 
in a close game. BCC 5.11.41 def SPC 5.5.35. 
The best players were James Driscoll, Mark 
Molloy, Nick Whitefield and Tim Mullane. Goal 
scorers were Nick Whitefield, Simon Harwood, 
Lachlan Keen, Tristan Cartledge and James 
Driscoll. We tried very hard but in the end BCC 
were too strong for us on the day. 

Semi Final 
On Wednesday night BCC came to St Pats and 
we played on the main oval. The game was 
played at a very high standard and the BCC 
were too strong and they won by 10 points. We 
went into the last quarter down by 6 goals. We 
got the ball out of the centre five times in a row 
and then we scored five goals but we left the 
run too late. The best players were Matt Doyle, 
Jed Murphy, Brendon Lovell, Brent Smithwick 
and Leigh Pellisser. The goals were scored by 
Matt Doyle 4, Jed Murphy 1, Brendon Lovell 1 
and Christian Brady 1. The final score was BCC 
7.13.55 def SPC 7.3.45. 
Special thanks must go to Mr. Porter for giving 
up his time to coach us over the past 8 weeks. 
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LAWNBOWLS 
By Sam Montana 

We had a bit of a slow start to the year 
when we struggled to fill our teams 
but luckily we found enough students 
interested to play. We got off to a 
good start with a win in our first 
game. All the students got a taste of 
what lawn bowls is really all about -
having a good time. 

It was great to see the enthusiasm and 
St. Patrick's College spirit showing 
through, even though we did not win 
every week. The students would always 
look forward to the next week's game. 

It is good to hear for the first time this 
year that the School junior Pennant 
Competition would be a CHISSA event. 

It was good to see a number of parents 
coming along to the competition, not 
only supporting the St. Patrick's side but 
also supporting other schools and the 
program. Hopefully at the end of the 
competition a number of Ballarat 
Bowling clubs will benefit from this. 
Mr. Gibcus coached us throughout the 
season and he did a great job. Thank 
you for your time. A special thank you 
goes to the Ballarat City Bowling Club 
for the use of its greens and help. 

Next year we would like to see the sport 
stay in the school and hope to gain 
some new players. All are welcome. 

The 2000 Lawn Bowls Team 
Captain: Sam Montano Coach: Mr Harry Gibcus 

Back Row: losh Gilbert, Shaun Finlayson 

Front Row: David Lomas, Brent Hogan, Liam Sullivan, Sam Montano 

baseball 

BASEBALL 
By Mr Rodger Klopak 

Baseball earned its reputation this season as a 
winter sport - rain, more rain and even hail. The 
team, unfortunately, could not compete against 
nature's elements, facing a couple of wash outs 
in its short season. As well, another opponent 
forfeited leaving the St. Pat's squad with too few 
games to secure enough points to advance to 
the Grand Final. 

Despite the shortage of competitive 
opportunity, the team did face Ballarat 
Grammar and Damascus - with St. Pat's winning 
both games soundly. A third game involved the 
eventual champions, Ballarat High, who proved 
too good on the day. 

The team was led on-field by its Year 8 veteran 
ball players - Stephen Coghlan, Luke Arandt 
and Travis Arandt - as well as the greatly 
improving Tim Elshaug and Michael Elshaug. 

Mosdy, the team was buoyed by the spirit of its 
new Year 7 players who eagerly developed their 
skills at the lunchtime coaching sessions hosted by 
Year 11 students Scott Hehir and Matthew Hankin. 

These lunchtime sessions drew many other 
interested players but the consistent effort of a 
core of new breed ball players bodes well for 
future success in baseball with the likes of 
bruising Blair Brown, crafty Callum Keats, 

The 2000 Baseball Team 
Coaches: Scott Hehir and Matt Hankin 

steady Scott Howard, solid Shaun Smith, 
juggling James McKinnon and the enthusiastic 
duo of Nathan Hobson and James Kerr who 
epitomized a 'try anything once' spirit. 

What most impressed the coach, Mr. Klopak, 
was the team's readiness to both play and 
practise despite adverse conditions - testimony 
to the quality of the individual players. 

Back Row: Luke Arndt, Stephen 
Coghlan, Blair Brown, Nathan Hobson, 
Joseph Frawley, James Kerr 
Front Row: Scott Hehir(coach), James 
McKinnon, Travis Arndt, Callum Keats, 
Matthew Hankin (coach) 
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RACQUETBALLAND SQUASH 
By Leon Faustini 

The new millennium saw an unprecedented 
number of participants representing the 
private schools of Ballarat in the Central 
Highlands Inter-School Sports Association 
(CHISSA) Squash & Racquetball Competition. 

The competition saw students from the 
various schools compete in several different 
grades that were based on student ability and 
experience. Each grade contained at least one 

team representing their respective schools 
(except for the C Grade which saw no St Pat's 
representation) and all of the students that 
participated in the event should be 
congratulated for making the year 2000 the most 
successful year for the competition that I've seen 
in the past six years that I've been involved with 
it. A special thanks must go out to Geoff Pearson 
for supervising the St Patrick's College teams and 
Susan Bossner from the Ballarat Squash and 
Racquetball Association for her organisation of 
the event. Congratulations must also go out to 
those teams that won their respective Grand Finals 

St Patrick's had 2 teams out of a possible 8 in the Grand Finals of 
Racquetball being represented in the A Grade and in the B Grade. St 
Pat's saw victory in the B Grade winning by the narrowest of margins. 1 
point. Scores were: St Pat's 89, Loreto 88. Members of the B Grade team 
were: Nicholas Moroney (Captain), Scott Wealands, David Stevenson 
and Bart Gerick. The A Grade was similarly close however the A Grade 
team went down to Ballarat Grammar by 7 points. Scores were: St Pat's 
86, Grammar 93. Members of the A Grade team were: Leon Faustini 
(Captain), Anthony Bossner, Joshua Stewart and Mark Bothe. 

The Squash saw both the B Grade and the C Grade Grand Finals an all-St 
Patrick's affair. In the B Grade Michael Ranger defeated Anthony 

The 2000 Racquetball and Squash Teams 
Captain: Leon Faustini Coach: Mr Geoff Pearson 

Back Row: Rufus Brokenbrow, Mark Lyle, Greg Rowe, Ashley Rowe, 
Tim Canny, James Robertson 
3rd Row: Mark Bothe, Josh Stewart, Luke Marks, Nick Frichot, Ashley 
Trounson, Anthony Bossner, Ashley Wealands. 
2nd Row: Daniel Tabone, Simon Moroney, Nathan Davis, Chris 
Wright, Scott Wealands, Colin Bischof, Tim Stevenson 
Front Row: David Stevenson, Jason Gradkowski, Nicholas Moroney, Mr. 
G. Pearson, Leon Faustini, Matthew Ng, Michael Ranger. 

Bossner: 30 - 18 whilst in the C Grade Paul Carmody defeated Chris 
Wright: 24-21. 

Again congratulations to all the winning teams and players and thank 
you to Mr Pearson and good luck next year. 

premier league athletics 

Premier League Athletics 

Back Row: Richard Coghlan, Chris Boadle, 
Phillip Ingram, Shaun Finlayson, Chris Hooper, 
Tim Frawley. 
Front Row: Stephen Allen, Michael Canny, 
Michael Turkenburg, Zac Curran, Matthew 
Richardson, David Stevenson. 



hockey 

SENIOR HOCKEY 
By Mr David Walker 

This year the first eleven hockey team was made up of 
a mixture of novices and a handful of experienced 
players such as Josh Pianta (legend backman), John 
Mackey (vice-captain and the middle man), Leigh 
Briody (speedy), David Maskell (victory dancer), 
Chris Keenan, Garth Kydd (the running machine), 
and Ben Alder (captain & goalie). We had two new 
payers from year twelve, our vocalist Scott Watkins 
and 'the glove' Nick Stuart. Most of our players who 
were playing for the first year in this side had come 
through the ranks of junior sides. They were Shaun 
Finlayson (drafted from College), Sam Liston 
(backman of next year), Chris McBrearty, Nathan 

Cuscadden, Taffy Flynn (the masked bandit) and Luke 
Sizeland. Robert Comelli and Matthew Dean helped us 
out in a couple of games towards the end of the season. 

With only one training practice under our belt, and 
coming up against our big rivals College, we weren't 
expecting big things. To our credit, up against a strong 
College team, we drew one all with David Maskell 
scoring our only goal. David's victory dance was able to 
shake off the cobwebs early in the season with the emu 
run up the sideline. For our second game, against High 
School, we went in with much more confidence, and 
the team played with much more of a team effort. Our 
forwards and midfield, with John Mackey leading by 
example, teamed up in excellent fashion. Again it was 
left to David to score the only goal of the game. By now 
the victory dance was in full swing and the year was 
looking very promising. The new players had settled 
into the team and the hard training was paying off. The 
tactics of our coach Mr.David Walker (the enforcer) emphasised having good skills 
and making sure that every player used their skills to the best of their ability. 

Our third game, against Grammar, brought us back to earth. Against the strongest 
side seen in this competition for many years we were outclassed in skill and 
tactical play, if not endeavour. Games continued in much the same vein, with 
Grammar streets ahead of the other sides and us being shaded by College and 
evenly matched with High School. Leigh Briody and John Mackey took over the 
scoring for the team. Not only were the new players learning a lot from the senior 
players but they brought genuine excitement and passion to our side, which 
rubbed off onto every player. 

After a good start we did not score another win for the season but played some 
very good games to earn two draws. In our final game against Grammar we showed 

The 2000 1st XI Hockey Team 
Capta in : Ben Alder Coach : Mr David Walker 

Back Row: Leigh Briody, Chr is Keenan , S h a u n Fin layson, Gar th Kydd, 

Josh P i a n t a 
Fron t Row: Scott Watkins , Chris McBrearty, John Mackey, S a m Liston, 

Taffy Flynn, N a t h a n C u s c a d d e n 

the tremendous potential which exists for next year by getting closer to Grammar 
than any other team all season in a 2-5 loss. Congratulations to Grammar who 
defeated College in the final 7-0. 

David Maskell was top scorer for the year with 6 goals but all players must be 
congratulated for the role they played in the team. Congratulations to Josh Pianta 
who gained selection in the BPSA combined side. In every game we improved and 
the future looks promising for those that are playing for the next couple of seasons. 
Most of all, we are really proud of the team play and team spirit we developed 
throughout the season. 

INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY 
By Chris McBrearty 

The Intermediate Hockey season of 2000 commenced 
with a great deal of enthusiasm. With a large selection 
of players to choose from, we went into our first game, 
under prepared but nonetheless, confident. The fact 
that six of the players had had some experience playing 
with the 1st XI side during the year only added to this 
confidence. The first game certainly lived up to all 
expectations, with a 6 - 0 defeat of Ballarat College (1). 
With this excellent win, we went into the next game 
against Grammar perhaps slightly over confident. This 
was a very physical game and we eventually went down 
0 - 4. Our form from that game on, tended to be 
average with no outstanding score lines as in the first 
game. The following week we came away a little 
disappointed even though we had a 3 - 0 victory over 
Ballarat College (2), because we had numerous scoring 
opportunities, few of which we converted. The next 
game saw us go down 1 - 2 to a strengthened I Iigh 
School side. This result meant that we needed to at 
least draw with Ballarat College (1) in the next game to 
secure a finals berth. This we succeeded in, coming 
away with a 1 - 1 draw. Thanks must go to Taffy Flynn 
for stepping in as a replacement goalkeeper for this 
game, and doing an excellent job to prevent a loss in 
this game. The final had to be postponed to the beginning of fourth 
term with all of the Year 10s being away on work experience, making it 
impossible for St. Patrick's to field a team. 

On a fine afternoon in early October, the final of the Intermediate 
Hockey was fought out between Grammar and ourselves. Another 
very physical game, which involved a few fiery instances, eventually 
ended with Grammar the runaway winners 5 - 0. 

Everyone in the team worked very hard throughout the season, and it 
was fitting to see us the opponents of Grammar - the dominant team 

The 2000 Intermediate XI Hockey Team 
Capta in : Chris McBroar ty Coach : Mr A n d r e w W a t s o n 

of the competition. The team mainly consisted of Year 10 players, 
however the contribution from the Year 9's was invaluable. Better 
players for the season were: Shaun Finlayson, Tom Sullivan, Liam 
Ilobbs, Sam Liston, Robert Comelli, Luke Sizeland, Josh Bronca, Taffy 
Flynn and Glen Briody. 

Thanks must go to Mr. Watson for the work that he put in throughout 
the season as coach. Also, thanks must go to Ben Alder and the other 
Year 12s who helped with the refereeing of the preliminary rounds, 
and all the parents who came to support. 

BPSA 1st XI 
Representative 
Josh Pianta 

Back Row: 
Richard Coghlan, 
Chris Boadle, 
Phillip Ingram, 
Shaun Finlayson, 
Chris Hooper, Tim 
Frawley. 
Front Row: 
Stephen Allen, 
Michael Canny, 
Michael 

Turkenburg, Zac 
Curran, Matthew 
Richardson, David 
Stevenson. 
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classes 

YEAR 12 ROOM 117 

Back Row: Daniel Meade, Luke Stokie, John Mackey, Luke Cavanagh, Christopher Keenan, Martin McKenna, John Comelli 
Third Row: Andrew McKay, Jonathon Tacey, Jeremy Kelly, Anthony Bozic, Luke Medwell, Craig Cheeseman. 
Second Row: Shane Corbett, Ricky Bilston, John Dow, Jarrod Templar, Shane Lawless, Michael Allen, Mrs. Mary Purcell 
Front Row: Nicholas Quinn, Michael Bird, Gareth Edwards, Ben Alder, Tim McKinnon, Johnny Tchia, 
Absent: Chris Kelly 

YEAR 12 ROOM 116 

Back Row: Gavin Wallace, Brendan Burns, Mark Lomas, Nicholas Cooper, Charles Geschke, Gregory Dillon, Albert Moran. 
Third Row: Stewart Baulch, Andrew Claney, Leigh Briody, Joshua Pianta, Aaron Butler, Luke McCarthy, Bevan Murnane, Mrs. Margaret Leahy. 
Front Row: Bradley King, Patrick Tarrant, Gregory Rowe, Tom Ferguson, Dale Bone, Luke Mullaly. 



classes 

YEAR 12 ROOM 38 

Back Row: Tim Canny, Daniel McTigue, Matthew White, David Morrison, Simon Carey, Christopher Elson, Matthew Shortal. 
Second Row: John Strybosch, Glenn Gilbert, Damian Ryan, Max Leeming, Steven Cartledge, Joseph Kennedy, Ryan Dunstan, Raymond Cabigao, Mr John Cosgriff 
Front Row: Sean Bourke, Michael Sordello, Drew Petrie, James Marburg, Gerard Lucas, Mark Smith. 

YEAR 12 ROOM 34 

Back Row: Matthew Humphrey, Peter Vanzetta, Daniel Grandja, Eric Kochskamper, Ryan Callaghan, Christopher Wren, Peter Nolan. 
Third Row: Jon Kanoa, Joel Dash, Michael Watson, Sam Bade. 
Second Row: Julian Porter, Leon Faustini, Benjamin Ludbrook, Joshua Morris, Nicholas Stuart, Br. Brian Davis. 
Front Row: Garth Kydd, Emmett Bronca, Stephen Segrave, Luke Taylor, Simon Charewicz, Leon Davey. 
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classes 

YEAR 12 ROOM 33 

Back Row: Philip Sondhu, Patrick Coleman, Michael Marshall, Julian Righetti, Thomas Kerr, Andrew Reidy, Paul Dodds. 
Third Row: Jason Hucker, Sam McCrone, Ruben Nagorcka, Scott Watkins. 
Second Row: Thomas I Janapie, Micliael Ranger, Matthew Bellchambers, Adrian Ng, Kazimierz Ciezki, Ms Cordelia Reeve. 
Front Row: Jason Duffy, Sean Lenaghan, Anthony Francis, Eamon Stringer, Rory O'Sullivan, William Mollov. 

YEAR 11 ROOM 131 

Back Row: Phelim McGowan, Robert Terrett, Wayne Batson, Brett I lunter, Luke Marks, Matthew Ruff, Matthew Dean, Adam Putt. 
Third Row: Mr. Tony Beggs, Matthew Adam, Christopher Whitefield, Jarrod Waight, Sean Luke, Xavier Watson, David Maskell, Bernhard Heemann, Mrs. Carolyn 
Macdonald. 
Second Row: Damian Banwell, Jessen Cain, Trent Rice, Tristan McArdle, Tom Cunningham, Joshua Fahy. 
Absent: Steven Trotter. 



classes 

YEAR 11 ROOM 115 

Back Row: Isaac Manley, Nicholas Frichot, Joseph Kavanagh, Christopher McKen/.ie, Robert Plageman, Peter Torpy. 
Second Row: Peter Binek, Kevin Agius, Tye Robinson, Timothy Russell, Clinton Molloy, Raines Stephen, Mrs Cate Johnston. 
Front Row: Damon Edwards, Ryan Knowles, Sam Newton, Adam Dobler, Shaun Dosser, MarkTurkenberg. 
Absent: Michael O'Meara, Scott Hehir 

YEAR 11 ROOM 114 

Back Row: Liam Murphy, Robert Nield, Cameron Pay, Mark Kyle, Jeremy Fabos, Brendan Marson, Daniel Bird. 
Third Row: Adam Slater, Brad Molloy, Michael Kersley, Liam Wakefield, Tom Liston, Christopher McKee 
Second Row: Dane Dageago, Ashley Wealands, James Munt, BenTownsend, Colin Bischof, Mr. Geoff Brodic 
Front Row: Paul Kochskamper, Toby McClure, Thomas Uanley, Travis Gould, Matthew Yates, Jarrod McCorkell. 



classes 

YEAR 11 ROOM 113 

Back Row: Yousef Aleem, Chris Ware, Scott Baker, Matthew Hankin, Josh Franklin, Font lletherington, Mark Kenna 
Second Row: Matthew Payne, Neil Porter, Matthew Klshaug, Tim Davis, I leath Rogers, Cameron Maher, Matthew Ng, Mr, Geoff Pearson. 
Front Row: Justin FJixon, James Foley, Patrick McMahon, Kieran Lamond, Robbie Winter, Chris Bourke. 
Absent: Jason Remmers. 

YEAR 11 ROOM 112 

Back Row: Mrs Margaret Mclntyre, Rosco Cain, Eamon Sullivan, Michael Bennett, Joshua Stewart, Scott Brown, Mr. Andrew Watson. 
Front Row: Christian King, Adam Jellett, Thomas Grinter, Gareth Cranage. 
Absent: Samuel Lynch 



classes 

YEAR 11 ROOM 111 

Back Row: Michael Fitzgerald, Scott Smith, Michael Browning, Ryan I lead, Josh Murray. 
Third Row: Luke Walsh, Paul Madden, Clinton Bryan, Johnathon Francis, Chris Barry, lustin Foster. 
Second Row: Mr. Rob Erwin, Aaron Bennetts, Mathew Blackam, Michael Darken, Gerard McDonald, Paul Carmody, Ben Zala, Mr. Bruce Runnalls. 
Front Row: Michael Lucken, Neville Rodda, Matthew Rodoni, Adam Jarvis, Justin Webster, Shane I loffmann. 

YEAR 10 ROOM 110 

Back Row: Martin Kaye, Michael Wilkinson, Dean Peldys, Ben Decis, Jerram Wurlod, Joshua Frbacher, James Robertson. 
Third Row: Richard O'Neill, Brenton Richmond, Gareth Bellchambers, Chris Shea, Alistair Gribble, Anthony Lindorff, Mr. Gerard Bourke. 
Second Row: William Conheady, Nathan Cuscadden, Julian Alban, Andrew Lynch, Chris Rodgers, Tim Knowles. 
Front Row: Alex Walsh, Gerard Maher, David Brady, Mark McKinnon, Jason Uegert, Gerard Brick. 
Absent: Travis Toohev, Jon Barnett, David Ryan, Mathew Caine. 



classes 

YEAR 10 ROOM 109 

Back Row: Xavier Bourkc, Kane Tolliday, Andrew (iochrane, ]osh Quinlan, Nick Carey, Ashley Allan, Brenton Lloyd 
Third Row: Daniel Porter, Cameron Hardie, Steve Purtell, Brock Foster, Stefan Heemann, Ashley Tuffen. 
Second Row: David Lomas, Brett Jenkins, Tim Pollard, Brook Reid, Ĉ hris Thompson, Matthew Leahy, Brent I logan, Mr. Andrew O'Brien. 
Front Row: Mark McCarty, Phillip Ingram, Paul Blanchfield, Ashley, Rowe, Nick Kissane, Nathan Langsford. 
Absent: Matthew Penhall, Mark Rowan. 

YEAR 10 ROOM 104 

Back Row: Thomas Rice, Benjamin Truster, Matthew Davey, Peter Meerbach, lames Madden, Michael Canny, Chris Boadle, Rufus Brokenbrow. 
Third Row: Andrew Francis, Edwin Dravitzki, Sam Liston, David Kersley, Nathan Davis, Shane Lindsay. 
Second Row: Ben Cahill, Ben 1 layes, Danny Mullane, Michael Hickey, Christopher Wright, Matthew Glenane, Jai De Silva, Mr. David Walker. 
Front Row: Joshua Prendergast, Seamus McKenna, Richard Snel, Matthew Grace, Ryan Conroy, Danny Dwyer. 
Absent: llu Jia, Sean Lin. 



classes 

YEAR 10 ROOM 103 

Back Row: Sam Cairns, Jeremy Anderson, Matt Richardson, Michael Parnis, Kris Plageman, Josh Gilbert, Sam Sims, Evan Stuchbery. 
Third Row: Mr. Kevin Brodie, James Fitzgerald, Lawrence Faustini, Nathan Cavanagh, Zac Curran, Michael Turkenburg, Luke Banks. 
Second Row: Shaun McArthur, Robert Comelli, Andrew Dowling, Griffyn Reynolds, Luke Sizeland, Jan Davey, Ian Spiteri. 
Front Row: Sam Young, Matt Pay, MattWilley Adrian Bruechert, Josh Bronca, Damien Maher. 
Absent: Mr. John Williams, Gavin Manly 

YEAR 10 ROOM 102 

Back Row: Paul Fensling, Lachlan Johnson, Aaron Jackson, Chris Hooper, Tim Frawley, James Mather, Taffy Flynn. 
Third Row: Trent Saitta, Liam Sullivan, Ben Nield, Glenn Briody, Chris Whelan, Damian Ilamm. 
Second Row: Nathanial McKay, Sam Corbett, Christopher McBrearty, Liam Brady, Dane Court, Sam Montano, Jarrod Skinner, Mr. Rodger Klopak. 
Front Row: James Thewlis, Leigh McKee, Shaun Finlayson, Marcus Liddle, Brendan Annear, Matthew Moran. 
Absent: Stephen Allen, Anthony Winter. 



classes 

YEAR 9 ROOM 10 

Back Row: Joshua Dew, Jed Murphy, Brendon Lovell, Timothy McPhan, Xavier Toohey, Jeffrey Simmonds, Brenton Coad. 
Fourth Row: Stephen Lavery, Ethan Robson, Daniel Morris, Daniel McLean, Damian Tauschke, Anthony Fletcher. 
Third Row: Brendon Mayman, Michael Loader, Sean Murphy, Anthony Orchard, Bevan Dossor, Ben Carroll. 
Second Row: Chris Ives, Jeffrey Nolan, Adam Hicks, Kai Morganti, Nathan Rix, David Stevenson, Mr. Michael Kerr. 
Front Row: Andrea Cudia, Eamon Zelencich, Howard Rodda, Stephen King, Ben Paterson, Joshua Jellett. 

YEAR 9 ROOM 9 

Back Row: Bart Gerick, Scott Quinney, Paul McAloon, Justin Dredge, Ashley Davies, Matthew Banks. 
Fourth Row: Phillip Madigan, James Gargan, Aidan Murphy, Ryan Keohane, Matthew Johnson. 
Third Row: Ryan Hrymakowski, Timothy Mullane, John Coleman, Simon Lee, Benjamin Zelencich, Patrick Shaw, Adam Howard, Mr. Danny Moore. 
Second Row: Ashley McArthur, Zane Dix, Jarrod FJunne, Adam Jennings, Damian Goodrick. 
Front Row: Matthew Doyle, Timothy Nolan, Leith Pellissier, Marcus Whelan, Luke Riske, James Suter. 
Absent: Simon Harwood 



classes 

YEAR 9 ROOM 8 

Back Row: Patrick Glenane, Joel Dean, Mark Grigg, Brogan Johnson, Richard Coghlan, Richard Venville. 
Fourth Row: Robert Hooper, Mark Cassells, Micky Bird, Luke Humphries, Paul Jeffers. 
Third Row: Mr. Kelvin Porter, 1 Iein Wilson, Ashley Britt, Mark Bothe, Sean Durrant, Simon Davis, Justin Cowan. 
Second Row: Gerard Foster, Damien Barnett, Mitchell Collier, Christian Sanby, Andrew Vallance, Nathaniel Curtain, Christian Brady. 
Front Row: Chris Tempest, Santo Sullivan, Tristan Cartledge, Bryce Beseler, Andrew Barnes, Adrian Maher. 

YEAR 9 ROOM 7 

Back Row: David McDonald, Trent Elkins, Brendon Gilbert. Nicholas Ashmore, Phillip D'Auvergne, Ben Wren. 
Fourth Row: Joel Snowden, James Caine, Paul Cosgriff, Leigh Mitchell. 
Third Row: Brendan Tudor, Tomas Sullivan, Simon Moroney, Lachlan Keen, Nathan Sims, Kyle Bennett, Mark Molloy, Mr. Stephen Callahan 
Second Row: Lachlan Griffiths, Chris Sheedy, Stephen Bruty, Kiel Wood, Liam Hobbs, Lachlan Searle, Lee Briody. 
Front Row: Chris Nvkoluk, Peter Blanchfield, Stuart Near, Joel Gordon, Daniel Parry, Brent Smithwick. 



classes 

YEAR 9 ROOM 6 

Back Row: Andrew McKee, Rhys Pipkorn, Trent Zuidland, Luke Prato, Tim McPhee, James Jess, Dominic Stephens. 
Fourth Row: Ryan McDonald, Dean Tliomas, Ryan Veal, Beau Cairns, Aaron Tabone, James Driscoll. 
Third Row: Mr. Kieran Baxter, Lawrence Perks, Dane Harney, Miles Grenfell, Andrew Cook, Scott Wealands, Steven Chircop. 
Second Row: Nicholas Whitefield, Ryan Waight, Joel Foster, Adrian Delia Bosca, Mrs. Kris Walker. 
Front Row: Ashley Trounson, Dean O'Brien, Michael Warke, Brendon Storer, Stephen Ronan, Jamie Rogers. 

YEAR 8 ROOM 5 

Back Row: Eric Parnis, Kane O'Loughlin, Kyal Green, Stephen I lamm, Tom Madden, Michael Marburg, 
Fourth Row: Ben Prendergast, Michael Thornton, Carl Jolly, Josh Hyde, Sam Garland. 
Third Row: James Brick, Rhys Diamond, Andrew Kenna, Chase Stewart, Chris Banwell, Daniel Ryan. 
Second Row: Chris Allen. Michael Tolhurst, James Mason, Michael Leahy, Tom Moody, Dylan McKay, Matt Fdwards, Ms Bernadette Brouwers. 
Front Row: Fdward Den Ouden, Ry Cover, Kieran Torpy, James Wallace, Richard Rebis, Andrew Blenkiron 
Absent: Christopher Balfour {ffi 



classes 

YEAR 8 ROOM 4 

Back Row: Matthew Zelencich, Benedict Bongiorno, Anthony Smith, Patrik Iwanowski, Luke Studd, Michael Wright 
Fourth Row: Dylan Churchhill, Jarryd Hinkley, Daniel Bruty, Hugh McGlade, Mathew Skinner. 
Third Row: Adam Meek, Jacob Whelan, Brent Fitzpatrick, Nathanial Gallagher, Benjamin Rodgers, Tim Flshaug, Mr. Barry Homewood. 
Second Row: Luke Kearney, Brent Olszewski, Richard McNiece, Andrew Jan, Stephen Nolan, Dane Bergman, Patrick D'Arcy. 
Front Row: Horasio Cook, Cameron Brown, Aaron Nix, James Dickinson, William Smith, Craig Warren. 

YEAR 8 ROOM 3 

Back Row: Sam Murphy, Ethan O'Brien, Bryce Peldys, Tom Byrne, Brent Hevey, Jason Van Oirschot. 
Fourth Row: Josh Kannourakis, Daniel Ashmore, Jason Turkenburg, Simon Bell, Brendan Townsend. 
Third Row: Jason Putt, Chris Garland, Mark Simmens, Ashley Braszel, Andrew Steenhuis, Charles Cree, Mr. Les Lindorff. 
2nd Row: Kyle Haase, Nathan Fishwick, Chris Brayshaw, Matthew Christi, Andrew Cook, Markus Spiteri, James I lughes. 
Front Row: Andrew Porter, Tim Squire, Andrew Wilson, Stephen Denatris, Ashley George, Josh Cahir. 
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classes 

YEAR 8 ROOM 2 

Back Row: Robert Boadle, Nils Ryan, Malcolm Pyalanda, Tim Willey, Brett McLoughlin, Scott Anwyl. 
Fourth Row; Dominic Leahy, Steve Ross, John McDaid, Colm Trusler, I.achlan McVeigh. 
Third Row: Alexander McMahon, Jason Gradkowski, Michael Hlshaug, Michael Kavanagh, James I lolmes, Michael Sullivan. 
Second Row: Brenton Wilson, Patrick Thornton, Andrew Lamond, Tim McCallum, Daniel Dunne, Christopher llinchclifte, Kieran Casey, Mrs Janet Ludeman, 
Front Row: Jonathon Kennedy, Warren Finlayson, Nathan Anderson, Anthony Bossner, Matthew Turner, Jacob Hepworth. 

YEAR 8 ROOM 1 

Back Row: Ryan Casey, Lukas Raschilla, Brennan Walsh, Patrick Murphy, Sam Bowman, Scott Dixon. 
Fourth Row: Damian Toohey, Brenton Eastwood, Beau Mikus, Stephen Clifton, Chris Squire. 
Third Row: I.uke Arandt, Daniel Foley. Thomas Andrews, Jarryd Chiswell, Richard Maher, Daniel Cook. 
Second Row: Travis Arandt, Simon Lane, Mitchell Bryan, Nicholas Mason, Michael Clarke, Dean Come, Elliott McGrath, Mr. Ian Beattie 
Front Row: I'aul I lamm, Nicholas McLennan, Stephen Coghlan, Andrew Blake, Liam 1 lehir, Jordan Liddle. 



classes 

YEAR 7 ROOM 44 

Back Row: Matthew Zvirbulis, Joseph Frawley, Jakob Rees, Daniel Marlow, Cameron Rowe, Benjamin Shields, John Basham. 
Third Row: Mr. Michael Brady, John Finch, Daniel McDaid, Robert Fry, Dominic Hewitt, Simon Spencer, John Righetti. 
Second Row: Nathan Weyers, Timothy Callahan, Andrew Menegazzo, Nathan Rogers, Samuel Brayshaw, Payden Gerick, Matthew Jeffers. 
Front Row: Peter Alexander, Robert Lineker, Matthew Smerdon, Sanjay De Silva, Grant Luke, John Nguyen. 
Absent: Samuel Clark 

YEAR 7 ROOM 43 

Back Row: Michael Iluckstepp, Matthew Dunne, Warren Near, Jeremy Wirges, Sean-Donal Driscoll, Christopher Cowan, James Toohey 
Third Row: Alexander Young, Hamish Robinson, Nicholas Moroney, Elliott Sizeland, Jarrod King, Timothy Dalton, Mr. Michael Weadon 
Second Row: Nathan O'Connor, Benjamin Melham, Matthew Kermond, Nicholas Sims, Samuel Palanca, Joshua Callander. 
Front Row: Christopher Ford, David Hall, Blair Brown, Phillip Dellore, Timothy Paizis, Benjamin Gilbert Waller 
Absent: Christopher Buramen, Drew Answer 



classes 

YEAR 7 ROOM 42 

Back Row: Adam Elliott, Andrew Dalton, David Blanchfield, Nicholas Manley, Justin Sculley, Edmund Denton, Ashley Collins, Thomas Arthurson. 
Third Row: Mr. Howard Clark, Ben Dean, Christopher Beggs, Timothy Keating, Bill Driscoll, Matthew Canny, Alex Brown, Mr. Jamie Ransome. 
Second Row: Tristan McArthur, Brendan Porter, Conor Sullivan, James Stephens, David Francis, James Lamb, William Cook. 
Front Row: Daniel Hay, Jordan Kissane, David Ronan, Michael Carson, Sam Caldow, David Ripani. 

YEAR 7 ROOM 40 

Back Row: Jason Barnett, Matt Carey, Glenn Trask, David Bowden, Kieran Murphy, Pat Maher, Bradley Izzard, 
Third Row: Jonathan Poulton, David Gallagher, William Jarvis, Chris Sharam, Tom Ryan, Jordan Molloy, Mrs Clare Kavanagh. 
Second Row: Edwin Jobling, Antony Torpy, Andrew Dow, Andrew Carey, Jordye Bridle, Brennan Hughes, Nicholas Van Horick. 
Front Row: Dominic Gnoato, Bernard Wilson, Chris Borchers, Chris Roache, Haydn Veal, Sean Murrihy. 



classes 

YEAR 7 ROOM 39 

Back Row: Shaun O'Brien, James Kerr, Joel Zuidland, Luke Glenane, Alexander loosten, Shaun Smith, Leigh Rk 
3rd Row: Mrs Vicki Arthurson, Timothy Stevenson, Nicholas Lavars, Glen Phelps, Ben I lolloway, Ben Nunquam, James McKinnon, Ms Ciina Bemasconi. 
2nd Row: Luke Ketchen, James Muir, Anthony Barresi, Andrew Forbes, Travis Brown, Callum Keats. 
Front Row: Nash Mitris, Nathan Hobson, David Treppo, Uayden O'Doherty, Scott Howard, Karl Edwards. 
Absent: Daniel Tabone, David Lambert 

YEAR 7 ROOM 37 

Back Row: Mr. Tim Bennett, James Murphy, Josh Closter, Jarrod McKee, Tim McNamara, Beau Beanies, Josh I Iarris, Bradley Shanks, Nathan Smerdon. 
Third Row: Camron Johnson, Brett Dash, Christopher Meagher, Keegan Anderson, Ryan Marshall, Jared Mulholland, Mr. 1 larry Gibcus. 
Second Row: Jake Longhurst, Brendan Goodrick, Brod Wells, Martin Moran, Joel Banks, Marc Brown, Mitchell Knight. 
Front Row: Tim Zegir, Rory Dodd, Brandon Meaney, Daniel Pearson, Brent Flood, James Purtell. 



roll coll 2000 

YEAR 7 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 

ALEXANDER Peter John Skipton GERICK Payden Neville Ballarat Nth MURPHY Kieran Christopher Bacchus Marsh 

ANDERSON Keegan James Gordon GILBERT-WALLER Ben Paul Ballarat MURRIHY Sean David Black Hill 

ANSWER Drew Aaron Invermay GLENANE Luke Kevin Dunnstown NEAR Warren Glenn Bacchus Marsh 

ARTHURSON Thomas Alexander Ballarat GNOATO Dominic Michael Wendouree NGUYEN John Black Hill 

BANKS Joe Anthony Mt Mercer GOODRICK Brendan Steven Delacombe NUNQUAM Ben Edwin Ballarat 

BARNETT Jason Paul Ballarat HALL David Christopher Sebastopol O'BRIEN Shaun Brandon Bacchus Marsh 

BARRESI Anthony Joseph Black Hill HARRIS Joshua Sebastopol O'CONNOR Nathan Kane Wendouree 

BASHAM John Learmonth HAY Danny William Ballarat O'DOHERTY Hayden Vincent Nerrina 

BEAMES Beau Ballan HEWITT Dominic William Ballarat PAIZIS Tim James Invermay 

BEGGS Chris James Ballarat Nth HOBSON Nathan Patrick Burrumbeet PALANCA Sam James Buninyong 

BLANCHFIELD David Patrick Ballarat HOLLO WAY Ben Gary Buninyong PEARSON Daniel Christopher Ballan 

BORCHERS Chris Karl Delacombe HOWARD Scott William Buninyong PHELPS Glen Michael Mt Helen 

BOWDEN David Bryer Ballarat HUCKSTEPP Michael Paul Ballarat PORTER Brendan Myles Ballarat 

BRAYSHAW Sam Ballarat HUGHES Brennan Edward Mt Helen POULTON Jonathan James Delacombe 

BRIDLE Jordye Marcus Clunes IZZARD Brad Thomas Ballarat PURTELL Jimmy Gregory Hepburn Springs 

BROWN Alex Jarrad Ballarat JARVIS William Fitzgerald Ballan REES Jakob Michael Yendon 

BROWN Blair Ballarat Nth JEFFERS Matthew Eric Ballarat Nth RIDSDALE Leigh Matthew Ballarat 

BROWN Marc Beligouette Warrenheip JOBLING Edwin James Mt Pleasant RIGHETTI Johnny Paul Smeaton 

BROWN Travis Garry Buninyong JOHNSON Camron James Ballan RIPANI David Romano Ballarat 

BURAMEN Christopher Nauru JOOSTEN Alexander Herman Alfredton ROACHE Chris Shaun Alfredton 

CALDOW Sam Gregory Alfredton KEATING Tim Patrick Ballarat ROBINSON Hamish David Delacombe 

CALLAHAN Tim Bryan Ballarat KEATS Callum Alfredton ROGERS Nathan Greg Wendouree 

CALLANDER Joshua Daniel Ballan KERMOND Matthew Joseph Ross Creek RONAN David Patrick Miners Rest 

CANNY Matt Lee Ballarat KERR James John Ballarat ROWE Cameron James Ballarat 

CAREY Andrew Thomas Gordon KETCHEN Luke James Scarsdale RYAN Tom Anthony Brown Hill 

CAREY Matthew John Gordon KING Jarrod Scott Haddon SCULLEY Justin Peter Ballarat 

CARSON Michael Keith Yendon KISSANE Jordan David Invermay SHANKS Bradley James Clunes 

CLARK Sam James Ballarat KNIGHT Mitch Leland Mt Helen SHARAM Chris Maxwell Warrenheip 

CLOSTER Josh James Bacchus Marsh LAMB James Michael Ballarat SHIELDS Ben Glenn Wendouree 

COLLINS Ash Scarsdale LAMBERT David Alfredton SIMS Nick John Ballarat 

COOK William George Ballarat LAVARS Nick Joseph Ballarat SIZELAND Elliott Jakob Delacombe 

COWAN Chris James Wendouree LINEKER Robbie Dale Ballarat SMERDON Mathew Robert Mitchell Park 

D ALTON Andrew Francis Wendouree LONGHURST Jake William Bacchus Marsh SMERDON Nathan John Mitchell Park 
DALTON Timothy James Dereel LUKE Grant Robert Gordon SMITH Shaun James Alfredton 
DASH Brett Timothy Mt Doran MAHER Patrick James Dean SPENCER Simon Leslie Delacombe 

DE SILVA Sanjay Patrick Miners Rest MANLEY Nick John Alfredton STEPHENS James Patrick Ballarat Nth 
DEAN Ben Carl Ballarat Nth MARLOW Daniel James Clunes STEVENSON Timothy Tim Nintingbool 
DELLORE Phillip Ballarat Nth MARSHALL Ryan Paul Bacchus Marsh SULLIVAN Conor Gerard Millbrook 

DENTON Edmund Peter Ballarat McARTHUR Tristan Phillip Clunes TABONE Daniel Paul Ballarat 
DODD Rory Christopher Dereel McDAID Daniel Joseph Bacchus Marsh TOOHEY James Eric Springbank 
DOW Andrew James Wendouree McKEE Jarrod Louis Ballarat TORPY Anthony Gerard Ballarat 
DRISCOLL Bill John Invermay McKINNON James David Ballarat TRASK Glenn Aaron Bacchus Marsh 
DRISCOLL Sean-Donal Creswick McNAMARA Tim Patrick Bacchus Marsh TREPPO David John Buninyong 
DUNNE Matthew James Ballarat MEAGHER Christoph jrBernard Ballarat VAN HORICK Nic John Ballarat 
EDWARDS Karl Erwin Myrniong MEANEY Brandon James Cardigan VEAL Haydn Andrew Bacchus Marsh 
ELLIOTT Adam Christopher Creswick MELHAM Ben John Ballarat WELLS Brod James Ballarat 
FINCH John Stuart Alfredton MENEGAZZO Andrew Guy Bacchus Marsh WEYERS Nathan James Alfredton 
FLOOD Brent James Ballarat MITRIS Nash Wendouree WILSON Bernard Charles Ballarat 
FORBES Drew Clarke's Hill MOLLOY Jordan Anthony Ballarat WIRGES Jeremy Peter Snake Valley 
FORD Chris Jason Mt Helen MORAN Martin Leo Clarke's Hill YOUNG Alexander James Ballarat 
FRANCIS David lain Alfredton MORONEY Nick James Mollongghip ZEGIR Tim Roscoe Ballarat East 
FRAWLEY Joe Samuel Alfredton MUIR Jamie Andrew Wendouree ZUIDLAND Joel Bacchus Marsh 
FRY Robert John Smythes Creek MULHOLLAND Jared Andrew Gordon ZVIRBULIS Matthew Philip Mt Helen 
GALLAGHER David Francis Waubra MURPHY James Edward Sebastopol 

YEAR 8 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb FISHWICK Nathan Christopher Ballarat 
ALLEN Chris Robert Ballarat Nth CASEY Ryan William Ballarat FITZPATRICK Brent Joel Invermay 
ANDERSON Nathan James Buninyong CHISWELL Jarryd Michael Ballarat FOLEY Daniel Edward Ballarat 
ANDREWS Thomas James Ballarat CHRISTIE Mathew John Wendouree GALLAGHER Nathanial Harold Sebastopol 
ANWYL Scott Anthony Wendouree CHURCHILL Dylan John Ballarat GARLAND Christoph irDaniel Miners Rest 
ARANDT Luke Gallagher Bacchus Marsh CLARKE Michael Robert Melton GARLAND Samuel Patrick Ballarat 
ARANDT Travis Patrick Bacchus Marsh CLIFTON Stephen Hayden Mt Clear GEORGE Ashley James Mt Clear 
ASHMORE Daniel Ballarat COGHLAN Stephen Lyle Ballarat GRADKOWSKI Jason Paul Delacombe 
BALFOUR Chris Barry Ballarat CONTE Dean Paul Haddon GREEN Kyal David Mt Pleasant 
BANWELL Christopher Ballarat COOK Andrew John Ballarat HAASE Kyle John Ballarat 
BELL Simon Charles Ballarat COOK Daniel Bruce Mt Helen HAMM Paul Gerard Gordon 
BERGMAN Dane Thomas Ballarat Nth COOK Horasio Nauru HAMM Stephen John Gordon 
BLAKE Andrew Palmer Bacchus Marsh COVER Ry Rokewood HEHIR Liam Eoin Burrumbeet 
BLENKIRON Andrew Mark Wendouree CREE Charles Edward Ballarat HEPWORTH Jacob Dale Creswick 
BOADLE Robert John Ballarat D'ARCY Patrick Anthony Bacchus Marsh HEVEY Brent Wendouree 
B0NGI0RN0 Ben Jack Ballarat DE NATRIS Steven Anthony Delacombe HINCHCLIFFE ChristopherJoel Miners Rest 
BOSSNER Anthony Lance Alfredton DENOUDEN Edward Gerard Scotchmans Lead HINKLEY Jarryd David Skipton 
BOWMAN Sam Alexander Bacchus Marsh DIAMOND Rhys David Melton HOLMES James William Daylesford 
BRASZELL Ashley James Ballarat DICKINSON James Thomas Ballarat HUGHES James Ballarat 
BRAYSHAW ChristopherJohn Delacombe DIXON Scott Andrew Wendouree HYDE Joshua Malcolm Nerrina 
BRICK James Michael Cambrian Hill DUNNE Danie John Elaine IWANOWSKI Patrik John Wendouree 
BROWN Cameron John Haddon EASTWOOD BJ John Gordon JAN Andrew Shayne Elaine 
BRUTY Daniel Michael Alfredton EDWARDS Matthew James Alfredton JOLLY Carl Joseph Nerrina 
BRYAN Mitchell Alan Bacchus Marsh ELSHAUG Michael Stephen Ballarat KANNOURAKIS Josh Charles Ballarat 
BYRNE Thomas Frederick Ballarat ELSHAUG Timothy Robert Ballarat KAVANAGH Michael Dominic Skipton 
CAHIR Josh Luke Ballarat FINLAYSON Warren Ashley Invermay KEARNEY Luke Thomas Bacchus Marsh 
CASEY Kieran Francis Wendouree Surname Christian Middle Suburb KENNA Andrew James Ballarat 



-roll call 2000 

YEAR 8 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
KENNEDY Jonathan Ballarat MURPHY Sam Glenn Creswick STEENHUIS Andrew Peter Bungaree 
LAMOND Andrew James Sebastopol NIX Aaron David Ballan STEWART Chase William Bacchus Marsh 
LANE Simon Alfredton NOLAN Stephen James Ballan STUDD Luke John Invermay 
LEAHY Dominic Ballarat O'BRIEN Ethan Caan Alfredton SULLIVAN Michae Gerard Ballarat 
LEAHY Michael Joseph Bacchus Marsh O'LOUGHUN Kane Michael Lake Gardens THORNTON Michae David Skipton 
LIDDLE Jordan Clancy Smeaton OLSZEWSKI Brent Paul Alfredton THORNTON Patrick David Wendouree 
MADDEN Tom William Smythes Creek PARNIS Eric Nathaniel Ballarat TOLHURST Michael James Creswick 
MAHER Richard William Mt Clear PELDYS Bryce Owen Ballarat TOOHEY Damian Francis Millbrook 
MARBURG Michael Josef Ballarat PORTER Andrew Simon Sebastopol TORPY Kieran Gallagher Newlyn Nth 
MASON James Edward Ballarat PRENDERGAST Benjamin Michael Newlyn TOWNSEND Brenden William Enfield 
MASON Nicholas John Ballarat PUTT Jason Daniel Mt Helen TRUSLER Colm George Buninyong 
McCALLUM Tim John Collingwood PYALANDA Malcolm Brian Ballarat TURKENBURG Jason Paul Delacombe 

McDAID John Paul Bacchus Marsh RASCHILLA Lukas John Ballarat Nth TURNER Matthew John Ballarat 
McGLADE Hugh Joseph Ballarat REBIS Richard Smythesdale VANOIRSCHOT Jason Wendouree 
McGRATH Elliot James Bacchus Marsh RODGERS Ben Charles Delacombe WALLACE James Alfred Carngham 
McKAY Dylan Richard Scarsdale ROSS Steve Adam Ballarat WALSH Brennan Patrick Melton 
McLENNAN Nicholas John Creswick RYAN Daniel Anthony Bacchus Marsh WARREN Craig Philip Smythesdale 
McLOUGHLIN Brett James Delacombe RYAN Nils Bernard Ballarat WHELAN Jacob Sean Ballan 
McMAHON Alexande Graham Alfredton SIMMENS Mark David Ballarat WILLEY Timothy James Delacombe 
McNIECE Richard Ballarat SKINNER Mathew James Sebastopol WILSON Andrew Robert Mt Helen 
MCVEIGH Lachlan James Alfredton SMITH Anthony Paul Dereel WILSON Brenton Invermay 
MEEK Adam Edward Skipton SMITH William Joseph Ballarat WRIGHT Mick John Ballarat 
MIKUS Beau Christian Bacchus Marsh SPITERI Markus Andrew Bacchus Marsh ZELENCICH Matt James Invermay 
MOODY Thomas Oliver Haddon SQUIRE Chris James Wendouree 
MURPHY Patrick Daniel Nth Ballarat SQUIRE Timothy Michae Delacombe 

YEAR 9 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
ASHMORE Nicholas Paul Ballarat HICKS Adam James Smythes Creek RODDA Howard James Daylesford 
BANKS Matthew Colin Alfredton HOBBS Liam Joseph Ballarat ROGERS Jamie Michael Ballarat 
BARNES Andrew James Mt Wallace HOOPER Robert Alexander Kingston RONAN Stephen Michael Miners Rest 
BARNETT Damien Leigh Ballarat HOWARD Adam James Smythes Creek SANBY Christian Montgolfier Ballarat 
BENNETT Kyle James Miners Rest HRYMAKOWSK Ryan Keith Wendouree SEARLE Lachlan Robert Ballarat Nth 
BESELER Bryce James Smythes Creek HUMPHRIES Luke Robert Wendouree SHAW Patrick Sebastopol 
BIRD Micky James Haddon IVES ChristopherJohn Alfredton SHEEDY Christoph jrJohn Ballarat 
BLANCHFIELD Peter John Ballarat JEFFERS Paul Gerrard Ballarat Nth SIMMONDS Jeffrey Dale Bacchus Marsh 
BOTHE Mark Jarrad Smythes Creek JELLETT Joshua Michael Mt Clear SIMS Nathan Matthew Alfredton 
BRADY Christian James Delacombe JENNINGS Adam John Ballarat SMITHWICK Brent William Greendale 
BRIODY Lee Terence Waubra JESS James Nicholas Buninyong SNOWDEN Joel William Ballarat Nth 
BRITT Ashley Peter Dunnstown JOHNSON Brogan James Napoleons STEPHENS Dominic John Mt Prospect 
BRUTY Stephen Anthony Alfredton JOHNSON Matthew Gregory Alfredton STEVENSON David Pendle Nintingbool 
CAINE James Anthony Sebastopol KEEN Lachlan Rhys Ballarat STORER Brendan John Greendale 
CAIRNS Beau Invermay KEOHANE Ryan Brendan Bacchus Marsh SULLIVAN Santo Mirabella Linton 
CARROLL Benjamin Robert Ballarat KING Stephen Anthony Creswick SULLIVAN Tomas Ryan Yendon 

CARTLEDGE Tristan James Wendouree LAVERY Stephen Gerard Bacchus Marsh SUTER James William Bacchus Marsh 

CASSELLS Mark Graham Mt Helen LEE Simon James Invermay TABONE Aaron John Ballarat 
CHIRCOP Steven Johnathon Wendouree LOADER Michael Scott Beaufort TAUSCHKE Damian William Mt Clear 

COAD Brenton James Mt Helen LOVELL Brendon Stephen Delacombe TEMPEST ChristopherLeigh Ballan 

COGHLAN Richard Oswald Ballarat MADIGAN Phillip John Ballarat THOMAS Dean Ashley Haddon 

COLEMAN John Edward Clunes MAHER Adrian Kevin Springbank TOOHEY Xavier Peter Springbank 
COLLIER Mitchell Anthony Delacombe MAYMAN Brendan Luke Mitchell Park TROUNSON Ashley Raymond Wendouree 

COOK Andrew Robert Alfredton McALOON Paul Anthony Ballarat TUDOR Brendan James Gordon 

COSGRIFF Paul Dominic Ballarat McARTHUR Ashley John Clunes VALLANCE Andrew James Bacchus Marsh 

COWAN Justin Paul Wendouree M C D O N A L D David Edward Wendouree VEAL Ryan Glenn Bacchus Marsh 

CUDIA Andreas John Black Hill M C D O N A L D Ryan Lee Alfredton VENVILLE Richard Kevin Wendouree 

CURTAIN Nathaniel Ross Ballarat McKEE Andrew Brent Mt Clear WAIGHT Ryan David Wendouree 

D'AUVERGNE Philip Charles Ballarat M CLEAN Daniel Paul Wendouree WARKE Michael Leslie Ballarat 
DAVIES Ashley William Ballarat McPHAN Timothy Christopher Warrenheip WEALANDS Scott Colin Ballarat 

DAVIS Simon Ross Ballarat McPHEE Tim Wayne Smythes Creek WHELAN Marcus James Bacchus Marsh 

DEAN Joel Stephen Ballarat Nth MITCHELL Leigh Christopher Ballarat Nth WHITEFIELD Nicholas David Ballarat 

DELLA BOSCA Adrian Bacchus Marsh MOLLOY Mark Brendan Waubra WILSON Hein Alexander Mt Helen 

DEW Joshua David Sebastopol MORGANTI Kai James Ballarat WOOD Kiel Wendouree 

DIX Zane Talbot Bacchus Marsh MORONEY Simon John Mollongghip WREN Benjamin James Haddon 

DOSSOR Bevan Marc Ballarat MORRIS Daniel John Greendale ZELENCICH Benjamin John Invermay 

DOYLE Matthew Joseph Ballarat MULLANE Timothy Kerry Waubra ZELENCICH Eamon Thomas Buninyong 

DREDGE Justin William Smythes Creek MURPHY Aidan Francis Ballarat ZUIDLAND Trent Bacchus Marsh 

DRISCOLL James Thomas Invermay MURPHY Jed Peter Ballarat 

DUNNE Jarrod Leigh Delacombe MURPHY Sean Guy Bacchus Marsh 

DURRANT Sean William Miners Rest NEAR Stuart John Bacchus Marsh 

ELKINS Trent Leigh Scarsdale NOLAN Jeffrey Daniel Ballarat 

FLETCHER Anthony Graham Creswick NOLAN Timothy James Napoleons 

FOSTER Gerard Luke Ballarat NYKOLUK ChristopherMichael Invermay 

FOSTER Joel Xavier Ballarat O'BRIEN Dean Mark Bacchus Marsh 

GARGAN James Zachariah Cardigan ORCHARD Anthony William Bacchus Marsh 

GERICK Bart Laurence Ballarat Nth PARRY Daniel Charles Ballarat 

GILBERT Brendon Peter Wendouree PATERSON Benjamin John Buninyong 

GLENANE Patrick Michael Ballarat PELLISSIER Leith Stewart Mt Clear 

GOODRICK Damian Peter Delacombe PERKS Lawrence Charles Brown Hill 

GORDON Joel Augustus Wendouree PIPKORN Rhys Cardigan Village 

GRENFELL Miles Gordon Wendouree PRATO Luke John Wendouree 

GRIFFITHS Lachlan Robert Creswick QUINNEY Scott Anthony Ballarat 

GRIGG Mark Gerard Delacombe RISKE Luke Daniel Ballarat East 

HARNEY Dane William Alfredton RIX Nathan Bernard Gordon 

HARWOOD Simon James Beaufort ROBSON Ethan James Nintingbool 
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YEAR 10 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 

ALBAN Julian Peter Guildford FRAWLEY Timothy James Alfredton NIELD Ben James Skipton 

ALLAN Ashley David Ballarat GILBERT Josh Shane Wendouree O'NEILL Richard Charles Ballarat 

ALLEN Stephen Charles BallaratNth GLENANE Matthew Richard Dunnstown PARNIS Michael Anthony Ballarat 

ANDERSON Jeremy Thomas Buninyong GRACE Matt Bernard Kyalite PAY Matt Mt Clear 

ANNEAR Brendan James Wendouree GRIBBLE Alistair William Alfredton PELDYS Dean Ewan Ballarat 

BANKS Luke Anthony Mt Mercer HAMM Damian Patrick Gordon PENHALL Matthew James Alfredton 

BARNETT Jonathon Reid Ballarat HARDIE Cameron James Kaniva PLAGEMAN Kris Gregory Greendale 

BELLCHAMBERS Gareth Leigh Shelford HAYES Benjamin Luke Nth Ballarat POLLARD Timothy John Wendouree 

BLANCHFIELD Paul Richard Ballarat HEEMANN Stefan Edmund Haddon PORTER Daniel Matthew Sebastopol 

BOADLE Chris Allan Ballarat HEGERT Jason Christopher Ballarat PRENDERGAST Josh David Newlyn 

BOURKE Xavier Gerard Ballarat HICKEY Michael Patrick Mildura PURTELL Steve Leo Hepburn Springs 

BRADY David John Ararat HOGAN Brent Michael Wendouree QUINLAN Josh Stephen Bungaree 

BRADY Liam Jude BallaratNth HOOPER Chris Kingston REID Brook Andrew Ballarat 

BRICK Gerard Frank Cambrian Hill HU Jia Ballarat REYNOLDS Griffyn Thomas Daylesford 

BRIODY Glenn Brendon Wendouree INGRAM Phillip Laurence Clunes RICE Thomas Wayne Alfredton 

BROKENBROW Rufus Charles Ballarat JACKSON Aaron James Ballarat RICHARDSON Matthew Kenda Ballarat 

BRONCA Joshua Lee Bacchus Marsh JENKINS Brett Anthony Daylesford RICHMOND Brenton John Delacombe 

BRUECHERT Adrian Kane Sebastopol JOHNSON Lachlan David Ballan ROBERTSON James Matthew Mt Rowan 

CAHILL Ben David Delacombe KAYE Martin Robert Sebastopol RODGERS Chris Luke Delacombe 

CAINE Mathew John Ballarat KERSLEY David John Gordon ROWAN Mark David Delacombe 

CAIRNS Sam William Bacchus Marsh KISSANE Nick Daniel Invermay ROWE Ashley Kyle Smeaton 

CANNY Michael Lee Ballarat KNOWLES Tim Michael Wendouree RYAN David John Ballarat 

CAREY Nick John Gordon LANGSFORD Nathan John Alfredton SAITTA Trent Hartley Invermay 

CAVANAGH Nathan Paul Smythes Creek LEAHY Matthew Stephen Dereel SHEA Chris Michael Bacchus Marsh 

COCHRANE Andrew Phillip Ballarat LIDDLE Marcus Clancy Smeaton SIMS Sam Francis Ballarat 

COMELLI Robert Rodger Daylesford LIN Sean Mt Clear SIZELAND Luke Adrian Delacombe 

CONHEADY Will Edward Noorat LINDORFF Anthony Ronald Sebastopol SKINNER Jarrod Paul BallaratNth 

CONROY Ryan Joe Ballan LINDSAY Shane Anthony Bacchus Marsh SNEL Richard Peter Buninyong 

CORBETT Sam John Invermay LISTON Sam William Ross Creek SPITERI Ian Peter Bacchus Marsh 

COURT Dane Edward Skipton LLOYD BJ John Wendouree STUCHBERY Evan James Bacchus Marsh 

CURRAN Zac Buninyong LOMAS David Linton SULLIVAN Liam John Millbrook 

CUSCADDEN Nathan James Invermay Park LYNCH Andrew Lawrence Nhill THEWLIS James Stephen Nintingbool 

DAVEY Jonathan Paul Burrumbeet MADDEN James Edward Alfredton THOMPSON Christopher Ballarat 

DAVEY Matthew John Ballarat MAHER Damien Gerard Delacombe TOLLIDAY Kane Peter Ballarat 

DAVIS Nathan Ashley Gordon MAHER Gerard Anthony Dean TOOHEY Travis Millbrook 

DESILVA Jai James Miners Rest MANLY Gavin David Myrniong TOOHEY Travis Millbrook 

DECIS Benjamin William Ballan MATHER James Ryan Ballarat TRUSLER Benjamin James Buninyong 

DOWLING Andrew William Skipton McARTHUR Shaun Christopher Clunes TUFFEN Ashley Phillip Snake Valley 

DRAVITZKI Edwin Joseph Finley McBREARTY Chris James Wendouree TURKENBURG Michael Adrian Delacombe 

DWYER Danny James Daylesford MCCARTY Mark Alexander Ballarat WALSH Alexander Kiernan Alfredton 

ERBACHER Joshua Michael Ballarat MCKAY Nathanial James Scarsdale WHELAN ChristopherJohn Ballan 

FAUSTINI Lawrence Julian Ballarat McKEE Leigh Adrian Mt Clear WILKINSON Michael Denis West Wyalong 

FENSUNG Paul Mt Rowan McKENNA Seamus Anthony Kyneton WILLEY Matthew Luke Delacombe 

FINLAYSON Shaun Cameron Invermay McKINNON Mark Joseph Garvoc WINTER Anthony William Gordon 

FITZGERALD James Edward Black Hill MEERBACH Peter James Ballarat Nth WRIGHT Christoph 3rMurray Ballarat 

FLYNN Taffy David Sebastopol MONTANO Sam John Ballarat WURLOD Jerram Michael Terang 

FOSTER Brock Patrick Ballarat MORAN Matthew Patrick Clarke's Hill YOUNG Sam Peter Ross Creek 

FRANCIS Andrew John Alfredton MULLANE Danny Christopher Ballan 

YEAR 11 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 

ADAM Matthew Ballarat FAHY Joshua Philip Sebastian MAHAR Cameron Joseph Sebastopol 

AGIUS Kevin Stephen Mt Helen FITZGERALD Michae Derrinallum MAN LEY Isaac James Alfredton 

ALEEM Yousuf Ballarat FOLEY James Kevin Ballarat MARKS Luke Thomas Ballarat 

BAKER Scott Francis Wendouree FOSTER Justin Lee Ballarat MARSON Brendan Francis Tatura 

BANWELL Damian Mark Ballarat FRANCIS Johnathon Patrick Ballarat MASKELL David Thomas Greendale 

BARRY Christoph erJoseph Elaine FRANKLIN Joshua Wesley Buninyong McARDLE Tristan Francis Ballarat 

BATSON Wayne Patrick Nhill FRICHOT Nicholas James Wendouree McCLURE Toby John Bacchus Marsh 

BENNETT Michael Thomas Bullarook GOULD Travis Daniel Alfredton McCORKELL Jarrod Alfredton 

BENNETTS Aaron John Wendouree GRINTER Tom William Hexham MCDONALD Gerard Michael Waubra 

BINEK Peter Gerard West Melton HANKIN Matthew Thomas Ballarat McGOWAN Phelim Michael Black Hill 

BIRD Daniel Glenn Haddon HAN LEY Thomas Edward Langwarrin McKEE Christoph erMichael Ballarat 
BISCHOF Colin Geoffrey Belmont HEAD Ryan Philip Wagga Wagga McKENZIE Christoph erDavid Sebastopol 

BLACKAM Mathew Donald Ballarat HEEMANN Bernhard Andreas Haddon McMAHON Patrick Liam Moama 
BOURKE Christoph arThomas Ballarat HEHIR Scott Mt Helen MOLLOY Bradley James Ballarat 
BROWN Scott Neil Ballarat HETHERINGTON Thomas Andrew Deniliquin MOLLOY CLinton James Waubra 
BROWNING Michael William Ross Creek HOFFMANN Shane Walter BallaratNth MUNT James Robert Ballarat 
BRYAN CLinton James Bacchus Marsh HUNTER Brett Robert Ballarat Nth MURPHY Liam James Ballarat 
CAIN Jessen Nauru JARVIS Adam John Wendouree MURRAY Josh Barret Wendouree 
CAIN Rosco Nauru JELLETT Adam David Mt Clear NEWTON Sam George Bacchus Marsh 
CARMODY Paul Jonathon Pyramid Hill KAVANAGH Joseph Michael Ballarat NG Matthew Tien Leong Malaysia 
CRANAGE Gareth Patrick Ballarat KENNA Mark Bernard Ballarat NIELD Robert Clifford Skipton 
CUNNINGHAM Tom Joseph Timmering KERSLEY Michael Robert Gordon O'MEARA Michael Thomas West Brunswick 
DAGEAGO Dane Nauru KING Christian John Creswick PAYNE Matthew Bernard Delacombe 
DARKEN Michael James Yendon KNOWLES Ryan Michael Wendouree PLAGEMAN Robert Walter Greendale 
DAVIS Timothy Steven Ballarat KOCHSKAMPER Paul Nicholas Buninyong PORTER Neal Patrick Ballarat 
DAY Cameron McKenzie Ballarat LAMOND Kieran John Sebastopo PUTT Adam John Mt Helen 
DEAN Matthew James Bullarook LIN Alan Mt Clear REMMERS Jason Peter Kingston 
DIXON Justin Paul Wendouree LISTON Thomas Martin Alfredton RICE Trent Joseph Warrenheip 
DOBLER Adam Michael BallaratNth LUCKEN Michael Scott Ballarat ROBINSON Tye Stuart Kununurra 
DOSSOR Shaun Michael Ballarat LUKE Sean Nicholas Gordon RODDA Neville John Daylesford 
EDWARDS Damon Patrick Wendouree LYLE Mark Andrew Mt Helen RODONI Matthew Terrance Invermay 
ELSHAUG Mathew John Ballarat LYNCH Samuel Patrick Gordon ROGERS Heath Michael Delacombe 
FABOS Jeremy Joseph Invermay MADDEN Paul Thornton Camperdown RUFF Matthew Jon Kyneton 



roll coll 2000 

YEAR 11 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle 
RUSSELL Timothy James Wendouree TOWNSEND Benjamin Gibson Enfield WATSON Xavier Nicholas 
SLATER Adam William Skipton TREVENA Mitchell Invermay WEALANDS Ashley Peter 
SMITH Scott James Black Hill TROTTER Steven James Ballarat WEBSTER Justin Phillip 
STEPHEN Raines Nauru TURKENBURG Mark Sebastian Alfredton WHITEFIELD Christopht rJames 
STEWART Joshua Stanton Ballarat WAIGHT Jarrod James Wendouree WINTER Robert John 
SULLIVAN Eamon Patrick Millbrook WAKEFIELD Liam Patrick Ballarat YATES Matthew John 
TERRETT Robert John Ballarat WALSH Luke Matthew Ballarat ZALA Benjamin Peter 
TORPY Peter Joseph Ballarat WARE ChristopherCharles Creswick 

YEAR 12 

Surname 
ALDER 
ALLEN 
ANSWER 
BADE 
BAULCH 
BELLCHAMBERS 
BILSTON 
BIRD 
BONE 
BOURKE 
BOZIC 
BRIODY 
BRONCA 
BURNS 
BUTLER 
CABIGAO 
CALLAGHAN 
CANNY 
CAREY 
CARTLEDGE 
CAVANAGH 
CHAREWICZ 
CHEESEMAN 
CHISWELL 
CIEZKI 
CLANEY 
COLEMAN 
COMELLI 
COOPER 
CORBETT 
DALTON 
DASH 
DAVEY 
DILLON 
DODDS 
DOW 
DUFFY 
DUNSTAN 
EDWARDS 

Christian 
Benjamin 
Michael 
Jarrad 
Sam 
Stewart 
Matthew 
Ricky 
Michael 
Dale 
Sean 
Anthony 
Leigh 
Emmett 
Brendan 
Aaron 
Raymond 
Ryan 
Tim 
Simon 
Steven 
Luke 
Simon 
Craig 
Brent 
Kaz 
Andrew 
Patrick 
John 
Nicholas 
Shane 
Stephen 
Joe 
Leon 
Gregory 
Paul 
John 
Jason 
Ryan 
Gareth 

Middle 
John 
Graeme 
Adam 
Patrick 
Andrew 
Peter 
Laurie 
William 
Rodney 
Patrick 

William 
Scott 
Mark 
Lee 
Francis 
Ethan 
Peter 
Corneilous 
Raymond 
Andrew 
Peter 
Daniel 
Andrew 
Thomas 
John 
John 
Edward 
James 
Robert 
William 
Martin 
Michael 
Maurice 
Francis 
Patrick 
Leigh 
David 
lain 

Suburb 
Enfield 
Ballarat Nth 
Invermay 
Nth Melbourne 
West Melton 
Shelford 
Ballarat West 
Buninyong 
Smythes Creek 
Ballarat 
Sebastopo 
Wendouree 
Bacchus Marsh 
Ballarat Nth 
Haddon 
Wendouree 
Mt Doran 
Ballarat 
Gordon 
Invermay 
Smythes Creek 
Bacchus Marsh 
Ballarat Nth 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Alfredton 
Waubra 
Daylesford 
Mt Helen 
Invermay 
Clunes 
Dunnstown 
Ballarat 
Timboon 
Warrenheip 
Yarrawonga 
Sebastopol 
Ballarat Nth 
Wendouree 

Surname 
ELSON 
FAUSTINI 
FERGUSON 
FRANCIS 
GESCHKE 
GILBERT 
GRANDJA 
HANAPIE 
HUCKER 
HUMPHREY 
KANOA 
KEENAN 
KELLY 
KELLY 
KENNEDY 
KERR 
KING 
KOCHSKAMPER 
KYDD 
LAWLESS 
LEEHANE 
LEEMING 
LENAGHAN 
LOMAS 
LUCAS 
LUDBROOK 
MACKEY 
MARBURG 
MARSHALL 
MCCARTHY 
McCRONE 
McKAY 
McKENNA 
McKENNA 
McKINNON 
McTIGUE 
MEADE 
MEDWELL 
MOLLOY 

Christian 
Christoph 
Leon 
Tom 
Anthony 
Charles 
Glenn 
Daniel 
Thomas 
Jason 
Matthew 
Jon 
Christoph 
Chris 
Jeremy 
Joseph 
Thomas 
Bradley 
Eric 
Garth 
Shane 
Craig 
Max 
Sean 
Mark 
Gerard 
Benjamin 
John 
James 
Michael 
Luke 
Sam 
Andrew 
Martin 
Martin 
Timothy 
Daniel 
Daniel 
Luke 
William 

Middle 
erLeigh 

Joseph 
Winston 
Joseph 
Kristopher 

David 

Frederick 
erDavid 

Paul 
Thomas 
William 
Charles 
Thomas 
Christopher 
Damian 
Robert 
James 
Guthrie 
Gerard 
Ronald 
Adrian 
James 
Francis 
Dominic 
David 
Anthony 
Goss 
William 
Hugh 
Hugh 
Michael 
Thomas 
Joseph 
William 
Patrick 

Suburb 
Miners Rest 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Beaufort 
Ballarat 
Indonesia 
Sebastopol 
Enfield 
Redan 
Mulwala 
Cambrian Hill 
Harrow 
Bullarook 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Buninyong 
Delacombe 
Sebastopol 
Ballarat 
Balmoral 
Creswick 
Linton 
Smythes Creek 
Bungaree 
Corowa 
Ballarat 
Mt Clear 
Kyneton 
Buninyong 
Ballarat 
Kyneton 
Kyneton 
Garvoc 
Gordon 
Warrnambool 
Ballarat 
Skipton 

Surname 
MORAN 
MORRIS 
MORRISON 
MULLALY 
MURNANE 
NAGORCKA 
NG 
NOLAN 
O'SULUVAN 
PETRIE 
PIANTA 
PORTER 
QUINN 
RANGER 
REIDY 
RIGHETTI 
ROWE 
RYAN 
SEGRAVE 
SHORTAL 
SMITH 
SONDHU 
SORDELLO 
STOKIE 
STRINGER 
STRYBOSCH 
STUART 
TACEY 
TARRANT 
TAYLOR 
TCHIA 
TEMPLAR 
VANZETTA 
WALLACE 
WATKINS 
WATSON 
WHITE 
WREN 

Christian 
Albert 
Joshua 
David 
Luke 
Bevan 
Ruben 
Adrian 
Peter 
Rory 
Drew 
Joshua 
Julian 
Nick 
Michael 
Andrew 
Julian 
Gregory 
Damian 
Stephen 
Matthew 
Mark 
Philip 
Michael 
Luke 
Eamon 
John 
Nicholas 
Jonathon 
Patrick 
Luke 
Johnny 
Jarrod 
Peter 
Gavin 
Scott 
Michael 
Matthew 
Christophe 

Middle 
William 
William 
Thomas 
Richard 
Niall 
Stanley 
Tien Tze 
Mark 
William 
Michael 
David 
Patrick 
James 
Joseph 
Gregory 
Michael 
William 
Francis 
James 
Paul 
Andrew 
Swaran 
Franco 
John 
Anthony 
William 
Charles 
James 
Mark 
William 

James 
Leo 
William 

Robert 
John 

rLeiqh 

Suburb 
Cambrian Hill 
Ballarat 
Rokewood 
Ballarat 
Gordon 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 

Suburb 
Papua New Guinea 

Ballarat 
Alfredton 
Ballarat Nth 
Ballarat 
Hamilton 
Malaysia 
Ballarat 
Patchewollock 
Alfredton 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Ballarat 
Bacchus Marsh 
Smeaton 
Alfredton 
Ballarat 
Wendouree 
Ballarat 
Horsham 
Mt Helen 
Melton 
Alfredton 
Wendouree 
Ballarat 
Creswick 
Mildura 

Carngham Heights 
Sebastopol 
Ballarat Nth 
Daylesford 
Carngham 
Mt Mercer 
Cardigan 
Ballarat 
Haddon 
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